
 

 

本次『雅思听力机经配套题库』适用于针对 2015 年 6 月 6 日雅思考

试的『小站雅思预测机经超小范围版』。 

雅思机经与听力题库【使用方法】http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-75309-1-1.html 

  

[最新]本月雅思口语题库下载：http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-99490-1-1.html?ystk 

小站将持续更新雅思高频题库与范文答案，请大家收藏本帖，保持关注 

往期雅思考试【真题回忆】更新汇总 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76434-1-1.html 

全年雅思考试机经【发布时间表】http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-84437-1-1.html 

  

 

 

 

 

 

小站祝考生在雅思考试中勇夺高分！向梦想进发！ 

点击下载本场雅思考试预测机经 

微信看机经 

 第一时间推送 

 随时随地查看 

 考前冲刺提分 

 免费答疑解惑 

点击查看上场雅思考试真题解析 
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小站雅思听力机经（配套题库） 

小站教育 YOUNG 老师, 以十年磨一剑的功力, 专注托福雅思机经

的研发, 现隆重推出雅思听力机经配套题库。 

使用方法 

对于即将参加考试的同学，可以利用此题库去配合小站持续更新的

小站雅思 A/G 类机经（超级小范围）共同使用。题库中包含

了历年听力真题回忆，同学们需根据 小站雅思 A/G 类机经

（超级小范围）中预测的套题，在题库中将这些套题找到，熟悉考

题内容答案。如若命中，将大大提高考生的听力成绩。 

目录 

1. 2014-2011雅思听力真题 

2. 听力 V21-V71 

3. 听力 V300XX版本 

4. 听力 V400XX版本 

5. 听力 V500XX版本 

6. 听力 V600XX版本 

7. 2007-2009年雅思听力真题 

8. 如何使用听力机经 

9. 雅思听力备考策略 

10. 雅思听力机经背诵策略 

11. 雅思听力高频词汇 

关注小站教育 
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V30034s1 V29s2 V30060s4 

06141 theme garden V35s4 

06144 V40109s2 V30033s4 

06146 V30044s2 V30060s3 V30037s4 

06148 V40102s1 V30020s2 

06319 V40101s1 V40110s2 V23s3 V50121s4 

06412 V40049s1 V40101s3 V50233s4 

30038 thriller film V68S4 

30074 V66s2 zoology

30078 
V30076s3 presentation 

30079 Call roses 

restaurant  

V66s2 whale survey 

30080 ice curling whales

presentation 

V66s4 

30081 
part-time job 

center self-employment Internet Addiction 

30083 

30090 30078 dinosaur museum 

06138 V30038s2 V70s3 V67s4 

V140109 

 2014 1 9  

Section 1 
V110219s1 Consulting Completion
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What the course 
is called 

What the course 
is about 

When the 
course is 

Length How much the 
courses cost: 

Taster sessions To learn the basic 
1.safety skills

On 2.Thuesday 
evenings 

Each session lasts 
one 3.hour 

18 

Group sessions To learn to work 
together 

4.12 

Stage2:the 
climbing course 

To learn climbing 
with any 
5.supervision

On 6.Thursday 
evenings(6-8p
m) 

One 75 for adults 

Stage 3 To learn climbing 
on the 7.rock 

Throughout the 
8.summer 

One 9.mouth 140-does not 
include 
10.transport

Section 2 NEW Travelling Choice / Matching 
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desert travel agency  

 

11-13  

11. What first attracted Naomi to go travelling in the desert? 

A. the beautiful scenery she once saw 

B. the things she heard about from her husband 

C. the incidents that happened to her 

12. What was the most important thing in travelling in the desert? 

A. keep an open mind 

B. take detailed maps 

C. bring a lot of clothing 

13. What was the best thing about travelling in a group for a long time to Naomi? 

A. 

B. the fun company in the evenings 

C. the feeling of trust built up 

14-20  

live in tent accommodation, mountain climbing, horse riding wild animals  

A. Stay in a tented accommodation 

B. Go mountain riding 

C. Go mountain climbing 

D. Take the trip to see wildlife 

 

14.Atacama----B 

15.Skeleton Coast-----C 

16.Moroccan Sahara-----A 

17.Almeria-----B 

18.Gobi’ -----D 

19.Thar-----D 

20.Ulurr-Uta-----A 

Section 3 

   

V110219s3=V8101S3=V07131
S3=V06130S3=V30058S3 

Tutorial +  
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21-24  

21. Why did Jenny get a low grade for her report? C 

    A. ask the professor to remark 

    B. need more guidance from professor 

C. ask about information of master’s degree 

22. What did her tutor say about the examples in her report? 

A.  

B. some examples were inappropriate 

C. more important examples should have been included. 

23. What did Jenny find most difficult to do? 

A. write an introduction 

B.  

C. decide how much detail she would include in her writing 

24. What was the tutor’s advice to her? 

A. try to the paper from the point of view of the target readers 

B. read the 

C. read the previous reports 

25-30  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decide the 25.purpose of the essay 

Find out what a reader 26.knows and experts 

Write one 27.sentence to summarize your idea 

Collect 28.relevant materials 

Organize materials logically 

Write an 29.outline 

Write a full 30.draft 

Aim to check for further information 

Section 4 

   

V110219s4=V08125S4=V08231S
4=V09118S4 

Chemistry Completion 
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 sea water purify (SW40) 

31-37  

31. High level of salts makes bore water unsafe to drink. 

32. SW40 makes the bore water clean it can be used in hospitals 

33. SW40 can work effectively but sometimes it is quite slow 

34. They want to get money from an agency called Health International 

35. SW40 can provide a maximum output of 9 liters on a sunny day.  

36. Each SW40 can support the water use of a family  

37-40  

37. is made of glass 

38. SW40  12.5° 

39 UV radiation  can destroy germs 

40. water collection tank 
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V140111 

 2014 1 11  

Section 1 
   

V100605s1  Completion/Multiple Choice 

 

1.Type of holiday: surfing 
2.Meal : includes breakfast 
3.Facilities : gym 

4. : 360 
5.A shared room 
6.Type of insurance : Basic 

7. : 75 

8.Price : 42.50 

9.Cheapest transport : taxi 
10.Pay by : cheque 

Section 2 
   

V100605s2  Completion/Multiple Choice 

 

11. local hero 

12. European painting 

13. learning zone 
14. restaurant 
15. shop 

16. historical photograph 
17. cinema zone 

18. A sicience centre 

19. 1aduls+2children 
20. B three days 

Section 3 

   

V100605s3 
=V50109S3  

Multiple Choice 
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21-23  

21 B 

A. German for science is too difficult.  

B. she doesn’t grasp the skill to learn independently    

C. she is too busy to learn 

22. What did lvan do in the library? 

A. sort out the timetable  

B. read newspapers    

C. send e-mail 
23: A too many people in the library. 

24-30  

Some suggestions are given by the professor. 

Medium Methods 

Audio develop 24. global listening  skill to grasp key word 

l25. stop the tape to predict the contents  

26. dictation  to develop listening skills 

27. prepare note-taking skills.   

Video --gesture, 

--28. eye contacts  

--distance between people 

cover the video 29. subtitles  

Satellite  TV watch TV chat show  

 

Section 4 

   

V100605s4 

=V30072S4 
   Completion 
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Amber( )

  

31-37  

31. amber produces resin to protect itself against insects and fungi  

32. Some resin has colors because? 

It was formed from volcanic dust and mineral in soil. 

33. The condition to from amber include pressure, heat and time. 

34. The mid-product copal was formed during? 

intermediate stage ( intermediate) 

35. It is often formed in the sea. 

36. The ancient Greek believes that water and air found in the amber was trapped sunlight. 

37. Here is a special one in every 1000   100  

38-40 AMBER  

38. it can be used to make jeweler ,necklace, but should be set in silver settings 

39. when it was mingled with powder and honey, the medicine can prevent the disease such a plague

honey . 

40. it can be also used as building material. ( building material)  

 

 

V140118 

Section 1 

   

V 07103 
Lawson primary 

school in Manchester 

Matching 

Multiple choices 
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1-10) Completion 

1. from 8:40 to 9:00 am 

2. school will contact parents on the phone 

3. parents can attend art course with their kids 

4. next gathering for parents: July 

5. new gym next to the canteen and sport field in the back 

6. need not wearing uniform that with name on the coats. Comfortable shoes do not wear boots. 

7. Activities 

   cooking; music and chess 

8. day trip : 8 summer camp in Countryside 

9. a professional dentist emergency took place. 

10. Students when they ride bike to school wear bright clothes and a helmet. 

Section 2 

   

V 05204 
 

Matching 

Multiple choices 
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11-15 Matching 

A Need qualification 

B Do conservation jobs 

C Learn new skills 

 

11 explorer the international   C(educational facilities in small village in Ghkta) 

12. wild exchange  C (help and get to know local people .. farm...South America) 

13. Track abroad  B (community centre for example, mathematic of ... evenings in Himalayas) 

14. Go adventure B ( Two months in Tanzania, endangered species Teach ... in the farm Caring for 

animals) 

15. Going Shot  A (forest and lakes, sharing... woodcraft, to be patient with kids) 

 

16-20)Multiple choices 

16. what kind of job in the zoo 

A repair Capet   B washing and caring elephant 

17. What problem when she first arrived there? 

A. feel homesick   B. boring   C being ill 

18. activities with friends on weekend 

A. serve a travel guide to adjust, swimming 

B. coach trip to *** area in someday  

C. go to beach 

19. volunteers divide into groups based on  

A. the same incent 

B. the same age 

C. different background 

20. the result of being the volunteer 

A. *** 

B. being proud of achievement 

Section 3 

   

V05321 
 

Matching 

Multiple Choice 
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Two people are discussing about the impacts of light pollution on wildlife and environment. 

 

21-25) Matching (Choose five from seven) 

 

Matching the points with the persons below. 

A. lighting restrictions              B. alternative lighting 

C. reduce the number of insects    D. decline in the number of species 

E. Climate Changes                 F. impacts on the growth of animals 

G. impacts on water quality    

 

21. Simpson: ----A (ignore to turn off city light at night!) 

22. ----B ( replacement by...Yellow light... converted into turtle ) 

23. Sharon grey: ----F ( insects they ate declined and produced fewer eggs) 

24. Maria Jackson ----G ( Surface of water... creatures by light) 

25. Barbara Swallow----D ( . fish, hunted by ...., dropped significantly) 

 

26-30  Multiple Choice  

26. what's Jim's (the boy) opinion about artificial light( )  

A. both die out ( even the creatures know how to cope with it, constant light 

force them to death, genetic both  die out) 

27. What do both of them think should focus on light vibration  

C. many theories lab researcher can’t convince people without proof in the 

fields  

 

28-30 Multiple Choice Choose 3/7  

What are the three aspects do both of them think should continue to do research on? 

A. ********    B. wild life park animals 

C. migration bird   D. animals in rural areas(instead of habitats previously done) 

E. on animals living in tropical climate 

F. the impacts of animals from different climate(tropical climate compared to those in the 

north)  

Section 4 
   

V120218s4  v 05411  cube  completion 
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Piet Blom has developed a couple of these cubic houses. 

 

31-40 completion 

31. as a function of village 

His design represents a village within a city 

32. Each cub building’s shape like a tree  

The concept behind these houses is that he tries to create a forest by each cube representing 

an abstract tree; therefore the whole village becomes a forest. 

33. on the top of bridge in central city 

The city of Rotterdam asked him to design housing on top of a pedestrian bridge and he 

decided to use the cubic houses idea. 

34. he met the problem of finance 

35. inside the house … three pillars made of concrete 

The structure of the pole consists of three concrete pillars that have concrete block filling the 

space in between. As for the cube, the basic structure is concrete floor with concrete pillars. On 

top of this structure is something similar to a typical wood frame structure with wood stud 

framing and rockwool insulation. To protect the wooden frame and the insulation from 

exposure to the elements, they are covered with cement/wood fiberboards. To give the cube a 

nice appearance, zinc panels were used and complemented by double-glazed windows. 

36. one Building between *** and school of architecture 

The houses contain three floors: 

37. The lower level and top level are triangle-shaped 

 Ground floor entrance- 

 First floor with living room and open kitchen the medium level is 

38. and a study (business) hall 

39. Top floor which is sometimes used as a small garden 

The cubes are titled and sit on hexagon-shaped pole structures. The cubes contain the living 

areas, which are spilt into three levels. The triangle-shaped business. 

40.  in their one advantage of a convenient location and reasonable price ye with 

good facilities. 

 

V140125 

Section 1    
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V111201s1 

=V30072S1 
 +  

 

 

1-6  

1. Telephone number: working number 94635550 house/ apartment( triple five 3 5) 

2. Address in Sydney Clark House  

3. Address in the USA street name University Drive, Washington 

4. Packed time/Packing Day moved time:  11th Monday   

5. Cleaning out DAY Thurday 14th    

6. length time of storage luggage booked  one month (no more than two words) 

7-10  

A. emergency packing     

B. take along with her       

C. storage  

7. cutlery,Kitchen and dishes: A (conversation mention kitchen utensils, woman said she won’t look for 

dishes in so many package) 

8. kettle:  C  (woman said she doesn’t drink coffee much, so can be stored)  

9. alarm clock: B   (she think useful, so bring with her on plane) 

10. CD player: C  (too big, she can buy another maybe small one) 

Section 2 

   

V111201s2 

=V09134S2 
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1. select tree with soft leaves 

2. close 

3. place between10-15 meters 

4. secure the roof no gaps 

5. clean the rubbish 

6. remove gas 

7. all the family members 

8. remember take radio 

9. brushfire uaually occured in October 

10. Training for volunteer in 4 weeks   

Section 3 

   

V111201s3 

=V09102S3 
 +  

 

report 

 

 

21.RESTAURANT          C    

22.COFFEE BAR           E     

23.CLEANING              D      

24.SHOP                  A      

25.RECEPTION            G      

26.PERSONAL SERVICE   F 

27-30  

27. What's the use of intership? 

   A benefit future career    B. benefir thedissertation     C. benefit the current study 

28. Suggest the man to ask for 

    A. tutor      B. hotel manager directly   C. career office in the end    

29. Why does the woman has to do a presentation? 

    A.tutor needs the report back    B. xxxxx     C. to demostrate how to do a presentation 

30. What's the man's task and what solution does he take? 

A *****      B business ****          C use video approach  

Section 4    
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V111201S4 company Completion 

 

democratic  ,employee first, ticket  , communication  

V140213 

Section 1 

   

V120519S1 

=V06144S1 
conversation  

  

1.Waste of newspaper is collected: 

Every second week  

2. Peter Wisborough ( ) 

3. NO.16 Bridge Road

1 2  

4. Central Park  

5. free of charge A yellow box  

6.POST CODE RH12PE 

7. helpline@blackcat.com  

8. Metals  

9. Magazines  

10.Savvy booklet(

) 

Section 2 

   

V120519S2 

=V100814S2 
Broadcast Completion/multiple choice 

 

 

An Australian radio program in suggestion of the price of vegetable, fruit and 

flowers. 
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11-14) Matching   -vegetables 

11. crop - best value for money 

12. potato - top quality 

13. tomato - imported is better 

14. carrots - unappealing appearance 

15-17) Matching   -Fruits 

15. orange - easy to peel 

16. apple - bad quality 

17. banana - ripe and ready to eat  

18-20) Completion   -flowers 

18. a bunch of mixed carnation flowers( ) 

19. Total Price: lilies $12.00 (Lilies: 3 stems) 

20. rose: different colors 

Section 3 

   

V120519S3 Academic Discussion 
Choice/Matching  

 pump design  Kathy  tutor  
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21-26  

21. Professor has read which part of the dissertation ; which part has the tutor read?    

A .the introduction sector 

B. the body part  

C. conclusion 

22. Which is the favourite part of Kathy dissertation 

A. layout organization 

B. writing style some sentences are too long 

C. good resources 

23. Kathy  tutor  

A. library research 

B. record more data  

24.Kathy tutor   

A. Bibliography 

B. Layout 

C. attachment application  

25. Kathy what to do next herself? 

A. try out software 

B. go to seminar 

C. design the pump 

26. tutor shared a personal experience (story example) to demonstrate 

C. hope encourages students to do similar things. 

27-30  

A. Looks good on CV 

B. Broaden the practical experience in this field 

C. Publishing some essays on her own design 

D. Hold an efficient up to date on knowledge 

E. An access to *** of resources 

F. A way of keep useful contact with other people  

 

27. meeting (part) in France / Machine engineer Society  ------------F  

28. Attending factory memory  -----------D 

29. The purpose of visiting workplace  ---------B 

30. Attend an international conference(oversea/ abroad internship)  --------C 
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Section 4 
   

V120519S4 experience Completion 

 

 

 

31-40) Sentence Completion 

31. method of the videos. 

Palm 
32. palm up( ) Human use it to ask for money/  apology  

33. and for supports 

34. food and fight 

35. apes can understand gesture created by human 

36. applause( ) show moods of excitement 

37. cultural transcend 

Hands and grooming 

38. apes know cleaning each other’s transcend room 

catch fleas from hair 

Two other ways of expression/ communication 

39-40) apes use-their voices and their faces 

 

V140215 

Section 1 
   

V130216S1 
=V100211S1 
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sports centre information  
1. skills: use ropes  
2. fees include: equipment  
3. do: safety check  
4. fees: include guide  
5. area: forest 
6. skills: navigation  
7. fees: include lunch 
8. group deposit : 20% of total fee 20%  
9. bring own shoes 
10. contact person: Arkwright 

Section 2 
   

V130216S2 Course Consultation Multiple Choice / Matching 
 IT 

 
11-15  
11. Attraction zone 
12. the biggest amount of…, plant 
13.  
14.  
15.  
16-20  

50%off, meal with the staff, private place to have meal, handle animals  

Section 3 
   

V130216S3 
=V100731S3 

Perter
 

Completion/Multiple 
Choice 
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21.C. handling data    
22. what is his strength?   B. he can work long hour 
23. what will the work office help the man do?  C his personal statement 
24. why the man choose IT and business? A. update his knowledge 
25.A.continue the same language  or B. learn a new language( ) 

 
26.A.make business contact 
27.B.understand customer relaions 
28.C. 
29.D.use a foreign language 
30.E. travel to another country  

Section 4 
   

V130216S4 
=V07148S4 

 +  

 
 

31-32  
31. man-made dams 
32. from the sea 
33-36  
33. agricultural 
34. domestic 
35. industrial (paper making, food processing) 
36. Waste Disposal 
37  
37. C 45%, 23%, 12%  
38-40  
38. water pass through a filter 
39. with special Chemicals 
40. water is tested every day 
 

V140222 

Section 1 
   

v05104  Completion 
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 Scuba diving  

1-10 Sentence Completion  

1.  

level of the beginning basic - or for beginners. 

2. the month on July 

3. on a Saturday 

4. Initially, they will have indoor training. 

5. they will diving in a lake at a mountain. 

6. Equipment : only need to buy diving mask.(

mask) 

7. We also give homework every night. 

8. Cost total: 375.50 and deposit of 130( ) 

9. registration number/ name on the form. 

10. website 

Section 2 
   

V07135s2  + +  

  

Section 3 

   

v100821s3  
Multiple Choice 

Matching 

 
Two students went to teach children how to distinguish the creatures in the pond and now 

asking advice from a teacher. 
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21-25)Mutiple Choice 

21. What did they get before going? 

Get the permission to visit the pond 

22.Why do they decide not to use a worksheet? 

Because they do not want to make it too structured 

23. What's their purpose to do this? 

To identity the food chain  

24. What advice does the professor give them? 

The professor suggests them to provide variation to the class  

25. During the last lesson, why do they decide to use movie instead of a real animal? 

It would be more interesting if use animal, but movie is easier to control. It's practical. 

26-30) Matching 

26. What do they want the whole class to do? 

 listen to teachers 

27. What do they want the children do in pair? 

 do a list 

28. What do they want the whole class to do after that? 

 report ideas 

29. Individual: to fill some worksheets which is about matching some pictures with something else? The 

teacher suggests that they'd better give out the answers and ask the children just put them down. 

30. Individual: To ask the children to draw a picture of the animal they learned from this: do a drawing. 

Section 4 
   

v11408 review Multiple Choice 

 project review 

31-40 Completion 

31. it is a programme developed by army 

32.  

33. a ____ incident  

34. fill the form and please give_____ information, background/ academic information 

35. Emphasis on teamwork 

36. offer each group course recommendation to improve their leadership 

37. keep a focus on strategies for learning 

38. should provide training to employees who..... 

39. when you are making a speech, check eye contact often you should keep an eye on what you do with 

the audience. 

40.  
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V140301 

Section 1 
   

V101030s1  Completion 

  

1. Visa type: blue card 

2. work time from July to October 

3. agency( website, better through agency) 

4. busiest time: September 

5. picking date decided by harvest weather  

6. over 18ys old salary:6.50 

7. accommodation: campsite 

8. work by: bike 

9. must work with passport 

10. should bring own lunch and supply of water 

Section 2 

   

New  
 

 

 Youth Art Festival  
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A. Adapted from a film 

B. Ask audience on stage 

C. Not suitable for everyone 

D. Enjoyed by young children  

E. No tickets available 

F. A few ticket left 

G. Recently performed abroad 

 

11. A 

12. B 

13. C 

14. G 

15. F 

 

16. C.  

17.  A. play a role 

18.  B. a summary of the performance 

19.  A. invent a language 

20.  

Section 3 
   

New  +  

 

endangered language  

Presentation

 

conservation conversation  
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21.  

B  

22.  

A cautious about borrowed language 

23.  

R  

 

24. school 

25. books 

26. parliament 

27. newspaper 

28. television 

29. radio 

30. university 

Section 4 
   

V110428s4  +  

 

Textile factory  

printed

 

In the first year: 
31. Subject: engineering 

32. Work within textile factory 

33. Goal: the printed 

34. global market 

In the second year: 
35. Demonstration, documentation and suggestions 

36. Tutorial helps students make decisions. 

37. reflective practice 

In the third year: 
38. journalist 

In the fourth year: 
39. In the fourth year there is a computer program. If anyone interested in it, please contact us. 

40. If you are interested in the project at last, you can contact us and we can have a short interview. 
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V140308 

Section 1 
   

V08141s1   

  

1-10  

1. moderate 

2. 12.5 

3. fish 

4. beach 

5. seafood 

6. waterfall 

7. 279 

8. bridge 

9. 5:30 

10. map 

Section 2 
   

New  +  

   

11-16 , experience

 

HDR test, revision  

17-20 theory practice course

 

Section 3 
   

V110217s3  +  

 Alice Ahmed (Tina)  
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21-23. mentor  

 

Information about course, course option, preparation for seminar, 

preparation for exams, confidence building, information about library 

 

 

24-25.  

24.  

A  easier than expectation 

B  as expectation 

C  harder than expectation 
25. economic  

A  

B numeracy skill is weak 

C she feels it is not interested 

26-30   

speaker

 

communication skill; how to learn more about organization 

Section 4 
   

New   

 childhood education  

31-40  

31. Work 

32. Play 

33. family  

34. meal  

35. poverty 

36. contribution(s?)  

37. tolerance  

38. discipline  

39. protection 
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V140313 

Section 1 
   

v09131S1   

 

Section 2 
   

NEW  6 +4  

  

 

11-15  

11. Balloon ride 

12. Train ride 

13. Helicopter ride 

14. Buggy ride 

15. Pretzel factory 

16. Native American Museum 

17-20  

17.   H 

18.   D 

19.  linked with exhibition C 

20.  old status E 

Section 3 
   

NEW  5 +5  
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21-25  

21.Dead volcano 

22. Active volcano 

23. Dormant volcano 

24. Location is in Mexico or USA 

25. Do not need to talk it again 

26-30  

26. B  He does not understand the main reason 

27. C  Via internet video film program 

28. A  Distinguish between scientific and popular term 

29. C  Not developed her own point  

30.  A It is not fully exploited  C It is not recognized 

Section 4 
   

NEW     

: Graphic Design History of advertising symbols 

31-40 Fill in the blank 

31.The main purpose of commercial reason 

32. Spread knowledge (for e.g. :animals) 

33. E.g.:a foot ( walking symbolizes walking  

34. Symbol of .....in a line in the sign of car 

35. International 

36. Symbol in application of mathematics 

37.Photograph was invented to help the invention bring a huge opportunities for booming ads 

38. Manufacturers need to advertise to be successful 

39.Advertise packaging should be designed in products 

40. Great number of newspaper expand the market. 

 

V140315  

Section 1 
   

V100520s1   

 one woman telephone for husband's party 

Section 2    
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New  +  

 Discovery walking 

 

11-15  

11. C. Mainly the previous guest  

12. B. organize walking routinely( on a regular basis) 

13.  

14. C. opposite direction(  ) 

15. Food comes from local( ) 

16-20  

a. Organize the walkers into groups 

b. Book the meal 

c. Prepare refreshments 

d. Weather forecast 

e. Check the number of the people  

 

16. Antony------a 

17. Antony’s assistant-----b 

18. experienced guide----d 

19. new guide----e 

20. walker----c 

Section 3 
   

V66s3  +  

 

 science easy to 
understand challenging lots of 
activities cinemas and clubs journalism,

3 
88 98 68  

Section 4 
   

V10419   

 farmland inside farming  

 

V140405  

 
Section 1    
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V110709S1=V08129S1  completion 

 Filling an application form of xx club membership 

Section 2 

   

V110709S2  
Multiple Choice 

Completion 

 spring festival  

Section 3 
   

V110709S3  +  

 Tspa Blanket  

Section 4 
   

V08109S4  +  

  

31-32 Multiple Choices 

31. samples in the subject course students have commom features: 

an age group 

32. elder students are more influenced by 

 impact from their family 

( Financial family  

33-37 , ( ) 

Level of Importance Social and Environmental Factirs Personal Factors 

Level 1 Rich experience at 33 (school)  Enjoy a 34(challenge) 

Level 2 The students have good 35(health)  Study of many 36 (interests) 

Level 3  By/with 37 (tutors) 

38 questionnaire level of maturity 

39 help act as advisors 

40  (online service) telephone help 

 

V140412 

 

Section 1 
   

V100805S1  Completion 

  

Section 2    
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New  
Multiple Choice 

Matching 

 Fun city theme park 

11. When does ride open in the park? A. 9:00am B. 9:30amC.10:00am(9:30 is the entrance time) 

12. How much does the family-fast-line track ticket cost if book online? A. 78 B. 95 C. 113 

(basic ticket and fast line ticket basic 78 vs 89, 95 instead of 113) 

13. The suggestion of lake in the park water-ride 

A. Take your camera B.Go there in summer C. Take waterproof clothes 

(forget about wearing waterproofs you will still get wet…….) 

14. Rollercoaster bike  

A. The special materical B. The changing speed C. Family designed 

15. What should they Erring to eat? Take some food and go for picnic(fisher cafe, longtime) 

16. What the activity recommend for one day trip? See firework display in evening 

17-20 Matching 

17. Cowboy shoe ride-don’t need to stand at a long queue 

18. Driving school ride-for small child 

19. Rollercoaster jumping-the most frightening 

20. Magic show ride-some surprised at the end 

Section 3 

   

V111210S3=V09115S3  
Multiple Choice 

Completion 

 report presentation  

Section 4 
   

New  Completion 
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Point 1: not highly intelligent 
31 Researches: the size of the brain 

32.Their way of not escaping barrier, such as fishing net for catching tuna leading to unnecessary injury or 

death 

33. Small brain animals such as pigeons and rats can do 

Counter argument 
34. Fatty gills cell in brain not only is linked to protective function but problem solving 

35. For some behaviors, people wrongly thought it was a smile(they don’t have facial muscles) 

Point 2:highly intelligent 
Rasearches behaviors 

36. One female dolphin hides a newspaper 

37. Social behavior help wounded companions breathe the surface of the water 

3S. Each produces a unique sound like the whietle 

39....touch and stroke each other to make up after a fight 

40. Pigeons are trained to conditional response to reward such as food and water 

 

V140424 

 

Section 1 
   

V100626S1  Completion 

Section 2 

   

V110730S2 
resort

  
Completion/ Multiple Choice 

Section 3 
   

V110416S3=V08114S3   Completion 

 SUVs ,  

Section 4 
   

V100130S4  +  

 underground  

 

V140426 
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Section 1 
   

V08114S1  &  

 online shopping 

Section 2 
   

V09141S2  &  

 part-time job  

Section 3 
   

V120811S3  &  

 development of ***   

Section 4 
   

V130112S4   

 AUV  

 

V140510 

 

Section 1 
   

V110226S1   

  
 

Section 2 
   

NEW  &  

 Sport complex  
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11-14  

11.anniversary 

12. A journalists 

13. skate rink  

A  

B  

C  

14.  

A. extend  B.  C. equipment 

15.  

committee 

16. unemployed children  mothers with children 

17-20 Matching  

A.one-to-one coach B.features a TV dramaC.benefit for young people D. only forwomen. 

E.one of the largest in the country 

17. Swimming pool C 

18. Climbing wall C 

19. Skating rink E 

20. Gym A 

Section 3 
   

V100227S3   

  

Section 4 

   

NEW 
A quaculture-fish farming 

industry  
 

 New England Zanzibar aquaculture  

31-40  

31. geneticallymodified escape 

32. tuna 

33. safeguard fishfarming 

34.To finance... 

35.Lack of land on coast  

36. young fish 

37.oyster farming hospitality industry 
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V140515 

 

Section 1 
   

NEW   

 
fruit picking packaging

 

1-5  

1. Omerama 

2. can use a ladder  

3.can work under hot condition 

3.must have good concentration 

4. $4.5/bucket 

5.cannot work it if it in raining 

6.Packaging $13.75 per hour 

7. 

8. January  

9. laundry 

10.Transport car bike 

Section 2 
   

NEW  &  
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11-16 matching( ) cafe  

11. shop 

12. palyground 

13.spa 

14.gym 

15. weights room 

16.massage room 

17-18 introductory price membership  

A off-peak 

B gym room 

C all-in 12 9  

19-20. free gift  

D  towel we could have sent you a towel,  

E free massage 

F heart monitor 

G water bottle  

Section 3 
   

NEW presentation &  

 21  

21-26 matching 6  innovations 

21 energy-harvest-small electric equipment( charge your mobile phone) 

22.thin film solar panel- can be manufactured economically( ) 

23.sport shoes-technology from space ( ) 

24. 

25. -improve their quality(

) 

26.sport car better appearance more desirable look 

27-30 multiple choice  

27. innovation B climate  

28. countries

A scientists and researchers  

29. 

30. innovation presentation topic:C money can be used in better ways(

) 

Section 4 
   

V100417S4   
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V140517 

 

Section 1 
   

NEW  &  

  

Completion  
1. Garbage collection Tuesday, 
2. 8.15 
3. grocery stores  
4. Any TV  
5. categories  
6. Egg cartons  
7. Juice bottles 
8. remove the labels 
9. Pizza boxes 
10. map 

Section 2 
   

NEW  +  

  

11-12  

The sources of themes in book club? 

A:Librarians……..;internet 

     Members of the book club;non-member 

15.What can stuff provide? Help members to choose 
16.staff  club  
17.  B  
18. A food  
19.how to choose member? A age 
20.  painting C crime 

Section 3 
   

V120331S3=V09115S3  &  
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Section 4 
V110728S4=V10124S4 &  

V140524 

V130105 

  Section 1 
New Job  Completion 

resort  

1-10  

1. Jamieson Island

2. 11th July

3. waiter

4. sing

5. children

6. drive

7. transport

8. meals

9. Thursday

10. photo

Section 2 
V06110 S2 Traveling Completion 

CAVE  

Section 3 
New Academic Multiple Choices 
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21-30   

21. Make own edition before submission 

22. It is unusual compared with other companies 

23. The change of product image 

24. Do extensive research 

25. Allocation of mark 

26. Interact with others 

27. Data in the book is not accurate 

28. Not up-to-data in time 

29. Keep eyes contacted with audience 

30.  

  

Section 4 
   

V100715 S4 Academic Multiple Choices / Matching 

 share  

 

V130110 

2013 01 10  
 

  Section 1 
    

New   Completion 

 drama course 
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1-10  

1 Palace 

2 30th 

3 5.30 

4 Waitress 

5 Leaflet 

6 Theoretical 

7 Theater 

8 milk 

Section 2 
   

new   

  

 
11-20  

 

Section 3 
   

New   

  

 
21-30   

 

  

Section 4 
   

new PE Completion  

 PE 
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31-35  

31.central part 

32.  

33. Government policy 

34. mental 

35. Negative effect 

36.India  Canada  

37.  

38.blood flow 

39.key 

40.  

 

V130112 

2013 01 12  
 

 
section 1&2  

section 3&4 

Section 1 
   

V100320 S1 Conducting a survey Completion 

  

  

Section 2 
   

V100617 S2 Introduction Multiple Choice & Map 

 Canberra gardening 

 mineral, acidity, latitude, etc. 

Section 3    
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New Discussion Multiple Choice & Matching 

 nursing  

 

21-24   

21. C  

A. …… teens 

B. ……twenties 

C. a range of ages  

22. team building C  

A. improve relationship  

B. improve problem-solving skills  

C. supportive learning environment  

23. A. too much practical work  

24. A  

A. it is an essential training  

B. it is too theoretical  

C. it took up too much time  

25-30   

25. time management  

26. review notes regularly  

27. library: help from staff  

28. forum: answers for particular nursing problems  

29. online  

30. freshman set realistic targets  

 

 
 

Section 4 
   

New Academic Introduction Completion 

 AUV  
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31-40   

31. airplane  

32. act like robot  

33. level of salt  

34. water quality  

35. impact on climate  

36. cables  

37. oil  

38. chemical  

39. surface  

40. left 

 
 

V130119 

2013 01 19  
 

 2013 1 19  

 § section 3, 4 

§ section 1, 2 

Section 1    

New  Completion 
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 1-10  

1. Date: 5th May 

2. Rent: 1,700 

3. credit check 

4. kitchen 

5. no dishwasher 

6. water the garden 

7. recycling 

8. garage 

9. window air conditioner 

10. Landlord name: Dressler 

 

Section One kitchen, garage, dishwasher

 

Section 2    

New Museum Multiple Choices / Matching 

 museum 

 11-16  

11.  

12.  

13. B. plants 

14. cafe 

15. Cinema party 

16. B.  

17-20  

17. suitable for all ages 

18. takes hi-tech effects 

19. show first time in the city 

20. new technology 

  

Section 3    

V30042 S3 Marketing Strategy Matching / Completion 

 marketing  
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container, material, advertisement  

Section 4    

V081115 S4  Completion 

  

 

perfume, exploration section 4

 

V130202 

2013 02 02  
 

 2013 2 2  

 
 § Section 3 

 § Section 1&2&4 

  § Section 1  

 

 

V30***,V08***,V09*** 

V100*** V300***  

Section 1 
   

New Enquiry Completion 
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1-10  

1. policy number: WX7174*T 

2. 30th, April 

3. 560dollars 700 10%, 140,

560  

4. Compucan  

5. family use 

6. keyboard  

7.claimed last year: bike 

8. train  

9. seat  

10. report,  

 

1.  

2.  

3.  

Section 2 
   

V09142 S2 Activity Table Completion 

 folk festival  

  

Section 3 
   

New Discussion Multiple choice / Matching 
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21-26  

21. website C. relevant information about the case 

22. example C. take part of old shoes 

23. B. foot movement 

24. B. almost all 

25. C. answer the questions 

26. supervisor A. borrow equipment 

27-30  

27. Summary:  

28. Discussion: report  

29. Conclusion: result in simple language 

30. Layout: list  

F, E, D, A 

  

Section 4 
   

V40110 S2 Lecture/Archeology Multiple Choice / Matching 

  

 

31-37  

31. C.  

32. 3 B. over a quarter 

33. B.  

 

34. C.  

35.  

36. B.  

37. moth proof 

38-40  

A.  B.  C.  

38. C 

39. C 

40. classical clothes, A 
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V130214 

2013 02 14  
 

 2013 2 14  

 
Section1&2 

Section 3&4 

Section 1 
   

V07142 S1 Consultation Completion 

  

Section 2 
   

V110416 S2 Consultation Matching 

  

Section 3 
   

   

  

   

Section 4 
   

 Consultation Completion 

  

   

V130216 

2013 02 16  
 

 2013 2 16  

 
Section 2 

Section 1&3&4 

Section 1    
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V100211 S1 Consultation Completion 

  

  

Section 2 
   

New Course Consultation Multiple Choice / Matching 

 IT 

 

11-15  

11. Attraction zone 

12. the biggest amount of…, plant 

13.  

14.  

15.  

16-20  

50%off, meal with the staff, private place to have meal, handle animals  

 
 

Section 3 
   

V100731 S3 Discussion Multiple Choice / Matching 

 Peter Work Place  

 
 

Section 4 
   

V07148 S4 Academic Introduction Completion / Multiple Choice 

  

 
 

V130223 

2013 02 23  
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 2013 2 23  

  § Section 1&3&4 

 § Section 2 

Section 1    

V100123 S1 Airport Survey Multiple Choice / Completion 

  

 

Section 1

Section 1  

Section 2    

New  Multiple Choice / Map 

  

 11-15  

11. A. David J J unwell 

12. A. lack of publicity 

13. C. the thieves knew what they were looking for 

14. C. computers 

15.  

16-20  

16. C 

17. children’s room: B 

18. café: E 

19. multimedia room: H  

20. G 

  

Section 3    

V09136 S3 Orientation Completion / Multiple Choice 

 seminar 
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section 3

placement, seminar, semester, compulsory, handbook

 

Section 4    

  Completion 

  

 31-40  

31. People moved to city for factories 

32. Culture influences by different immigration 

33. industry 

34. different music about the same language 

35. jobs 

36. youth performers 

37. audience 

38. developed into middle class 

39. classical culture 

40. recording 

 

immigration, youth, classical  

V130302 

2013 03 02  
 

 2013 3 2  

 
§ Section 2 

§ Section 1&3&4 

Section 1 
   

 Hotel Reservation Completion 
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1-10  

1. address: 61/71, KVIUA 

2. March 

3. nationalities: Canadian and Australian, total 7 persons 

4. don’t ask for kitchen 

5. need restaurant 

6. maximum price: $120 

7. parents-in-law  good sea view 

8. don’t mind the shared bathroom 

9. guests can watch the birds 

10. special requirement of the helicopter trip air view-photos 

 
 

Section 2 
   

New Map Multiple Choice / Matching 

  

 

 

taxi waiting room

between cafe and tourist office  

 

 

 

Section 3 
   

V101106 S3 Work Matching / Multiple Choice 

  

 
 

Section 4 
   

V50233 S4 Archaeology Completion 
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V130309 

2013 03 09  
 

 2013 3 9  

 Ø Section 2 

Ø Section 1&3&4 

 Ø Section 1  

Ø Section 2  

Ø Section 3  

Ø Section 4  

Ø 2013 20  

  

V30***, V09***, V10*** 

Section 1    

V09146 S1 Travel Completion 

  

 

Section 1  

Section 2    

New Campus Matching / Multiple Choice 

 choir 
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 11-15  

A. Flamboyance B. Blakey C. Caroline 

11. Made some special music: C 

12. Did some social events: A 

13. Won some musical prizes: B 

14. Record a CD recently: C 

15. Did/organize the charity: B 

16-20  

16. How many members in the choir? 19  

17. rehearsal at lunch time 

18. How did the company support the choir? pay for the course 

19. Why was the choir established? escape from work 

20. Effects of the choir: Improve relationship 

 

 

Section 3    

 Academic Multiple Choice / Matching 

  

 21-26  

21. mike area A. geography 

22. Culture B. art and entertainment 

23. B. before the deadline 

24. domestic and foreign tourists 

25. B. age 

26. C. pie graph 

27-30  

27. Greece: ancient building/museum 

28. Mexico: food festival 

29. Britain: theatre/national park 

30. India: traditional dance 
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Section 4    

V100515 S4 Industry Completion 

  

 

 

V130314 

2013 03 14  
 
Section 1:   
 

 

 

action movie( )  

extra activity discussion exhibition

450 17th April   

Section 2: 
 

 

 

art gallary -

(science center) (1adult+2children)  

  

Section 3: tutor 2students phycology music research   
 ; /   
Section 4   
 

 

 

(entrance) sense of (smell)

(dark) (water)

(blind)  cave(fish)  

 

V130323 

2013 03 23  
 

 2013 3 23  
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 Section 2&3 

Section 1&4 

Section 1    

V09104 S1 Consultation Completion 

  

  

Section 2    

New Travel Multiple Choice & Completion 

  

 11-15  

11.  

12. daytime bring water 

13. meet leader  

14. hotel cheap  

15. local people medicine, leader  

16-20  

16. by flight 

17. by car 

18. by minivan 

19. by bus 

20. by train rail  

 

 

Section 3    

New Discussion Multiple Choice & Matching 

 tutor presentation, just in time  
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 21-23  

21.  

22. define XX definition  

23. …  

24-30  

24. language: too technical 

25. speed: too irregular  

26. too vague 

27. visual aid: too loosely related 

28. xxx: too sudden 

29. body language: too unenthusiastic 

30. xxx: too informal 

  

Section 4    

V110127 S4 Academic Introduction Completion 

  

 

 

V130406 

2013 04 06  
 

 2013 4 6  

 § Section 1&2&3&4 

§  

Section 1    

V08114 S1 Shopping Completion / Multiple choice 

 online shopping 
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Section 2    

 

V003 S2 

House Renting Multiple Choice / Matching 

  

 11-14  

11. B. 250 

12. B. people are friendly 

13. C. on school 

14. B. opera house 

15-20 streets  

15. Swan Street: near work place 

16. Kings Street: good value 

17. xxx Street: three bedrooms 

18. Bridge Street: very quiet 

19. xxx Street: with a garden 

20. Station Street: underground car parking 

 

 

Section 3    

V100805S3=V06134S3= 

07116S3=V07119S3= 

V08145S3=V09111S3 

Course Change Completion 

  

 

Section 3 Section 4  

 

Section 4    

 

V003 S4 

Traveling Completion 
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 About a report on a small town near Sydney. 

31-40  

31. The town’s major business used to be carbon mining. copper  

32. training for fishing lesson 

33. for members of the club 

34. The most popular summer activity is horse riding. 

35. time manager development  

36. location: south of the city 

37. use an annual festival to attract people music festival  

38. radio 

39. update website for the town 

40. offer bus service and transports service 

 

 

V130413 

2013 04 13  
 

 2013 4 13  

 Ø Section 1&3 

Ø Section 2&4 

 Ø Section 1  

Ø Section 2  

Ø Section 3  

Ø Section 4  

Ø 2013  

  

V30***, V09***, V10*** 

Section 1    

New Renting Completion 
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 1-10  

1. parking space 

2. Northgate  

3. balcony 

4. 1475 

5. September 30 

6. a shared gym 

7. Thursday 

8. café 

9. bridge 

10. Treloar 

 

Section 1 balcony café  

Section 2    

V50130 S2 Activity Multiple Choices / Completion 

 automobile club and rent a car in a university 

 

05 insurance, credit card 

Section 3    

New Academic Multiple Choices / Matching 
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 21-26  

21-22. water hyacinth B. can’t fish E. electricity 

23. A. Latin America 

24. loss of trees 

25. biological risk will occur: C 

A. immediately B. 6 month later C. many years later 

26. B, A. ineffective B. expensive C. dangerous 

27-30  

27.  C. plant material 

28. farmers  Make money 

29. oyster  improve human health 

30. cows  a new alternative energy resource 

 

 

Section 4    

V101216 S4 Architecture Completion 

  

 

 

V130418 

2013 04 18  
 

Section 1    

V002S1   

  

Section 2    

V09115S2= 
V08132S2 

Accommodation Completion/Choice 
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Section 3    

New   

  

Section 4    

V002S4  Completion 

  

 

V130427 

2013 04 27  
 

4 19 12

Section 1  + ;Section 2  + 

;Section 3  + ;Section4   
 
Section 1:  +  

1-8  
  1. ?------ C. 38 

2. ?----- B. meeting room unavailable 

3. ?----- B. cook for them 

4. All people go to he farm can play?----- A. hear information about organic farming 

5. survival course?----- B. find the food 

6. if you want to go the nearest place?----- C. cycling route 

7. ?----- C. museum 

8. ?----- C. part of the money 

8-10  

9. Cotehele 

10. SH121LQ 
 

Section 2:  +  
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11-16  

Stock Market 11.travelling Make People Tried 12.get good shoes 

Office Work Air Condition 13.wear formal clothes 14.choose a large office 

Work at Zoo 15.good pay   16.live nearby 

 

17-20  

17. Where Peter gets the information to work at zoo? ----- A. from a friend 

18. What did Peter think about his work? ----- B. challenging 

19. Get information about environment? ----- B. work with children 

20. What will Peter prefer to do next term? ----- A. won’t take any job 
 

Section 3:  +  
21-22 : 

21. syndicate share ideas 

22. much deeper research 

23-24  

Time Topic Name 

***** 23. Mountain Building ***** 

24.  from 17th May to25.  29th May  ***** ***** 

 

26-30 presentation  

26. 30 – 40 minutes 

27. 10 – 15 questions and discussion 

28. articles from journal 

29. courses from Internet 

30. photocopies of notes 
 

Section 4:   

31-40  

31. huge increase 

32. internal clock  
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33. internal clock dark and light 

34. unsocial hours  

35. stomach and heart  

36. depression 

37. mental ability performance 

38. social matters 

39. family relationship 

40. pal group relationship  

V130511 

2013 05 11  
 

 2013 5 11  

 Ø section 1&2  

Ø section 3&4 

 Section 1  

   

V30***, V06***, V09*** 

V10***, V300***  

Section 1    

New Enquiry Completion 
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 1-10   

1. 62 Mileda Street  

2. language skill: Chinese  

3. bring old to shopping  

4. socialize with people  

5. license to drive  

6. South of river  

7. Wednesday  

8. Date to start: 13th June  

9. put the mail on to the stairs in front of the house  

10. get the information on the radio 

 

Section 1   

 

Section 2    

New Lecture Multiple Choices / Matching 
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 11-14   

11. C. radio   

12. A. teacher   

13. B. potential disaster  

14. main character: C. held in prison 

15-20 required allowed  

15. 1500   

16. illustrated introduction:   

17. electronic:   

18. page:   

19. writer name:   

20.   

 

 

 

 

Section 3    

V08101 S3 Discussion Multiple Choices / Completion 

  

 

firstly, to begin with, and then, After that

 

Section 4    

V09128 S4 Lecture / Marketing Multiple Choices / Completion 

  

 

strategy, plans 
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V130516 

2013 05 16  
 
Section 1 : music club   
 
Section 2 : wild life park   
 
Section 3 : blended learning   
 
Section 4 :   
 
Section 4    

V08136S4=V50116S4= 
V50121S4=V06319S4 

Time 

measurements 

completion 

 

 about time measurements which are applied before. ancient observing 

method, . 

V130518 

2013 05 18  
 

 2013 5 18  

 Ø Section1 & 2; Section3 & 4 

Section 1 
   

V09147 S1 Introduction Matching & Completion 

  

  

Section 2 
   

V30080 S2 Introduction Completion & Multiple Choice 

 Ice-curling  
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Section 3 
   

New Introduction Completion 

  

 

  

glass, ebb   

 

  

Section 4 
   

New Academic Introduction Completion 

  

 

31-40   

31. confusion  

32. environment  

33. diet  

34. generation  

35. electric cars  

36. right sources  

37. corn  

38. sustainable  

39-40   

 

  

V130525 

2013 05 25  
 

 2013 5 25  

 
Ø Section 2&3 

Ø Section 1&4 
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Ø Section 1  

Ø Section 3  

Ø Section 4  

Section 1 
   

V33 S1 Accommodation Completion 

  

 

Section 1  

17A A, 

 

 

 

Section 2 
   

New Driving Course Multiple Choices / Map 

  

 

11-14 course; 

11. A.  

12. C.  

13. C.  

14.  

15-20  

theater shopping mall hospital high school footbridge, 

bus stop, president street 

 

 

Theoretical, practical elements; single session 

Section 3 
   

New Discussion Multiple Choices 
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21-26  

21. the research report was based on: recording equipment in each room 

22. Ben A. without the children’s permission 

23. Ben C. parents’ simplified language  

24. Ben  

25. B.  

26. C 

27-30  

27-28. interview; diary 

29-30. C. technical errors; E. interruption 

 

Section 3  

survey; observation; interview; experiment  

Section 4 
   

V110312 S4 Extinct animals Sentence Completion 

  

 

Section 4

kangaroo; koala; penguin

 

V130606 

2013 06 06  
 
Section 1:   
 
Section 2: table 3    

  
 
Section 3= V08111s3   

 

 
Section 4= V08120s4  
bee eyesight can be used for human research, such as helping blind person and exploring 
Mars. 
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V130608 

 2013 6 8  

 
Ø Section 1&3 

Ø Section 2&4 

Section 1 
   

New Job hunting Completion 

  

 

1-10  

1. Sarah Meehan 

2. recruit 

3. 29 October 

4. basic requirements: English and maths 

5. occasional night shifts 

6. good vision 

7. helping customers 

8. preparing food 

9. cultural awareness 

10. the training lasts 6 months 

 

 

employ / recruit / candidate / wage / salary 

staff / team work / team spirit 

Section 2 
   

V100715 S2 Traveling Multiple Choices / Matching 
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Section 3 
   

New Discussion Multiple Choices / Matching 

  

 

21-24  

21. dolphin B 

22. population tourists 

23. research 

24. west coast 

25-30.  

 
matching  

Section 4 
   

V120412 S4 Lecture/Archeology Completion 

  

 section  

V130615 

 

 2013 6 15  

 
Ø  Section 2&4 

Ø  Section 1&3 

 

Ø  Section 1  

Ø  Section 2  

Ø  Section 3  

Ø  Section 4 Photic Sneeze Relax  

Section 1    
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V100130 S1 Traveling Completion 

  

 

section 3. caravan

snow boarding snow

boarding  

make a reservation confirm a reservation  

book a room/table / cancel one's reservation  

first come, first serve  

round-trip/round-way ticket one-way ticket  

Section 2 
   

New Introduction Map / Multiple Choices 

  

 

11-14 +  

bike shade/family housing/TV room/dining room  

15-20  

 

 

2013  

Section 3 
   

V09146 S3 Discussion Table / Multiple Choices 

  

 

status

tastes identity  

assessment handout  

assignment presentation  

project essay  

Section 4 
   

New Lecture Completion 

 Photic Sneeze Relax  
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photic sneeze reflex “photoptarmosis” "sun sneezing"

18%-35%, 

 

31-40  

31. breathing 

32. tears 

33. face 

34. pilots 

35-40  

 

 

Symptoms photosynthesis  

    

V130622 

2013 6 22   
Section 1: 
1.30th,March( 1988 , trick, 2 words or a number 30th

1988) 

 

Northern 

Train 

farm 

Insurance 

.internet cafe 

Section 2: 
11-15 16-20matching 

17. B outdoor and indoor facilities  

12.sports facilities( ) 

13.A tickets 
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14.local markets( ) 

15.city centre high demamd 

16-20. ,matching, , hongkong cook,sweden 

woodfire 

Section 3: 
Jade Bsc energy . 

21-25 reason, 2 , ,  

26-30   

26.C first year surveying 

27.B geometric( )energy  scholarship 

28.Bsc module :mgmt skills 

Section 4: 
social coformity :length/incorrect/movement/intelligent/fear/ 

 

V130706 

2013 7 6  

 2013 7 6  

 
Ø  Section 1&3 

Ø  Section 2&4 

 Section 1  

 
V30***, V10***, V09***  

V08***, V07***  

Section 1 
   

New Job Hunting Completion 
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1-10  

1. address 

2. Sunday  

3-4. lifting heavy items and watering plants 

5-6. communication skill, basic skills in math 

7. Interview time: 5 pm 

8. telephone number 

9. Rapana 

10. passport 

 
Section 1  

 

Section 2 

   

V06412 S2 Travelling 
Multiple Choices / Matching / 

Completion 

Section 3 
   

New Project Discussion Multiple Choices / Matching 
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21-25  

21. Fiona professor’s attitude 

22. word limit 

23. reference 

24. visual aids 

25. Fiona subject matter 

26-30  

  

Section 4 
   

V07111 S4 Library Management Completion 
 

V130713 

2013 7 13  
 

 2013 7 13  

 
Ø  Section 3&4 

Ø  Section 1&2 

 

Ø  Section 1  

Ø  Section 2  

Ø  Section 3  

Ø  Section 4  

Section 1    
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V09108 S1 Interview Completion / Multiple Choices 

Section 2 
   

V100220 S2 Music School Completion 

Section 3 
   

New Discussion Multiple Choices / Matching 

  

 

21-24  

21. Why are there a large number of cooking books? A. relate to people’s lifestyle 

22. What did S (the speaker) say about E’s book? C. poorly organized 

23. What do S and X (two speakers) agree on the early books? B. they are for 

professionals 

24. What did the early cooking books aim at? C. not for pleasure 

25-30 (books-characteristics)  

25. up-to-date 

26. good on history 

27. good bibliography 

28. short 

29. well researched 

30. self-study questions 

 

reference, textbook, periodical, current issue, back issue; 

research methodology, first part, conclusion 

Section 4    
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New Botany Completion 

  

 

31-40 1 word only  

31. dry  

32. 1960s modern seed varieties have been used in the modern society 

33. media describe the seed hunters as: pirates 

34. hunger 

35. that’s untrue, because seed hunters don’t sell seed 

36. any scientist can get seed 

37. lack of information and maps 

38.  

39. government agencies  

40. corn 

 
vegetation, landscape, corn, yam, potato 

V130718 

2013 7 18  

2013 7 18  

Section 1    

 Travelling  

 Festival Activity   
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 1. Starting date: 1960s 

2. 325 local artists 

3. University art fair 

4. International artists 

5.car--park 
6. use clay  to make models 

7. animals 

8. Free park neat the in the university 
9. : purple 

10. near entrance 

Section 2    

V09110S3 Job and Interview  

Section 3    

 NEW Biology  

 Pigeon Melbourne City   
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 Matching 
 

: 

Eat meat 

 

Life off ground 

Have special colors 

Are very rare in most areas 
 

 
: 

,  

A.  

B.  

C.  

 
Speaker  

1.  

2.  

3.  

 
Bastel  

20.  

21.  

22.  

 

Section 4    

 

 Music Education 

 

 Prisoners  

singing 

drum 
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V130727 

2013 7 27  

 2013 7 27  

 
Ø  Section 1&2 

Ø  Section 3&4 

 

Ø  Section 1  

Ø  Section 3  

Ø  Section 4 building C4T3S4 

Section 1 
   

V09144 S1 Enquiry Multiple Choice / Completion 

Section 2 
   

V09101 S2 Advertisement Completion 

Section 3 
   

New Academic study Multiple Choice / Matching 

 moa  
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21-26  

21. one similar thing the moa is with dinosaur A  

A both are of interest to the public 

B both are extinct at similar time 

C both left lot Fossils remains 

22 what is the difference between moa and other birds A  

A no wing bones                    B tail              C has a smaller head 

23. the special feature of their chicks C  

A never return to the nests 

B most die at two months 

C can find food by themselves 

24. B  

A trouble to think        B maybe              C certainty to think 

25. C  

A surprised          B worried             C amused 

26. The reason why the Moa was extinct B  

A climate change 

B human interference 

C other animals competition 

  

27-30 Matching  

A. female tallest          B. few fossil remains          C. largest egg 

D. fed in night             E. more vocal                     F. poor sight 

27. A. female tallest 

28. B. few fossil remains 
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migration / falcon / feather / breeding / species / vegetation / kangaroo / koala 

Section 
4 

   

New Building design Completion 

  

 

31-40  

31. village 

32. factory 

33. kitchen 

34. wood 

35. view 

36. social 

37. flexible 

38. light 

39. grass 

40. water 

 
C4 T3 S4 building  

 

V130803 

2013 8 3  

 2013 8 3  
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Ø  Section 1&2 

Ø  Section 3&4 

 
Ø   

Ø  Section 4  

Section 1 
   

New Enquiry Completion 

 classical music concert 

    

1-10  

1. radio 

2. children 

3. evening 

4. 4.00 

5. discount 

6. piano 

7. candles 

8. Tuesday 

9. donation 

10. singer 

  

Section 2 
   

New Shopping Matching / Multiple Choices 
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11-16  

11. a wide range of latest models 

12. A wide range of equipment 

13. discount for club members 

14. friendly service 

15. second hand bicycle 

16. lowest prices 

  

17-20  

17-18. B. comfortable E. appearance 

19-20. B, E B, C  

  

  

Section 3 
   

V08136S3 Discussion Matching / Completion / Multiple Choices 
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21-26  

Two students comments on teaching and learning of their university 

A. both of the students agree with the statement 

B. the students neither agree or disagree with the statement 

C. the students disagree with the statement 

21. course outlines are good, B 

22. contents in lecture match the expectation, B 

23. the other materials the course need to read, C 

24. whether the tutor’s feedback for assignment is useful, A 

25.enough room in the library, C 

26. library provision, C 

  

27-28  

27. need advertise more 

28. Need more part-time jobs 

  

29-30  

Which two parts of college should be improved? 

B. catering facilities C. healthcare service 

  

Section 4 
   

V100529 S4 Architecture Completion 
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V130817 

2013 8 17  
 

2013 8 17  

Section 1    

NEW Customer Service  

 Return Vacuum, 
vacuum cleaner  

 1. Name: Ruddick 

2. Tele number: home 

3. Address: Garden Avenue 

4. Date of bought: 31 July 

5. Problem: handle 

6. Price of the old one: $104 

7. Solution: offer free repair 
8. New: reusable dust bag 

9. Price of new: 180 

10. Color of new: silver 
Section2    

NEW Survival-Dining +  
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 11-15  

A. provide local dishes 

B. located outside 
C. quick  

D. smart inside 
 

11. C 

12. A 

13. D 

14. B 

15. C 

16--20  

16. hotel  

17.  

18.  

19. model fashion  

20.  
Section 3    

 V30033S3 Assignment Discussion +  

Section 4    

V09120S4 Architect +  

V130824 

2013 8 24  
 

2013 8 24  

Section1    

 V110212 s1    

Section 2    

    +matching  
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 11-15    

11. The first people live on island. (Maori People)  A 1400s   

12. What is abundant on island?  A trees   

13 museum ? A  Jeans   

14 which nationality ? C New Zealand 

15 why did the island become famous? C various styles of buildings 

16-20 matching  

A school room   B clothing shopping   C tradition al kitchen 

D transport     E old washing machine   F local shop 

G musical instrument 

16   

17 E   

18.   

19 F 

20 D 

Section3    

V100306 S3  Matching+ +  

Section4    

 

 

  

 saffron  
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 31-34   

31. 14 000 

32. drying  

33. powder 

34. rice 

35-40   

Medical applications: 

35. eyes 

36. light  

Domestic applications: 

37. clothes 

38. cosmetics  

39. perfume  

40.  carpets 

V130829 

2013 8 29  

 2013 8 29  

 
Section 2&3&4 

Section 1 

Section 1 

   

V30074 S1 

V101127 S1 
Insurance Completion 

Section  2 
   

New Hotel Matching  / Multiple Choices 

 hotel  
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11-16 hotel  

no swimming pool,  well-equipped suite, good service, not suitable for families with 

children,  comfortable bed 

17-20  

17-18. hotel  

spa free internet access 

19-20. hotel  

free  food for children room upgrade 

Section  3 
   

New Dissertation Multiple  Choices / Matching 
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21-26  

21.  

A. Learn a lot  B. Interested in an article   

   C. He was impressed by a professor’s class 

22. B.  useful beneficial  

23. C. where to  start 

24. A.  

25. C. match 

26. C.  note all the references 

27-30  

A. approved before; B.  word limit; C. work in pairs; D. final stage; E. not graded; F. 

 

27.  timetable: E.  not graded 

28.  short outline: A.  approved before 

29.  abstract: D.  final stage 

30.  first draft: C.  work in pairs 

Section 4 
   

New Biology Completion 
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31-40  

31. hunting 

32. steel  

33. hair  

34. fishing  

35. sports 

36. pain 

37. noise 

38. tunnel  

39. boots  

40. energy  

 
owl spider  

 
 

Section 4  

V130907 

2013 9 7  
 

Section 1    

NEW Customer Service  
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 1. top mount 

2. 12th January  

3. ? Sandwich shop 

4. , manager  

5. door  

6. ... close to station 

7. silver 
8. ?10  

9. ? 250, 180$ 

10. ?Alarm sounded 
Section 2    

V06125S2 Travelling +  

Section 3    

   V110127S3 
=V30020s3 

Job +  

Section 4    

NEW Environment  

  

 31. Interview shoppers 
32. , detail 

33. Interview customers representative  
34. Supermaket A : a wide range og organic  food 
35. Supermaket A : too much packaging  

37. Supermaket B d l : cleaning products 

38. Supermaket C : local products 

39. Supermaket C : sraff training policy 

40. Supermaket D : good advertising 

surveys  

supermarket 
 

V130912 

2013 9 12  
Section 1    

V08101s1  +  
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Section 2    

V30086s2  +  

Section 3    

   +  

Section 4    

  Zoology( )  

 :gastropods ( ) such as snail 

 22. Their mineral composition is similar to the sea  

23. Their pattern on their shell is generally to the right  

24. Some gastropods even have hair on their shell 

25. Their diet is mainly made up of worms 

26. They are introduced to the country as food in 1st century 

27. They have some unique defense system 

28. The environment that is most dangerous for them is dry climate 

A. They live in old forest and swamp 

B. Some particular species live under ground 

C. They are good indicators of the standard of the environment 

V130921 

2013 9 21  
 
Section 1    

new   
 Hengrave International Weekend 
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 1. Ticket available at £15 
2. Outdoor venue : the park 
Arts events: 
A.  contact number : 01744955321 
B.  Saturday evening : Music from different parts of Africa; 
21.  A market for people making and selling international food. 
22.  Sunday evening : Music from India (traditional songs) 
Other events: 
18 At the library 
19 Film festival 
20 Literature events of discussion about Russian poetry. 
21 Website : hengrave. International @ beaumond.com 

 
  
Section 2 
 

   
new  +  

 A Home Important Plan 
 11. Paint Section ----bottom left 

12. Kitchen Section ----middle 
13. Children’s play area ----between the Cafe and the Paint Section 
14. Bathroom Section ----between the Cafe and the Tool Section 
15. Garden Section ----between the Tool Section and Staff  Area 
16-20  
16. The attraction of Home Improvement store is( ): the low 
prices 
17. What are the benefits of working at Home Improvement Store? (

): flexible working hours  
18. The staff must promote to the customers by giving them (

) magezine 
19. What the company will offer if customers buy a new kitchen: free 
installation; free appliances; free delivery. 

 
Section 3 
 

   
new  +  

 Courses on student teaching assignment. ,
. TESOL . 
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 21-25  
11. Joy and Tim must finish their assignment because  

B. They want to start the practice session soon. 
17.Tim thinks they should omit the theory because  

B: they want to focus on classroom management  
25. Joy believes 
26. Tim wants to  
27. Joy and Tim want to get the interview of the teachers because 
    A: they take too much time from the teachers. 
26-30:Matching. ----course sequencing 
26. They should begin with classroom management  
27. They should begin with observations and discussion board. 
28. They should begin with lesson planning  
29. Individual tutorials 
30. Should study lab supervision and technology use if time remains. 

 
Section 4 
 

   
V09113S4   

V130928 

2013 9 28  
 

2013 9 28

  Section 1&3&4

  Section 2

  Section 1

  Section 2&3

  Section 4

Section 1
New Traveling Completion

poppy garden
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1-10

1. at the end of the month . 

2. orange in color

3. The location is to the east of the garden 

4. For security , people are recommended to wear trousers . 

trousers

5. in state park  
6-10

6. tour, general tour, wildlife tour , flower tour, 

 general tour

7. You should prepare at least 1 hour for visiting.

8. 5.30 am . 

5:30am 7:00pm.

9. museum garden 

10.For visiting the garden, people are suggested to bring zoom lens. 

Section 2
V110319 S2

Completion / Matching / Multiple 

Choices

global traveling

Section 3
New Discussion Matching / Multiple Choices

Penny Cosmo Bio-tech
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21. Why did penny study three-years placement: research focus

22. Why did penny choose this university: good record of employment

23. Cosmo worried that he has studied in wrong subject

24. Cosmo wanted to study aboard: broaden his horizon

25. postpone of choosing course: because can do laboratory research first

26. students in other subjects coming to this course

27. mainly online

28. most popular course of all options

29. assessed by laboratory report

30. explore academic research background 

Section 4
New Completion

31. odour 

32. Carbon dioxide 

33.female  butterflies 

34. feet feet

35. stomach 

36. control 

37. height

38. heat 

39.Snakes observe the body shape of the mouse.

40. Snakes also could identify the distance of the mouse.

V131010 

2013 10 10  
 

2013 10 10
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Ø Section 1&2&3

Ø Section 4

Section 1
Completion

1. 35 
2. bright and large and a good view 
3. Emick  
4.  
5. a small garden 
6. a minimum of 30 people ( ) 
7. at the business centre of the city 
8. any Saturday 
9. 65° 
10. 044298611 

Section 2
Multiple Choices / Completion

radio program  

railway iron tourist area

11.why the railway is so special? B. It passes through so varied scenes. 

12. why the railway stop working after 1903? The iron is not mined. 

13. who run the railway now? C. some local businessmen. 

14. what is the recent attraction in the main station? A. a playground for children 

15.  

16. 

17. M good starting point for walk 

18. accommodation  

19. good view point to see wildlife 

20. excellent food 

Section 3
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Multiple choice / Matching

 

 classroom management on young children

21-25  

7. younger children ? A.  

8. B.  

9. open questions closed questions? 

A. open questions  

10.  C. check  

11. C. college administrator 

26-30  

12.  Observing 

13.  Videoing : encourage teachers to teach well 

14.  Questionnaire : reflect teachers’ true response 

15.  Reading articles and books : other students also will have done it  

16.  Web searching: useful skill for future research 

Section 4
Completion

cotton production~ effects on the environment and relative fashion trends about 

cotton
 

V131012 

2013 10 12  

2013 10 12

Ø Section 1&4

Ø Section 2&3

Section 1
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New Asking for information Completion

1-10

1. golf court

2. blue

3. 12:40

4. swimming

5. breakfast

6. piano

7. Spanish

8. Wednesday

9. 10:15

10. science  

Section 2
V100529 S2 home stay Multiple Choices / Completion

connection host

Section 3
V101120 S3 assignment Multiple choice / Matching

Tutor development essay

matching tutorial

Section 4
New New Completion
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31-40

31. petrol stations

32. Scotland

33. market share

34. partner

35. head office

36. retrained

37. stages

38. fresh food

39. strategies

40. organization

 

V131019 

2013 10 19

Ø Section 13

Ø Section 2&4

Section 1
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1.17th June 

2-3. Book a double room with a Balcony 

4.credit card : 2204470536055721 

5.John Thompson 

6.hire mountain bike 

7.bird park 

8.book a spa service massage 

9.56,___road 

10.know this hotel from magazine 

Section 2

Section 3

22 report B  

23 Tutor B  do not follow the regulate template 

24   

25  C  

26 B  

27   

27-30 matching  

28 *** provide more training before trip 

29 *** reduce complexity 

30 *** give more materials during the trip 

31 group work: repeated 

Section 4
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V131026 

2013 10 26  
Section1    

V100717s1 Ticket booking  
Section2    

V100805s2  +  
Section3    

New     
 John Smith distance education  

 21 C 

22 B 

23 A 

24 C 

25 C 

26 B 

27 A 

28 A 

29 B 

30 no-none  

Section4    
V33s4 A woman introduces 

a historical museum 
 

 

V131026 

2013.11.09 
Section1     

   
 Po Shan Island

hotel, bed and breakfast, hostel
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 1. Hotel fish market 
2. free tour ( lecture

tour) 
3. Sailing 
4. Every room has a balcony,  
5. Pottery factory 
6. Near the beach 
7. local Birds 
8. free intranet 
9. Television : cookery lessons 
10. new gym 

Section2     
V110310s2  +  

  
 11-15  

11.  C. improving skills 
12. A. regular practice 
13. ?  A.15£  B.20£  C.25£ 
14. When can kids join the competition?  

A. when they feel they are ready;  
B. when they are good enough; 
C. seven to eight years old  

15. School  beginners 
16-20 Matching  

 
16. rapidly  ----- Open for both adults and children 
17. school   ----- For beginners 
18. team-club   ----- Prize for cash 
19. Different levels 
20. national  ----- Twice a year 

Section3    
V101218s3 

 
+  

  
Section4    

V110305s4=V06111s4=V7131S4   
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V131109 

2013.11.09 
Section1     
    

 Po Shan Island
hotel, bed and breakfast, hostel

 
 21. There is a fish market near the hotel. 

22. An activity: free tour ( lecture tour) 
23. Sailing 
24. Every room has a balcony; they can enjoy its sea view 
25. An activity: visiting pottery factory 
26. Near the beach 
27. can see the local birds 
28. free intranet 
29. Television : cookery lessons 
30. There is a new gym 

Section2     
 V110310s2  +  
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 11-15  
31. Why do they organize the club?  C. improving skills 
32. A. regular practice 
33. How much does the total coat of personal trainer each time?  A.15£  B.20£  C.25£ 
34. When can kids join the competition?  

A. when they feel they are ready;  
B. when they are good enough; 
C. seven to eight years old  

35.  
16-20 Matching  

 
36. rapidly  ----- Open for both adults and children 
37. school   ----- For beginners 
38. team club   ----- Prize for cash 
39. Different levels 
40. national  ----- Twice a year 

Section3    
 V101218s3 

 
+  
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 Questions 21-26 
21.when the organization is first founded, there are  B 
A. No clear objects 
B. No formal structures 
C. No premises  
22. the reason they are unsatisfied is  B 
A. Type of work 
B. The way of work shared 
C. cannot be appreciated 
23. the attitude towards the former leader is that C. he has done too much 
24. the view on new recruit is that: C 
A. Pleased that the meeting time are shorter 
B. Annoy that they are not consulted 
C. Surprise they will do it well 
25. how about the working result: A. children have all received the education 
26. what problems have they solved: B 
A. Employment 
B. Administrator stop working 
C. Financial training 
Questions 27-30 
27. culture of the organization 
28.a role as a leader 
29. management of change 
30. the other article nature of voluntary 

Section4    
 V110305s4=V06111s4=V7131S4   
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 Questions 31-40 
31. people get more nervous if the speech is important 
32. The speech is not a gift  but can be learned by people. 
33. audience will only remember the last thing you said 
34. Make sure your contents to be well-organized 
35. Don’t start your speech until audience is paying attention 
36. you can make your notes on cards or a sheet of paper 
37. don’t need to write speech in full 
38. People can only memorise one or two ideas 
39. Make it short and time yourself 
40. Not just read your talks 

 

V131116 

2013.11.16 
Section1    

V110219S1   
  
 Questions 1-10 

1. safety 
2. Tuesday 
3. 1 hour 
4. wall / rock 
5. 25 
6. Thursday 
7. summer 
8. not include transports 
9. prevention 
10. supervision 

Section2    
V0626S2   
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 Questions 11-20 
11. What about the trip to taxi drivers? A.as much as you feel right 
12. What may happen if you get sick? A. might be charged 
13. Bottled water’s feature: C. have an unusual taste 
14. What should be paid attention to about bottled water? B. often tap water 
15. How do you think of bus? C. not comfortable 
16. How do you know the buses’ destination? C. better check with the driver 
17. How should you rent a car? C. compare the price in advance yourselves 
18. What should be paid attention to collect a car: What are included in the 
price. 
19. How to find a taxi easily? C. stop on the street 
20. What should be paid attention to the taxi fee? C. confirm the price before 
you get in  

Section3    
  +  

 Blake  
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 21-25  
41. Why did James choose to study in the Blake? B. good reputation in his 

subject area 
42. What did he found in his study? B. surprised that he was interested in the 

theoretical courses 
43. What about the assessment of James course? A. judge each other’s 

homework 
44. Why did the girl inquire the English language course? B. get more 

information about her major. 
45. She got more information about? C. choices of modules 
26-30 Matching  
A  a lot of background reading 
B  stay at the studio long 
C  many outside speakers 
D  the most difficult course 
E  student do their own research 
F  focus on display skill 
G  using materials 
46. History of art: C 
47. Sculpture option : G  
48. Painting digital : B 
49. Theory of art :  
50. Photograph : F 

Section4    
   

 Leatherback turtle  
 51. The advantageous shape of turtle help them to move undersea. 

52. Shell is soft not boney shells 
53. Way of feeding: sleep on the water for several hours. 
54. By adjusting burning calorie and food high in protein. 
55. Migration in the Atlantic ocean. 
56. Tracking device can start transmitting when the turtle reaches surface. 
57. Can not only monitor the location but also the depth  
58. No damage nor crack in her shell. 
59. Switch on for transmitting signal for avoiding running out power. 
60. Economical in energy. 
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V131121 

2013 11 21  
Section1    

V08145s1  +  
  

Section2    
  +  

  
 11-15  

11. expected number of people 340 this year 
12. park in field 
13. contact college 
14. cycling 25KM 
15. old airport 
16-18  
16. section 1 through the town / through the farmland 
17. section 2 uphill 
18. section 3 through the woodland 
19-20  
19. price cup 
20. chairman 

Section3    
  +  
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 21-25  
21. reason why does this research : whether it can be changed 
22. how to make questionnaires work efficiently : remind them by email 
23. dividing into different groups for: 
24. what the managers think of current situation of workers’ absence : 
25   
26-30  

tutor to expend it ; to 
reorganize it ; to rename it ; to move it ; to delete it ; to reduce it. 
26. instruction : 
27. background : 
28. 
29. methodology :  
30. result :  

Section4    
V110416s4   

  
 

V131130 

2013 11 30  
 
Section1    
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1. Piano 
2. Coffee table 
3. Mirror 
4. Antique : door is made of glass 
5. Address for delivery : Harrivale 
6. Price 232 
7. Not including insurance 
8. Time for getting the furniture : in the morning  
Parking  
9. At back of the house  
10. In front of garage  

Section2    
  +  

 fitness club  
 11-12  

What services are provided in the Fitness club  
11. A  more play space  
12. C  special class 
13-14  
What did the woman mention about the fitness club  
13. D  new staff 
14. C 
15-20 matching  
15. G  retired 
16. A  Favored by fans 
17. E  Injured  
18. C  French title 
19. D  
20. B  Giving winnings to children  

Section3    
V07134s3 =V111020s3  +  

 life-science undergraduate 
 
 

Section4    
V08129S4=V101023s4   
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 Company Ethical  
 

V131207 

2013 12 7  
Section1    

v100415s1  +  

 complaint  

 1. address: NO.33 Hillcrest  

2. postcode: AL698GQ  

3. phone NO.( ) 

4—6  

4. What aspect of the flight does him complaint about? 

C  temperature  he was sitting under the air conditioner, it is hot and 

breathless  

5. What opinion about the food? 

B  food is not enough to eat providing snack for lunch is not reasonable  

6. What opinion about the services? 

C  comment on services keep him waiting  

7. What is satisfying is security. 

8. And flight entertainment facilities. 

9. One is 20 percent discount in hotel fees. 

10. The other is calling phone card worth of 20 pounds. 

Section2     
new  +  

 Travel Show 
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 11-15.  
11. Who are the speakers talking to?    C. The journalist 
12. When was the first Travel Show?      

C. 1949 (1928 1949 ) 

13. How many people are expected to attend this year’s show? 
B. 17000 

14. What will the show feature for the first time? 
C. A photography exhibition 

15. What is Ben D talking about? 
A. The River Nile 

16. The prize of the competition does not include: 
B. Shopping coupon 

17-20.  
17.  G 
18.  
19. corner A  
20. lift  ,   

Section3    
V100424s3=V120317s3  +  

 group study  
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 21. TOPIC? A 

A. many respondents available  

B. many students interested in this topic.

 

C. relevant to the discipline  

22. What is the problem of the original design of questionnaire  

A. too many separate parts 

B. questions are with open answers ( 10

) 

C. the wording of questions is quite hard 

23. What is the percentage of people support the group work discussion? 

A. sixty percent, twenty percent, twenty percent  

group work  

24. more opportunities to experiment 

25. Social interactions ……( ) 

26. decrease the reliance on the teacher ( s the 

) 

27. problem of unexpected noise 

28. improve skills 

29. a large group is difficult to monitor control 

30. in a (gradual) way 

Section4    
new   

  

 Archaeological , American, year: 1600s, 1611 
31. next to a river 
Three sites 
32. in the shape of a triangle 
33. site 1 currently used for military, used to be used for farming 
34. storm 
35. the construction was made of bricks 
36. a (fire) damaged 
37. Usually objects. Bits of English glass were found.   
38. The well was last used for trash  
39. site 2 European pottery originally built in 1702 
40. site 3 Corn cobs were used for fuel 
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V131212 

2013 12 12  
Section1    

V100605S1  Completion/Multiple Choice 

 
 

 1.Type of holiday: surfing 
2.Meal : includes breakfast 
3.Facilities : gym 

4. : 360 
5.A shared room 
6.Type of insurance : Basic 

7. : 75 

8.Price : 42.50 

9.Cheapest transport : taxi 
10.Pay by : cheque 

Section2    
New   

  
,
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 11. A 
12. B 
13. B 
14. A 
15. B 
16. A 

 

 
17. Information booth 
18. meeting place  
19. manager’s office 
20. internet access point 

Section3    
new   
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21-26 27-30  

 

 

 

 21. B 
22. B 
23. C 
24. A 
25. C 
26. C 
27. B 
28. B 
29. C 
30. C 

Section4    
new   

  

Under archaeological sites water 

written language

shipwreck

 

 31. written 
32. lifestyle 
33. technology 
34. storms 
35. film 
36. research 
37. gun 
38. map 
39. gold 
40. coins 
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V131214 

2013 12 14  
 

Section 1 

   

V101009s1 Traveling Completion 

 AMAZON  

AMAZON  

1-10  

1. pack a jacket umbrella  

2. desert trail   

3. address 6073 Fearnleigh Drive 

4. Susie’s parents phone number 9286352271 

5. go to Space Museum 

6. 1901  

7. Independence Day 4th July: there will be fireworks in the evening 

8. tour by helicopter(1.5hours , 7 trips a day ) 

9. play golf 

10. canoe(all day, take 10 sun cream) 

Section 2 

   

  +  

  visit to Tin Mine 

11-15  

11. What does the speaker say about hard hats? 

A. they must be worn in all areas 

B. a deposit is needed to borrow the money 
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C. they are available in all sizes 

12. What does the speaker say about the outsides area of the mine? 

B. the ground is uneven in some area 

13. Visitors who have difficulty in going up and down 

A. can ask for help 

14. What is prohibited everywhere? 

A. smoking 

B. taking photos 

C. making a phone call 

15.  

A. ground is wet 

B. access is limited 

C. making a phone call 

16-20  

 

 

16. D. mill 

17. C. café 

18. A. museum 

19. G. shop 

20. F. car park  
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Section 3 

   

  +  

 group essay discussion 

21-26  

21. Why do S and Tina choose the topic of rock music in the experiment? 

    A. the will be useful for measurable results 

22. Why does Tina say about the …? 

C. it has been updated recently 

23. What does S say about adding statistics in the bibliography? 

A. the professor recommended 

B. she thinks it is interesting 

C. she thinks it will help her with the figures 

24. What does the Warwick university …? 

A. psychological 

B. physical 

C. they use different … 

25. What was the university of Sydney in Australia …? 

B. the number of people was too small 

26. The university of Iowa? 

27-30  

27. Problems with the written questionnaire : get other material from the internet 

28. Problems with disturbance noise headphones : borrow equipment 

29. Limits of CD players : get help from technicians 

30. Short time for report writing : divide the workload 

Section 4 

   

V08130s4 
= V09126s4 
=V110310s4 

Traveling Completion 

 

1940-1990 . car  

Australian transportation development from 1940-1990:development from privates car to 

public transportation. 
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31-40)Sentence Completion 

31. In 1940s, 60% users used public transport. 
32. The road ued to be crowed and uncomfortable. 

33. In 1940s, car was associated with freedom. 

34. There are 5 disadvantages of car, the last one (reason why few people bought cars) high car taxes. 

35. Until new government election in 1949. 

36. Driving affects relationship between people. 

37. Driving affect road condition: road are jammed and polluted. 

38. There was fewer ***, but more in 1980s and 1990s, more lanes and road directions appeared. 

39. In this field, it is different from the past: the design of advertisement to attract motorists. 

40. Less business,booming development sinece the creation of shopping mall. 
 

V131221 

2013 12 21  
 

Section 1 
   

new   

 

 

1. 463 Beacon Avenue 
2. 27 June 
3. Sailing 
4. Surfing   
5. Drama   
6. Cookery  
7. Rock Climbing  
8. Confidence 
9.  wetsuit 
10. 7 am 

Section 2 
   

New  +  
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HR layout  

 

11. C 
12. A 
13. B 
14-20  
EFCBAID 

Section 3 
   

V09142s3=V110716s3  + +  

 

 

  

Section 4 
   

New   

 

 

 

31. personality  
32. achievement 
33. aspirations 
34. behaviors 
35. create 
36. promotion goals 
37. leaderships styles  
38. situational 
39. development 
40. innovation 
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V120107 

2012 01 07  

2012 01 07  

Section 1 

V07132S1 
V08108S1 
V07104S1 

Gap filling /Matching 

Section 2 
V08146S2 
V09136S2 

Multiple choices /Table 

Section 3 
NEW  Multiple choices/ Matching 
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21.  B ……experience…… 

22.  C overseas XX 

23. impress C new legislation 

24. A final recommendation 

Matching 

5 PEST,SWOT, DILL…… 7 ……  

25.not suitable for their study 

26.hard to apply 

27.suitable for any size of business 

28.  

29.save time and effort 

30.  

Section 4    

 

V08137S4= 
V110108S4 

 Completion 

 

.  

 

V120112 

2012 01 12  
 2012 01 12  

Section 1    

 
V08111S1  Completion 

Section 2    
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V100206S2 Media Career Development  Multiple choices/ Matching 

Section 3    

 
NEW  Multiple choices/ Matching 

 

23. B 

22. B 

23. B.  

24. A 

25. C  

26. B 

 

27. prcctical  

28. super  

29.  

30. too long  

Section 4    

 
V100410S4  Completion 

 

.  

 

V120114 

2012 01 14  
 2012 01 14  

Section 1    
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V07109S1= 
V09136S1 

Happy Traffic Talk  Completion / Multiple Choices 

  

Section 2    

 
New Traveling Matching / Multiple Choice 

 
11-15  

11. A. species 

12. B 

13. B. metal XX  seed label 

14. C. garden  toy vehicles 

15. C. garden J  Italian garden 

16-20  

16.    

17.    

18.  linked with exhibition  

19.  old status  

20.  award  

Section 3    

 
V09107S3 

 

presentation 
Completion 

Section 4    

 
V08102S4     Lecture Completion / Multiple Choice 
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Austrialia Railway 

4 Adelaide/Sydney/Melbourne/Darwin  

 

 

.  

 
 

V120204 

2012 02 04  
 2012 02 04  

Section 1    

 
V09130S1  Completion / Table 

Section 2    

 
V06113S2 Hotel  Completion 

 
hostel condition 

 

Section 3    

 
V09139S3 Academic Matching / Choices / Map 

 Robby Jacquerine  

Section 4    

 
NEW    Industry Completion 
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Plastic  

31-40  

31. use cotton and acid 

32. Plastic is commonly found on: product such as detergent bottles, milk jugs (dairy product bottles) 

33. First is used to produce artificial silk 

(Cellulose  was also used to produce cloth. While the men who developed celluloid were interested 
in replacing ivory, those who developed the new fibers were interested in replacing another expensive 
material, silk.) 

34. Cellulose is not like real plastic because it becomes hard when heat 

The output of the process hardened into a hard, ivory-like material that could be molded when heated. 

35. first plastic made in a laboratory 

36. a chemist named Alexander Parkes developed the first plastic. 

37. recycled pens 

38. Disadvantage: it will produce gases when 

In some cases, burning it could release toxic fumes. Also, the manufacturing of plastics often created large 
quantities of chemical pollutants 

39. It decomposes by light 

Research has been done on biodegradable plastics that break down with exposure to sunlight 

40. Natural rubber wood no longer had a stranglehold on rubber supplies. 

Japanese use in sustainable cars primary synthetic rubber for the manufacture of tires. 

 

.  

 
 

V120209 
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2012 02 09  
 2012 02 09  

Section 1    

 
V07137S1  Completion 

  

Section 2    

 
NEW   Completion/Choice/Map 

 
1.the museum was closed down in the year of 1988 

2.mine museum includes the social and the technological aspect 

3.tourists are recommended to take a tour underground for 1 hour by the ex-miner 

4.if you do not come please contact the reception 

5.a relax please go to restroom area next to the staff office 

 

 

What does *** sourvenirs sale beside the postcards? 

A.map  B.clothes  C.foods  D.posters  E.drinks 

 

B.lecture theatre *** ***  

A.bookstore workshop near the *** 

C.lift entrance close to*** 

Section 3    

 
V100227S3  Matching /Completion 

 about how three different countries use their energy resources 
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Section 4    

 
NEW     Completion 

 
one word only 

modern midden including: 

31.a broken egg 

32.fish hooks are made of fish bones 

33.road is built 

34.you need to get a permit immigration travel 

35.are safer than...as less liekly to...building 

36.early settlers ate hugh birds 

37.rare glass objects can be found in European middens 

38.lakes are beside a mountains 

39.*** 

40.found where soldiers stayed 

 

.  
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V120218 

2012 02 18  
 2012 02 18  

Section 1    

 
 

NEW 
 Choice/Completion 

 
 

A.*** 

B.Saturday excursion 

C.film festivel 

D.culture evening event 

E.disco dance 

F.lecture of *** 

 

4. club office 

5.deposit of $15 

6.library start from 11.00am 

7. usually to museums ( shopping  

8.one more guest 

9. one free drink 

10.Grand hotel  

Section 2    
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V08144S2   Completion/Choice 

Section 3    

 
V09143S3   Completion/ Choices / Matching 

  

Section 4    

 
NEW   Industry Completion 

 
cube house  

31-40  

31. as a function of village 

33. in the form of a tree 

33. build on the top of bridge in city center 

34. the problem of finance 

35. made of concrete 

36. triangle-shaped 

37. a small garden 

38. a study exhibition hall 

39. New Building School 

40. good facilities 

 

.  

 

V120225 

2012 02 25  
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 2012 02 25  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Completion 

 
1. Surname: Bittens 

2. The number of adults: 3 

3.Group booking dicount 

4. Ticket for adults: 23 

5. Ticket for children: 12.50 

6. Seat choice: the back row 

Special requirement: 

7. One child sitting: need a wheelchair 

8. Close to lift 

9. They are  vegetarians 

10. Food: pizza 

Section 2    

 
V09139S2 fuel  Completion 

  

Section 3    

 
V100318S3   Completion/ Choices  

Section 4    

 
NEW    Choice 
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Why traditional lecture inefficient? 

31. High absent rate  

32. Students hard to recall  

Whystill use traditional lecture? 

33. Lecture do not want change  

34. Students feel confused  

 

35 .A. survey done on a regular basis 

36. B.34% 

37. A.use real-experience 

38. B.sentence completion 

39. C.pause without activities 

40. C.under different subjects 

 

.  

V120308 

2012 03 08  
 2012 03 08  

Section 1    

 
V30020S1  Completion 

 waiter job  

Section 2    
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V100410S2 fuel  Completion 

Section 3    

 
NEW /   Completion  

 

 

Section 4    

 
V100130S4 underground   Completion/Matching 

 

 

V120310 

2012 03 10  
 2012 03 10  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Table 
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1.Name: Prenay 

2.Date of birth: 17th March 

3.Address and contact No.: 34Market Road 

4.Race: European 

5.The Citizen 

6.Type of cards: the NewZealand high user 

7.Former company: the castlehill 

8.Location: north island 

9.Hours: Full-time 

10. Specialist: Sports 

Section 2    

 
NEW   Choice/Matching 
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11. Something aboutthe company's history - A. quickly established 

12.  - A. to develop newproducts or C. cater for more customers  

13.  - B. half a year 

14.  the biggest number of positionsare in? - B. Package 

15.  - C. pay slow 

 

 

16.  - wages 

17.  - production 

18.  - maintenance 

19.  - computer 

20.  - maintain customer relationship 

Section 3    

 
V08122S3   Completion/Table 

Section 4    

 
V100327S4   Choice/Completion/Matching 

 

 

 

V120317 

2012 03 17  
 2012 03 17  
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Section 1    

 
NEW   Completion 

 
1.Tythe 

2.fashion 

3. January 1st 

4. Top floor 

5. 150 

6. phone 

7. photo 

8. café 

9.3 months 

10.station  

Section 2    

 
V09107S2   Choice/Matching 

  

Section 3    

 
V100424S3   Completion/Choice 

 

 

group study  

 

Section 4    

 
NEW   Choice/Completion/Matching 
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31.transport service 

32. information 

33.clean 

34.visitors 

35. Local doctors and staff 

36.bonus 

37.effectiveness communication  

38. space 

39.equipment 

40.planning 

 

 

 

V120331 

2012 03 31  
 2012 03 31  

Section 1    

 V30058S1   Completion/Table 

 An interview to a student about her personal information 

Section 2    

 NEW  Table/Matching 
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11.H = gardening book 

12.I = art books 

13.C = N/A 

14.F = N/A 

15.E = children's reading area 

16.A = self helping book 

B adult books 

 

 

have a sad ending; the first book of the author 

Penny's *** = has good illustrations 

the hidden = a real story 

Orange Moon =come from and part of a series 

Running boy = award-winning 
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Section 3    

 V09115S3  Table/Completion/Choice 

 Two students and a teacher discuss a bird observation project 

Section 4    

 V100417S4  Completion 

 

 

 

V120412 

2012 04 12  
 2012 04 12  

Section 1    

 
V30042S1 Party Completion 

 

Section 2    

 
V09140S2  Table/Completion 

 

Section 3    

 
V081023S3  Matching/Completion 

  field trip   

Section 4    

 
NEW        Completion 
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In 1500s castle, table collect water,

Sculptures Roman Emperor castle water public square survey

river  

 

 

 

V120414 

2012 04 14  
 2012 04 14  

Section 1    

 
V09126S1  Table/Matching 

Section 2    

 
V07138S2  Table/Matching 

Section 3    

 
NEW  Choice 
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1. soil carbon  A.better in dry B.faster in wet soil C.same in dry and wet D.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6. matching  A.only HXX  B only  C both  and   

7. method i agree with you   

8.  

9.  

10. make readers more interested  

Section 4    

 
NEW  Completion 

 

31. living in glass bottle covered with a layer of newspaper  

32. open roof with sand 

33. diet: fiber *** diet based on foods in wild condition 

34. increase in activity especially during feeding time  

35. overnight, or during particular hot weather  

36. stabilize temperature 

37. increase in average size faster leading to 

38. From Skin: excessive loss of body fluids  

39. causing weakness in their bones 

40. no turtles suffer kidney problems 
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V120421 

2012 04 21  
 2012 04 21  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Completion 

 
1. Caroline the woman telephone No.04196570156 

2.written quote  by post 

3.  Price for renting: 39 per day 

4.picked them up back from the airport 

accommodation 

5.  special requirement in room:an extra bed 

6.Equipment: kitchen 

7.Carolyn  a heater and 

8.microwave 

9. insurance:the youngest driver's age(Carolinr):49 

10.  license issued in Australia 

Section 2    

 
V08136S2  Completion /Choice 

Section 3    

 
NEW  Choice 
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21. political challenged  

22. flexibility  

23.   

24.  classical music is suitable  

25.   

26-30   

Screen  

furniture  

 

Box  

C  

Section 4    

 
V09140S4  Completion 

 

 

 

V120428 

2012 04 28  
 

 2012 04 28  

Section 1    

 
V30079S1  Table/Completion 

Section 2    
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NEW JOB CENTER Matching/Choice 

 

more job opportunities. 

 longer appointment time  

 

 

 

advance career=gain you a senior position or something 

 

Section 3    

 
V09135S3  Completion 

Section 4    

 
V09134S4  Completion/Choice 

 

 

 

V120510 

2012 05 10  
 2012 05 10  

Section 1    

 
NEW   Completion 
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1.07958477222 

2.time:Thursday morning 

3. 7 

4. 22 November 

5. wedding 

6. cheese 

7. India 

8. business 

9.  too slow 

10.e-mail:XXXX@speedtech.com 

Section 2    

 
V100306S2 Briggs Art Gallery choice /map 

Section 3    

 
NEW  Completion 

 
 

recording 

key points 

repetition  

24-30  

 

forestry 

literature 

  

clothing 

cooking 

Section 4    
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V101009S4 Anthropology Completion / Multiple Choice 

 

 

 

V120512 

2012 05 12  
 

 2012 05 12  

Section 1    

 
NEW  +  Completion 

 

fail complain  

 

Quigley 4  2-way tickets error message

2 3 11 8 5

large families school group manager

reference number GBK8422  

 

reference number JBK852 GBK8422

 

Section 2    

 
NEW  choice /Map 

 

 a flat, a house a hostel 

 

+ bank flat

 

 

ABBB 

Section 3    
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NEW  Completion 

 

21-23  

21 B 

A. German for science is too difficult.  

B. she doesn’t grasp the skill to learn independently    

C. she is too busy to learn 

22. what did lvan do in the library? 

A. sort out the timetable  

B. read newspapers    

C. send e-mail 

23: A too many people in the library. 

24-30  

Some suggestions are given by the professor. 

Medium Methods 

Audio develop 24. global listening  skill to grasp key word 

25. stop the tape to predict the contents  

26. dictation  to develop listening skills 

27. prepare note-taking skills.   

Video --gesture, 

--28. eye contacts  

--distance between people 

cover the video 29. subtitles  

Sat llite  TV Watch 30 TV chat show  

 

Section 4    
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V30079S4  Table 

 

 

 

V120519 

2012 05 19  
 

 2012 05 19  

Section 1    

 V06144S1 
 Completion 

Section 2    

 V100814S2  
 

 
Completion/multiple choice 

Section 3    

 
NEW 

tutor  
Choice/Matching  
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pump design  Kathy  tutor  

1. tutor    A .the introduction  

2. tutor A the structure, 

3. Kathy  tutor  

A. library research 

B. record more data  

4. Kathy tutor  B 

5. Kathy  A 

A. try out software 

B. go to seminar 

C. design the pump 

Matching  

Section 4    

 
NEW 

 
Completion 
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Video Upturned palm Human use it to asking for 

food  apology ask for support  To fight 

understand 

cultural trans  

 Use -their voices their faces 

signal 

ask for apologize 

request 

excitement 

fight 

understand 

cultural 

Voices and faces 

 

 

 

V120526 

2012 05 26  
 2012 05 26  

Section 1    

 NEW  Completion 
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1.125 

2.a certificate 

3.book online 

4.1,800 m 

5.autumn 

6.night 

7.thunderstorms 

8.hat 

9.9 years old 

10.stand position 

Section 2    

   NEW  Matching/Choice 

 

12. B. Relax  

13. Raincoat. raincoat 

14. sunset 

14. friend  

15. Shopping 

16. Stunning View 

17. Street Art 

18. Gallery 

20. Old Jail Prison 

Section 3    

 NEW tutor  Choice/Matching  
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A girl student discussed with her tutor about a presentation. 

First part is about the general information of the assignment, the student should check the accuracy of the 

references 

Second part is about the presentation. Short-answer questions.  No more than 4 words, so for the second 

short-answer question 

21—27  

21. check the accuracy of reference in the last section. one thing the teacher require student do 

accurately 

22. need to give more examples . another thing required by teacher 

23. When will she give her presentation next seminar  

24. What will she do during the presentation  explain the experiment  

25. By which date will she submit an abstract 26th, November  

    tutor said the presentation should be ready on 3, Dec, (this date is not the answer for the test. Where 

to do presentation) 

26. Where does the presentation take place  in chemistry lab  computer room   

27.  Who will grade her presentation the professor  first one by tutor, this one by 

professor  

28—30 Circle three subjects she will choose in next term  

28.  A. communication skills  

29.  C. intercourse analysis  

30.  F. psycholinguistics  

 B. language and society, 

Section 4    

 NEW  Completion 
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B factory locates far away, c conveniently situated. factory 

response slowly plate, images, a rubber blank let, cut &folded 

so apeals to her

plate

air plunge air “ X” plunge 

XX pages must be “cut & folded”

publishing publishing publishing…… 

31.  B 

A. ***  B. The company's technology appeals to her  C  

  

32. plate   

 33. image 

 be printed 34. A rubber blanket 

  35. cut & 36 folded 

  36. to prevent paper jams 

 machinery 37. air pump 

 38. installed in 11 months / in 15 months 

 39. brought in by railway tracks 

 40. publishing / delivery / distribution 
 

 

 

V120609 

2012 06 09  
 2012 06 09  

Section 1 

   

V08142S1 
,  Matching/Completion 

Section 2 

   

NEW 
 Matching/Choice 
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11. Eyesaver was founded in ----- B. 30 years 

12. Insight object original aim ----- A. offer equipment with little technique 

13. Main funding comes from ----- C. money collected on the street 

14. Need the listeners provide ----- A. glasses 

15. The main aim of this program of insight project----- B. show people how easy eyes problem can be 

cured 

16. ----- A. recordings 

 

17. E. more significant 

18. ads or equipment 

19. Link with academic institution 

20. Link with school student 

Section 3 

   

V09113S3 
 

Table 

Section 4 

   

NEW supplementary food program

white boar red deer  

Completion 

 

31. Boar is not a protected species of wild animal 

32. they damage the environment 

33. And they spread diseases 

34. Law prohibited using: poison 

35. Kept deeding them in the forest 

36. Increasing population density 

37. *** *** and potatoes 

38. Come out in the winter cause the food is scare 

39. Keeps number of deer for hunting 

40. Deer will destroy farmers’ crops 
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V120614 

2012 06 14  
 2012 06 14  

Section 1 

   

V100417S1 
PARTY  Completion 

Section 2 

   

  NEW 
 Map/Table 

 

 

Section 3 

   

NEW 
 

 

 

 

Section 4 

   

V100318S4 
red sea  

Completion 

 

 

 

V120616 

2012 06 16  
 2012 06 16  

Section 1    
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NEW 
 

 
Completion 

 

1-6  

1. Thursday 

2. side gate 

3. cafe 

4.138 

5. Lossely  

6. 0178065552 

7-10  

7. sleeping bag 

8. windsurfing 

9. passport 

10. radio 

Section 2 

   

V110219S2 
Traveling Choice / Matching 

  desert travel agency  

Section 3 

   

NEW 
Introduction 

Matching / Multiple choice 

 

21-26  

21. regulator 

22. husk outlet 

23. powder outlet 

24. hammer 

25. shelter 21-25  

26. J  

27-30  

27.  

28.  

29.  

30. manpower  
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Section 4 

   

V110115S4 
Academic Scenario 

 Completion 

 
 

 

 

 

 

V120630 

2012 06 30  
 2012 06 30  

Section 1    

  V30033S1 
 Choice  

Section 2    

  V08147S2 
 Completion/ Multiple Choice 

Section 3    

 
V30076S3 

 
Table Completion 

Section 4    

 
NEW 

 
 Completion 
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31. business management 

32. phone interview 

 

33. additional qualification 

34. salary 

35. public sectors 

 

36. work in a team 

37. problem solving 

 

38. presentations 

39. essay 

40. advice on job 

 

 

 

V120707 

2012 07 07  
 2012 07 07  

Section 1 

   

 NEW 
 Completion 

 

1.Location: the southeast of city 

2.Requirement: furnished, a washing machine 

3.Date of rental period: 15th May 

4.Maximum rent: $ 675 
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5.Reference: employer 

6.Occupation: translator 

7.Finance record: a bank statement 

8.Location/address: Aniworth Road 

9.Question: is there a telephone in the house? 

10.Is there a bus stop nearly? 

Section 2 

   

V110430S2 
Sports Matching/ Multiple Choice 

  

Section 3 

   

NEW 
 

Choice/Matching 

 

 

21.Where did you find the definition of “oral history”? ----- C. handouts from previous lectures 

22.What is the most important influence from internet on oral history? ----- A. permanent records 

23.Why does Mike choose this topic? ----- B. his father loves football 

24.  

25.What are the problems with Mike’s proposed report? 

A.Not reliable 

B.Too long 

C.Too noisy 

D.Too short 

E.Too factual 

F.Too complicated 

G.Too vague 

26.***** ----- F 

27.Time ----- B 

28.Recording equipment ----- A 

29.The topic ----- G 

30.Proposed report ----- E 

Section 4 

   

V100710S4 
 

Completion/ multiple choice 
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V120712 

2012 07 12  
 2012 07 12  

Section 1 

   

NEW 
 Completion 

 

1. moderate, 

2. museum, 

3. park, 

4. pool, 

5. flowers, 

6. history, 

7. map, 

8. café, 

9. 279 C4 X4 I3 p 

Section 2 

   

V101023S3 
Course selection Completion /Matching 

Section 3 

   

NEW  
Choice 
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21.  A. 16th century 

A. 16thcentury  B. 17th century C. 18th century 

22. festival C. not enough work in winter  

23. Which is the town most famous for?  A. agriculture fair 

24. B.  15000 

25. panting  A. region or C. the town (unsure) 

26. sound of music  sing   wear (fancy dress) 

27. theatre  family ticket 

28.   book in advance 

29.  concert room 

30. festival programmer,  check the website 

Section 4 
   

V100617S4  
Science and Sports 

 Completion 

 

 

 

V120721 

2012 07 21  
 2012 07 21  

Section 1 

   

   NEW 
Select a gift for sister's children Completion 

 

1. a model wooden truck 

2. technology 

3.bird feeder's  

4.price: 8.99 

11  
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5.many small boxes of chocolates 

6. temperature 

7. www.rimona.com 

8. offer free post 

9.choose "gift" free package 

10. leave with a message 

Section 2 

   

 NEW 
Queensland activity (Brisbane) Choice/ Multiple Choice 

 

 

1.Why did Jane choose Tuesday's exhibition? 

Not many people in Tuesday 

2.  

every afternoon 

3.  

C.location of an old city hall building 

4.the distinctive feature for the cuisine festivals( )as usual? 

B.offer free entertainment 

5.why people choose buying tickets in library? 

A.cheaper one with discount 

6.  

people can have dinner inside the train cabinet 

 

7-8.what are included in the family ticket? 

flag; educational book for children; travel to*** 

9-10.about voting, what are mentioned to be true? 

A.unlimited/regardless of the voting ages 

D.one person can vote several times 

Section 3 

   

V30032S3 
 

Table/Choice 

Section 4 
   

V30061S4 A PhD candidate (woman) talked about the 

sea creatures researching organization 
Table/choice 
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V120728 

2012 07 28  
 2012 07 28  

Section 1 

   

   NEW 
Library  Completion 

 

1. Address: Library in Skellran Street 

2. Located next to a park 

3. Saturday weekday: open at 9 am until 4.30 pm 

4. 4-13 drama club 

5. singing 

6. adult activity, she will meet local artists club 

7. various magazines 

8. borrow CDs you can borrow films CDs 

9. post cards card number 

10. Wide range sell can also buy maps 

Section 2 

   

 NEW 
 Choice/ Matching 
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11. ?----- B. photograph 

12. *** ----- A. short-term duration between holidays 

13. ?----- B. teacher is not available 

14. ?----- B. ask and communicate with the teachers 

15. ?----- A. special teacher 

16. ?----- C. himself to take the second course 

 

A. New to the university 

B. Appeared in a magazine 

C. Appeared in a TV program 

D. Contribute to a charity 

E. Has worked for 25 years 

F. ****** 

G. Published a well-known book 

17. A/C 

18. B 

19. E 

20. D 

Section 3 

   

V30085S3 
 

Multiple Choice/Choice 

  

Section 4 
   

V30036S4  Completion/Table/short answer 

 

 

V120804 

2012 08 04  
 2012 08 04  

Section 1    
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V30083S1 
 Completion 

Section 2 
   

 NEW 
 Choice/ Matching 

 
11-15  

11 202 contact  

12. 204 education 

13. 205 transportation 

14. 206 leisure  

15. 207 fill the form  

16-20  

Section 3 

   

V09119S3 
 

Completion 

Section 4 

   

V09101S4 
13 rurual 

life  
Completion/Choice 

 

 

 

V120809 

2012 08 09  
 2012 08 09  

Section 1    

 NEW 
 Completion 

 

crossley, library, signature, jeans, security( ), reception, (

doctor), rubber cotton. 

Section 2    
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 V110108S2 
 Choice/Completion 

Section 3    

 
V09119S3 

 
Completion 

Section 4    

 V09101S4 13 rurual life  Completion/Choice 

 

 

 

V120811 

2012 08 11  
 2012 08 11  

Section 1    

  NEW 
travel  Completion 

 

Tour Background: 

1.tour type:group trip/self-drive 

2.maximum days stay:13 

3.month: November 

Personal Information: 

4.Address:Liberty 

5. Adventure 

Note: No problems required 

trip  

6. visa 

7. sail dolphins and whales 

8.offer free pick at the airport to hotel 

9.extra travel please inform in: at the End/beginning of holiday 

Section 2    

  V30059S2 
Pacific Clothing Firm  Choice/Completion 
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Section 3    

 
NEW 

development of ***  
Choice/Matching  

 

21.the subjects in questionnaire/survey are: 

A.tourist in the hotel in this area  B.local resident  C.people who are living in this area 

22. result of questionnarie: 

A.directly reply via electronic digital **** 

B.drawing history building maps 

C.representation slides/flit charts 

23. show building  

B.drawing digital history building maps 

24. presentation feedback: 

C.small groups to have a presentation 

25. 2  

A.given by a group representative 

B.  

C.written out on the flipchart 

26. questionnarie  

A.divided into 2 parts to argue 

B.  

C.take into consideration of both sides 

27. feel confident: 

A.earn respect 

B.technology *** 

 

A.Internet  B.National Press Journalist  C.Local Newspaper  D.Radio  E.Council meeting  F.TV  

G.Community reference 

28.Map --- B 

29.Photos --- C 

30.Budget --- E 

31.Comment --- D 

Section 4    

 V07147S4 
New Map Helps Protect Rainforest (the 

Tumucumaque in the northeast Amazon) 
Completion/Choice 
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V120825 

2012 08 25  
 2012 08 25  

Section 1    

 V09103S1 
AUSTRALIA TRAVEL Completion/Choice 

Section 2    

 NEW 
 Choice/Completion 

 

11. ‘parents and children’  ‘family with children’.  

12  will be:  C. 

13   those people who cause troubles. 

14.    

15 When Badges ( )could be obtained: order in advance.  

16-20   

16.  thick trousers:  , JEANS … 

17.    

32  

33  

20   

Section 3 

   

NEW 
 

Completion 
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21.total  

22.range 

23.names 

24.resources 

25.texbook lessons 

26.media studies 

27.skill focus 

28.methods 

29.objectives 

30. business visits activities. 

Section 4 
   

V66S4  Completion/Choice 

 

 

V120901 

2012 9 1  
 
Section 1=V09143S1 
 
Section 2:  
camel, desert (dancing under) stars c c c a c  

 
Section 3=V26S2 
 
Section 4  
31. ingredients  

32. stored  

33. temperature  

34. organic  

35. image  

36. information  

37. prime motivation  

38. entertainment  

39. cooking  
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40. parents 

V120906 

2012 9 6   
 
Section 1=V08147S1 
 
Section 2=V09011S2 
 
Section 3=V101211S3 
 

Section 4=V30042S4 
 

V120915 

2012 9 15  
 
Section 1:  
 

1. Address: 67 King’s Road  ( ’s )  

2. In the city center and in the north of the city ( )  

3. Coach’s name: Allen Suffel  

4. an automatic car ( manual shift)  

5. practice in enough daylight ( )  

6. Condition of different weathers (weather )  

7. A driving license ( )  

8. $50 ( )  

9. duration: spending 40 minutes  

10. Keep a driving diary 

 

Section 2=V09114S2 
 
Section 3  
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21. Improved environment since? 

A. was regulated by law  B. involved  C. bring  

22. organization ? 

C. first year   
23. Reports  

    A. resources still needs management.  

B. teachers and the students have benefited form the filed trips 

24.  

A. special for students 

25-26  

? 

27. A. more punctual  

28. B. students become more confident 

What will the woman do in the rest of the time? 

29. C. interview some teachers 

30. D. participate in one activity  

 

 
Section 4=V110402S4 
 

V120922 

2012 9 22  
 
Section 1:  

Interview Completion 

1. Address: the club house  

2. No experience required, but especially want actors and male singers  

3. Really need someone who can drive 

4. Meeting opens at 6 – 8 pm, every Tuesday 

5. Close time: August  

6. Membership includes a dinner 

7. Membership fee: 40 pounds and 60 pounds, unemployment and retired: 25 pounds  

8. Age of 16 and under  
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9. People involved are mainly modern authors 

10. Charity -- Money raised from this event will go to children’s hospital 

 

Section 2:  
Message Multiple & Map 

 

11-14  

11. What did the message say about the shuttle bus? ----- it takes longer time( 

) 

12. What does the message say about the bus? ----- bus has no convenient stop  

13. How to go to hotel after arrival? ----- get off at the third stop by taking subway  

14. What did T tell Jane about the ticket? ----- show the ticket  

15-20Map  

Linkin avenue, central main  avenue busstop

restausant  cafe  

 
15. Linkin Avenue -- A 

16.  --- B 

17. Taxi pick up point -- E ( ) 

18. Bus stop – I ( bus stop) 

19. Café – D  ( ) 
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20. Restaurant --G restaurant  

 

 

 

Section 3=V100520S3 
 
Section 4=V20023S4 
 

V121011 

2012 10 11  
 
Section 1: children activity centre  
8 16 26.65  

140 lunch clothes  climbing 

race 

 

Section 2:  
mentor +   shopping  leaflets in foreign 

languages   … 

 

Section 3=V30072S3 
 

Section 4=V30037S4 

 

V121013 

2012 10 13  

 

Section 1=V100206S1 
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Section 2=V08139S2 
 

Section 3 Recycling of waste building material 
brick  

21-26  

21. Why does the girl read this article? B. for seminar 

22. What does the girl think about the material B? A. entirely recycled 

23. A.Light B. stable C.Absorbable 

24. B. existed method 

25. C. no chemical reaction 

26. A. how much current material … 

27-30  

27-28. V B B. D.  

29-30. V , agree on? A B  

 

Section 4 Outdoor advertising 
31-40  

31. distance of how far people … is significant 

32. video sound 

33. The smell of chocolate 

34. Digital products: flexible 

35. reactions 

36. Airline advertising … passengers’ own languages 

37. Young people don’t buy a newspaper 

38. Improving environment 

39. example of … an outdoor swimming pool 

40. Sceneries like national parks  
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V121020 

2012 10 20  
 
Section 1 = V09134S1 
 
Section 2 = V110226S2 
 
Section 3 = V101014S3 
 
Section 4  

stone wood

 

  

31. both in rural areas and in cities  

32.  ... received funds of a city bank  

33.  Skyscrapers lower levels of acid in damaging pollutants  

34.  In recent years Alter Project focuses on the buildings made of stone  

35.  glasses used to reduce pollution in skyscrapers buildings  

36.  .... are affected by the increased rainfall  

37.  Humidity affects the constrictions made of wood  

38.  ... are worried about the soil that protect the foundation of buildings  

39.  Architects monitor the evidence of the movement of buildings  

40.  Government should make guideline for the architects  

 

V121027 

2012 10 27  
 

Section 1:  

 swimming     
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1. garden lounge       

2. double room           

3. basic price: $10.50   

4. gym adults only 

5. include salads 

6. .All prices include coffee  

7.  

8. Sunset room 

9.  Stannington 

10.  091XXXXX  

 
Section 2:  
11-15  

11. A. change it  

12. Garden tools D.remove it completely  

13. Garden pots C. keep as it is  

14. Advice B.start for the first time   

15. exotic plants A. change it  

16-20 location 

16. trees (E),  

17 fertilizer (C), 

18 fountain (B), 

19. building materials  

20  (F)  

 

Section 3=V110402S3 
 

Section 4=V101120S4  
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V121103 

2012 11 03  V12019  
Section 1:  

map reading course:  10:00-11:00 ( ) 

1. town 

2. plastic 

3. softwares 

4. distance 

5. hill 

6. £14.40 

7. soup 

8. shop 

9. free parking 

10.  WHRRGHU  

 

Section 2:  

  matching + map 

11.  ***** ----- imported 

12.  ***** ----- expensive 

13.   ----- pure 

14.  ***** ----- good value to buy 

15.  ***** ----- winning award 

16.   ----- popular aboard 

17.  ***** ----- colored 

  

 

18.  Wood -----  

19.  Wool -----  

20.  Drinking -----  

( ) 

 

Section 3:=V34S3 
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Section 4:=V30041S4 

V121108 

2012 11 08  
Section 1:= V40102S1 book air ticket 
 

Section 2:   
6 photoshop

  

 

Section 3:=V 09121s3 
 

Section 4: 50  

 

fire intelligent FORESTS PLANET QULITY OF 

LIFE  psychology, computer, gene, animal 

 

V121117 

2012 11 17  
 

Section 1: =V09105S1 
 

Section 2: =V08101S2 
 

Section 3:  
21-30  

A. Greatful( unsure),    B. not meet enough    C. Read lots of assignment 

21. C.  finishing..laboratory 
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22. A. CONTACT WITH THEM 

23. C. fail  the project will fail without kim and .. 

24. B. Oh,I thought its because I’m popular 

25. C assignment 

 team member  

26. Irey) Methodology 

27.  (Kim) Result 

28.  (Jen) Abstract 

29.  (Bill) bibliography 

30.  ( ) LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Section 4:  
Slow speaker presents her finding about collecting data of birds. Bird survive presentation

 

31-40   

31. protected 

32. estimate 

33. mapping 

34. survival 

35. recorders 

36. frequency 

37. wind 

38. pollution 

39. distance 

40. resident  research?  

V121124 

2012 11 24  
§ section 1&4 

§ section 2&3 
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Section 1 =V110312 S1 :  

 

Section 2:  
11-13 14 -17 18 -20  

11. where is the information board ? -------A. reception desk / in the village 

   A. reception desk/ in the village  B. inside the cottage  C. on the beach 

12. Which sport you must book in advance? ----- B. water-skiing 

   A. xxx  B. water-skiing  C. windsurfing 

13. Ticket include? ----- B. a map of cave 

   A. shoes  B. a map of cave  C. safety helmet 

14. *** be recommended for families outside traveling to safari park 

15. Children are permitted to feed animals 

16. Red kangaroo is lager than a person 

17. Crocodile / koala can live at least 50 years 

inland region  

18. B. buy some souvenirs 

19. C. Visit farms 

20. E. Visit cheese production 

Section 3: heitiki 
21-25  

21. greenstone  

22.  

23.  

24.  

25.  

26-30  

26. shape 

27. sand 

28. string 

29. wax 

30. bone 
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Section 4 =V110319 S4 : IT  

 

V121201 

2012 12 01  
§ section 1&2 

§ section 3&4 

 

Section 1 =v080724S1 : Daniel Jacobe 

 

Section 2 =06010S2 :  

Section 3: interview 

11-16  A  B  C  

17. C. don't read simple questions 

18. A  C  B.  

19. B  

20. A 
 

Section 4:Marketing how to decide the method of payment 

personality 

‘___’ effect  INSURANCE  TAXI 

online bills and _____ paper bills  

internet in a period of _____: 10 weeks ??? 

private 
 

V121206 

2012 12 06  
§ section 1&4 
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§ section 2&3 

Section 1:  

Section 2(=V30018S3):  

Section 3(=V100508S3): research 

Section 4:  

V121208 

2012 12 08  
§ section 1 

§ section 2&3&4 

Section 1 =V09131 S1 :  

 

Section 2:  

11-15 Map: 

11. entrance  

12. main road, school main street 3  

13. craft shop main street  

14. funnel cake factory  

15. museum 

16-20 Matching:  

helicopter ride; balloon ride; train ride; cake factory; Native American Museum; modern museum; 

grenvilla  

Section 3: presentation 

21-25 Matching: matching 

21. repeat other people’s studies 

22.  

23. inaccurate 

24.  

25. unimportant,  

26-30  

26. presentation own point 
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27. film 

28.  

29. topic  

30. mention  

Section 4:  

31-40  

31. commercial 

32. knowledge 

33. object 

34. foot 

35. line 

36. mathematics 

37. advertise 

38. packaging 

39. photography 

40. newspapers 

V121215 

2012 12 15  

§ section 1&2 

§ section 3&4 
Section 1: running club 

1-10   

1. name: Crichton  

2. place: sports center  

3. time: Thursday  

4. time: 6.15  

5. bring: vest  

6. 800  

7. road runners  
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8. North Park

9. reception

10. July

Section 2:  

11-16   

11-12. poor area rental houses  

13-14. people are sleeping put out 

15-16. pay less attention? candle electric overload  

7-20   

17. smoke alarm: easily …

18. escape planning with family: often postponed

19. cleaning the smoke alarm: best done frequently

20. service: free

Section 3 =V101127 S3 : business course, 

Section 4(=V100828 S4):  

V110108 

2011 01 08  

 2011 01 08  

Section 1 NEW Completion / Choice 

1. fees and donations

2. record
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3. guard birds’ breeding 

4. 16/year family 54/year, 

5. competitions and outdoor games 

6. guide 

7. pack T-shirt, poster 

8. by post or by phone 

9. 25th August  application arrive by 25th of Aug  

10. gift membership 

Section 2 

   

NEW  Choice / Completion 

 
11. A parking place B wait at ticket dest C back of the entrance  

12. B HILL  

13. people feel proud about the symbol  B landmark  

14. begin to be used as B conference centre 8
cinema indoor outdoor shop post cafe  

15. glass floor  

16. restaurant art gallery  

17. weather observing  

18. post office  

19. indoor  

20. cinema film 

Section 3    
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V30033S3/V07125S3/ 
V08142S3/V09107S3 presentation 

Choice / Completion 

Section 4 

   

V08137S4  Completion 

 
31. made of chalk and clay 

32.  expose to high temperature 

33. CO2  in ovens 

34. 7%  man-made  

35.  highly in developing country 

36. acceptable cheap 4 matching A eco ,B portland ,C both 

37. unaffected water A 

38. CO2   C 

39. aborb CO2   A 

40. loss strength   B 

 

.  

 
 

V110115 

2011 01 15  
 

 2011 01 15  

Section 1    
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V07141S1 Jim Peter  Completion  

Section 2 

   

NEW 
online 

exchange business 
Multiple Choice /Completion 

 
11-14 15-16 17-20  

11.  B 

A. Family members B. Friends C. Business man 

12. operate C 

A.3 weeks   B.3 months C. 6 months 

13. C 

A. 1000 B. 1500  C. 2000 

14. B 

A. UK  B. Ireland C. Canada 

7 2  

A.childrens book, B.textbook, C.computer games, D.DVD player,  E...F...G... 

15.children’s books 

16.computer games 

17. popular item 

18. taste  

19.advertisement include  photo 

20. feedback 

Section 3    
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V09121S3 
 

Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 4 

   

NEW  Completion 

 
31.10,000 B.C.  

32. Get Into Japan a land bridge 

33. the growth of forests 

34. Plants, nuts, Fish 

35. Arrows/ spears 

36. villages rounded building  

37.  Pairs of stones 

38.population rise 

39.traditions of marriage ceremonies 

40. crop rice 

 

.  

 

V110122 

2011 01 22  
 

 2011 01 22  

Section 1    

NEW  Completion / Choice 
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1.first accommodation near the supermarket 

2.second one called studio 

3.Second one has facility: microwave 

4.near Sports Centre 

5.third one  outdoor  table 

6.fee 219 

7. salad with fruit 

8. children can play XX and table tennis 

9. Barbecue at picnic area 

10. dance with a band 

Section 2    

V30080S2  Choice / Completion 

Section 3    

V30085S3  Choice / Completion 

Section 4    

NEW Salt  Completion 

 
31. Salt is essential for health 

32.English word 'salary' is from salt 
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33.animals live in local forest during the summer 

34.fresh meat only available in October 

35.salt has been used widely we can tell from the diet of king 

36.beer consumption is larger because the food was so salty 

37.salt sea in ocean and basin XX in desert 

38.salt from spring water more concentrated  and purer 

39.shipping is important 

40. salt spring, warm climate transport 

 

.  

 

V110127 

2011 01 27  
 

 2011 01 27  

Section 1 
   

NEW  Completion / Choice 

 
1.  B 

A. Thai Cookery  B. Italian cookery C. French Cookery D.All three 

2.  available in the evening  D 
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3. beginner  A 

4. Discount C 

5. tutor from relevant country C 

6.  Furness 

7. 16th October 1987 

8. River Avenue 

9.  Messages 

10. credit card  Cash 

Section 2 

   

V08124S2  Choice / Completion 

Section 3 

   

V30020S3 
 

Choice / Completion 

Section 4 

   

NEW  Completion 

 

31-40  

31. per month 
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32. profit 

33. size 

34. research 

35. wheels 

36. floor 

37. get rid of dirt 

38. plastic 

39. water treatment 

40. ink 

 

.  

 

V110212 

2011 02 12  
 2011 02 12  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Completion  
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1. swimming pool 

2. dinning room  

3. garage 

 

4. supermarket 

5. park  

school  

6. primary school 

 $980  

7. include the maintenance of gardens 

8. 21 22 available date  23rd April 

9. 12 meeting 10.15am 

10. Spring Street 

Section 2    

 
NEW VISITING Multiple Choice 
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Revlgain Mall 

11. land
B 

12. C. display of art works. A B AB
artists  

13. B. Emergency button, A  

14. A. signs, B C
free delivery A  

15. B. not too many chain restaurants 

16.
B 

main entrance 
 

17. central, opposite the main entrance 

18.  

19. cafe 

20. main entrance, A 

Section 3    

 
V30034S3 Assignment Completion 

 confirm presentation  

Section 4    

 
V30090S4 Health Completion / Multiple Choice 

 

.  
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V110217 

2011 02 17  
 2011 02 17  

Section 1    

 V07142S1 
 table 

Section 2    

 
NEW  Multiple Choice/table 

 
11.  

12. 2  

13. MEMBERSHIP ? 

14-20 ——  

Section 3    

 
NEW 

Alice Ahmed

(Tina)  
Completion/Multiple Choice 

 
21-23. mentor  

24.  

25-30
speaker  

Section 4    

 
V09120S4= 
V08132S4 

 

Completion / 

 Multiple Choice 

 

.  
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V110219 

2011 02 19  
 2011 02 19  

Section 1    

 
NEW Consulting Completion  

 

 

 

What the course 
is called 

What the course 
is about 

When the course 
is 

Length How much the 
courses cost: 

Taster sessions To learn the basic 
1.safety skills 

On 2.Thuesday 
evenings 

Each session 
lasts one 3.hour 

18 

Group sessions To learn to work 
together 

  4.12 

Stage 2: the 
climbing course 

To learn climbing 
with any 
5.supervision 

On 6.Thursday 
evenings(6-8pm) 

One 75 for adults 

Stage 3 To learn climbing 
on the 7.rock 

Throughout the 
8.summer 

One 9.mouth 140-does not 
include 
10.transport 

Section 2    

 
NEW Travelling Choice / Matching 
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desert travel agency  

 

11-13  

11. What first attracted Naomi to go travelling in the desert? 

A. the beautiful scenery she once saw 

B. the things she heared about from her husband 

C.the incidents that happened to her 

12. What was the most important thing in travelling in the desert? 

A. keep an open mind 

B. take detailed maps 

C. bring a lot of clothing 

13. What was the best thing about travelling in a group for a long time to Naomi? 

A. 

B. the fun company in the eventhings 

C. the feeling of trust built up 

14-20  

live in tent accommodation, mountain climbing, horse riding wild animals  

E. Stay in a tented accommodation 

F. Go mountain riding 

G. Go mountain climbing 

H. Take the trip to see wildlife 

 

14.Atacama----B 

15.Skeleton Coast-----C 

16.Moroccan Sahara-----A 

17.Almeria-----B 

18.Gobi’ -----D 

19.Thar-----D 

14. 20.Ulurr-Uta-----A 

Section 3    

 
V8101S3=V07131S3=V06130S3 Tutorial  

Section 4    
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V08125S4=V08231S4=V09118S4 Chemistry Completion  

 

.  

 
 

V110226 

2011 02 26  
 2011 02 26  

Section 1    

 
NEW Hotel Table 

 
 

1. available July 

2. price in high season: 77.50 

3. 1 month  

4. meal: breakfast 

5. towels 

 

6. a lounge of: booklets 

7. game room 

8. Internet 

9. collecting: shells 

10. hire bicycles 

Section 2    
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NEW Volunteer Work Choice / Matching 

 
( )

,
 

Employees who want to do volunteer need alter working contract 

Henry enjoy being with children 

Ruth prepare meal to other 

Ruth satisfied with the team of driver 

11-16  

11. C. C. from a wide rang of backgrounds 

12. B. encouraged by employees 

13. B. B. take care of the kids 

14. C. Reith ----- C. buy something in the supermarket 

15. A. ? A. sharing opinions with other volunteers 

16. C. Advantages of being a “virtual volunteer”? ----- C. no longer need to leave   

17-20  

Process for application  

17. email personal information to emai 

18. prepare several interviewing questions  

19. meet other potential volunteers  

20. submit/file a formal application  

Section 3    

 
V30060S3=V06146S3=V08108S3 How to make brochures Gap Filling 
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Section 4    

 
V08120S4 Bee Optic Choice & Diagram 

 

.  

 

V110305 

2011 03 05  
 2011 03 05  

Section 1    

 
New Part-time Job Completion 
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part-time job  

 

 Company Name Job’  Duty Reference Number Contact Name 

Power 

(manufacturing company) 

1. in a warehouse section …… 2. Jane 

Hitch…( ) 

Cotton 

3. in supermarket office 

4. work in a bakery  5. ARW204 Go to office 

 

6. ads advertisement 

7. buy a paper newspaper 

8. agency  

remember to bring: 

student card 

9. can use a tutor as a referee 

10. feedback form 

Section 2    

 
NEW Radio program Multiple Choice / Matching 
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radio program 

11-15  

3 A. FLAMBOUGH XXX   B. …   C. CAROLINE 

11. made some special music C CLASSICAL MUSIC  

12. did some social events A  

13. won some musical prize B 

14. record a CD recently C 

15. do some charity A 

16-20  

 

16.  

17. …… 

18. C 

A. 9   B. 12   C. 19 

A 4 C B  

19. B 

A. before work   B. at lunch time   C. after work 

C BREAK  

20. B 

A. by selling performance clothes 

B. by function some commercial music 

C. by paying for singing classes 

Section 3    
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V50101S1 Course Completion 
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21-23  

21. B 

A. expensive   B. popular   C. full 

A cheap  

22. Page 15 A  

A sports and fun   B movies   C. art 

23. The man thought “craft course” is for C 

A. older people   B. …   C. experienced people 

( far behind them   

24-30  

Course Provided College Provides Student Provides 

Furniture … 24. own 4 pieces of furniture All tools 

25. Picture Framing Photos and pictures 26. all packing materials 

backing  

Photography  Camera 27. darkroom facilities 

28. Waverton 

29. level beginner 

30. in cash 

Section 4    
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V06111S4=V07131S4 Lecture Completion 

 

.  

 

V110310 

2011 03 10  
 2011 03 10  

Section 1    

 
New Employment Completion 

 
 

1-10  

1. France  

2. director 

3.Family name Kellar 

4.  driving 

5. 2.5 km 

6.Full day off Sunday 

7. popular sports sailing 

8.  own club 

9. more details 

10. insurance 

Section 2    
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NEW Advertisement Multiple Choice / Matching 

 
 

 

matching  

Section 3    

 
V30019S3 Questionnaire Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 4    

 
V08130S4  Transportation Completion 

 1920-1990  

 

.  

 

V110312 

2011 03 12  
 2011 03 12  

Section 1    

 
NEW Seeing a doctor Completion 
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1. Address: 95 Cross Street 

2. Suburban: Walkley 

3.  

4. sprains in his knee 

5. cannot go upstairs 

6. Sprain knees 

7. pain in his back (make him couldn’t sleep at night) 

8. 10th January 

9. don’t use sticks 

10. do regular exercises 

 

1. Name: Ridyard 
2. Address: 27 Station Road 

3. Date of birth: 25th February 1975 

4. Pain in: lower back 

5. Start from 3 days ago 

6. this afternoon 

7. :painkillers 

8. box 

9.  ice bag 

10. Do regular exercises 

Section 2    

 
NEW Travelling Multiple Choice / Matching 
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11. main topic of this speech: economy    A 

12. M EAST COAST   A 

13. M    Farm 

14.  A 

15. concert  B 

16.  A 

Matching   

17. Hot spring: married couples 

18. : young adults 

19. : primary school students 

20. : disabled people 

Section 3    

 
V30044S3 Presentation Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 4    

 
NEW  Animals Completion 

 

 

31-40 (one word only)  

31. several species of frogs which lost habitat because of human activity 

32. birds/spiders 

33. single growth crop: corn is not beneficial for animals 

34. with disguise of insects 

35. protections are influenced by opinions of media 

36. shock or fear 

37. rivals 

38. plants 

39. in terms of food chain 

40. disorders of blood system 
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.  

 

V110319 

2011 03 19  
 2011 03 19  

Section 1    

 
V07135S1 House insurance Table Completion 

  

Section 2    

 
NEW 

“global 

travelling”  
Multiple Choice / Matching 
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11-12 
make money school  

11.  money 

12.  school 

13-16  

13.  USA: specific date 

14.  Au: two location 

15.  South Africa: work in agriculture  

16.  India: stay with local family 

17- 20  

17. (What you should do to get the Global Travelling Certificate ) 

, daily report A  

18. must be paid 1 month before the trip  

19.  

B, final installment should be paid one month before leaving 

20. health check 

Section 3    

 
V50147S3 

Western 

survey  
Completion / Multiple Choice 
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21. Population movement studied 

22.economy 

23. business trip 

24. disappointed  

25.A lady give a briefing 

26.C  western survey can not tell details 

27.Western interview method critisism  graphic stimulate interview  

28 30  

28. new approach  

29.  

30. external party   

Section 4    

 
NEW  student tutor Completion 
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only one word 

31-40  

31. email 

32. relationship 

33. computer teaching method 

34. enjoy communication 

35. confidence 

36. more flexible approach  

37.solutions to new prelims 

38. time management skill  

39. materials 

40. income 

 

.  

 

V110402 

2011 04 02  
 2011 04 02  

Section 1    

 
V30080S1 Travelling Completion 

  

Section 2    

 
V30086S2 Activity Multiple Choice / Completion 
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Section 3    

 
NEW Assignment Matching / Multiple Choice 

 
 

reflective journal  

21-26  

21. reflective journal should first include studying aims for the module  

22. a wide range of resourcess to show him a effective communicator 

23. decided to use listen to others to show him a effective communicator  

24. attitude he was looking forward to it  

25. reflective journal self-awareness 

26.  

27-30  

27. essay:  find a problem research
weakness  

28. exam: gain confidence  

29. class note:  independent learning (
) 

30. presentation note:  find it difficult presentation  

Section 4    

 
NEW  Animals Completion 
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Lecture -  

31-40  

31.Nest has been built on the coastline or next to rivers 

32. This bird had only 3 pairs survived in a investigation in 1984.(984  3 pairs) 

33. It’s very difficult to estimate the population of birds.( ) 

34.  home  farming on the coast. 

35.eggs have been eaten by snakes, mouse and tortoise. ( ) 

36. destroyed by storm 

 

37.  guard 

38. Build a fence 

39. Catch the wild 

40. Protection campaign advertised by media 

 

.  

 

V110416 

2011 04 16  
 2011 04 16  

Section 1    

 
V06146S1 Request Map / Completion / Matching 
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DVD CD players
CD  

1-3  

1. DVD players: C 

2. DVDs: E 

3. CDs: F 

4-6  

4. 8 

5. clean 

6. signs 

7-10  

A. reduce price of each item 

B. reduce price of several items of buying together 

C. remain the current price 

7. drama: C 

8. general DVDs: B 

9. foreign films: A 

10. comedy: C 

Section 2    

 
New Camping Matching 
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11-16  

A.    B.    C.  

11. take tents: A 

12. book camp: C 

13. take bikes: A  

14. buy train tickets: C 

15. buy match tickets: B 

16. collect information: C B 

17-20 4  

17. 1 farming museum 

18. 2 market selling clothes  

19. 3 local produced food  

20. 4 transport museum steam train 

Section 3    

 
V08114S3  Car Completion 

 SUVs  

Section 4    

 
New Obesity Completion 
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31. fat teenagers 

How: 

32. age race income whether born overseas  

33. surveys 

34. similar 

Results: 

35. drink milk 

36. parents have no time 

limitation of this research 

37. number of children 

38. relationship between the  

39. influences decrease with the age of children 

40. influence by friends 

 

.  

 

V110428 

2011 04 28  
 2011 04 28  

Section 1    

 V30086 S1  Course consulting Choice / completion 

 local exhibition  

Section 2    
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 NEW Cycling camp Choice / Matching 

 
 

cycling camp 

11. B 

A. packing   B. rock climb   C. transform to other group 

12.   

A. 9:45   B. 10:15   C. 10:30 

13.   

A.    B. square    C.  

14. B 

A. XXX  B. helmet  C.  

15-20.  

Section 3    

 V30043S3 Report Completion 

Section 4    

 NEW  Project introduction Table Completion 

 
Textile factory  

printed
 

with work ... factory printed computer program
demonstration and suggestion tutorials decision

short interview... 
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.  

 

V110430 

2011 04 30  
 2011 04 30  

Section 1    

 
New  Hotel Choice / completion 

 
1. Central Hotel 

2. address  

3. pool  

4. view 

5. Lounge  Reception 

6. Spanish  Chinese German  Japanese) 

7. price red print 

8. July  

9. Cliffton 

10. 093036602 

Section 2    

 
NEW Sports Multiple Choice / Matching 
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11.What purpose for this activity/new course? ----- C. celebrate the opening of dance studio 

12.What day is the most popular day for this center? ----- B. weekday evenings 

13.How can guest get a discount? ----- A. book in advance 

14.What is the special offer? ----- A. free training hour with a coach 

15.Why did they win a award? ----- C. offering professional advisers 

16.Why did some guest finally quit? ----- B. did not share experience among friends 

 

A. release stress 

B. the leg strength 

C. ********** 

D. better concentration 

E. quick react/short react time 

17. General training ------ B. 

18. Weight training ------ D. 

19.Aerobic training ----- A. 

20. Squash ----- E. 

Section 3    

 
V30039S3 Assignment Completion 

  

Section 4    

 
V08104S4  Exhibition Multiple Choice 

 Perfume Ornament     

 

.  

 

V110507 

2011 05 07  
 2011 05 07  
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Section 1    

 
New Activity Completion 

 
 

1-10  

1. nurse  

2. 0407 686 121 

3-6  

3. frequent: headache 

4. occasional: cold 

5. seafood  

6. eyes 

7. 30 minutes 

8. park 

9. Yoga   

10. Sports Centre 

Section 2    

 
V07134S2 Employment Multiple Choice / Completion 

  

Section 3    

 
V08147S3 Essay Matching/ completion /Multiple Choice 
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Section 4    

 
NEW  Wind mill Multiple Choice / Completion 

 
 

31.      B 

A.               B.              C.  

32.      B 

A.           B.              C.  

33.      C 

A.           B.              C.  

34. cloud 

35. straight 

36. fixed camera 

37. airport 

38. reliable  

39. alarm 

40. computers   

 

.  

 
 

V110514 

2011 05 14  
 2011 05 14  
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Section 1    

 
New Booking ticket  Matching / Completion 

 
1-4 Matching 

A. sold out (Question 4) 

B. no cheap ticket available 

C. dates changed 

D. new starting time (Question 1) 

E. cancel (Question 2) 

F. different performers 

G. for free (Question 3) 

5-10 completion  

5. opera 

6. 30 pounds 

7. theater/theatre 

8. library 

9. town hall 

10. studio 

Section 2    

 
V41S2 Traffic Completion 

Section 3    

 
V09132S3 Project discussion Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 4    
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V09111S4 

Single-sex 

Education 
Multiple choice / Completion 

 

.  

 

V110519 

2011 05 19  
 2011 05 19  

Section 1 

   

V30037S1 Case report Completion 

Section 2 

   

NEW Traffic Completion 

 

A. tropical zone 

B. tower view 

C. restaurant 
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D. hotel 

E. *** room 

F. elephant zone 

17-20  

17. Monkey 

A. shy            B. with his mother        C. like people 

18. School group's discounting period 

Friday and Saturday excluded 

19. Most expensive animals 

one-day free with the keeper 

choose the most rare animal 

20. Invite evenly year 

A. celebrity (adoption) 

B. conservationist (of the zoo) 

C. well-famous 

Section 3 

   

V08140S3    Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 4 
   

NEW   Multiple choice / Table 

 

Children’s Psychology 

Past today 
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Cognition 

Emotion 

Behaviour 

31.connected 

32.self-centered 33.personality 

34.children's background 
35.laboratory

 

36.passive 37.stimulation 

38.learning 39.house 

40  

research aims in the future: 

 C education before baby's born 

 

 

 

V110528 

2011 05 28  
 2011 05 28  

Section 1    

 
V100424S1 

 
Completion 

Section 2    

 
NEW  Completion / Multiple Choice 
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11.   F 

12.   H 

13.   E 

14.   G 

15.   B 

16.   B  

17.   A 

18.   A 

19.   B  

20.   C 

Section 3    

 
V09140S3  Completion  

Section 4    

 
NEW   Multiple choice / Table 

 
31-35 G. C. B.  F. E. 

36. winter. 

37. stems 

38. lid 

39. gravity 

40. ground 
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V110604 

2011 06 04  
 2011 06 04  

Section 1    

 
 V08138S1  Completion/Table 

Section 2    

 
V09121S2 travel agency 

 

Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 3    

 
NEW  Completion  

 
21 A 

22 B 

23 C 

24 C 

25 B 

26 A 

Section 4    

 
V09138S4  Completion 

 

 

 

V110611 
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2011 06 11  
 2011 06 11  

Section 1    

 
 

V08135S1 
 Completion/Table 

Section 2    

 
NEW 

Australian National Park 

Matching / 

 Multiple Choice 

 

11. A 1904 

12. C. birds 

13. A. a limit numbers of... 

14. extra pay B. rent out 

A. maintain the garden 

B. rent out 

C. look after regularly 

15.a. 2 floors 

16-20 +   

16.art gallery  E 

17 day bar  C  

18 restaurant: B 

19 hotel  A 

20 play area  D  

Section 3    

 
NEW    Completion  
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21.relevant information about the history of the villages 

22. planners 

23.maps 

24.(the) wood 

25.fire places 

26.choosing 

27.problems 

28.age 

29.occupancy 

30.unanswered 

Section 4    

 
NEW 

(bio-fuel) 
Completion 

 
31.quality 

32.drought  

33.erosion 

34.corn 

35.candles 

36.leaves 

37.digestion 

38.carbon dioxides 

39.wildlife 

40.global warming 
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V110623 

2011 06 23  
 2011 06 23  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Completion/Table 

 

1-3  

example  cinema 

1. workshop  

2. discussion 

3. library     

4-8  

4. biography 

5. short stories 

6. writing for children 

7. crime fiction 

8. new novel 

9-10  

9. Phone number 

10. Address: 24 River Lane two words and/or a number) 

Section 2    

 
NEW 

Children's Vegetable Garden  
Matching / Multiple Choice 
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11-13 how to set a vegetable garden 

11. string  

12. shade 

13 spoon 

14-17  

14. Snow bean pea: most popular among children 

15. Cherry tomato: easy to look after 

16. Lettuces: colorful 

17. Sun flowers: grow rapidly 

18-20  

18. Bird (The Bird Walk) 

19. Night (The Night Tour) 

20. roses 

Section 3    

 
NEW   multi culture Completion  
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21-30  

21. C  

minority astronomy  

A. Star people, recognize different stars  

B. The effect of one star on the other 

C. Detect the distance between two stars 

22. B 

minority rich 

A. open bank account  

B. by assisting others  

C. lend money to others  

23.        

24.        

25.  C (Use land) 

26.  C (they have difficulties to trade minerals) 

27-30 minority  

27. ceremony ( sharing) (sharing is important for them) 

28. education (governments education plans) 

29. settle ( to settle in a particular area) 

30. gifts (all sorts of gifts) 

Section 4    

 
NEW  Completion 
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31. furniture   

32. insurance a large insurance company) 

33. services services sector) 

34. schools (near schools) 

35. cycling 

36. traffic  

37. jobs (more jobs) 

38. campus (new campus for a university) 

39. retail (100 million square kilometers for retail use) 

40. office (80 million square kilometers for office use) 

 

 

 

V110625 

2011 06 25  
 2011 06 25  

Section 1    

 
V09112S1  Completion/Multiple Choice 

Section 2    

 
V09147S2 

Baby Garden 
Completion/ Multiple Choice 

Section 3    

 
NEW   Completion/ Multiple Choice  
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21. recognize different stars 

       A. star location 

       B. how star affect other stars 

       C. the distance between two stars 

22. How do the Weyaka people get rich 

       A. open bank account 

       B. assist others 

       C. lend money to others 

23. A how to protect enivronment 

24. C go back to former environment 

25. C difficulty in trading minerals 

26. B 

27. sharing 

28. education plan 

29. encourage to settle 

30. gifts 

Section 4    

 
NEW  Completion 
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industry furniture, services industry insurance 
section (60,000 positions) 16,000 more homes and 20,000 more jobs traffic
cycling 10,000sqm retail 80,000sqm office  

31. furniture ( ) 

32. services ( ) industry 

33. insurance 

34. school (London ) 

35. campus 

36. jobs 

37. traffic 

38. cycling ( ing ) 

39. retail ( retire) 

40. office 

 

 

 

V110709 

2011 07 09  
 2011 07 09  

Section 1 
   

V08129S1 club Completion 

Section 2 

   

V08145S2 
Festival 

Completion/ Multiple Choice 
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Section 3 

   

NEW  assignment Completion/ Multiple Choice  

 
tapa blanket  

21-25  

21.Why the tapa in New Zealand is unique: a variety ranges of uses 

22.mulberry tree cannot grow in that area 

23.Not native in Pacific 

24.Found a better material for fabric 

25.Sewn together 

26-30  

26-30.Tapa recreational, practical, spiritual, commercial. 

Section 4 

   

V09107S4=V08109S4 education
 Completion 

 

 

V110716 

2011 07 16  
 2011 07 16  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Completion 
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1.morning 

2.French class 

3.first 

4.bring money for food ingredient 

5.girls club 

6.painting class 

7.bring own brushes  

8.Date of first class: 15th June 

9.Location: J52 

10.Parking: next to station 

Section 2    

 
V09104S2 

 
 Multiple Choice 

Section 3    

 
V09142S3 A research on cosmetics Completion/ Multiple Choice  

Section 4    

 
NEW  Completion 
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31.C (enrollment will remain constant) 

32.C ( is unsupported by… ) 

33.telephone survey 

34.case study 

35.postal survey Lack the skills of 

36.problem solving 

37.communication 

38.self-valuation 

39.young graduates 

40.further training  

 

 

 

V110728 

2011 07 28  
 2011 07 28  

Section 1 

   

NEW trip  Completion 

 

1.birds  

2.tent  

3.mountains  

4.cave  
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5.waterfall 

6.swim  

7.back problems  

8.walking boots  

9.discount  

10.insurance company 

Section 2 

   

V09117S2 
 

Completion 

Section 3 

   

V09112S3=
V08137S3 

survey Completion/ Multiple Choice  

  

Section 4 

   

 
V100227s4 

 Completion 

 

31.reason  

32.inspiration  

33.first step  

34. students’ journals 

35.36. essay  A E 

37.one answer 

38.scores 

39.academic report 

40.code 
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V110730 

2011 07 30  
 2011 07 30  

Section 1 

   

V09117S1 Interserve Exhibit Completion 

Section 2 

   

NEW 
 

Completion/ Multiple 

Choice 

 

11.  C 

A. backpacker              B. couple                C. family 

12.  individual pool individual beach  

13. rainforest town  

14.  

15.  horse 

16.  Thursday and Friday 

17-18.  B. free bus transfer, E 24-hour cafe, shop, XX service  

19-20. B. meet the artists, C  local traditional dancing  

Section 3 

   

NEW supervisor  Completion  

 

    Advice 
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 Finish a 21.research 21.research Only 22.make notes on 23. 
Photo-copies 

Economic systems 24. take test 25. Ask tutor arrange more time for 
problems 

 26. 2 essays 27. Give summary presentation 

28. Communication 
system 

29. Case study 30. outline 

 

Section 4 

   

V08114S4 
passion fruit  of Indonisian 

economy 
Completion/ Multiple Choice 

 

 

 

V110813 

2011 08 13  
 2011 08 13  

Section 1 

   

V30081S1 
part-time job

 
Completion 

Section 2 

   

V06142S2 
island 

Completion/ Multiple Choice 

Section 3 

   

NEW light   Multiple Choice  

 

21-25 26-27 28-30  
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21-25. ABCDEF    

light     

26. A 

27. C 

28-30. B, E, F 

Section 4 

   

NEW  Completion 

 

31. :business 

32. :vacation 

33. exported electronic goods 

34. Large tax/revenue 

35. highway 

 

36. the site is flat 

37. including birds 

38. high risk of flooding 

39. increased traffic 

40. air quality 
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V110820 

2011 08 20  
 2011 08 20  

Section 1 

   

NEW  Completion 

 

1. Campus suite ?3834 

2. holidays 

3. home welcome 

4. studio 

5. ?48 43  

6. water water ?9  

7.transportation  

8.a deposit s  

9.two references 

10.  arrangement are flexible 

Section 2 

   

V09148S2 
 

Completion/ Multiple Choice 

Section 3 

   

V30090S3 module course  Completion/ Multiple Choice  

Section 4 

   

V09106S4  Multiple Choice/Matching 
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V110825 

2011 08 25  
 2011 08 25  

Section 1 

   

V06110S1 Shopping Completion 

 

Section 2 

   

New 
Visiting 

Map/Matching/MultipleChoices 

 

leisurecentre  

gym,spa,mass 

age room  

Section 3 

   

V08125S3 Discussion  Completion 

Section 4 

   

V08143S4 Lecture Completion/Matching 

 

 

 

V110827 

2011 08 27  
 2011 08 27  

Section 1    
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V08122S1 

House renting Completion 

Section 2 

   

     
Iron Age 

Completion/ Multiple Choice 

 

11. B 

12. A 

13. B 

14. B 

15. A 

16. peg 

17. bones 

18.  

19. roof 

20. equal length 

Section 3 

   

     Interview  Completion/ Multiple Choice  

 

 

21. sample 

22. software 
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23. observation for manager 

24. survey for employee 

25. reference  

26. photo statistics 

27. application  

28. B 

29. A. take brief notes 

30. A 

Section 4 

   

New Helicopter satellite Completion 

 
Study on Australia Crocodiles 

31. this time research is special because the study is using satellite 

32. in the past, in previous study it is done with radio 

33. always losing signals 

34. they are not easily captured, as they avoid people followed 

35. first waited a whole week, then they follow the direct route way home 

36. tracking devices are set in the head of the crocodile 

37. transfer crocodiles to different places by helicopter 

38. research on how crocodiles navigate 

39-40. Conclusions: 

the crocodiles find their direction / orientation by the sun 

have same system like the birds 
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V110903 

2011 09 03  
 2011 09 03  

Section 1 

   

V08113S1 Interview Completion 

Section 2 

   

 
V08116S2 training course  

Completion 

Section 3 

   

NEW  
Completion/ Multiple 

Choice/Matching  

 

 

21-22 23-26 ;27-30  

21. a piece of jewelly 
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22. stitching 

23. C. much more info in the Internet  

24. A. visible label 

25. B. too useful for owner to remove   

26. B. material   

A. Linda only B. Both C. Neil only 

27. met interesting person   A.  

28. new method for search B.   

29. C.  

30. felt prepared at the start A.  

Section 4 

   

V09136S4 chimpanzee  Completion/ Multiple Choice 

 

 

 

V110915 

2011 09 15  
 2011 09 15  

Section 1 

   

NEW Restaurant Completion 

 

house cleaning service  
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children 2 double anyes( ) 3hours southern west. 

Section 2 

   

NEW 
     Travel 

Multiple choices 

 

  

2  

BBQ bike trail  

Section 3 

   

V08116S3 Academic  Completion  

Section 4 

   

NEW       Biology Completion/ Multiple Choice 

 

bionomics  

 

 

 

V110917 

2011 09 17  
 2011 09 17  

Section 1    
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V09138S1 
 

 
Completion/Matching 

Section 2 

   

 
NEW evening school  

Completion 

 

11-14 15-20  

water color

yoga relaxation  

the whole family(young and adult) special instructor 

( ) famous  

Materials course discount  

Section 3 

   

V09112S3 mini rocket   Completion 

Section 4 

   

V09136S4 chimpanzee  Completion/ Multiple Choice 

 

 

 

V110924 

2011 09 24  
 2011 09 24  

Section 1 

   

V08112S1  Hotel booking Completion 
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Section 2 

   

NEW 
Health Care Center 

Multiple Choice / Map 

 

 

 

11. health care center ? B. 5000  

12. hearing problem? B. Dr. Green 

13. A. every weekday morning 

14. ? C. Health care's pharmacy 

15. ? A. one student attending in the consultation 

16-20  

reception, manager room, Dr. Smith’s room, recording room  

16. reception: F  

17. H  

18. B 

19. manager room: C store room  

20. D 

Section 3 

   

V09138S3 Wind Power Completion 

Section 4 

   

V09141S4 Shipping Multiple choice / Completion 

 shipping  

  

 

 

V111008 
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2011 10 8  
 2011 10 8  

Section 1    

 
V09111S1   Completion/Multiple Choice 

Section 2    

 
    
V10123S2  

Completion 

 

11. opposite to the library 

12. 14 5  

13.  swimming pool  

14. ??? 

15-17  

15. violin 

16. drums 

17. piano 

18. concert  June & December 

19. CDs are given as prizes for winners of the competition. 

20. Kids have chances to see the concert at the theatre. 

Section 3    

 
NEW  Multiple choice / Matching 
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21-25 26-30  

26. administration office 

27. tutor 

28. financial 

29. residence hall 

30. library 

Section 4    

 
V10132S4  Completion 

 
31. when people hearing music unexpected which is  

32. family 

33. unimportant 

34. mechanism  

35. The links are simply memories 

36. language  

37. genetic origin  

38. a large number of numbers a display of 
numbers 

39. the fives are in a random arrangement 

40. The twos are shaped as a triangle 

 

 

V111020 
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2011 10 20  
 2011 10 20  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Enquiry Completion 

 

 

Section 2    

 
NEW 

Hotel Booking 
Completion 

 

book hotel  

fishing place  

Section 3    

 
V07134S3 Academic Completion / Choices 

 life-science undergraduate
 

Section 4    

 
V09106 S4 Computing Completion 

 

 

V111022 

2011 10 22  
 2011 10 22  

Section 1    
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V100327S1  Gym package Completion 

Section 2    

 
V09144S2 

Child Training Center 
Completion 

Section 3    

 
New Tourism Multiple choice / Matching 

 
21. C. good future 

22. B. financial planning 

23. B. patience 

24. ecotourism A. popular 

25. A.  

 

learning language skills, learning medical skills, learning customer relationship, flexible entry 

26.  

27. Japanese learning language skills 

28. medical care class, injury learning medical skills 

29.  

30. learning customer relationship 

Section 4    

 
New Swimming pool Multiple choice / Matching 
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31.B 

32. Unique B.  

33. A. focus on 

34.C 

35.cameras 

 

36.  

37. leg, kicking 

38.slow turn 

39.dive too deep into water 

40.short stroke 

 

 

V111029 

2011 10 29  
 2011 10 29  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Enquiry Completion 
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1.$37.5 

2.20 

3.playground 

4.primary school 

5.report 

6.family photo 

7.September 

8.apron  

9.certificate 

10.Collipe 

Section 2    

 
    

  Job Orientation 
Completion / Multiple Choice 

 

11. B  

12.  C  

13. C  

14.1955  extibition of early work A  

15.1957  exhibition of nature   B  

16.1977   exhibition of the development of his work (C) 

 

17.             methods 

18.             outdoor       

19.             light 

20.approaches 

Section 3    

 
V30080S3 Animal Completion / Matching 

Section 4    

 
V09103S4 Lecture Completion/Multiple Choice 
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 Presentation  

 

 

 

V111105 

2011 11 5  
 2011 11 05  

Section 1    

 
 V07148S1  Completion 

Section 2    

 
V10120S2 

       
Completion/Choices 

 

11. bill 

12. comment card  

13. booking form 

14. 11.30pm 6.30pm  

15. cabin key(s)  

16. room service 

17.      C 

A. 2  

B. before the goods are unloaded  

C. after legal formality  

18. passengers               B.  

19.         B. persons who need to catch planes 

20.  C. officer 

Section 3    
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NEW Animal Completion / Matching/Choice 

 
Europe bee mite  

21-25 26-30  

21. flower 

22. hive  

23. honey (cell) 

24. larva blood 

25. virus 

26. European bee    A spread weeds 

27. bamboo bee       little knowledge 

28. Blue bees           warm climate 

29. Africa bees         aggressive 

30.             too few to help farmers 

Section 4    

 
V06148S4 Social Matching / Completion 
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31. wealthy people 

32. tax food prices  

33. business 

34. large-scale housing  

35. more common 

36. lack of space 

6 4  

37. healthier 

38. less crowded 

39. suburb nightmare  

40. happier 

 

 

 

V111117 

2011 11 17  
 
Section 1 Jazz party 
1-10  

 

 
Section 2 = V08102S2 learning center 

 
Section3 = V100306S3  
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Section4 = V100114S4 Social 

V111119 

2011 11 19  
 2011 11 19  

Section 1    

 
V08146S1  Completion/Matching/Choice 

Section 2    

 
NEW 

 
Choice/Matching 

 

11.B.music class 

12.A.organization skill 

13.A.involve local community 

14.C.Caravan 

 

15.Cafe - E reception room  

main studio room toilet  

 end of the corridor  practice studio 

cafe reception  

xxx room toilet  

control room  waitinh room 

waiting room is located (on the third of right) near the cup cleaning 

Section 3    

 
V07109S3 

 

 
Completion 

Section 4    

 
V09137S4 Social Matching / Table 
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V111126 

2011 11 26  
 2011 11 26  

Section 1    

 
NEW Wedding ceremony  Completion 

 

1. 3***4778 

2.27th February 

3. park 

4. 70   

5.reception 

6.grass 

7.view 

8.parking 

9.catering 

10.Long Beach 

Section 2    

 
V09106S2 

Instruction of factory practice 
Completion/Table 

Section 3    

 
V09146S3 

Sarah  
Table/Choice 

Section 4    

 
V30078S4  Choice Completion 
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V111201 

2011 12 1  
 2011 12 1  

Section 1    

 
V30072S1  Completion/Matching 

Section 2    

 
V09134S2 

 
Completion 

Section 3    

 
V09102S3 

 

presentation 
Matching/Choice 

Section 4    

 
NEW company Completion 

 
democratic  ,employee first, ticket  , communication  

 

 

 

 

V111203 

2011 12 3  
 2011 12 3  

Section 1    
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V100114S1 Insurance Completion 

Section 2    

 
V100109S2 

Traveling 
Completion/Matching 

Section 3    

 
NEW Assignment Multiple Choice / Matching 

 
tutor meal  

 

21. 2 project research 

22. interview shopper 

23. What is on the dishes' labels? C. the price 

24. detail  

25. deadline 

26-30  

A. do it together 

B. some people will do it 

C. better do first 

D. need read some information 

26. A 

27. analysis, B 

28. article C 

29.  

30.  
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Section 4    

 
NEW Lecture Completion 

 
Cotton planting and process  

31. process 

32. machines 

33. soil becomes high-salty because: irrigation 

34. contaminants 

35. freedom 

36. protective clothing 

37. rain water  

38. designer inspired by nature 

39. energy 

40. maintenance 

 

 

 
 

V111210 

2011 12 10  
 2011 12 10  

Section 1    

 
NEW  Completion 
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1.55678 19230 

2.21st August 

3.electricity supply  

4. free booklet XX booklet 

5.energy saving on website energy saving website  

6.protection policy for a cooker 

7.credit credit check 

8.3 days  

9.E-mail  

10.central heating 

Section 2    

 
V08148S2 

 
Table/Matching 

Section 3    

 
V09115S3  Multiple Choice / Completion 

Section 4    

 
V30084S4 work placement assignment Completion/Choice 

 

 

 

V111217 

2011 12 17  
 2011 12 17  

Section 1 

   

V08118S1  Completion/Choice 

Section 2    
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NEW 
 

Table/Matching 

 

 

A. where we can buy hot food 

B. found the children lost 

C. enjoy the local bands 

D. free parking 

E. Dance learning 

F. meet the children entertainment 

G. Watch the latest films 

11. B 

12. C 

13. A 

14. G 

15. F 

 

16. H 

17. A 

18. G 

19. F 

20. E 

Section 3 

   

V08112S3 
presentation 

Multiple Choice / Completion 

Section 4 

   

NEW  Completion 
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31. We can't construct things when birds are nesting 

32. through collecting feedbacks from the public comments 

33. this project is outstanding because: no-native animals and farming 

Two industries: 

34. 1930s: fishing 

35. 1950s: mining 

Wildlife on island: 

36. remove gas from ocean 

37. convert plants to a liquid 

38. noise form ocean in Australia 

39. turtles attacks predators like: crocodiles will attack when turtles are laying eggs  

40. personal pets whill have impacts; especially the rats will atttack baby turtles. 

 

 

V100109 

2010 1 9  
 
Section 1: 

PART TIME JOB

Sarah Brown 

1. March 8th 1988  

2. 0903 775 115  

3. hopes to travel North Europe 

4. wants to by train  
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5. find work in a hotel 

6. recommend to do e.g. farm work  

7. better to have a European pass 

8. provide a booklet of information 

9. apply an insurance from agency  

10. Internet Cafe to communicate   

 
Section 2: ( ) 
11. visitor center, G 

12. solar plump A 

13. lake garden, D 

14. urban garden  E 

15. wooden or gas cook 

16. hot water for the shower 

17.recycled  plants  

18. wind-powered toys 

19. next item is called "Apple Day"  

20.  cost 9.50 pounds  

 

 

Section 3=v08118S3 
 
Section 4=V080202S4 
 
 

V100114 

2010 1 14  
 
Section 1 
1. Type of insurance: Standard  

2. Length: 2 years  

3. Name: Galoway  

4. work telephone: 033835071 double 
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5. oppucation: student 

6. broken window 

7. by a smash  

8. camera: $2000 

9. antique ring: $2100 

10. carpet 

 
Section 2=V30085S2 canoe expedition  
 
Section 3=V30072 s3 Academic  
 
Section 4 measure happiness  
31. old people are happiest 

32. money dost not impact happiness 

33. very happy people are more sociable  

34. negative thinking 

35. Rivertrip ( ) 

36. Human's mind is used for?  A. Focus on problem 

37. C. set a goal 

38. a realistic attitude of work 

39. a healthy life style 

40. help others 

V100123 

2010 1 23  
 

Section  

1-3  
1.  C. transit. 

2. C .more than 3 hours. 

3. voucher C. Unattractive. 

4-6  
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4. B. cinema 

5. C. fish tank 

6. F. beds 

7-10  
7. 20 

8. laptop  

9.  “enjoyable” 

10. / fruits. 

Section 2 

11. 19th March 

12. 70 000 

13. 5  

14. Sunday 

15. racing car 

16. power by electricity 

17. Matching , B  

18. C 

19. C 

20. A 

 

Section 3=v30090S3( module). 

 

Section 4=V30079s4( Bicycle history 2 ) 

V100130 

2010 1 30  
 
Section 1 

1. cash 

2. 4 days    

3. Caravan hotel 
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4. Museum 

5. went sailing 

6. snow boarding 

7. White mountain  

8. café cakes 

9. car 

10. map 

 
Section 2  
11. a bill 

12. a comment card  

13. a booking form 

14. 11.30pm 

15. cabin keys  

16. room services ( room service)  

17. after formality.... 

18.  

19. Public Room  

20. Phone 

 
Section 3 
21. sample  

22. software  

23. observation for manager  

24. surveys for employs 

25. references  

26. photo statistics  

27. applications  

28. offer solution......  

29. brief note throughout...  

30. write a book 

 
Section 4: underground + (EARTH SHELTERED HOUSING) 
31. low impact 

32. alternative energy (  

33. conservation 

34. lifespan 
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35. traffic outside 

36. health benefits from the methods of   

37. M H A.M     B.H   C.MH  C 

38. B 

39.  B 

40. A 

 

V100206 

Section 1Entertainment   

A lady and a man discussing about the drama club. 
drama club club chairman 

1. Membership Limitation: No children (no children accepted, adults only) 

2. Next membership start : October  

3. Location is college 

4-7 matching 

Activities in following months:   

4. June  theatre trip  London  Drama 

5. July  drama workshop  

6. August  outdoor activities ( ) 

BBQ. 

7. September  planning meeting  

8-10 Multiple Choice  

8.  Now and Then is a ? detective 

story  

a. comedy b. detective c. fiction 

9.  Now and then is originally written as? drama

radio  

a. film  b. drama  c. radio 
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10.  Now and then is good for people? drama Tom

1960s young people THEN THEN 60

!  

a. in their 20s  b. love music  c. remember the 1960s' 

 
Section 2: Media Career Development 

11. People go to somewhere to  

a. get transport to the location  b. book a place  c. ask for price 

12. Who will present today's event?  

a. a famous person  b. a media professional  c. a lecture (not sure) 

13-17 table completion 

13. producer 

14. music video  

15. Film 

16. camera man 

17. DJ 

18-20 Advantages of being a runner 

C. make good contacts  

E. travel to other places 

F. learn techniques 

 
Section 3=V30076 
 
Section 4=Geography 
 

V100211 

2010 2 11  
 
Section 1 sports centre infromation  
1. skills: use ropes  

2. fees include: equipment  
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3. do: safety check  

4. fees: include guide  

5. area: forest 

6. skills: navigation  

7. fees: include lunch 

8. group deposit : 20% of total fee 20%  

9. bring own shoes 

10. contact person: Arkwright 

 
Section 2=V08147S2 National tree festival 
 
Section 3=V07102S3 Tutor guide 
 
Section 4 interactive lecture 

steam engine ship lecture ` 

31. roads and bridges 

32. why traditional lecture inefficient High absent rate students hard to recall 

33. hull impossible 

34. why still use traditioanl lecture lecturer do not want change students feel confused 

35. A survey do on a reguarly basis 

36. B 

37. A use real-experience 

38. B sentence completion 

39. C stop without activities 

40. C under different subjects 

 

V100220 

2010 2 20  
 
Section 1=v09129s1 
 
Section 2:  
11.  opposite library 

12.  14 classroom 5  

13. city  car park in the swimming pool 
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14. www.playwell.co.uk 

15. violin grades  

16. drums grades 

17. piano grade3 ` 

18.  June and December  

19.  CDs" 

20.  theathre 

 
Section 3 
21. future career 

22. personal interest 

23. range of topicsn 

24.  repeat course C 

25.   detailed study B 

26.  narrow  A 

27.   interviwee A 

28. May first draft  March 

29. with secretary of department 

30. computer office  

 
Section 4=V30037S4 
 

V100227 

2010 2 27  
 
Section 1 
1. ,103 Fowler Road  w uu 

2.  RO62LR 

3. waiter 

4. street   

5. Health service  

6. Police  

7.  parks  

8. shools  

9. suggestion local  
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10. swimming pool 

 
Section 2 
11. In order to succeed, clothing firms should  B new product 

12-20 mark , 12--17 3

, No More Than  Two Words  

12-20 Three types of professions the firm is looking for  

12. designers  

13. accountants  

14. engineers  

The firm plans to recruit employees who are  

15.-17  Personality demanded: 

15. clever  

16. loyal  

17. hard-working  

18-20  

18. pay for……. Company will pay for free transportation  

19. The firm provides employs and their family with a (fitness center  

20. The firm holds its training in work place  

Section 3=  
about how three different countries use their energy 

resources 

 

Kites in Germny In different 21.weather conditions,to reduce the emission of toxic gas.  

Vehicles in America 22.electricity is power   

Oven in South Africa Could effectively reduce the chances of 23.explosion    

 

 

To selec the interviewees to do the survey. 

B.professors (Because they are both too busy so they are not suitable.) 

C.local residence 

D.companies (The woman wants to ask the company but the man disagrees.In the end the man quits his 

idea because there were only about 5% respondent.) 

E.university student 

 

26. most people know little about renewable energy 
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27.windmill: should carefully choosing location 

28.*** 

29.nuclear plans:a few people think they are unsafe 

30.new energy resouce Hydrogen: C.benefits overweight the high cost 
Section 4=study 

website ( ) 

website  

materials  

 

 C students‘ journal 

 

persuasive writing A 

E 

 

one answer  

scores  

academic essays  

code 

 

V100306 

Section 1=v30083s1  

 

Section 2 
11. C (1888) 1885,1888  

12. capital from A (donation) 

13. wanted to be B (oil painting) 

14. Sculpture garden 

15. B.tickets should use in a certain time A should book online, you can 

book online if you wish A C free to children  

16. F 

17. A  
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18. B ( A-B-F) 

19. cafe: C 

20. shop: D 

Section 3 
21-25 26-28 29-30  

A. Attend a class    B.Past course material     C. Library 

21.Summary B. Past course material 

22. C. Library 

23. Structure A. Attend a class 

24. First draft C. Library 

25. revising B. Past course material 

26. purpose 

27. changes in society technology  

28. wide use of computers 

29-30.  

29. D loyalty  

30. E 

 

Section 4=v30083s4 
 

V100318 

Section 1=v09117s1 
 

Interserve Exhibit . 
 
Section 2=v09117s2 
The Australian Quarantine Service  

 
Section 3 

nursing ___course,

…… operation Biology. young 
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people  ___ later on. 

C ask know about the tutor  

 

21. Why did they not choose nursering  diploma / medicine course is too 

difficult. 

22.  operation  Biology 

23. young people  

24.  later work specialize in disable people 

 

25.       B. focusing on one subject 

26.       B. international reputation 

27. Choose a book       A.written by this school 

28.  

29. the most important thing is to?      C.ask yourself and know about the tutor 

30.       C. remain uncertain 

Section 4:red sea  
 

1970 1970 Asia,1970

0.1centimeter  

 

V100320 

Section 1  

1. Current Occupation:salesman  

2. Length of time: nine years  

3. area: Spring Park  

4. a shared apartment  

5. public transport:trains and taxis  

6. eating out: once a month  

7. go to concerts and clubs  
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8. go to cinema  

9. go sailing  

10. A Japanese language course
 

 

Section 2 
 

Section 3 
 

Section 4 
 

V100327 

2010 3 27  
 
Section 1 
gym package  

1.Address: Wickford 

2.Membership package: Silver Package 

3.Discounted fees: 40 

4.Joining fees 30  

5.7:30  

 

6. tennis outside only  

7. dance classes 

8. café  (all week open) 

9. hire towel 

10. forms 

Section 2=V06110s2 
 
Section 3=V09132s3 
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Section 4  
 

31. recently, a fast growth ofconstruction of new airports? - C. deserves close attention 

32. one noticeable fact is thatconstruction of new airport is? - B. more important than other buildings 

33. what are r=the airport,cities and town in common? - A. respond to change 

 

Scenarios 1 - 5  

34. S1 - there are more expensiveflights because the economic depression 

35. S2 - there are emerging new airports 

36. S3 - there are also newtransports patter appeared 

37. S4. people's interest inflying is declining in Western countries 

38. S5 - airlines can not holdbusiness because the costly maintenance 

 

The disadvantages of air travel 

39. if the environmental problemscontinue, airport must be imposed on the "green tax". 

40. flight will close down if atrip does not get an insurance 

V100410 

Section 1=v08143s1  
 
Section 2 
11. boat 

12. mild 

 

13.UK, UK item  

14.$ 50  

15. bikes 

16. rose 

17. luxury 

18.family 

19.long-term 

20.apartment 

Section 3=v08103s3 
 
Section 4  
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31.C 

32.D 

33.parents  

34. version  

35. country  

36. transport  

37. social 

38. funding 

39. competitions 

40. professional 

V100415 

Section 1  complaint  
 
1. address: NO.33 Hillcrest  

2. postcode: AL698GQ  

3. phone NO.( ) 

4—6  

4. What aspect of the flight does him complaint about? 

C  temperature  he was sitting under the air conditioner, it is hot and breathless  

5. What opinion about the food? 

B  food is not enough to eat providing snack for lunch is not reasonable  

6. What opinion about the services? 

C  comment on services keep him waiting  

7. What is satisfying is security. 

8. And flight entertainment facilities. 

9. One is 20 percent discount in hotel fees. 

10. The other is calling phone card worth of 20 pounds. 

 
Section 2=V08101S2Sea festival  
 
Section 3=V30080s3  
 
Section 4  
31.C 

32.D 
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33.parents  

34. version  

35. country  

36. transport  

37. social 

38. funding 

39. competitions 

40. professional 

V100417 

2010 4 17  
 
Section 1 party restaurant 
1  type garden room basement blue garden room  

2  round tables 

3 request  candles on table 

4  Elliott E-double L-I-double T double 

5   

6  W643HH double 

7  Construction 

8  bunch of flowers 

9  4th July 

10 25% of total deposit  

Section 2=V06114s2  
11-17 18-20  

 
Section 3=V08112s3 

eco-tourism 
 
Section 4 Drama  children  
31 confidence 

32 cooperations/ listening  

33 teamwork  

34 risks  

35 therapy 

36 remember  
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37 safe 

38 morality 

39 participation 

40 problems 

 

V100424 

2010 4 24  
 
Section 1  

 

1. ……clothings must buy in stores. 

2. except for some special items. 

3. $ 200  

4. The delivery fee not dependent on numbers of items. 

5. to most areas ,usually twice a week ( rural area once a week) 

6. ……customers get a telephone call with the message of delivery.  

7. 2 4 pay extra money, 2  

8.  PO BOX301 

9. slash shopdirect.  

10. the head of Order Section. 

 
Section 2=V09120S2  
  
Section 3 

group study  

21. TOPIC? A 

A. many respondents available  

B. many students interested in this topic.  

C. relevant to the discipline  

22. What is the problem of the original design of questionnaire  

A. too many separate parts 

B. questions are with open answers ( 10

) 

C. the wording of questions is quite hard 

23. What is the percentage of people support the group work discussion? 
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A. sixty percent, twenty percent, twenty percent  

group work  

24. more opportunities to experiment 

25. Social interactions ……( ) 

26. decrease the reliance on the teacher ( s the 

) 

27. problem of unexpected noise 

28. improve skills 

29. a large group is difficult to monitor control 

30. in a (gradual) way 
 
Section 4 psychology 

 

1. music  

 

The maximum of study ability 

Simple memories 

important 

8. display 

9. round fives  

10. triangle twos  

 

V100508 

2010 5 8  
 
Section 1 Accommodation 
1. area: northeast coast 

2. high seasons 

3.  a weekend  

4. quiet  

5. beach nearby 

6. restaurant 

7. garden for children 

8. Mrs Cheffins 

9. 092...  
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10. Country Living . 

 
Section 2=V30062S2 Exhibition 
11. B (the first exhibit is bought by government) 

A. Queen           B. state         C. a businessman 

12. A (gallery is famous for the standard of exhibits) 

A. quality           B. number???  C??? 

13. Drake Wing A (Drake Wing is part of the newly built xxxx annex) 

A. a new part of the building      B.         C. ??? 

14. guide tour. A (no extra charge free) 

A. free              B. three times a day               C. donation 

15. A 10-9 10-6  

A. after 6           B. after 9             C. after 10 

3  

16. A  near harbour 

17. B  use recycled materials 

18. collect works from local artists 

19. C   by river taxi 

20. warehouse 

 
Section 3=NEWDissertation 
1-24 25-26 27-30  

21. C 

A.        B. ???   C. Better than children who don't watch TV  

22. C 

A. ???                      B. manual workers                   C. unemployment  

23. B. adult  

24. A. one of the major influences 

25-26.  B. Vocabulary,  D. concentration plan  

Further Research,  

27.  C 

28. A 

29.  B 

30. A 

 
Section 4=V07111S4 Library 
British library
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digital store, 

marketing 3  

31. information sector 

32. Send within 2 hours 5 days email 5 2

……  

33. Collection of material 

34. Satisfactory with the book 

35. Attachment  

36. Create a digital system of material 

37. Long-term preservation 

38. marketing 

39. selection 

40. study literature 

 

V100515 

2010 5 15  
 
Section 1  
1 Rose 

2 0407…22  

3 C work number  

4 C Saturday 

5 B a free dinner and all free breakfasts 

6 children  A surfing & music 

7 Rose  A peaceful environment 

8~10 Rose  

A walking 

B reading 

F eating out 

 
Section 2=V06144S2  
11 company founded in 1997 

12 current number of restaurants 243 

13 membership fee 35 

14 only members could get pre-booking service 
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15 receive 15 pounds voucher for their birthday 

16 member also can have a free starter in a given time 

17~18 Cardiff restaurant  daily music local artists support 

19~20 Exeter restaurant  weekly comedy  training session 

 

Section 3=V66S3  
21 journalism C freedom 

22 B 88% 

23  university C provide placement 

24~25 science easy to understand challenging 

26~27 a cinema lots of clubs 

28 choice of activities 

29~30 accommodation one year apartment 

 
Section 4 

 
31. coconut  

32. mould  

33. pressed 

34. machinery 

35. dried 

36. traders 

37. balls 

38. elastic 

39. car tires(tyres) 

40. Germany 

 

31-40  

31. coconut  

32. mould  

33. pressed 

34. dried 

35. machinery 

36. traders 
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37. balls 

38. car tyres 

39. more elastic 
40. Germany 

V100520 

2010 5 20  
Section 1  
1.6  

2.27th April 

3.museum 

4.93 

5.cold 

6.fish 

7.nuts 

8.cake 

9.paper 

10.flowers 

 
Section 2=V06142S2  

M  

11. A 

A plane B ferry C hovercraft C  

12. B 

A uncomfortable B unroadworth C unregistered 

13-16 matching E-east coast N-north coast W-west coast

 

13. self-cafeteria E 

14. natural walk to amusing park N 

15. shop  

16. Golf Course N 
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17.tropical diseases 

18. bottles of water 

19.snakes 

20. monkeys  

 
Section 3  presentation 

Discussion Matching & Completion & Multiple Choice 

lecturer presentation  intro can’t be done yet  

 fully prepared  assessment materials need more examples 

 listening task as a group 

by writing short notes  notes ppt online learning 

 1user friendliness 2chat room( email  ) 3 global access  

 

A. Need more examples 

B. Too long 

C. Fully prepared 

D. Use existing overview version 

E. Not relevant 

21. Assignment introduction -- C. Fully prepared 

22. Body structure -- D. Use existing overview version 

23. Methods technology -- B. Too long 

24. Conclusion -- A. Need more examples 

 

25. Woman wants to set a listening task for presentation. 

26. Man: speakers can be divided to discuss as a group. 

27. Practice taking notes 

 

What should be put emphasis on presentation’s conclusion? 

28. A. User friendliness  or  E. Improve computer skills  

29. C. chat room 

30. F. Global access 
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Section 4=V08140S4  
31.tide 

32.hearing 

33.plants animals 

34.feeding 

35.healthy 

36.loud noises 

37.group 

38.social 

39.leader 

40.network/networks 

 
 

V100529 

2010 5 29  
Section 1=V09120s1  

 
1. women 

2. health check 

3. every 6 weeks  

3. yoga 

4. program 

5. yoga 

6.  café 

7. massage 

8. A Gold Membership off-peak: in the evenings of weekdays (Record said: from Monday to Friday 6 p.m) 

9. A Silver membership has to pay extra $5: every time using the club 

10.  B Gold membership:$57 per month (Join fee was $500 but this weekend is $50) 

 
Section 2  

home stay  
1. Host receive no payment 
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2. those difficult to make friends 

3. discuss about personal interests 

4.A cultural understanding 

5.vetting  

6.identity  

7.confirm  

8.acknowledgement 

9.interview 

10.decision  

 
Section 3=V06141s3  
1. micro-chip 

2. Peter Smith 

3. lab 

4. teaching staff 

5. third-r 

6. seminar 

7. secretary  

8. research 

9. golf 

10. Riverside  

 
Section 4 . 
1. Insurance company 

2. cigar 

3. footprint 

3. light 

4. glass 

5. air-conditioning  

6. lungs 

7. nature 

8. club room 

10. city 

 

V100605 
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2010 6 5  
 2010 6 5  

Section 1    

 NEW  Completion/Multiple Choice 

 

1.Type of holiday: surfing 
2.Meal : includes breakfast 
3.Facilities : gym 

4. : 360 
5.A shared room 
6.Type of insurance : Basic 

7. : 75 

8.Price : 42.50 

9.Cheapest transport : taxi 
10.Pay by : cheque 
Section 2    

 NEW  Completion/Multiple Choice 

 

11. local hero 

12. European painting 

13. learning zone 
14. restaurant 
15. shop 

16. historical photograph 
17. cinema zone 

18. A sicience centre 

19. 1aduls+2children 
20. B three days 

Section 3    

 V50109S3  Multiple Choice 

Section 4    

 V30072S4    Completion 
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V100617 

2010 6 17  
 2010 6 17  

Section 1 
   

NEW  Completion/ Matching 

 

 

1-3  

 

4-6 H -- nursery, early – nursery  

4  

5.  

6  

7-10  

3  A. H—nursery B. early – nursery C. both 

7. reputation  

8. sound  

9. open  

10. breakfast  

Section 2 
   

NEW Lecture Multiple Choice /Labeling 

 

11-14 15-20

7-8  
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GARAGE

POND

POND

 

11-14   

11. Canberra, A  

   A. inland city  

   B. high latitude  

   C. mountains  

12. B  

   A. the duration of the frost  

   B. the number of the frost  

   C. ……low temperature  

13. rainfall C  

   A. plentiful  

   B. seasonal  

   C. unreliable  

14. A  

   A. prevent soil from ……water  

   B. minerals  

   C. …… acidity  

15-20   

15. north, street   

16. garage   

17.   

18.   

19.   

20.   

kangaroo paw  

 

Section 3 
   

V06316S3 Study Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 4 
   

NEW Science and Sports Completion 
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31. performance 

32. the most effective is the attitude of oxygen 

33.red blood cells 

34. higher up  

35.feet 

36.bones 

37. arms 

38.heart rates 

40. shark skin 

 

 

 

V100619 

2010 6 19  
 2010 6 19  

Section 1    

 NEW Birthday party booking Completion 
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party 

1. Fifth 

2. View 

3. 35  

4.  

5 every Saturday is available 

6  

7 business area 

8 a week 

9 65% 

10  

 

Section 2    

 NEW Shop refurnishing Matching/Mapping 

 

. 2 .  

11-15 

5 matching . changed. new. remove. keep as it is 

coffee shop. garden tools. garden pots.advice.ferry  

changed. .  

16-20 . A H 8 . .

.  

 

Section 3    

 V06108S3 Assignment discussion Completion/choice/matching 

Section 4    

 V08136S4   Time measurements Completion 

 

 

V100626 

2010 6 26  
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 2010 6 26  

Section 1    

 NEW  Completion 

 

1 Title: manager 

2 Position: center  in the ____ of the city 

3 Total staff number :40  10+20+10 

4 Preferred date: May house agent available Oct,

6 prefer May 

5 The size of new office 12000 10,000 

6 Remove_____in the conference room  boards 

7 Store room needs enlargement enlargement ,  

8 Kitchen house agent  

9 A view of ____ river 

Section 2    

 NEW Canoe trip Completion/multiple choice 
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M tips  

11. What about the trip to taxi drivers?( 10 As much as you 
feel right 

12. What may happen if you get sick?( English speaking doctors
prepare for the charge 

13. Bottled water’s feature: (Tap water mineral, strange with an 
unusual taste 

14. What should be paid attention to about bottled water?--- often tap water 
15. How do you know the buses’ destination? check with the driver. -- 
better check with the driver 
16. How do you think of bus?( punctual comfortable not 
comfortable 

17. How should you rent a car?( compare the price in advance yourselves 
18. What should be paid attention to collect a car: What are included in the price. 
19. How to find a taxi easily? ( ) stop 
in the street 

20. What should be paid attention to the taxi fee? (
agree the price with driver in advance 

 

Section 3    

 V30015S3 Library discussion Completion 

Section 4    

 V08134S4  
Completion/ multiple choice 

 

 

 

 

V100710 

2010 7 10  
 2010 7 10  

Section 1    
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 NEW  Completion 

 

1. Canada     

2. group  photo 

3. bag    Penny 

4. postcard  

5. watch  

6. auspost  

7. cheapest 

8. 100  

9. gold   red  

10. 56 

Section 2    

 V09132S2  Completion/multiple choice 

Section 3    

 V39S3  Completion 

Section 4    

 NEW  
Completion/ multiple choice 

 

 

31.  Animals lacking of sleep are most likely to suffer from attack compared to those without food. 

32.  Sleep is more import for animal 

33.  When dolphin want to see, it will swim to the surface of water as it need to breathe 

34.  Birds stand on edges of group have light sleep; but birds which in center of group have deep sleep 

35.  Why horses need to stand when they are sleeping is because their bones are delicate 

36.  Human sleep helps good memories 

37.  learning 

38.  Dogs and human have one thing in common: sleeping problems 

39.  Which animal has a similar sleep pattern with human: rat 

40.  Some scientists choose fruit files, because they reproduce fast, so they can study their genetic 

structure 
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V100715 

2010 7 15  
 2010 7 15  

Section 1    

 V30064S1 banking Completion 

Section 2    

 NEW travelling choice & matching 

 

 

11  

12 water view no wind no rain for a week 

13~20 matching  

A visitor can do all the time 

B visitor can do sometimes 

C visit cannot do anytime 

climb mountain B  

Section 3    

 V30038S3 academic life Completion 

Section 4    

 NEW academic lecture choice & matching 
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31. Important for important to progress 

32. Genetics have mixed feeling 

33. public regular 

34. effect 

35. Staffs working in academic institute  

36~40  

A share  

B share   

C share  

40% tend to share, 

share; 

15% share  

36. Most 

37. Some 

38. Few 

39. Some 

40. Most

 

 

 

V100717 

2010 7 17  
 2010 7 17  

Section 1 

   

NEW Ticket booking Table Completion/completion 

 

1. 017#####  

2. 2.5  

3. From an agent 

4. Near market 
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5. side entrance 

6.after 7.30pm  

 

7.garden 

8.cafe at the basement 

9.cinema with action movies 

10.summer party  

Section 2 
   

NEW Car rental Completion/multiple choice 

 

6 matching 4 choice  

11-16  c c a b a b 

11.c 

12.c  

13.a package  

14.b  

15.a 

16.b  

17.  

18.taxi puntual b 

19. a 

20.currency decline b 

 

Section 3 
   

V09120S3 Course discussion Completion 

Section 4 
   

V09128s4  Completion/ multiple choice 

 

.  

V100731 

2010 7 31  
 2010 7 31  

Section 1    
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 V09127S1  Completion 

Section 2    

 V06108S2  wetlands Club  Completion/multiple choice 

Section 3    

 NEW Perter  Completion/Multiple Choice 

 

21.C. handling data    

22.what is his strength?   B. he can work long hour 

23.what will the work office help the man do?  C his personal statement 

24.why the man choose IT and business? A. update his knowledge 

25.A.continue the same language  or B. learn a new language( ) 
 

26.A.make business contact 

27.B.understand customer relaions 

28.C. 

29.D.use a foreign language 

30.E. travel to another country  

Section 4    

 NEW  
Completion/ multiple choice 

 

 

31.cost of oil is bound with .. 

32.such as farms 

33.bar code 

34.from shelf                              

35.meet demands 

36.Going Green 

37.climate change 

38.Government 

39.cheap housing 

40.own  energy  
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V100805 

2010 8 5  
 2010 8 5  

Section 1    

 NEW  Completion 

 

1.   reference number CW3104 

2.    9 months ago  

3.  postcode   CR02YR 

4.  address  Middle Street  

5.  leak  water 

6.  switched off  

7.  wood 

8.   next Tuesday  

9.  client engineer 

10.  post office 

Section 2    

 NEW  Completion/multiple choice 
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11.  receive post   A  

12.  not his responsibility   C (answering phones) 

13.  in a few days B (reading emails)    

14.  update data A 

15.  Authority 

16.  contract 

17.  order form     

18.  list 

19.  check number 

20.  signed delivery note 

Section 3    

 
V06134S3=V07116S3= 

V07119S=V081453= 

V09111S3 

Completion 

Section 4    

 NEW  
Completion/ multiple choice 

 

 

31.   magazines 

32.   station 

33.   radio signals 

34.   rockets 

35.   public 

36.   planet science 
 

37.   C (transmitters) 

38.   A (are extraterrestrial to) 

39.   A (Material has not been invented…) 

40.   B ( spiritual) 

 

 

V100814 

2010 8 14  
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 2010 8 14  

Section 1    

 NEW  Completion 

 

1. Starting Date: 27th June  

2. Course Level: Intermediate 

3.  Address:  Swavesey 

4.  Total payment:  285 

5.   relaxation 

6.  a various vegetarian food 

7.  walking and swimming 

8.  horse riding 

9.  tennis 

10. outside 

Section 2    

 NEW 
 

 
Completion/multiple choice 

 

11. crop - best value for money 

12. potato - top quality 

13. tomato - imported is better 

14. carrots - unappealing appearance 

15. orange - easy to peel 

16. apple - bad quality 

17. banana - ripe and ready to eat  

18. a mixed bunch of 

19. $12.00 (Lilies: 3 stems) 

20. different colours 

Section 3    

 
V40110S3=V50130S3= 

V06121S3=V07114S3 
 Completion 
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Section 4    

 V07112S4=V08106S4   
Completion/ 

multiple choice 

 

 

 

V100821 

2010 8 21  
 2010 8 21  

Section 1    

 V08109S1  Completion 

Section 2    

   Completion/multiple choice 

 

11. 1 million 

12. develop tourism 

13. southeast 

14. lawyer  

15. 7 years 

16-20  

16. Information center: photography 

17. refreshment 

18. souvenir 

19. workshop 

20. visitor centre 

Section 3    

 NEW 
 

Completion 
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21. permission to visit the pond 

22. do not want to make it too structure 

23. identify the food chain( ) 

24. provide variation to the class 

25. movie practical 

26. listen to teachers 

27. report ideas 

28. do a list 

29. fill worksheet 

30. do a drawing 

Section 4    

 NEW  Completion/ multiple choice 

 

31. prevent flooding from the sea 

32. be used by local farmers as firewood 

33. be poisoned by fertilizer 

34. put trash on Mangroves Forest 

35. barrier: sand 

36. Seeds: grey 

37. watered with rain water 

38. a barrier was made of hothouse 

39. destroyed in a storm 

40. increasing rabbit population  

 

 

 

V100828 

2010 8 28  
 2010 8 28  

Section 1    

 NEW  Completion 
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1. behind garage 

2. Park car in West car park. 

3. December  

4.sepecity drink: hot chocolate  

5. Pizza for children 

6. No advanced lessons  

7. hire boots 

8. raining 

9. No jeans 

10. warm clothing 

Section 2    

 
V30064S2= 
V07126S2= 
V08121S2 

Museum  
Completion/multiple choice 

Section 3    

 NEW Online courses Completion / Matching 

 

matching box smith smith

online course  

Section 4    

 NEW  Completion 

 

 

2  Topic, Aim, Methods, Results, Conclusion  

31. Aim  interaction 

32.  desert habitat  

33. mice fed by insects 

34. compete 

35 36. results:  35) increased 

36) no change 

37 comparison 

38.  extra resources 

39. twice time 

40.  protections 
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V100904 

2010 9 4  
 2010 9 4  

Section 1    

 V10101S1 Consultant Completion 

 

3 Children Play Zone 

1-10  

1. Located at North Hill, opposite the Toy Factory 

 2. a lot of area for free parking 

Entrance is £4.45 per child 

3. free entry include a drink to adults 

Facilities 

Climbing frames 

Ball pool 

New attractions 

4. large slide  -"The wildcat“  

5. children golf courses 

6.children must wear trousers and  

7. socks 

8. give a label for their names 

9.min number 8 

10.birthday parties include food, drink..and decorations  

Section 2    

 V07116S2 Activity Multiple Choice / Mapping 

Section 3    

 V09126S3 Discussion completion 

Section 4    

 V30059S4 Library Matching / Multiple Choice 
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.  

 

V100911 

2010 9 11  
 2010 9 11  

Section 1    

 NEW  Completion 

 

1.  Holloway   

2.  flat6 

3.  X55JGY 

4.  BH906KS 

5.  grey 

6.  in petrol station 

7.  near a bridge 

8.  one person cannot walk very well 

9.  be transferred to hotel 

10. will be there within :30 mins    

Section 2    

 V07141s2  Multiple Choice / Mapping 

Section 3    

 NEW 
 

blend learning 
completion 
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21.  A     

22.  B.    

23.  A.  

24.  B     

25.  C        

26.  A.     

 

27. C   

 

A.   

    C.   

28. B  stimulating 

“energetic” 

29.B   

Online query  

showed …reading set text B highlight problem C ? 

    “a good tool for … lecture/topic” 

30. A 

  

 A. positive 

C C 

Section 4    

 
V08131S4= 
V09117S4 

Engineer Matching / Multiple Choice 

 

 

 

V100916 

2010 9 16  
 2010 9 16  

Section 1    

 
V07111S1= 
V08116S1 

 Completion 
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Section 2    

 NEW 
 

Multiple Choice / Mapping 

 

11-13  

11. B There two time XX 

product seasonal) 

12. B fixed time to leave( ) 

13. C be in their work place( ) 

14-20  

Section 3    

 V30074S3  completion 

Section 4    

 NEW  completion 

 

31.present 

32.exploring new facts 

33.other planets 

34.future medicine 

35.control of traffic 

36.highest sales is toys 

37.look like animals 

38.tiny camera 

39.surgery could be much faster and efficient 

40.orgnise competitions 

 

.  

 

V100925 

2010 9 25  
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 2010 9 25  

Section 1    

 NEW PARTTIME JOB Completion 

 

 

hotel driver flexible  

cinema booking clerk 

1.receptionist      

2.customer 

3.early mornings 

4.training 

5.driver 

6.flexible 

7.shopping 

8.weekends 

9.cinema 

10.booking  

Section 2    

 
V08122S2= 
V09128S2 

 Multiple Choice / Mapping 

Section 3    

 V07148S3 
Chemistry  

Engneering tutor  
completion 

Section 4    

 V30040S4  completion 

 

 

V101009 

2010 10 9  
 2010 10 9  

Section 1    
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NEW  Traveling Completion 

 

AMAZON  

1-10  

1. pack a jacket umbrella  

2. desert trail   

3. address 6073 Fearnleigh Drive 

4. Susie’s parents phone number 9286352271 

5. go to Space Museum 

6. 1901  

7. Independence Day 4th July: there will be fireworks in the evening 

8. tour by helicopter(1.5hours , 7 trips a day ) 

9. play golf 

10. canoe(all day, take 10 sun cream) 

Section 2 
   

V06141S2 Traveling Multiple Choice / Mapping 

Section 3 
   

V30042S3 Assignment Completion /Matching 

Section 4 
   

New Anthropology Completion / Multiple Choice 

 

 

31-40  

31. vertical 

32. camp 

33. camel  

34. young  

35. Intermediately/intermediate 

36. farmers 

37. grain 

38. clothing 

39. harvest 

40. portable 
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V101014 

2010 10 14  
 2010 10 14  

Section 1 

   

V06134S1  Multiple Choice/ Completion 

Section 2 

   

V07142S2 Sports Completion 

Section 3 
   

NEW Study Completion /Matching 

 

 

21-26  

21. phone book Find the name list and materials from the phone book and then get 

the trust from the elderly people. 
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22. For preparation: identify suitable topics for the participants. 

23. Develop trust to get the acceptance of the manager. 

24. purpose. Explain the purpose. 
25. May record the process. 
26. Need to make a film. 
27-30 matching: 

A: relative of student 
B: museum 
C: antique shop 
D: Participant 
E: internet 
F: market 
27. The first photo ----- D. participant 
28. The second photo ----- A. relative of the student 
29. The third is cloth ----- B. museum 

30. The forth store toy ----- F. internet café 

( ) 

Section 4 

   

V06102S4 
Lecture 

Completion / Multiple Choice 

 

.  

 

V101023 

2010 10 23  
 2010 10 23  

Section 1 

   

V30049S1 Robin Whitworth  Multiple Choice/ Completion 

Section 2 

   

V06121S2  Completion 
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Section 3 

   

NEW 
Course selection  

Completion /Matching 

 
21. A 

22. B 

23. optional C 

24. commerce C 

25-26. lecture  A E 

A freedom thought E, improve  

27. communication 1—— speak in public 

28. psychology——team work 

29. interpretation——cooperation 

30. communication 3—— cultural difference 

Section 4 

   

V08129S4 Company ethical Completion 

 

.  

V101030 

2010 10 30  
 2010 10 30  

Section 1 

   

New  Completion 
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1. Visa type: blue card 

2. work time from July to October 

3. agency( website, better through agency) 

4. busiest time: September 

5. picking date decided by harvest weather  

6. over 18ys old salary:6.50 

7. accommodation: campsite 

8. work by: bike 

9. must work with passport 

10. should bring own lunch and supply of water 

Section 2 

   

V30038 A theatre Matching / Completion / multiple-choice 

Section 3 

   

V07138S3 Essay discussion  Completion / Multiple-choice 

Section 4 
   

New Lecture  Completion 

 

 

31. The influence of Competition on workplace 

32. 2%  

33. :math science and engineering 

34.  skill & ability  

35. workload 

 

36. confident 

37. risks 

38. competitive feedback 

39. enjoy  

40. future salary and working opportunity 
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.  

 

V101104 

2010 11 4  
 2010 11 04  

Section 1 

   

V07143S1 House-renting Completion 

Section 2 

   

V08120S2 travel Multiple Choice / Completion / Mapping 

Section 3 

   

New Discussion Completion  

 

water hydraulic  

Section 4 
   

New Library Matching / Multiple Choice 
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V101106 

2010 11 6  
 

 2010 11 06  

Section 1 

   

V30038S1 Library Completion / Choice 

Section 2 

   

V30049S2 Museum Completion / Table Completion 

Section 3 

   

New Staff evaluation  Matching/choice 

 

 

21-26   

A. Frustrated   B. challenging   C. enjoyable   D. easy 

21.                 D 

22. tour        D 
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23. leisure activities       C 

24.                  B 

25.                  B 

26. information technology problem   A 

27-30 ( ) 

27-28 Alex  

brilliant 

 

29-30 Alex  

plan telephone calls 

deadline 

Section 4 

   

New Agriculture Completion 

 

31. fruit growing  

32. water 
33. land  woodland 

34.  comparison  

35.  river  

36. record 

37. microscope 

38. specialized software 

39. butterflies 

40. location 

 

.  

 

V101120 

2010 11 20  
 2010 11 20  
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Section 1 

   

V07114S1 Maintenance Completion 

Section 2 

   

V08106s2 Traveling Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 3 

   

New Assignment  Multiple Choice / Matching 

 

Tutor essay  

21. A. based on an Australian Study A based on Australian Study  B

   C completely new  

 

22. interview   interview questionnaire observation 

questionnaire interview

observation  

23. B not too ambitious survey A ??? various people sectors

   B not too ambitious   C    

24. C try to practice ?? table  A ??   B ??   C    A B

 

25. B reduce the number of children (A reduce the number of groups   B reduce the number of children  

C   15 3 5

) 

26. B  XXX background  A    B    C

stage  

27-30  

A    B    C  

27. C  

28. B 

29. A

 

30. C transcription ok  

Section 4    
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New Extreme Sports Completion 

 
 History of the extreme sports 

31-40) Complete the following sentences: 

In ancient history 
31. Extreme sports is also known as lifestyle sports. 

32. Better equipment makes it safer  

In the 19th century 
33. An extreme soprt was created by company workers in 19th century. 

   Orgnised team game for their workers to boost loyalty  

34. At the end of the 19th century, other sports had been created like golf in higher social class ( ) 

In the 21st century 
35.  Why does not people like traditional sports, like team sports. e.g. basketball… 

36.  reason1: There are too many restricted regulations. 

37.  reason2: It needs regular training 

38.  help them confront to fear 
In the future 
39.  Young people think that Government should provide them with more entertainment sports instead of 

individual competition  

40.  They tend to think that extremely sports is not only a conflict to our authority ( ), but also 

gives us a sense of community 

 

.  

 

V101127 

2010 11 27  
 2010 11 27  

Section 1 

   

V30074S1 Insurance Completion 

Section 2    
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V09118S2 Traveling Completion / Multiple Choice 

Section 3 

   

New Course Discussion Multiple Choice / Matching 

 

business course  

 

21. K business A professor taught well  

22. A B oral presentation  

23. A first project C interview businessman  

24. Business awareness test C talk with two tutors  

 

25. IT model guide 

26. industry publication 

27. newspaper 

28. research internet 

29. software 

30. postgraduate 

Section 4 

   

V30076S4 Biology Multiple Choice /Table Completion 

 

.  

 

V101204 

2010 12 4  
 

 2010 12 04  

Section 1 

   

NEW  Completion / Choice 
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1.daytime temperature around: 19 degrees. 

2.normal time of hotel: 40 minutes 

3.every room has suite facilities and a balcony 

4.Outdoor swimming and playing tennis 

5.Play the piano 

6.Specialized in fish dishes 

7.plant garden 

8.by helicopter 
9.by cable car 
10.firework display 

Section 2 

   

V08115S2= 
V08132S2 

 Completion / Table Completion 

Section 3 

   

New   Matching/choice 

 

21-26 27-30  

21.   B.  

22. C.  

23. B. 

24. C. 

25. C. 

26. A. interesting 

27. adults relationship & feeding 

28. binoculars & fruit 
29. video camera 

30. measuring equipment 

Section 4 

   

V40123=V40213=V06119= 
V07132=V09125S4 

 Completion 
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.  

 

V101211 

2010 12 11  
 2010 12 11  

Section 1 

   

NEW  Completion / Choice 

 
1.  Elinora 

2.  077896256 

3. waiter 

4. high school baseball coach 

5. beach Rescue diver 

6. diving 

7. October 

8.  Saturday 

9. start at 6.00 

10.  radio  

Section 2 

   

V08117S2  Completion / Table Completion 

Section 3 

   

New  Matching/choice 
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21.initial feel when she knows that she is selected to be placed in communications: Surprise 

22.she wished her supervisor can give her more: support 

23.after this work placement, she is able to identify the suitable job in the future 

24.some program is better with adviser 

25.what did The teacher give him?  responsibility 

26-30 matching 

26.need to improve 

27. written skill: natural ability 

28. interpersonal skill: made a good effort on it 

29.benefited from the courses in school 

30.leadership skills: lack confidence on it 

Section 4 

   

V30014S4 
,

Activated-Based Inductory 
Completion 

 

.  

 

V101216 

2010 12 16  
 2010 12 16  

Section 1 

   

V60138  Completion 
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Section 2 

   

V07135S2=V08109
S2 

Traveling 
Multiple Choice / 

Completion 

Section 3 

   

V41=V50103= 
V50105=V07122= 
V07145=V09129 

 Matching/choice 

Section 4 
   

NEW  Completion 

 

 

31-40  

31. year of 450,000 (four hundred fifty thousand) 

32. ancient shells are as the evidence of currency (in addition to the oyster shell, a single scallop was 

recovered which is of 19th century date) 

33. France  

34. production of salt stream 

35. brick making industry 

36. Roman coins 

37. garden materials (these included coins, glassware, pottery, bronze figurines, bricks, tiles) 

38. A road building 

39. the architects concern about the window glass 

40. knife handle fragments were recovered 

 

.  
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V101218 

2010 12 18  
 2010 12 18  

Section 1 

   

V08101S1 Reservation Completion / Choice 

Section 2 

   

V06125S2= 
V09121S2 

Biology Choice / Completion 

Section 3 

   

New 
Voluntary 

Organization 
Choice / Completion 

 

 

21-26 27-30  

21.  B. 
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A. Not clear objects B. No formal structures C. No premises  

22.   B 

A. Type of work B. The way of work shared C. appreciate 

23. C.  

24. New recruit  C 

A. Pleased that the meeting time are shorter 

B. Annoy not be consulted 

C. Surprise they will do it well 

25. A children  

26.  B 

A. Employment B. Administrator stop working C. Financial training 

27. culture 

28. designer 

29. management of change 

30. article  nature of voluntary 

Section 4 

   

V08108S4 Anthropology Completion 

 

.  

V21 
Section 1 

party ( End of term party) 
buy organize  

1—10 SECTION  
1 Name of the coffee shop Groucho’s  ( “apostrophe” ’ ) 
2 Time: 7.30 pm  
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3 3  
4 5 6 Which need to prepare?   
( ) 
4. decorations 
5. snacks),    
6.drinks 

7,8 pay attention items: 
7. transport and   
8. map 
9,10  
9. common room 
10. each classroom 
 
Section 2 

tour tour officer tourist summary

 
11—17  
11. C 2 colleges   
12. B 1st floor 
13. B key to reception 
14. B get information from notice board 
15.16.17. Mon.,Tue.,Wed. 3  
15  attending lectures, 
16 playing sports, 
17 visiting libraries 
18—20  
18. Wollongong ( ): Thursday   
19.Macquire 9:00 a.m.   
20. 15 minutes  
 

Section 3 
Dina  

 
21—22)  
21. Dina ?   Grade :  (A plus)    
22. Dina why did not Dina attend the lecture?  (It was cancelled )   
23. Which book did Dina advise against?  B Jesperson   unsure  
24—30 Summary  
( ――

recall system a pink slip, information 
desk,25 pence, essay plans ) 
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24.  name and departmental address  
apartmental  
25. recall system and a pick slip / a pink slip pick/pink     

 
26 . hand to where : information desk  
27. 25 pence  
28.  make summaries of your reading 

essay plans / advice to essay  
29. essay documental  
30 . exchange draft and get feedbacks  
 

Section 4 
4 Test2 S4  

V22 
Section 1  
1,  (

)2  
1—8  

answer repeat Cambridge 1 ~~~ 
Cambridge 2.3 ~~~  

Address: 1.(No.18) 2. (Kays) Street  No.  

Work Number 3. No. (8657765 ) /  (8657768 )

7  

Postcode Number  4. (7338) 

Occupation: 5. (Restaurant waiter) / Waiter  

Emergency contacting person  

( ): 

6. (His sister) 

Emergency contacting Tel 7. (7901000)  (8.28  , 

”and one thousand” 

 

Birthday: Date: 8.(13/January/ 1974) 

9—10  

9.   D   

A.15mins      B.20mins       C.30mins        D.45mins 

mm 2 30 *** “45min”  

10.   C 

A.Ankle B.Neck C.Elbow  D.―――― 
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“elbow”  

 
Section 2

8:10  midmorning beach walk,
mammal, fossil fossil it is only found in Australia 40

000 walk train MON,TUE,WED
(hat), (jacket, lunch) cafe 3 : 

(decoration, drink, map) 
 
11---13  
11 (8 10AM) station bus 
12 beach walk,  (eastern beach)  tourists  (shopping center) 

 
 ( ) 
13 drop-off in ? (mid-morning)   ( ) 

(stern side)  
14----17) :  
14 What one the section two mainly be enjoyed by Australia?  D mammals 

What kind of museum  D fossils 
15. Why people like visiting the area ?  D 
A     B rare and ancient    C unusual in Australia  D only found in Australia 
16. How many years visitors lived?  D 
A 4,000 years  B almost 14,000 years  C 44,000 years  D 40,000 years 
17. How to get back to the cliff (4 , )  A 
A cable car     B       C        D  
18 20 3  
18 lotion and  a swimming costume  
19   a hat 
20   lunch and a jacket 
 
Section 3 

 
matching  

21—25 Matching: 
Advertisement  

“P”――Painfree  “E”――Easidol  “T”――Teletch 
21.danger: T  

accident  use mobile phone) 
22.water P 
23.product in use  T 
24 sunlight E P  
25. silence E 
26---30  
26. Which two colors are dominate in Painfree advertisement  yellow black 

 
26  
26. Which two colours are dominate in Easidol advertisement  white  yellow  
27. Which two colours are dominate in Teletch advertisement red blue  
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28. Which advertisement is the most effective Teletech  
29. Which advertisement the girl dislike Easidol  
30 advertisement  basic rule simple  
 
Section 4

lecture of Astronomy  

lecturer or professor,  

lectures  

telescope? topic 

Section e.g.  galaxy 

Section Section 2003

 

V23 
Section 1

(also an old woman)  

is about the theft happen in the street. The key words are West Street,where the thieves’ car is waiting 

there. An elderly women was robbed her wallet and $50 in it, fortunately her is unhurt. A witness reported 

the robbery to policeman. The young thief was 17, curly black hair, tall and slim, whereas the elder thief is 

35y/o, the distinguished feature is a small scar in his chins. 

? , , , , , , 35,

scar. 

 

1—3   

1. Where is the Mrs…. Library  

2 Where is the old woman  Bank 

(8.26 “She is waiting for her friends and suddenly there is a shout “Don’t get my ..” in opposite 

---outside of library” )  

3. West Street  

4—6  

4. B report to cop  

A    B report to cop    C Old woman 

She was wondering what to do  

B  

5.  A .  

A unhurt       B hurt        C upset  

“Fortunately, she is not hurt”“.She was ok but shaking”  

6. beforee to  B 
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A.       B. Mrs…       C. Mrs…  

7. Pocket A&B 

A purse  

B $50  (The elder woman was robbed her purse and $50 in it “she lost her purse with $50”)  

C  

D check book  

E  keys  

F  ****. (“Lukly she have ….in her pocket… and her key”) 

7—10) : 

The young thief was 7. 17 years old,  8. curly black hair, tall and slim, whereas the elder thief is 9. 35 

years old, the distinguished feature is 10.a small scar in his chin . 

 
Section 2 
is about the university resources. IN library you can borrow books, 

cassettes, videos. The other key words are book advance. There are 300 hundred 

students in the course, but only 150 was new students. Teachers are mainly from 

United States, South Africa and Australia; this should fill 3 in teachers’ nationality. 

11—12)  

11.  There are (300) students in the course, but only (150) was new students 

12.    Teachers are mainly from (United States, South Africa and Australia

)  

13—15)  

13. ____ 

14. ____ 

15. —— 

16—17  

16.  

17. Outside Activity: 

-----  

In library you can  borrow books ,  (cassettes)  (videos ). 

The other key words are book advance  

18—20)  

culture, local music, etc   

 
Section 3

: . questions: ? : ? 
: .  ?< >. ? by wind tunnel 

?< efficiency) ?  , 3 , ?,, ? ? 
21—23  21. He man found that 
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most of discovery come from   C 
A. never reply on luck    B. all luck     C. occasionally in lucky  
22. Wright Germany  
How they do it?  Wright brothers…compared to the theory  C 
A. \ 
B. Compare with American and German  
C .Recording and comparing fight data 

“ ”  
23. Wright  They found the previous results are  C. completely 
wrong  
24 26   

weight  
They met and solved two problems: 
The first one:24 wing design and the coming up solution is use of using 25. wind tunnels  
The second one: engine Next solution is to make it work. need more 26. efficient  
27-30    
   27 Sydney  

29 newzealand  
Nationality Where Problem Financial source 

American Washington Stability Government fund 

American 27 Sydney  28. Weight  Self-funded 

29. New Zealander  South island No specific 30 Sell-funded  

“At same time in Sydney and New Zealand there are similar experiments. ”  

 
Section 4  

4 Test1 S4  
 
 
 

V24 
 
Section 1  

( )  

1-2  

: C. D 

C. All the events before didn't seem to have anything to do with the course 

D.Students can read library journal at computer terminal 

3-6 Filling blank  

 

Peter's house disadvantages  

3.(frequency of buses) /  bus time  

“bus time” “frequency of buses”  
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4. no big shop   

“no big shore” “no big shop”  

Sarah's room disadvantages 

5. temperature of room  

6.(share bathroom)  

7-9  

Time 7.(Tuesday or Wednesday) / twice a week  

Food 8.(fish)  

Tel No: 9.(765392) 

 

Section 2
  Content:discuss four zones condition:  

11. a touch table  for blind visitor 

12. special talks   

13. restaurant  is expensive 

14. 4.60  

15. famous rare lions  

This is the good feature of one zoo 

16. smelly cages   

17. 6.20   

18. ape hour       

19. 9.00  

The tape actually mentioned 4.50,but unfortunately, it also said children's fee is no reduction for 

adults, and “adults fee is 9.00”  

20. design for children  

This is the good feature of one zoo 

terrible monkey cages  

This is the drawback of Gander zoo 

 

Section 3 
Content: three students interview ) 

21-24  

Bob major:21.(medicine), 23  

22. Arts degree: literature and psychology  

( )  Which year of Carol course : 23. 1st year  

( ) (18 )  Donna's age 24. 18 “I'm not quite 19 yet”  

25  
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Why Bob choose his major     parents want   

“parents want me to be a doctor. And it is no more than 3 words here, so I have to put parents 

want here”  

26—28  

26. poor oral Chinese  

27. boring general science  

28. special rule  

 
Section 4 

, lecture tutorial Content discuss two universities 

Oxford and Cambridge 

29-31 12 : 

29. These two unversities were built up in 12th century  

Two facts of building: 30. royal commission  & 31. lose of monopoly  

32.Cambridge is famous for producing : scientists  

33. Oxford: establishment of country  

34. Oxford and Cambridge operate a: tutorial system  

35. tutorial time: an hour  

36. tutorial population: 2  

37. essays based on: booklist  

38. where can borrow books: college/faculty/center library  

39—40. True or False  

39. Oxbridge is public school  T 

40. More people go to private school in France than in England.  T 

 

 

 

V25 
 
Section 1  

Alex  

Personality grandmother

grandmother

sister one  

1—3 :  

<1957>, mother come from Britain, grandmother “Alex(female)'s father come from Greece in 
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come from Russia”---  

1. Alex’s father came from Greece to England in 1957  

2 .Alex’s(female) father’s job: railway worker  

3. Alex’s mother came from Britain, her job:  teacher  

4—7 : 

“Grandmother's appearance & Personality Alex’s grandmother came from Russia and she is a dancer”  

Grandmother;s appearance :4. blond hair  and 5. beautiful  

Grandmother’s personality: 6. funny  and 7. intelligent  

8—10)  

 

8. 1960   

9.___ _  

10.  Alex  one  child It is the very first time I am the uncle.  

 

Section 2
“financial advices” lecture ,

Share,

( )  

 

 

11. Second hand  

12. Common room  

13. Share books  with  friends  

14. At least one copy  

15. Over $200  

16. equipment  

17. Essential  

18. Petrol costs  

19. Student service  

20. Don’t waste  your  money  
 
Section 3

 

vidio project include title, three types of passages 

NO.1 people include :girl’s name, boy’s name, and  

 

21. people include :girl's name,boy's name,and ( students.) 
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22.Tittle: A College Tour  

23. designer & writer   

24 C Thursday 

25-26. city overhead view , college close-up  

27  Interviewee : teacher  

28—30.  

 

28.  C  

29. , C quality 

30.  B clear & informative 

 
Section 4

Three Field System Outline

 

lecture  three fields system (commuter)

2 commuter

3  

three field method commuter

commuter  

 

31 Every year  

32. 19th  

33. Destroy /destroyed  

34.  Administrator  

35. Three field methods  

36. Real power  

37. 2000  

38. Today  

39. Commuters  

40.  

V26 
 
Section 1 

penny  Penny ,

:(25% discount,black skirt)

room12 4 …… mrs waddell 
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3—10  

1—2)  

1.  ? Where is Penny going to work in?   A 

A. a ladies' dress shop  

B. a department store 

C. a children’s shop  (next to the children’s store) 

2. Penny Which section is Penny going to working?    C. 

A. The youngster 

B. The youngest 

C. The young set  ( )  

3—10)  

Pay:       $6.50 an hour 

Break:   one hour lunch time and 3. 15 minutes coffee break 

Holiday:    3 weeks in the first year 

4 weeks vacation in 4. the third year

 

Training:  5. the first Tuesday

 of every month 

Staff advantages and perks: staff discount of 6. 25%  on most items except sales 

goods 

Pension  ask Personnel Manager, his office in 7. Room 12  

Boss’ Name: 8.Mrs. Waddell  

Duties: serve customers 

9. do window dressing  

watch shoplifters 

keep an eye on stock 

Clothes to wear:  10. a black skirt  and a red blouse, 

name badge 

 
Section 2  

( kindergarten ) doctor‘s name  emergency contacts 

 

11—15)  

?  (C) .24 

22 24  

12. helper?  ( C) 8  . 
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8 1-3 8 3

24 3*8 24  

13.helper ?  (C)  

A, higher certificate of childcare. 

B. ------- 

C. certificate of childcare, 

14. ? 

 (A) One week .  

15. helper certificate  

 (C) physical activities, music and painting.  

16—18  

16. ,  

  (special computers). & (full wheel chair)   

17. relation  

: (a retire house); & (local pet shop) . 

18.  ($250/Week) . 

$400, 400 full-placement 

a half-placement pee $250 

 

19—20 :   

two care:  

19. (your doctor's name)  

20. (emergency contact No.) or emergency telephone number  

 

Section 3  

  

no more than three words(or a figure)   

  

21—22 :   

important exam, the most important is to: 

21. Enjoy your courses  

22. Learn well  

23. plan 6 weeks  

24. revision immediately and regularly  

25 plan emergencies  breaks   

26 24 80%  
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60% 80%  

27-28 cramming the test ( ) 27. (added panic)  28. (lack of sleeping) 

29 (biology) 

Review topic and decide on (order/priority)  

30  (75 minutes) 

Section 4  
 

 

 

V27 
 
Section 1  

HOME STAY , : KEIKO   

  

 

1—5  

1.        Surname (Yuichini)  

surname: Surname Yuichini first name Keiko 

2  Passport number: (JO6337) 

3  Course applied: (Advanced English Study) 

4.        How many coursed are finished till the date  (5 weeks) 

--- 20weeks 5weeks 

 

5  Home stay time (4 months) 

6. ( )  home stay non-smoker ,( non-drinker), ( having pets) 

7—10  

7 The favorite food       seafood  

8.      Tennis  

handball  

9. Preferred transportation  train  

10.    This afternoon  

 

 

11.register,enrollment course time: 20 weeks  

English couse about: 4 or 5 weeks  
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Section 2 
VISA  

11—20 Gap Filling: 
 
Visas: 
Visas needed by almost all nationalities 
Visas can last 11. (90 days ) 
You need to pay 12. ( 30/ 30 pounds) 
Note: Price may change according to the time 
Go to 13. (your own embassy) to apply. 
You can get the information of embassies on 14. (page 13) of the student handbook. 
If you want to re-enter Esmian island, you must get a multi-entry visa. 
Currency: 
If you carry a lot of money you should complete a 15. (currency form.) 
If you wish to get a Youth transportation card, you should show an 16. (International Student Card.) 
The information can be obtained from 17. (page 13) of Handbook.  
You should take 18. (12 passport photos) with you. 
Money  
Must take 19. (Yen ) or 20. (Australian dollars) 
Credit cards not acceptable because of fraud 

carried advance  
 
Section 3 

SHOPPINGD SURVEY, GAP FILLING
PIE CHART  

Research on shopping habit. interview a girl about the most usual shopping place(big dpartment store), 

mony she usually spend 

(sorry again), most hard for her to buy 

(Jeans) then there 's a talk about the survey result. Pie chart with different part for u to fill the accurate 

number, on how much pe ople usually spend in shopping. and then, what's most people feel hard to buy. 
21—24) Gap Filling: 
21. Occupation (cashier) 
22. How much spend per week shopping (50 pounds), 
23. Where often go big department store  
24. What difficult to buy (jeans) 
25—27) ,  
25. 50%  (45 )    
26. 15%  (75 )      
27      35%  (20 )  
28—30)  
28.29.30. shoes,sportswear, trousers  3  
 
Section 4  

, ,  
A lecture,  

GOAL PLAN day plan ,month plan 
and term plan , month plan and term plan will be better,this lecture’s intention is to make you study 
more efficiently. 
 
31—40)  
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31. what is the lecture provide? A. extra materials   
   A. extra materials   B ……     C personal consulting 
32.  B plan all the available time 

A.    B plan all the available time   C  
34 work systematically  
35.  B extensive writing 
36.  B get good results 
37.  A practical materials for planning  
38. suggest  plan an hour 
39.focus on  B weeks and terms  
40. B.plan all the available time    
A. make plan every day   B.plan all the available time    C.more leisure time    
36.  one sight that student feel press is     A trouble in library 
A .trouble in library  B.low attendence    C.anger with no reason    D. no reason 

 
 
 

V29 
 
Section 1  

 
1--4  
1. how to get money    B 
A. student fund 
B. advertisement  

“If we put on it a few commercials, we could manage.”  
C. donation 
2. what’s the topic of the meeting ?    C 
A. how much to pay them for the work 
B. who will be in the participate 
C. how to assign the work 

,  
 

How many students want to take part in the radio station? A.lot of praticipants 
3. To complete, who will be in the particulate  ( ?)    C( A) 
A.      record a sample program 
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B.       perform in from of the ** 
C.      send in their idea 

share the idea  or  give the record 
4.  They want their program to be   C  
A. local               
B. various           
C.unusual “different from others”

        
5-7.  

 
Pick up three items that they mentioned they would do in their program in the dialogue:?  

 interview  &  local news &  local music 
 

band  
“they would like to invite some local bands performing there”& “they want to take about some hot 

topic like environment problems”  
A.      interview                                   B. current affairs they say they want to talk 

about some hot topic like environment problems              
C.local music                                              D.phone-in              
E.local news  (

local news, )     F.forgot  
8-10  

What to be done When Who is in charge of 

---------------------- End of October ----------------------------- 

----------------------- --------------------- Mike 

------------------------ Mid-November 

  

8. Helen and (Kevin) for they 

would be in charge of 

something 

(

) 

Soundproof 9. early December  Mary’s 

work early

 

Sally 

10 (design time table ) 

 theny should work it out 

------------------------------- ------------------------------------ 
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 Section 2  

The third part of the conference, the lecturer is Professor John Smith from Melbourne University, and the 

topic is Computers as Teachers 

Outline: A conference on computer system language learns

 

11-16  

TIME   LOCATION 

9:00 AM 11. : the title of the 

man : (Professor) John Smith 

( John Smith is a world expert on 

the use of computer’s language) 

12. :  the title of his lecture:  

Computers as Teachers  

  

10:30 AM Presentation of papers – In Ballroom 1, 2 (level two) and in the 

Garden room (located on the ground 

floor) 

11:15 AM Coffee break 13. refreshment place: in (Sea View 

Restaurant) 

12:00 

  

lunch 14. Passage: via lift on (the ground floor

) 

( “The restaurant is at the top 

floor of the hotel. To get the 

restaurant use the lift on the ground 

floor”  

the lift on the ground floor

to get the restaurant at 

the top floor) 

2 00 PM Presentation of papers (review again) level two (arrived on time) 

15. (3:10 ) 

PM 

afternoon tea ----------------- 
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5:00 PM Conference will be finished   

5:10   16.(Palm )  

Lounge 

v29 s2 ,refreshment served at/in: foyer  

17--20 ( )   

17.The tickets for the cocktail are available A.at any time 

A.at any time       B. tomorrow evening     C. only during registration  D at the receptionist 

18.The cocktail party will cost conference delegate? B. $15.00 

A. $6.50            B. $15.00             C. $25.00 

“ the delegate fee is $15 ,and the fee for the guest is $25 ”  

19. the restaurant is famous for B. fish 

A. steak         

B. fish  ( “the woman said it is a famous seafood restaurant”) 

C. barbecue 

 20.The trip on Sunday will cost   A. $35 in total 

A. $35 in total        B.$35 plus entrance fees     C.$35 plus lunch 

“The $35 fee include transport, entrance and packed lunch.”  

3 30PM Friday evening,Conference dinner---in a local sea food restaurant 

 

Section 3  
( ) ( ) , , ,

,  

21.  Kira chose the course because she  
   A.  completed her course in her home country 
   B. took 2-year course in her home country 
   C. wanted to study it 
 
22.  In order to be successful in her study, Kira should  
   A. write faster    B. read faster   C. change her way of thinking (critical)  
 
23.  Kira thought that lecturers are easier to approach than those in her home  country. 
24.  Paul suggest that Kira may be more maturer than when she was studing before. 
25.  Kira told the teachers the problems that worry them or that  interest them very much. 
26   how did they do practical sessions? 
     in small groups 
27.  how often did she do the job in hospital in vacation?  
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     every second day 
28.  how much full-time do they work during the semester? 
     2 weeks 
29.  After completing the course, how did she feel ? 

      much more confident 
30.  Besides language, what else should the overseas students be familiar with? 

     education system 
 
 Section 4  
Aztec['eztek] 16 (1521)

( )
,  

31—35 NO MORE THAN 3 WORDS : 
31.In what form did the Aztec pay their tribute to emporer?   particularly crops  
( : The all people of the Aztec***(Emma) paid their tribute, a kind of people infect, but not paid in 
church that in goods particularly crops.) 
32. When the historian become aware of the rapid population growth among Aztec?  1970s  
(When the historian realizes the rapid population of Aztec: “

” “ ”) 1970s 
1519, conqueror of Spanish army entered the city aztec 200 

That was 200 years ago before the Spanish 
conquest 1300 to 1500  

In a period from 1300 to 1500, one of the major population explosion in the history, increasing 
from about 150000 to around a million. That was 200 years ago before the Spanish conquest.  
33. Which areas besides hill sides did the Azetecs bring into cultivation? Where will they cultivate besides 
the hillside?  wetland/marshes   

Wet land for cultivation, for example marshes  
34. where did the only archaeological evidence come from?    
where the only evidence are found in archaeology?  ( out of capital) “out of”if there 
is. 
35. Apart from home what kinds of buildings did Cuexcomate have?    (storehouses and temples )   

capital   
two kinds of buildings other than houses they found : storehouses and temples  
36-38.   
The speaker mentioned several factors suggest that Atec farmer were more than simple peasants?   

B D F 
A.      the payment of high tributes 
B.       the existent of a marketa systerm 
C.       imports from other country 
D.      the exchanging of craft googds 
E.       the export of highly decoration pottery 
F.       the exsistent of pottery    ( imported rich-colored pottery import) 
39—40 .  
Rich colored bowls are in the house of both families and 39. common residence  
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noble familis and ordinary peasants   
Same in the case of metal  
Only exception on this 40. precious stones which we can probably ignore 
 
 
 

V30 
 
Section 1

VISA

3 4 4 5 US Dollars Credit Card. the 

latest one, the new one (CD) by 9

Silent Ireland Silent

Salent 10  
1. visa can take no more than _7_ days  apply for a visa : 7days 
2.injection vaccine for Yellow Fever  
3.you should take mosquito nets  
4. buy a special cream in chemist’s  
5. take (walking boots) 
6. traveler's checks in (US Dollars)  7.and  (Credit Card).  
8. : 

CD present 
the new one (CD) by the latest one. 

CD : called Plastic ; 
9. , Silent Island  
10. video Rain Forest   
 
Section 2= test2s2  
 
Section 3

lecture student service  
service? 260 2x00?  

  
 :  

21. the same lecture cafe  
where have three students been to? A the same lecture 
A the same lecture   B the different lectures   C Coffee 

    Lecture 
 A  

22. What is Jane’s problem ? want to write down too much 
(Jane's difficult to take down everything because Jane always attempts to write down too much things) 
23.Ian has the same problem : borrow notes from his friends 
(Ian Ian always borrow other's notes /borrow notes from friends) 
24.Sally Ian recorder lecture 
recording tape is  waste of time 
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25.  
Jane Jane ? B. spiral notebook / loose notebook 

26. C.review promptly  
27.Sally taking headings, to help to review   
28. Ian think how to emphasis? : repetition / lan  
29. Where to take notes? : margin or overhead 
30. Sally abbreviation  
Sally said that : abbreviation is the best way to space out for saving time 
 
Section 4

 

31 7 8 32 34 gap filling

34 36

Section 4

 

31 : 7 3  

The content of the lecture     C. E. G   

A, ………… 

B, responsibility 

C, qualification require 

D, working environment 

E, working range/ Work objective / Working involve   

F, theoretical analysis 

G, Why to choose career 

32--35  

32. :  (planned recreation therapy ) method  

33.recreation therapist 10  (13 times)  

10  rank 13 

34.people taking this for career in 10 years (35,000) ; 

( 10 35000 , ) 

35. increase rate: (26%) 

36-37  

36.  

What kind of job he is doing? : , treat  psychological  patient 

37. , 

What to do at the first stage?  :  assessment of patients 

39-40  

38. Where to need the course? working place in community / Community Based Places 
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39. Qualification for assistance in nursing: Nursing Diploma / diploma in Nursing 

40. Qualification for management: a Master’s degree  

 

V31 
Section 1

 
, ,

. , 

W:Hi, you must be bill, the new guy, you would not be afraid of, /kwontig/( ). I`m /neitz/. Coffee? 

M:lovely, thanks . 

W:Where should(?) you from ? 

M:Saint Geoge`s. It`s near Britain`s.(?) 

W:Oh, I knew, near football /seitig/(?). 

M:No, that`s a patrate( ). Saint Geoge`s is near the library. People often getting confused with Geoge 

hospital. 

W:That`s the small hospital near the carthedral 

M:Yes, That`s it. 
 
1 D  “I can’t concentrate on my degree.”  
  I need to work much harder to get my degree.I need concentrate,but….and I thought there will be 
a few distrucion in the share house. 
2   C  
( 3 4 3 bill 6 —  “6 people here”) 
3 :D  
4-5. E D 
6-7,  
8-9, A. clean the bathroom, and  D. vacuum the stairs. :AD.  
10 Want more details should first contact ( landlady) 

“you should first contact your landlady”,  
 

Section 2
6 30 around my usual ( ), my wife’s birthday, special present, best 

together, got good start. 10-16
my daughter’s (daughters) congratulations. Robert

2 Vivian heart of wishes.
wonderful person, the day ran down, including went down, pay

lunch, 4 hours work,
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Army official, 2 17-20 +as usual, 
argue, pleasure excitement, energy, before becoming 
a grandfather, disabled people’s rights  changing voting system 
11—16  
11. How many children does the man have?  C 
A. one child    B. two children      C. three children including two girl and one boy  
12. Which is the problem he met at work is something dealing with   C 
A. money    B. staff      C. technology 

“there is something wrong about the telephone network in that morning”
staff problem  

13. How does the man solve the problem at last? B 
A. arguing with others     B. pay extra mone    C. promising a favor for someone 
14. Who is the men’s hero? A 
A. sportsman         B. actor          C.——— 

hero  
15. .Why is the man late for the lunch? C 
A. another meeting    B.————            C. traffic jam 
16. Who does the men meet? C 
A.——     B. arm friend     C. girlfriend 

He met an old friend, who is his old girlfriend in school time. He said he broke up with her few years 
before  
17—20  
17&18.The man recall this day.  
Why the man says it is a typical day of him   &  
A. an excitement of work 
B. a sense of achievement  
C. met with friends 
D. the long hours work 
E.  
19&20.What the man hope to do  
What does he want to do before retirement   &  
A. become a grandfather 
B. ********* 
C. contributing to the laws for the disable persons  
D. improve the voting system  
E. ********** 
 

Section 3 
presentation, two students discuss about presentation , . 

21-- 23 Blank  
21. Teacher  ( ) 
22. Students have 5  minutes to ask questions. 
23. The presentation won’t be assessed  
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24—27 Matching  
A. will do in presentation   
B.  may do in presentation   
C. will not do in presentation 
24. Geographic Location ――A. will do in presentation 
25. Economics――B. may do in presentation 
26. Education History A. will do in presentation 
27. Language――C. will not do in presentation 
28—30 Table  

Tools Things they need  Where the tools from Where to get them  

Overhead projector 28 Media room  

Map of Africa 29 Resources room   

resources  

Map of …    Tourist brochures 

Figures     30 Embassy   

“

encyclopedia ” embassy  

30. Statistics  of school places Same as above 
 
Section4 

  
1—3  
1. 75%,   2. 60       3. 40  
4--10 : 
4. 220 beats per minute 
5. 85 (85 75 75

85 )75% is high,85% is your maximum  
6. age  
7. 10 minutes   

coffee drink for example,may more likely to be under stress,other causes may be not 
enough sleep,also coffee ……and being same people found unhealthy diets. 
8. not enough sleep  
9. smoke too much  
10.  unhealthy diet  
 

V32 
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Section 1

 musical festival, 
1---4 : 
1. festival last one month, one month  
2. concert8:00pm 6:00am concern began at 8:00pm,but 
somebody go there at? : 6:00—7:00am  
3. picnic they will watch the performance :on the grass.  
  festival How Long are this festival held each time? D. 4 weeks  
4. : sit near the loud speakers  
5—10)  

Performance Time Date Location 

"Chameleon"  ------------ ------------ 5. Drama Theatre  

----------- 6. 10:00am to 

4:00pm  

------------ ------------ 

----------- ------------- ------------- 7. Town Hall  

------------ 8. 7:30 pm  9. 21st  ------------ 

------------ -------------- -------------- 10. Harbor  

  
Section 2 

bad cold 3 weeks 3 (2 pills) 5
make you sleepy

under department, reception  
11—13 :  
11. The doctor detected that the guy has got a  (chest) infection 
12. He has been infected for (3 weeks). 
13. Doctors blame the patient not to see doctor soon, The doctor was annoyed because he did not  
(come before then) 
14. The doctor prescribed for him some  (antibiotics) 
 
15--20  

Medicine Times per day For how long Attention Side effects 

penicillin 15. Two (pills),  

3 times a day 

(5) days 16. Take before 

meals  

Feel sick  

cough mixture/ 

cough medicine 

 (2 spoons) a day ******* ******** 17. (Drowsiness) / 

(make you sleepy)  
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15 “you take 2, 3 time a day, 5 days, until this Saturday/Sunday”
penicillin  ” pills ”  

  
18 20  

18. X ray department a letter a man in 19. reception doctor 
a 20. sick note in next fortnight. 

 

Section 3
Spiro Hiroko  discuss with their tutor about their presentations 

3 1  
21.  
Hiroko topic presentation,  : He was not nervous about it 
22.Spiro ,they just read out their notes, . interesting

: interesting *** 
23. What did Hiroko feel about his presentation?  B 
A he is not confident  ( He was not nervous) 
B, he is unsatisfied  ( “he feels no sense of satisfaction.”) 
C, he feels no sense of relief. 
24.What did Spiro feel about her presentation? 

C. She found others know each other well. 
( discussion ) 
25.Spiro presentation ? : (prepare some) interesting topics 
26.Spiro ? : consulted a lot of reference books 
27.Hiroko lack of vocabulary, reading speed 

reading speed  
H said that he want to improve the level of reading, because?  A 
A) lack of vocabulary            B) reading speed                    C) reading strategy 

lack of vocabulary, reading speed A  
28.Spiro topic a)environmental study, 
b)public health?, engineering engineering 
29.Hiroko    A or B 
A)vocabulary,   B)reading speed,    C)reading strategy 
30.S A, environmental study 
 
Section4
Content: Mary . ,

. (migration), grammar change gender, tones map of the world , include 
Europe, American, South Asia, Africa, , , ,

, . ,
preposition postposition. POSITION /  
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31) Mary sound 50,000  5,000  
 31   

32) gender XXX  
33)  (tones) found existing in Chinese  
34)  (Spanish) XXX  
35)  (Japanese) XXX  
35-36  

A Europe  
B Africa  
C South East Asia  
D America  

The initial migration was from 36. B Africa to D America 

This pushed the population from South Africa 37. A Europe to D America 

We found XXX still existing in 38. C South East Asia 

We found XXX in 39. B, A, D 

We found 40. Gender still existing in  XXX 

V33 
Section 1

accommodation rent move out  
 ( ) 

1. Empty for: (2 weeks )  
Rent: $400  /Month 400 4 2   

  Apartment number: (889740) 7.10  
3..Address No.: (17A)   
4. Landlady's telephone number: (889740) 7.10  
5~6. Switch on: (water heater) and fridge  
7. The price of hiring a cleaning maid: $25   
8..Rules: before go outside—must (lock all windows);  
9..Rules  must not (play music) after midnight 
10..Call (landlady) Mrs. Roche for further information or want more details  

Section 2

, , . 

1 START POINT 

2  
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3  

WESTEAST MIDDLE AREA( )

SOUTHEAST. 

11. ,    park main purpose?  B education and research 
12—14. Area  

“ ”――

  
12. (Forest Area )     
13. Fishing Farms  ( ) 
14. (Market Garden)  
2004/8/28 breed fish 
15—18.   
15. When doesn't open to the public  A. short period of the year/almost all the year 
16. Why animals feed here? Kept to variety of breeding 
   breed fish 
18.What are the transportation tools used in the park?  C  
   A tram, bus, train   B bike, walk, motorcycle C tram, bike, walk  D taxi, tram, solar car  
19. Species in rare animal area   C  
   A. hens and horses B. goats and horseC. hens and goats  

horse hens and goats  
19.What can you see at this time? Park bloom of flowers   demonstration of 
fishing  

5 “fish demonstration”,  demonstration of fishing
 

20. What you can buy in reception desk   
D. books about animals & F. books about organize farming 8.28  

2. 

3. 

1
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A. soft drink “soft food”  
B. .all kinds of food.  “a little kind of food” home 
made food “various food”  
C. soft toys  
D. books about animals “wildlife”  
E. books about local area  
F. books about organize farming   
G.  

 
Section 3
 
Section 4
A woman introduces a historical museum tribe

lecture Filling Gap T/F/NG   GAPS (no more 

than 2 words)  
31. The tribe is (10,000) years ago  
32. Research time from (1972 to1973)       
33. Find painting on temple walls  
34. bones of children and adults , 
35. Study of female corpse teeth, fingers, and bones  
36. Enlarged: the big toe  
37. Find of: homes   
38. teeth grain didn't remove out didn't move out  and small stones  
40. They put mills/(grain) on the ground  
41. Why they don’t have teeth decay, because their food don't contain (sugar ) / bacteria  

V34 
Section 1

/
week by week fridge, living room 

furniture, bed, desk 20
insurance. . Saturday, Monday

 

1-3  

1 accommodation[lovely view/pool/furniture/garden] A:house with a pool 

2 garden food 
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shop  

A.near the bus stop 

B.nearby park PARK, PARK

SWIMMING anyway it’s near to a shop and we can buy food there  

C.the house near food shop shop,

 

3 The rent of the furniture is more cheap if 

A.week after week 12 6

week by week  

B 6 months 

C 12 months 

4-7 8 4 items  no furniture  

4,fridger 

5,desks 

6,beds  

7,dining room furniture in kitchen( ) 

8-10were fulfill 

8, 20 pound /week 

9 all the items have security insurance 

10, get information on satauday 

 

Section 2
A female chancellor ( ) ,  
11)--15)  ( ) 
11. when will classes/courses begin/start?  in the following day 

A. next week      B. in the following day        C. the day after tomorrow 
12. tired     traveling 

A. traveling      B .lecture        C. assessment 
13. Where have the class? main lecture hall  

near the student union building 
she said “just in front of the student union building where I am just giving this lecture very close/ nearby 

from here  
14. the library is a    large building 

A. large building       B. very big room        C. the library is near the building (
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)  
15. library open on ( weekend)  

 
16—20)  

, plan   
16.  (a good record.)  
17. leisure time weekend holiday  (only in weekend) 
18. tend to?  (reverse the teacher’s advice) 
19.science course  (all through the year) 
20.recreation  (second place to consider after study) 

---- cover the text 
books cost text books paid 
 

Section 3
full-time, part-time,

part-time and distance( ) full-time
part-time text book fulltime or part time (A) 30 
textbooks a specialist course bachelor   
The course of school can be divided into general courses and specialist courses. 
21-29  
21. The specialist subjects/courses? compulsory and regular  
22. Microbiology science course is available for? A full-time and flexible study time full-time and 
students only 
23. technology .Applied science course available for full-time on the 
compus  
24. ? Who are interested in microbiology science course? 

A. ---------------------- 
B. people out of campus ( ) 
C. people who work in industry ( , ) 
D. which need work experience 

25. /Why a subject starts later  
A. --------------------- 
B. no experimental facilities 
C. ---------------------- 
D. the lab equipment is too expensive 

( expensive B no 
experimental facilities) 
26. .What subject is increasing the quickest? C environmental science   

the most popular course  
27—29. 8  
Three compulsory courses:  

A) *********                         B) computing  
C) mathematics ( )          E) statistics ( ) 
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D) ***********                     F) biology  
G) Laboratory Technology              H) ************ 

( ADGH Medical science/ medicine laboratory techniques math ) 
30. scholarship benefits Two of them is given , fill in the third  
    1 offered every year 

  2 $1500 cash 
  3 (book loans) cover the text books cost. 3  

 

Section 4
 

31—33)  
31.falcon :  is migratory except in Australian  

except in ------- example 
the exception is in South Africa .--  

8.28 Australian“ …… stay ……”
 

32. scientists there is a disagreement/controversy in their flying speed  / flight speed  
flying height

how fast they can fly  
33.male falcons are smaller than female birds, female falcons hatch eggs, while male falcons spend most 
of their life in (looking for food)  
34—37  

falcons   

    

2 weeks 34. Start to fly       

4 weeks  35. Fully grown       

4 months    36. Fill themselves / Leave their parents  

“hunting by their own” no 

more than 3 words

 

  

one year      37. 60% die   

 ( : , , ) 
38)~40)  
Scientists 5 steps  

Order Study 

First step  Catch the birds  
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Second 

step  

38. Attach identification  to chicks leg take foot rings, identification  

Third step  39 Check sex (note /notice the sex)  

Four step  Take blood sample  

Five step  40 Check / Examine general health thoroughly  

  

V35 
Section 1=

Section 2
Australia and New Zealand institute/school education exhibition 

enrollment time
UNDERGRADUATE; POSTGRADUATE 
 
11—12)   
11. : Malaysia  

;  
12. duration : 5 days ;  
The education exhibition held in Malaysia  for 5 days  
 
13)~17)   
13. International students   accommodation and specialized sport facilities  
14. What is the advantage for technical institutions? C 
A Highly-trained staff 
B Keywords ‘graduates’ 
C Many big companies will come to recruit their graduates 
15. tuition  The cost of secondary school includes? 

everything except books fees (but second-hand books in available easily :
 

Speaker talked about many things as tuition, facilities ….. but not books and he said you could buy 
second hand or with good price etc.  
16. Technical Institutes   Which of the following only possible in technical institutions? 

 offer full scholarship  
17. Technical Institutes New Zealand university is famous for? 

the high standard of education /educational standard high quality education  
 
18—20) : 
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full-time part-time enrollment time.  

Majors Types to choose   Time to offer 

   18. next year  

19. information technology  

 IT  

    

 20. part time and full  time    

 

 

My name is David White and I would like to welcome you to the international education exhibition for 1998 

were really pleased to 

be here in…….? and we hope during the next 5 days we’ll enjoy that educate instate from Australia and 

Newzealand have to offer. 

Now almost all of the exhibitors with will open on all of the 5 days. That’s Tuesday to Saturday. The 

exception of all the technical institutes which will be only available up until Friday. 

Ok? Right. 

So I’ll just go quickly through each of the exhibit areas. 

Right, let’s start with the first area. That’s section east 13 of the main exhibition mall which is the 

secondary schools exhibition. 

This is almost the biggest area of the exhibition. 

Now, there are 75 secondary schools form all over and each one is very information exhibits. 

As well, I think there are 20 schools here that are offering both education and accommodation facilities for 

over seas students. 

There are a lot of exhibits ready to give advice on a number of issues you as counseling for your children. 

Once they’re here 

maybe what sporting facilities are available in the community. 

I am sure you are concerned about expenses such as books and uniforms when your child starts studying. 

But the fees that you 

pay for secondary school enhance over all tuition sports equipment any exam fees and school uniforms. 

However, you will have 

to pay for all book…..there are very good new and 2nd hand text ……………. 

Now next the sections as you can see in the main hall are all technical institute, there are 30 institutes 
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provide high growth 

industry. Such as computers travel and tourism. Becoming highly traveled qualified graduates who are 

excellent and full of 

opportunities once they graduate. 

You may wish to consider this opportunity in the right tertiary institution. 

In fact, there are a many business that actually visit campuses to recruits and accommodation facilities. 

There is also the chance 

to obtain full scholarships. 

I think that is an excellent idea. I believe only technology institute if offering this. Am I right? Ok, now, in 

section east 14 of the 

main hall, we have the main universities which will be offering undergraduate course and post graduate 

sorry no just 

undergraduate. 

Almost every major university will be represented here and I’m sure you’re aware of the student of each 

university. They’re well 

know for their high level of education their teaching methods and above all their modern facilities which are 

admired through the 

world. 

So there universities offer a wide range of extra curricular activities that will help overseas students meet 

other students and help 

them adjust more quick. 

18-20 

finally in section south 17 we have the universities and colleges that offer postgraduate studies. 

I’d like to quickly go through the most common areas offered for postgraduate studies in Australia and NZ 

and explain which are 

available and whether they’re full-time or part-time. 

Business study is available full-time and is offered at present whereas architecture won’t be available until 

next year and will be 

part-time only. 

Campus studies is full-time at the moment and will stay the same next year but a new full-time course 

information-technology will 
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be available next year. 

Finally, engineering it used to be full-time only but will be offered as part-time as well as every evening 

next year. 

If face this faculty will be offering even more par-time postgraduate course next year. 

Right, then now all the times location for each exhibition will be found in your information book. Once again 

welcome to the exhibition and hope you find a suitable place to study. 

 

Section 3   4 Test1 S3, 

Section 4
lecture.

television , Reading Ability/habit Parents teaching and TV watching ,

summary matching   

It is a research in reading books, one answer is (average), use to describe the reader's level and spend 

how many staff/day to get the results. 
31—35) 1  

Her team size: 31. 3  

9.18 6---She said“half her team is 

here and here are 3 including herself”  

Key approach: 32. parental teaching  

Very poor readers 5 7  

33. Average ability readers very poor readers  

Good readers   

Intensive study need  34. Interview parents  

31. the research How many people join in research 3  
32.  Methods: parental teaching  
33. 1 .Very poor readers 5 7    

 2 . Average ability readers very poor readers  
 3 good readers  

34. Intensive study need Interview parents  
 
35-39  

8 150 55
parental influence  
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A survey of  35. 150 children  38. 0.8     ******* 

research of  36 50-55     analysis staff 

week 39. 1.5  weeks to visit 

******* 

37. investigation  in 8 schools     ******* 

0 zero o naught   
 
40. 6 2  

programmer expect problem  Lecture
problem:  
A.    
B. parents feel threatened   
C.   
D.  
E. lack co-operate research elements 

parental parent   
----the woman said "lack of cooperation from different parties/teams".   

Question31-40 

Good morning ladies and gentlemen I am speaking today on behalf of my research team which consists of 

two other primary teachers in addition to myself. 

All of us are trained teachers with five years experience working in the …area. We have applied for this 

grant because we are 

exoterically interested in investigating problems with reading habits amongst people in the primary level. 

Our specific research questions are firstly does having TV, sorry having bedroom TV lower a Child’s 

reading age. 

We feel ….period is important because in …period falls specifically on the child and secondly there is a 

having link between 

children being good readers and having parental teaching. 

Now if I can just give you a little background on our proposal. 

Our motivation to investigate this question came out of an informal conversation with an 8 year old child. 

There is a total of 14 

poor very readers in our school. With them we in every dingle case we found they were watching over 5 

hours of TV everyday. 

Now in some cases this case to 7 hours. Now this was in contrast with 10 average ability readers who 
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watched an average of 2. 

1/4 hours in a day who reported a maximum of 1 hours a day and significantly a not of time learning 

reading with mum and dad. 

Now what we like to do with our research is to obviously get more investigation is to expand the task to get 

out and interview 

parents. 

Because remember we are dealing with young children here them spent some time analyzing the 

correlation and the that would 

be in much detail than we’ve been able to do without research? 

If we were to just 100k at…..in detail the breakdown of requests research shows…..if you look at the top 

here are the left you see 

our first research strategy. We propose to survey 150 children and we want you to note1.5….. 

There are also the expenses involved in visiting schools we would like to do the survey in 8 schools two of 

which are some 

distances away and in total that allowance will cost 1800 pounds. 

Our second research plan is the interview staff 50-55 sets of parent and we want within the city limits the 

total cost about 2100 

pounds and finally it will take about 0.8 staff weeks with statistical analysis and additional cost for that 

would be the use of the 

computer center to do the ….analysis we need and that comes to 1000 pounds. So the grand total will be 

4950 pounds. 

….study will be of tremendous value but we do anticipate certain problems. 

Finally we feel very strongly our research will bring great benefits to many different groups. We hope it 

would help parents in their 

struggles to improve their children’s academic standards but perhaps most of all it will help bridge the gap 

which teachers often 

experience between school of home and help them. Help kids come to terms with learning problems 

through a change of habits and life styles. Thank you very much for you attentim……………. 

V36 
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Section 1= test3s1 
 

 

V37 
Section 1= test4s1
Section 2
Health club  
 
11—16.  
11. The number of people doing fitness training is  a. rising / increasing 
a. rising / increasing  (the number is increasing steadily)   b. steady      c. Falling 
 
12. The number of people in fitness training industry is higher than that in c. energy industry (>) 
a. forestry industry (<)       b. mining industry (=)            c. energy industry (>) 
 
13. The minimum qualification for the instructors at Health Club is   b. degree 
a. certificate        b. degree         c. Diploma 
 
14. The instructors get the special training in order to make them   a. understand their clients 
a. understand their clients (psychological courses)   b.----------   c. become fitter and stronger 
 
15. Many people give up fitness training because it  a.takes too much time  
a.takes too much time  
(it’s difficult to fit in their busy schedule) B  
b. costs too much money     c. makes people tired 
 
16. The overall aim of the Health club is to make people a. enjoy the training 
a. enjoy the training         b. increase self-discipline          c. lose weight 
 
17—20 .   
( ) 

Name of sports Positive effects Need something 

Walking Exercise your muscles 17.Good shoes 

Yoga  Make your body flexible 

Relax your mind 

18.Comfortable clothes 

  

Cycling Leg muscle are exercised 

19.Fitness is improved 

No special equipment 
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20.Weight training Stomach muscles training No special equipment 

Section 3
 

21—23  
21-23. The teacher asked the students to read prospectus for ACE 
A. study aids            
B. subjects offered           
C. group sizes  
D. support of students          
E teaching hours  
21-23  

marketing plan 
21. topic, A 
22.  B 
23. group  C  
8.21 21. discuss topic C. About marketing branch 
24—26  
24-26. The teacher recommended which university guide. 
There is information about: 24. sports , 25. entertainment , 26. accommodation 
27—30.  
The students may ask the following FOUR questions. ( ) 
A. research opportunities 
B. the drop-out rate / failure rate 
C. postgraduate students  
D. support*****  
E. the failure rate  ( “rather than the failure rate”) 
F. assessment methods (how to give exams) 
G.academic teaching staff  
 
Section 4
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The Australian Environment 
…Historical Background  

European settlement  

…Terrestrial Background  

31.( Loss of soil /soil )  

because of hard-hoofed animals, e.g.: 32.(sheep and cattle) 

…Atmospheric pollution 33. (carbon dioxide )  

The effect of atmospheric: 33. (warming and air pollution).   

Use alternative energies like 34. (wind) and 35. (water) power 

…Water pollution  

Lack of water because of 36.( irrigation) and drinking, human consumption and 

sewage. 

Effects of 37.( cities) expansion   

38. social isolation  

…(Population) 

(immigrant)  ( ) 

39. (rainfall) 

…Distribution: over 80% in 40. coastal cities  

: stop water flowing

V38 
Section 1  

Anita part time job 

1—2  

1. What does the girl want to get: a part-time job  

2. Which year is the student in: the third year  ( 4years ) 

3—5 :  

 

Job Area Problem 

Reception 3. Sports Center ( ) Have evening lecture 

4. Cleaner  xxx center Too early to go 

Shop assistance 5. library  --------- 

Office Assistant  

6—10.  

Address 6. International  House 
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Room number 7.  B659  

Job 8. Office Assistant/reception  

Duty 9. answer the phone  

Interview time 10. 11:30AM on Friday  

Section 2
cave  

11--14  

11. Where is the information board  A.reception/ in the village 

A.reception desk/ in the village      

B. inside the cottage       

C. on the beach 

information COTTAGE information receiptionest 

desk receiptionest desk  

12. Which sport you must booking in advance ?  B. water-skiing 

A.--------      

B. water-skiing           

C. windsurfing 

13. Ticket include:  B. a map of cave 

A. shoes     

B. a map of cave    

C. safety helmet 

( ) 

14—17  

14. XXX be recommend for families outside traveling to safari park  

15. Children are permitted to feed animals  

16. Red kangaroo is larger than  a person  

17. crocodile / koala can live at least 50 years  

18-20.  

inland region  (buy some souvenirs), (visit farmer), (visit cheese production)  

( 26 )  

 go swimming: B C E 

 

Section 3= test4s3  
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Section 4

. 

31—35  

31. for: A 

A. all students              B. some student have some special need     C. all staff 

32. research the original reason is case: A  

A. a parent letter          B. letter from a head teacher            C. a teacher’s interest 

33. how much percentage rest in the end of first year:  A 

A 1/3 One third      B. 2/3 Two third        C.  

34-35. the role of staff / the teachers duty AC ( ) 

A  Recommend reading materials 

B  reporting the headmaster  

C  identify the problems in the teaching 

36—40  

VE: very effective   QE: quite effective      NRE: not really effective 

Problem Solution Effect 

Lack of time  Employ a 36 research 

assistant  

  

    37. NRE  

    38. VE

 

    39. QE BUT 

40.Resistance 

from parents  

    

  

V39 
Section 1

CD  
: CD  
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Address:           1. 11 Lake Avenue  

Telephone number:  2. 3176  

Client No:           3. AL2980  

CD name:           4. Reading Ahead  

Require/Help want to make:          5. computer sound card checkedDate and Time of 

visiting:   Date:                    6. 7 th July  

   7. Thursday  

Time:                              8. 9 A.M.  to 11 A.M.  

Feed back to 9. the shop manager  for this personal information 

If have any other question, read instruction of handbook 10. (Chapter 10) 

  
Section 2 test4s2  
 
Section 3 

 
 

21--23  
21. ?  C 
A. Studying      B. playing football        C. football training      D. training 
22. ,  referee a football match 
23.   B 
A. 18-50                   B. need a lot of experience 
C.                             D. do not need to be football player 
24—27  
24.  8 A.M. on Saturday   6 P.M. on Sunday  
( , ? intensive 8:00 6:00 “eight n six 
the same time of Saturday and Sunday”) 
25. Total number of class of referee: 60  
( “total number of class of referee 60” 
 “ 20 ” 60 

) 
26. intensive course:  curriculum vitae CV 

Find a place in the university  
27.  lack of practical course 
( reduce the rule more practical course) 
28—30.  
28. EXAM  B. 
A. difficulty of exam           B. the length of oral exam 
C. -------                    D. writing 
( 45 .. B difficult A 
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) 
29.   

 regrettable / hard to the professional 
30.   A.no further devrlopment 
( low pay, low pay but ) 

Section 4
, . , . 400 25%. 

1hour 5 , 2 minutes . 
  

31--35  
31. sheep shearing .   need lots of energy /professional 
32. paying is   unattractive 
33. pleasant  regular  
34. unsatisfactory pay hard to get visa   hard to find  
35--40   
35. 3 weeks  
36. develop disease , difficulties getting visa  
37. 1000 , 400  
38. 100 drop-out 25  
39. certificate :  (1 hour) 5  
40. 2 shear (2 minutes) /sheep  

V40 
Section 1=

Section 2=

Section 3=

V41 
 
Section 1
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home stay. bedroom, (desk 

and TV), enter room with house key 

meals and dinner--(7:00),Weekdays lunch at college, 

weekends lunch in fridge ,dinner-take away( ),no smoking in the room 

he don't eat(meat and cheese) 

bus:201A  
: school consultant home stay   
:  ( ) 

1.home stay. : own (bedroom)  
2. facilities in the room (desk and TV)  
3.he doesn't eat ( meat and cheese) 
4.weekdays dinner at (7:00)  
5.Weekdays: lunch at (campus) 
6.weekends lunch in (fridge) 
7.weekends lunch can eat in restaurant or (take away)  ( )  
8.  (incoming call),  
9.enter room with (house key)  he can keep the house key  
10.take the No (201 A) bus to school 
11.  garden  
no smoking in the bedroom but can go to the (garden) (smoke only in garden)  

: Access to the house will provided with____ 
     (two)( time for lunch at weekend) 

(Home) key for open the door 
 

Section 2=V06134S2=V06144S2=V08143S2
:  

  
 

 
  

For 
cars: 
  

11.traffic jam at (Junction 6) 

12.the road traffic jam between Newton to Polkeith  ( ) 

13.can be solved at mid-morning  

14.cause are traffic 

lights failure and 

(computer 

breaksdown) 

For 
trains: 
  
  

15.(express trains) are not affected 

16. reason: (strike)  ( ) 

strike  (ferres)  

17. may end in (midmorning) ; (midnight)  
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For 
ferries: 
  

18.( high winds ) at English Channel  

( HIGH WIND

……) 

19. can call (Sea Watch) Line,  45pence  

20. can call number : 0845656543  

zero eight…for further information 

 

Section 3
:  

2500 2000

repair costs

 

 4  
 
21---24)  
21.What does the man like most of the meeting? C 
A. ****      B. **** research        C. accessible discussion 
22. who are the respondents?  C  
A. some students       B. only students       C. mainly students 
23.what is the project subject?  between new cars and old cars  
24. How many questionnaire collected back?   A 
A.2000       B.2500           C. *** 

2500 2000 “2000”  
 

25—26  
25-26) what are the other two factors people consider when they buy cars? 

,  
25. C.power steering, 
26. D.seat belts ( ) 
 
27—30)  
27.  students will consider price and (environmental issues/fashion) when they buy cars . 
28. because they are (classical ), cool and (cheaper) / fashion  
29. but (maintain cost/ repair fee) and insurance of old car can be very expensive 
30. ,  (safety and insurance )are two important factors need to be considered 
when buying cars. 
 
Section 4 

: 
 

31—32)  
31  give to your (tutor) for signature ;  
32 give a copy to (subcommittee ) for (approval);  
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33-- 40) :  
 recruit method 33.E.g. through advertisements   

 dead line 34.hand in by 14th November  

 

 investigators 35.need qualifications   

 

 36.must have sufficient details  

Special information of 37. finance  38..if you have any award  or sponsor 

  39.go to the  Safety Office  

  40.abour the starting point and expected duration  

Special information of places details of places 

V56 
Section 1= Test1 S1  
 
Section 2 

. 

3  

1. Parking Place 

2. Fish  (not sure) 

,  

Cycling Biology Science  

center 

Lake (1. car park, 2, garden, 3 cafe 

Section 3= Test3 S3  
 
Section 4=V40s4

V66 
Section 1

 

Customer details: 

1. Name:  Miranda Rigby   

2. 3. Flat 6, 2. Red House , 3. Church Road , Birmingham 

4. Telephone number: 793225  
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Film details: 

5. Number of exposure: 36 ( 24 ) 

6. Subject: photographs of wedding  

Processing details: 

7. : Branch   

Main branch in (New Street ) Branch 

8. Date submitted : (23rd April) ( ) 

Company actions: 

9. Ticket number: Q493Z  

10. 5 films and refund ( 10 , ) 

 
 
Section 2

renting property or buy property, ,

lower Evening news fees,

 . 6  
11. relatively higher than anywhere else  

11. less property  can be found compared with other countries. 
11. Rent can be ( lower )  if you feel unfair of treatment. 

12. , Hillinsen /Hilliesen
 

13. Evening News You can found information in Evening News on 
Thursday.  ( lower, ) 
14.minimum of six months  
15. / paying Fee  paying fee not required Fee  is not required when 
you book.  
16.  deposit Generally, you should pay a deposit  before rent a house.   
17.No charge  You can appeal to xxxx some place with no charge  
18  (New Street) 
19,20. 19.  ( local shops) and20.  (local schools) 
Last two fillings are local shops ( ) and local schools. ( ) 

items protection addition fee 

 
Section 3

 science easy to understand 
challenging lots of activities cinemas and 

clubs journalism, 3 
88 98 68  

21—23   
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21. journalist    C 
A. money      B. status         C. freedom money money 

status  
22.   B 
A. 66% ( 66%)          B 88%              C 98% ( )

88% 98% 66%  
88% find job before they leave the college 68% 98%

in the finally year 88% before they leave college during the course 
 

23. journalism   B 
A. , theoretical background       B. work placement        C. TV facilities 
24—25. science  
24.(easy to understand) 
25. challenging  
26—27 26.(cinemas) and  27. clubs ( cinema I think it is more convent) 
28. :lots of activities  
29. 1 year        
30. move to (apartment) 
 
Section 4

Process. Plastic. Seasoned Polished. Timber. Stone 
Sources:  
31 Manufactured: e.g. plastic There is some man-made materials, such as the example of (plastic)   
32 Natural need to undergo  processing before useBefore using, materials should be undergo 
(processing) 
33. Wood cut and seasoned ----timber Wood should be cut and (seasoned ) 
 34. Stone cut and polished Stone should be cut and (polished) 
Selection  
35. cost is not the only consideration…… too 
36.materials should (vary)  according to type, sharp, etc 

36. grain pattern of timber 
37. Use mathematic formula to evaluate the quality of wood, because words  are subjective, they are 
ambiguous in description. 
37—38)  

 Reflectance Rate  

Polished silver Almost 1.0 

Plastic painted white 37. .approximately (0.8) 

Quarry tiles 38. approximately (0.1)  

40. : (black velvet)  Almost 0 
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V67 
Section 1

 

Accommodation Form  

1 Second Name / Surname  Anu Bhatt  

2 Date of Birth  27th March 1972 /31st March 1972  

3 Major in Nursing  

4 2 years  

( 1 year, 3 hall 2years)  

5 bedsit ( ) 

6 Hobbies  theatre  and badminton  

I love the theatre, and sports, 

particularly the badminton,  

7. no red meat   

8 live with classmates  other mature students  

9 out of town  

10 have a shared social area  

 

A: Good morning, Can I help you? 

B: Yes, I’ve just been accepted a course at the university and I would like to try and arrange 

accommodation in the hall of 

residence. 

A: Yes, Certainly, please sit down. Well, there is stay at home we need to find out a little more about your 

preferences and so 

forth. 

B: OK, thank you. 

A: So, first of all, can I get your name? 

B: It’s Anuehagg. 

A: Press, and could I ask your date birth/ 

B: The first of March 1972. 

A: And, where are you from? 

B: India, *** 

A: And what will you be studying? 

B: I’ve done a course in nursing/ 

A: Right, thank you. 

B: And, how long would you want to stay in hall of residence. 
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A: Well, it will take 3 years, but I’d only like to stay in hall for 2. I’d like to think about living out side for the 

3rd year. 

B: Fine, and what did you have in mind for subjerian. Do you cook for yourself or have all your meal 

provided that’s for thought? 

A: Is there something in between. 

B: Yes, you can just have evening meal provided which is half board. 

A: That’s for? 

B: A lot of students, sir. 

A: Now, with that in mind, do you have any special diet anything that we should know about? 

B: Yes, I don’t take red meat. 

A: Now, please let the room itself, we have number of options, There are single study benroom or you can 

have a shared one. 

These are both what we called settler rooms. 

B: The other alternative is talk pre-single bedsit which actually has more space and better facilities. There 

is about 20 pounds a 

week difference between them. 

A: Well, actually, my grant is quite generous and I think the bedsit sounds the best option. 
B: Ok, Till put you down for that and we will see what the availability is like Now can I ask some other 

personal details which we 

might have on record. 

A: Yes, of course. 

B: I wonder if you could let us know what your interests are. It might help us personal action of placing you 

in particular hall. 

A: well, I love the theatre, and I enjoy sports, practically badminton. 

B: Arr. That’s the thing, now what we think should be on the form is a list from you of your priorities in 

choosing a hall. And we will 

do our best to take this into account. 

B: Well, the fact is I’d prefer a hall where there are more mature students if possible. 

A: We have more vacancies out of town. 

B: Lucky. 

A: Anything else? 

B: Well, I would like to something with shared area, TV room, for example, or something like that. It’s a 

good way to socialize. 

A: Yes, I will need acontact telephone number for you. 

B:!@#!$% 667549 

A: There will be a contact as soon as possible. 

That’s the end of section 1, now turn to section 2 on page 3 
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Section 2  6 Test 2 S2  
 
Section 3 5 Test2 S3  

 
Section 4 

4

department building media center 

nursery  

31—34  

31  research methods /modules technology

 

32 research skill including writing and finding a job  

33 books of economics are kept in the old library  

34 Math books are in their department building  

35—36) About computer facilities  

35 some large building can not copy  

36 using paid card for laser printing  

37—40)  

 

37 (nursery) opposites the student union ( )    

38 (medical services) 

39 (media center) 

40 the building is behind the ( E new library) 

37 38 39 40   

40 physical 39 media centre 38 student union and 

student restaurant medical centre nursery 37  

V68 

37 

38 

39 40 
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Section 1
  

1—3  
1 : 12th June  apr.10  
2. : 50 pounds  
3 Address NO.2 Gold Street    
4—7 : (

) 
  

Juggling( ) ------------ 

Mine 4. Drama teacher  

5. Comedy   

6. Magic  School boys 

7. Country music   
8                    
8. How about the piano:  B 
A. Difficult to move     B. rarely played      C. Is in perfect tune 
9-10  
9.dress rehearsal (23rd April ) rd ~~  
10.remember to take cassette recorder   

 

Section1 

W: Hi, is it Jimmmy here? 

J: O! hi, how are you 

W: Fine, I am just running about a children in need of charity concern that you sign up for, you know, to 

raise money for the 

children of school and hospital. 

J: O!…………. 

W: Yes, I am the secretary of the local branch, so we just ringing around to see if the people signed up to 

be involved in the 

concern, it is so interesting. 

J: O, yes….. 

W: I am sure you can make a team. We organize now. it is on 8 to 10, it is April,10 now, regularly on June 

12th, so you got plenty 

of time, 

J: Ok! In that case. 

……………. 

……………. 

W: Yes, we have to meeting musicals, you know, the ground concern. By they are habit, they just need 50 

pounds. 
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……………. 

W: We did not have anything to book for the charity evening so……… 

J: Great! En….where is it? 

W: You know Gold road just outside the ground theater? 

J: Of Churchill? Somewhere near Chinese restaurant? 

W: Yes, it is called Gold Street. Well…It is .NO.2 and you will got the green door. 

J: O! yes, I know that place. Yes, it is should be good. How much do you charge the ticket? 

W: We thought probably three and fifty pound. Do you think that price sounds ok? 

J: Sounds quiet cheap. I thought you should charge five pounds or so. 

W: Well, we thought we probably appeal to young people and senior citizens, so we thought we keep the 

price low to attract people here. 

J:Yes! Certainty………… 

………………………. 

J: What source of things do you get so far? 

W: Well, let me see. I have got someone ….o! yes, someone is going jugging. He is cute. 

J: Any acting or anything like that? 

W: Someone is doing mine, she is very good, I say that before she is a drama teacher, …..the old style 

mine artist…………. And 

make laugh of everything. 

A man……we have got someone to choose for comedy, … hot, He is the professional artist. He is on the 

radio something. 

W: That we got the school boy……………………. 

J:O! Magic! 

W: Yes, it is supposed to be pretty good…………………… 

J: Any singing? That is interesting. 

W: We have got a married couple going to country music. I think it is what they like. 

……………………It is will be good if we have more music besides country staff 

8-10questions: 

J: well, are you play something as a guest? It is they are character. 

W: Yes, it is.. ……….but I don not think they use it much really, it sits there at the corner.. 

It must be out of tune. Look! It is not difficult, I will get someone to teacher me next week. 

J: Can I try out? 

W: Yes, they said Sunday afternoon. I will let you know before…………….. 

Hi, I have got a friend……….she is looking for someone to be company. She would like to do it……. 

Sure, maybe………. 

…………………. 

J: How about Sunday afternoon? 
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W: ok….Twenty second? No! 23rd, April. 

………………………….. 

J: Yes, that will be good. See you on April 23rd. 

……………………………… 

W: About three o’clock. 

…………………. 

W: Ok! Have to take the cassette recorder. 

 

Section 2  
7 00am 6 30pm boat trip

Green Bank Newtown Tower Restaurant main building

central station, 20

4  

 
11—12  

11.A: Green Banks          12.D: New Town  

13—18)   

  

 

7 00am to 

13. 6:30pm 

  

  

  

  

Palace 14.palace has formal garden s  

15.tower restaurant  at 

local 

refreshment 

 16.can visit the banking center  of city center 

  17.A book shop sell book about local history books  

  18. has: a seven-screen  cinema 

19—20)  

19. frequency Top Bus Company BUS How often the bus?  

11 12 

A 
Green Banks 

RomanXXX    

 

D 
New town 
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every 20 minutes  

20.where to get it Where to take the No 1 company’s Travel bus: Central Station  

 

There are many different ways to get around the city and we like to suggest you make the full use of. how 

about a city trip by 

boat? There are four…. stopping places, from west to east. Stop A----- Green Bank, B------city bridge, Stop 

C----Roman landing, 

and stop D-----newtowm. You can find the bank booking office on stop A. the first boat start at 8 am, and 

the last boat at 6:30 pm. 

There are also lot of attractions along the river that you can pick up. At stop A, if you have time, rolay 

guarden, you can visti the 

fine 15 century palace here. It is built for the kind, it is a very beautiful formal garden. it is very near the 

booking office, now you 

can enjoy every corner of this super residents. Stop b why don’t you visit the tower restaurant which you 

can find …… of 

refeshment. 

This is the place where you can sit and enjoy the wonderful view of the old commercial and banking center 

of the city. 

Stop c this is the area where the first century AB it is Roman solders across the river. this area is shallow 

when you sit back. This 

is why this area called Roman landing. 

There are a internet museum to visit here with the large shots of they are good arrange of local history 

books 

At the first point of the trip at stop D the most exciting thing to visit is the new entertainment content with 

seven screen 

cinema……. 

19-20 

before the boat trip. There are city buses. two bus company, both of them offer special service. 

Top bus company runs all of the trip ……………… English. Join team From 8:30am every twenty munites. 

They are departure 

from central station, parcel hill and long walk.This is the ….service, and ticket is valid for24 hours. For 

further detailed call top bus 

company on 0208944781 

The NO1 sighting tour is available on common trips at 8 languages. 

Bus depart form central station every 5-6munites start from 5 am with the last one at about 7am.. there are 

also NO1 company……… 
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Section 3  
 

21—24  

21.   C 

A.beginning course     B. intermediate course    C. Advanced course 

ADVANCED  

22.  B. 

A. five days per week      B. six days per week    C. seven days per week 

23 B.  

A. study with tutor        B. stand by themselves     C. workshops 

24 If you cannot study regularly, you have to   C 

A. -------            B.your name will be automatically cancel     C. inform the school center 

25—30  

25  center manager  

26  People’s Bank   

27 post office car parking expensive  

28 buses  

29 $24 in advance  

30 resit  

 

21-24 

M: hello, can I help you? 

W: o! yes, good afternoon. I saw the advertisement of you center. And I was wondering if you tell me a bit 

more about the course 

you run. 

M: yes, you saw the advertisement so we do computer sofeware course. 

W: are they just for beginner? 

M: no, we also have for medium level, we may offer advanced level as well in the future, but at the monent 

we just have two level. 

And each course have three parts. The first part is word processing. The second is about the use of 

program of data base. And 

the third one ………….. 

W: and when is the course hold please? 

M: ….9 to 9 on working day and from 10 to 5 on Saturday. …….. and commonly you will have no doubt of 

the course 

W: really? That is good and When will the next course start? 
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M: we will recruit the new comer every Sunday. the next starting day? Let me see. 12th, June. 

W: right, and when does the course finish? 

M: there are no fixed date. It is depends on everyone’s learning speed. 

W: how does that work? 

M: well, you do exercise to work through. The tutor is available on anytime. So if you do need help you can 

ask for it. And In 

additon, there are occasional workshops of school groups. 

W: ………how long does the course take? 

M: on average the book got 20hours to be completed we suppose you attend the courses at least six 

hours a week, so that will 

be 20 weeks. if you attend course in holiday there will be no problem. But if you don’t attend at regular time 

without let us know 

we deserve the right to keep the place away. 

W: o! sure…. 

25-30 

m: do you know which level you interested in doing? 

W: but I want to do ………………….. 

M: ………………….and you had better to ask the center manager, she is the best one to advice you 

W: all right, but I have a question where the center in? 

M: it is at the end of Queen street, NO. 262. 

W: o! right 

M: beside is the people’ bank. You know where it is 

W: I think so………anyway I will get there. Can I park car on the street or the Street has a car park? 

M: there is nowhere around here I’m afraid. do you know the big park at the end of the post office? That is 

here it. although a little 

expensive. Especially if you stay one hour or two. Alternately you can get the bus on the railway station. 

You just need about five 

minutes to walk there. 

W: ok! Thanks, I will probably do that. One last thing, how much does the course cost? 

M: we actually free of charge. the only thing is you have to do the Practical test at the end of the course 

which cost 28 pounds 

and you have to pay it in advance. You mayfind it difficult to pass as many people do. You will allow to resit 

at three time which is 

very easy everyone at so far have manager to get one …….. 
W: ok, that sounds good. 

Section 4  
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Leprosy epidemic precautions against 

financial problem

market research advertising radio 

TV face to face  no profits  

31-33) :   BDG  

A. due to financial problem                                 B. more than reasons 

C. high unemployment ( unemployment)                D. rarely the same cause ( ”not 

always the same cause”) 

E. one person or more persons                              G.continue over a long period ( ”not a shot period”) 

34—36  

34. use of market research   

35. use of advertising  

36. selling products changing behaviour   

37—40  

37. D not come forward to be treated  

B  

38. D not for profit  

39.   

A. a range of mass media          B. face to face interview        C. by radio and TV 

40. D well parceled 

You will hear a student who is giving a talk to the class of a group research project on social marketing  

 

t: ok, I will ask each group to give feedback on your research topic. So, who is going to begin? Pual, is 

your group ready? 

P: yes, ok. Well. our group talk was looking away to find which source of technique in 

advanced ……industry corners can be deal 

with social problems. And we will give a brief summary of what we found out to give a example. Well, as 

you know, social problems may involved an individual, criminal, for example, or other people who don’t 

fixing society. On the other hand, you might consider the need of a specific group such as the old, or the 

sick, or unemployed. But in other case, there rarely just be one cause of social problem----usually it is 

home combination. They usually arises because they mix… things, economics, religion, 

culture, historical reasons. And in addition, this problems are often chronic, that is, they are not just 

problems which arise and 

quickly disappear. So each society have to chose which they want to deal with or give their priority to. 

What they what to do what 

is possible to do. So they are usually involved some sort of campaign, the social campaign to try redress 

the problems. 
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Ok, so then we look at third corner and general example work of social marketing. And what they did was 

to combine the traditional approaches of social change with the source of technique used in commercial 

sectors to market new product. This is 

the things like setting miserable objects, doing market research to find out what people want, departing 

product and services 

corresponded to general need, creating a want for them through adverting , and finally, setting price to 

make it possible to archive their sells of project. So social marketing use very similar technique to this, but 

it …foucus on ….product, It is about changing behavior rather than selling concrete product. 

So after reading social marketing, we went to look at one example of how it is actually be used. This is the 

change attitude of the… desease----Leprosy. Leprosy Is infectious disease in which the flesh and nerve is 

gradually destroyed. ….In ancient time, 

this disease had been fear because it was regarded highly infectious and incurable. Nowadays, we know 

the is not highly infectious and also even the right drug it can be successfully treated. But traditional belief 

of Leprosy leaves the feeling of guilt and shame among patience when they found this and as a result. 

Instead of seeking treatment, affected people hide away.  

So the problem is to get people to remit …disease so they can be treated. And also to overcome prejudge 

against those of 

Leprosy……….. So the campaign is based on marketing two ideas, the attitude of the social as a whole, 

and that is, do not fear 

Leprosy. and the behavior of people who were affected, is to have Leprosy get treatment. The product 

here is was the drug often, 

and the aim is to reach everyone affected, all patients receives free treatment and validation. So product, 

in this case is actually 

free of charge. In promoting this campaign that is, in advertising it, all the available material will be used. 

So the use papers, 

magazine articles but they particularly emphases radio and TV advertising. And as long as that they 

belong to teachers and 

women groups and so on, they promote the availability of the location and the affect of general public 

when not…and actually 

they found they resort to the personally communication, personally consolation. They seems to make the 

difference between 

merely knows about something and actually adopting the new behavior. And that is all about the 

presentation of the product. 

So ,in this case, the drug was related to special character packaged, marked to the day of week, partially 

encourage people to 

take it regularly and also attracting high quality product packing improve the image of the elders and 

encourage the patience to think the application as the high quality product. 
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V69 
Section 1

.low pay

hear clearly : 5 to 6.30pm Thursday 

48 North Avenue

coffee and sandwiches 10.50pounds 2 50%  
 
1—2  
1. C. Video 
A. A group of people playing music         
B. Exhibition of instruments           
C. Video 
2  B. hear well 
A. see clearly ( said they can have the whole view) 
B. hear well ( ) 
C. Low pay 
MAN:the only problem is there are same tickets fees they are one price 
WOMAN;well,in that case ,we just stay at right of the front,we have read it with you  
MAN:Yeah,I think we should be stay at the back that should hear the whole songs better 
WOMAN;anyway,we can decide or yet here 
 
3-4  

3 Address/ Place 48 North Avenue   

4.Postcode: WS62YH  5 Tel/ Phone Number: 016 7455 3242   
 
6—10)  

how much  6. (Two) tickets for guitar ringing 

So let's for 2 tickets for guitar ringing. OK. If 

you are sure 17 inches  

 Money  7. (10.50pounds )  

 10.50 pound  4 . 

Other fee: 8. 6 (pounds includes) ( drinking ) in the garden (

) 

Program:   *** ,**** and 9. (PIANIST)  

Discount for senior students: 10. (50%) 

For three people,children,junior tudents and senior 

students are get 50% on everything. 
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: you will hear the conversation about summer music festival. 

Question 1-2: 

W: hi, gorge, thank you back, lots of people have found you. 

G: really? 

W: yes, I have to find your secretary. 

G: sorry. I went to the library this afternoon and read the newspaper, I have got something really 

interesting. 

W: what? A book? 

G: no, a gossip of summer festival made by Spanish music. Look at video here. 

W: Spanish music? I really love it heartily. Let me have a look, so 

G: they are very good. This is the video highlight the festival songs of Luby Tolumbin. ….it is has fantstic 

instruments such 

as drums, fruits and all kinds of stuff. I haven’t watch that kind befor. 

W; Sounds great! 

G: shall we go….. 

W: yes, let’s. 

G: the only problem is there are same tickets fees,they are one price 

W: well, in that case, we should sit in the right of the front. we have read it with you 

G: Yeah,I think we should be stay at the back that should hear the whole songs better 

W: anyway, we can decide or yet here 

QUESTION 3-10: 

W: so, would you find the form on shine? 

G: ordering…….Gorge….. thank you. address? 48 North Avenue west seat. Do you remember the 

Postcode?……. 

W: wait a minute, I have written down here, WS62YH, do you need phone zone? 

G: Yes, please. 

W: 016 7455 3242 

W: let’s book two ticket for guitar ringing. 

G: perhaps. If you are sure 17 inches. Don’t worry, I will …back a few seconds. 

………………… 

W: yes! Look at here. Sunday., 17th, June. Singer, tickets. 6 pounds includes drinks in the garden, G:so we 

buy them free. 

W: so we book two ticket for that. How about the kids…………. 

G; I am not sure. 

…………………….. 

(sorry, , �) 
G: 10.50pounds for a ticket.. 
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W: ……………..look! Children, students and senior citizens are get 50% discount on everything 
 
Section 2

formal 

clothes good pay live nearby Peter 

get the information  

challenging, unusual work with children 

care for animal  
:11-16)  

 
 

Job Advantage Disadvantage Recommendation 

Stork market 11. Traveling   Make people tried Get 12. good shoes   

Office work   Air condition Wear 13. formal clothes   Choose 14. a large office  

 Work at zoo 15. Good pay     16. Live nearby  
 
17—20  
17.Where peter get the information to work at zoo?  A 

A. from a friend      B. computer        C. student in job center 
18.What did peter think about his work?  B 
     A. interesting         B. challenging      C. unusual 
19.What made peter feel interesting?   B 
A. get information about environment    B. work with children       C. care for animal  
“Let young kids understand about the animals in the natural environment”  
20.what will peter do next term?   A 
A. won't take any job       B. work at zoo        C. work at other place With the final exams coming 
on, you won’t be able to take any pay work this coming vocation. So I don’t have any plan.  

Section 3

 e-mail make a 

speech Central Avenue refreshments piano 

player  

 
21.What is the topic of the talk? book on Forbes Forbes Forbes 1917

Forbes
 

  Name Dave cowper 
 
22.Agree on What way of publish? Advertising Idea(s)  
23.How ? by e-mail  
Quickest way to confirm show up of the lecturer by e-mail “A: Now when everything is ready, 
what you do? Dinner ring?B: You know where's sales confraternity, but secondly exactly E-mail from there, 
so that's the best way.”  
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24.Who shall make a speech before the talk? a senior manager  
Introducer: “A: So that's why did you late, mean exactly, that’s what about the injunction?B: You are 
finishing your work before the talk?A: Oh no no. I believe I'll finish it, thanks. Where is the senior 
manger, Lee?  
 
25—27 1 Then a guy call to arrange the conference room: 

Number of seats: 25. 40 in rows  

Time: 26 5 00—6 30pm  Thursday 

The food need to be provided 27. (coffee) and (sandwich) 
26—30 : no more than 2 words! 

Hotel Position Service 
----- ------- -------- 

----- 28.(Central Avenue) ------- 

----- ------ 29.Free for (heating) 
Wales Hotel ------ 30.Half discount on (dinner) 

 
Section 4

April teach children, making fire  
31—40)  

:travel Africa in  31. institute  
: painting         32.(teaching children)  
: ,why animal 33 (magic) 
34.some animals are like (half human)  
35.control animals by (cutting their food) 
36.see a sight (from a distance) 
37. Do not camp on the sites when you are alone because you will disturb that (culture) 
38. Undiscovered materials would probably be damaged if (makes fire) 
39.avoid (touching rocks) 
40. (intact) 

 
Good afternoon, everyone. This is the first technology impropriation and archeological field work in 

Namibia. The parcel research 

travel Africa and …in 31.institute.……I’ll give you some dos and don’ts for our field work in April, so please 

listen very carefully. 

The first animals important lessons have to learn, in the check, there is painting at the breaks that was the 

service and rocks 

connect Let me see grazing, show the footprints of animals administer scholar's user opinions. 

The purpose being with side bone, ad-nominees, this broadcast that was at the school make picture to 

teach 

children about track, which track is on do reject able. Those are flyer, so, but they are some of mysteries. 

First, when you look a difficult nemis painting or in engraving, you see the track so-beated, they doesn’t 
track stay mile, well, we spend just what peel station in the reason. The A was the teach tracking, but 
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there are too more problems. Why comers being crazing tonight home, very active estray states or pay 

the difiable and others quite angry, and unknown mystery. Some are be angry and the animal that 

engraving seems to be half human, some for example look their faces, many passages in United States 

the beauty pictures why 

many grave than the tales, they believe they reduce many magic control the animals in draw, so the 

hunters to then cutting them food, they should do some of dangerous coming from one object with learn.  

At will be doing, without understanding is for me, scholar united the children with broadcast, just unite the 

track, just because dab 

themselves of them skills something interesting. Many passages than I believe, 

the broadcast had much more poplin stirps at will football next week. 

Now before you got to join the discussion at the second part at technology. I'd like to make very 

important point by the few word. At the effect, any few things are made to the product. We are getting to 

the number sight at the one alway being together. The single largest problem that by peoples’ manager 

see in sight is from a distence that join the theatre that is because by villagers. People those usually on 

reception, whenever you do those for site, don’t forget if many things are on serving on Christmas except 

moving on the ground. 

Just really helpful, those who have any question? Because they say, well, they 

do this? Just before at the time, dose any days that people will do the same thing?  

At that, just making room for guide, we will have our ditch, but we never camp on the site, when you are 

alone. 

It maybe disabled for culture, at suddenly, don’t make fires however regmatic much things. It’s really 

dangers join the areas, it makes in born fastest government addressor. So how 

about join regard as security. By the camlet, join it, at the class limit. Never by 

the controllable even trace it. Welcome to the pier journal and pressures, remember the planning of rocks 

and in case join air pole moment was last subject. So no error in the media, dry the exercise work will 

help absolutely to, so and the last thing, please don’t even move the rocks so branches take the grafts 

should be leave the sight 

V70 
Section 1 

38
Survival Course: find the food

:  
 

1—8)  
Section 4

 
1. ? 
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A. -------    B.--------      C.38  
2.  
A.       B. meeting room unavailable   ( flooded)     C. -------------- 
3. inform in advance  
A    B cook for them         C.  
4. All people go to the farm can  
A. hear information about organic farming   
B. help to feed the animals  ( feed animal boss 

) 
C. watch tractor demonstration  ( tractor) 
5. survival course:  B 
A.     B. Find the food      C. run… 
6. If you want to go to the nearest place  
A. park           B.--------         C. cycling route     

rent bicycle. walk10 cycling 5 book rent 
bicycle.  
7. ? 
A.----------          B.----------        C. museum “If it rains, you can go to museum for 
shelter.”  
8.  
A.---------           B.---------        C.part of the money 
9—10)  
9. Cotehele

 
10. SH121LQ   

Section 2 5 Test 3 S2  
 
Section 3

biology syndicate much deeper research  share 

ideas  
mountain building  17th May. 29th May 30 minutes 30 minutes and 40 minutes

journal articles/ articles from journal Internet sources  
21—22  no more than three words   

syndicate ? 
21. share ideas  and 22. much deeper research  
23—25   

4  research  
Time Topic Name 

****** 23. Mountain Building  ******* 

from  24. 17th May  to 25. 29th May  ******* ******* 
23. research Mountain Building  
24-25. from  24. 17th May  to 25. 29th May  

23  topic“Mountain Building” .
.24 16 , , 17 , 17  

26—30  no more than 3 words   
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presentation  
26. 30-40 minutes  
27. 10-15 minutes questions and discussion  
28. articles  from journal   
29. courses from Internet  
30 photocopies of notes  
 
Section 4

Night Shift Worker 

Night Shift Workers

internal clock disorder depression performance

Social Matters effects, family lives divorce  

 
31. huge increase *****  
32. internal clock  
33. internal clock dark and light  
34. unsocial hours  
35. stomach and heart  
36. depression  
37. mental ability performance

 
38. : social matters  
39. family relationship/lives family problems divorce  
40. pal group relationship  

V71 
Section 1 5 Test 4 S1  
 
Section 2

Charity (charity walking holiday) 8
,  

 
11—16) :  
11. How long for charity walking holiday   B 
A.6 days      B.8 days          C.10 days 

6 to 16,but actually walk for 8 days  
33. PIE CHART PIE CHAT :   C  65% 
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A 30% 
 
          B 55% 

 
        C 65% 

   ――  
13. : C. a student 
A. a teacher   B. a school       C. a student 
14.  C. very fit “extremely fit”  
A. already very fit      B. interested in getting fit      C. very fit “extremely fit”  
15.  B. some of the own things 
A. all the own things   B. some of the own things LOCAL  C. 

 
16. special feature ?  A    
A carve woods     B making carpet      C weaving blanket 
17—20) : 

Date Plan 

1st day   

2nd day   

3rd day Spend one day on a 17. forest  

4th day   

5th day Rest day 

6th day Visit ancient 18. temple  

7th day   

8th day Swimming in19. waterfall  

9th day Visit a weaving 20. village  

 

Section 3 
topic, supervisor (department decide),

 drop-out rate (45%),  advices (work hard)

Can Support You Suitable for You Department Allocate

 Lack of confidence

advices(help from friends; work hard)  
21—26)   
21. research topic?  C 
A which will be popular     B -----------       C  
22.   C 
A.-------------  B.------------    C. someone who make you comfortable  
( ) 
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23.    C 
A.       B. resource       C. research support  
( :  “ ”  c 

research support.) 
24.The best way to get information?  :  A 
A. call *** talk to the person      B.       C. go to see for yourself 

 
B. , . :"it is too 

expensive to go every school personally you know" C.  
A. talk to the person  

25. According to Dr. Shephen, a supervisor is   
: C 

A. the nature of their qualification 
B. a personality well suited to the student 
C. has an ability to make the student work hard 
26.Which group shows the average PHD level dropout rate for students?  : B.52% 

 
  

A 30% B 52% C 70% 
 
27—30)  

Problem Things to do Things not to do 

Translation-that to degree 27.To have a (starter project) ------------- 

28. Lack of (confidence) Talk to pool-candidate students . ------------- 

Studying with two suggestion Accept 29. (help from friend) 

And 30. (work hard) 

-------------- 

Section 4
monologue Water (

, electricity , land, communication

rural areas , population and geographic  

Speaker: Professor Janet Blake 

Aim of talks: to. predicted 31.( problems and needs) of population and impact are  

increasing. 
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Title 1- Water: will be 32.( more costly) and less predictable. 

therefore recycling and rural area collection will be acceptable. 

by 2010, 1 in 7 US and European buildings will have rainwater 

lacks-so 

33.(innovation) in design and materials expected. 

Title 2 - Electricity: costs will increase and lead to growth in use of 34. (solar power)  

e.g. development in Adamite will cut domestic use of electricity by 

35. (30%) 

Title 3 - Land: shortage especially in large cities. 

solution smaller blocks for individual ..high-rise buildings. 

.. workshops and 36. (factories) 

Title4 - 37. 

( Communication 

Technology) 

..number and 38. (distribution) of population: 10 million households 

who living in the city. 

to the year 39.( 2021), the population will increase by 40. (24%) 

V20023 
Section1 ,  

 
 

Address  1. 27 Bank Road  

Occupation  2. Dentist  

drive name  Mionst Paynter 

Car model  3. Saab Hatch0 

Previous insurance company name  4. Northern Star  

Diver name  5. Paynter   

Relationship with men  6.  Brother- in- law  

Car used to    Social purpose and 7. travelling to work  

The cause of claimed before  Been 8. stolen  1999  

New insurance company name: 9. Red Flag  

Amount per year: 10. $450  

 
Section2 7 3  
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11—17)  
11. ** 3  
12. credit card? supermarket credit card most of shops 
13. bank 5  
14. medicine  non-medicine items 
15.  swimming pool 
16. 1  towel  
17.  1  
18—20)  
18. union  accommodation  and  financial problems 
19.  student information desk 
20.  information page 
 
Section3=V32s3  
 

Section4  

Academic Introduction Completion 

Insects , ,  

Good insects: 

31. flowers fruit trees( )   

   Some bees help flowers and fruit trees pollinate 

32. wax candle polish( ) 

   Some bee wax can be made into candle and polish 

“polish furniture” “polish” “

” candle  

33. Some dragonfly ( ) can eat harmful insects 

Bad insects: 

34. diseases: Malaria and sleeping sicknesswa 

35. Some insects can destroy clothes , furniture and whole buildings 

How to kill insects:  

36. small scale  

37. : harmful to human  Weakness of chemical control can be harmful to humans 

38. insect resistant   Make insects resistant to the chemicals 

39.  cheaper 
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    The advantages of this method: no contaminating environment, no pollution and cheaper 

35.  life cycle 

Birth control needs to understand the insects’ life cycle. 

 

 

V30014 
 
Section 1 

16 master card number 

1. Date: 26th May 

2. time:7:00pm,  

3. seat in: Circle/front, 

4. seat number: 8/21-24 8 ROW number, 21-24 Seat number 

5. type of card master card 

6. VISA NUMBER: 3290787644012899 16   

7. Name: Mr.J. Whitton 

8. home address: 42 South Street 

9. additional requires: put on the mailling list 

10. book special audio equipment headphones 

 

Section 2 
A3 10p copy machine staff  

 
Section 3

Hotel crime crime poor area violence crime .
watchdog 5 , crime, hotels, shops
lock doors check identities main entrance , hotels 20%

insurance companies tourism organizations.  
 

  
21. Crime  Crime happen in Hotels and  Shops crime  
22. “prevention crime”   Worked for Five and half years  
5.5 yesrs  
23. hotel crime York  

23.Most frequent happen place  room  
 
Hotel crime  
24. Happening reason 1 people do not lock door  
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25. Happening reason 2 people do not check identities  
26. Hotel crime Hotel To prevent always use main entrance avoiding using 
underground car park 
 

 
25. Effect of her works is not so good only reduced by 20% in York. 
26. To enhance relationship between insurance companies and tourism organizations. 
 

Hotel crime  
27. York violent crime reduce by police 
28. often increase in poor areas 
 
Section 4

 
31.  B. 
A. too much time to organize      

B.too much information, lecture     

32. equipment A.  specialized  
B.     

C. fouce on approach 

33. ABI , A the process students go through        

34-40  

34. establishing rules 

35. data 
36. choose a  monitor, 
37. action plan, 

38. energy, 
39.  Internet 
40. presentation submit written questions 
 
 

V30015 
 
Section 1 

4 6  

1--4  

1 why she want to see this doctor? 

A oversea student      

B      
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C she heard that he is a good doctor 

2 how headache affect her  

A interrupt the work      

B worry about my headache    

C  

3 what the secretary want to know  

A how long      

B had she this case before?    

C what reason 

4 how it start  

A give her recipe           

B advise her to do the optic examine           

C advise her to wear glasses when using computer 

5-6  

5 take turning on the third 

6 Then turn left on first right 

7—10 no more thantwo words  

Personal info 

Name : **** (example) 

Address: 7.  21A Eagle Road 

Postcode: 8. London E11  

Family medical history 

Both of her parent had 9 bad eyesight  

Other attentive things 

Allergic to ***** 10. no allergy / none  

 

Section 2=V20023 S2 

Section 3 

BACK TO STUDY 

21—26  

21 ?  

   BOOKS AND TITLES / printed card / card catalogue  

22 RECOURCE ? computer  

23 journal ? printed list  

24 British Library  and other university 
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25 photocopy of article  

26 ,10  save lots time  

27—30  

Name or type of 

book 

Which library 

----------- 27 various department  library 

----------- 28 main  library 

----------- 29 microfilm  library 

----------- 30 CD-ROM  library 

Section 4 
London  

31—35  

12 Example 4 8 5

 

Layer Facility Detail 

UN 10m Cable Example  **** 

UN 20m Sewer 31 deteriorate for age  

  

UN 30m 32  Tube railway   

UN 40m   

UN 50m   33 first in history 

UN 100m  34  smoke resource  

UN 200m  35 carry post post mails 

UN ***m   

36--40  

36. North London   

37 rubbish / dust / contaminants 

38. more than 100 underground stations 

39. 2 million passengers / transportation / traffic 

40. known ascut and cover  

 

V30018 
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Section 1  
LA  

international student card  

5  

museum accommodations entertainment  

 

John Lee  

15 Station Avenue new castle  

 

 

 
Section 2

260000 2060 

  

 

 

2 3  

 

section  

 

 

――――― ――――――   

 12 ―――――― ―――――― 

 ――――― ――――― 9:00 am 

 ――――― 50 p 1  

 

9:00 50p  

 

Section 3
, . 

21--22  

21. B.6:30am  

A.5:30am  B.6:30am  C.7:30am 

5 30 6 30 6 30

5:30am  

22.  A.  

A.        B.   C. do farm work  
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SON  

23--24  

disable 

 23.(40) helpers out of whom 24.(15) volunteers are work regular. 

25—28 Matching  

A. she likes it       B. she doesn't mind it      C. she hates it 

25. *******  ――A 

26. raising funds ――B 

27 calling riders ――C 

28 organizing accounting ――A 

29—30  

 

29. D 

30.E 

 

Section 4 
safe and reliable,air pollution,lake and 

dam, 1998

lake air pollution,

washing drinking usage of water 

, . 

31-37 : 

31. safe and reliable  

32. the supply of water is scarced  “out of supply”  

33. washing and waste disposal  

water “washing and waste disposal” drinking

 

34 37 river and lake rainfall surface water 

34. purest water is from rivers, creeks and lakes  

35. air pollution . 

36. pure or safe or  and  

37. it is prone to be contaminated  

39 40  

39.  A 
A. inadequate B. barely adequate C. admirable 

40. 1989  B 
A. caused a concern B. unreliable C. inconclusive ( data ) 
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V30019 
 
Section 1 

“next, next ”

SECTION  

Example green light 

1---4  

1.  letter and parcel  

2. cost packed , and insurance  

3—4. 3. loss 4. contracts

 

5—8  

, 4  

A. Registered mail   B. Special mail   C.Recorder 

5. for second class ------C.Recorder  

6. for first class ------ B. Special mail 

7. most expensive.----- A. Registered mail 

9---10  

9.   Tuesday 

Monday recorder

Tuesday  

10. 4  A. 

 A.Recorder 19p      B. Recorder 90p     C. Recorder 80p 

recorder 9 Tuesday recorder  

10 recorder

10 penny £1.90  

 

Section 2
National Art Centre

. 

, , bookshop

1940s  

1960s rebuilt 1980s  opened to the public city council  
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10—15  

11.       The museum is well-known for   Classical music  

12.      bookshop  

13.      In 1960s rebuilt   

14.      In 1983 / 1980s  opened to public.  

15.       city council  

16.        362 days “ 3 **

” 363  

17—20 :  

program  

Location  Program  Cost of ticket  

17. Garden Hall  ********   

******** Canadian movie: 18. Three Lives / Three lambs  4.50 

  19. Focus on China / Faces of China    

    20. 5.50  

Section 3

 

film , ,

film  

21---25  

21.       B. inspirit 

A. *****     B. inspirit     C. appropriate 

22.  trip  A. Tiring 

23.  C. inaccurate   

24.    A  ( 7-10 11-13 

14-15 ) 

25.      A  ( E    

)  

26---30  

26.  Have a story conference  

27. stage production 

28. planning meeting  

29. 4 weeks  

30. decided by (videotape editor) 

Section 4 
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1 NOTE-TAKING 3 

 

note-taking 

 

(American history)

30  

 

30020 

 

, 7 gap 

summary, , , 

3 ,  c b b 

 

 

V30020 
 
Section 1 

waiter, shift work, jacket, interview job

 

A young man would like to apply for a job throught the telephone, and the lady answering the phone says:” 

There is a vacancy for cook, but it has already been taken. And we have some vacancies for waiters.” 

Then the young man shows interest of the position of waiter, so the lady started to talk ablout the payment 

and requirements. The payment is 5.5 pounds/hour, including a break at work. As as waiter, he cannot 

choose the shift, because everybody will surely choose the daytime, but he can choose the shift (or 

exchange with others) just in the same week. As for the requirements, the white shirts are provided by the 

restaurant, but he has to wear the dark colors trousers of himself, moreover a jacket is also required. 

Though the young man and the lady discussed the date of starting to work, and it comes to 28th, he has to 

call the other lady to confirm the working time, he was told to remember to bring a reference. He should 

call her (or visit her) before mid-day. 

1  waiter 

2  day shift   

3   5.5 including a break  

4 breakfast  

5  28th June  

6 dark  trousers, dark green,  

7  jacket  
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8  Urwin  

9  before mid-day  call some body ,  

10   he is required for reference 

  

Section 2 

1 , building Castle

 

11. Castle built in   B: mid of 1700s  

 A: beginning of 1700s (early 1700s )  B: mid of 1700s (mid 1700s )  C. end of 1700s (late 1700s) 

“1750” “mid of   1700s”  

12. It has only been used for  C.  

A.50 years          B.100 years        C.150years 

13. Walking start point C Ludlow(place) gate 

A: main tower    B. castle gate     C Ludlow(place) gate “Mail Hall” castle gate  

14. Place is famous for its  C. wildlife   

A. plant       B. view       C. wildlife  “there are many birds”  

15. ( ** )   B. wretched boat 

A. ruined village  B. wretched boat   C.***** 

16.BI**** one thing is set of B 

A. village    B. boat     C. cave    

17.Form hill you can see(in visible view)   A .church / B. factory 

A .church       B. factory       C. village    

18. unpleasant  C. spinose plant 

A.****.rock       B. animals    C. spinose plant  

19.  C.trousers and boot  

20. ***  is which type of fish  

 

Section3

1

secondary school student 
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21—26  Multiple choice 5 2  

21-22 What should the secondary student emphasis?   

motivation  &  eager to learn enthusiasm  

? 

:well,actually the qualfication doesn't mean that important,those employees who have 

lower education than your college students got lot of working experiences however the students who have 

just graduate from schools were lack of skills and experience,thus they maybe emphasize the 

charateristics of themselves like eagerness to learn,willingness to ...and easy going to each other and so 

on.) 

23-24   had little time to work for she need to take care the family  

& hard to re-adjust to work  

25-26   sacked from the former job & unemployed for a long time 

( , , ,

, betray , quite the job only because they don't like it,

, ,

) 

27—29 Multiple choice 7 3  

retired worker? 

27.  

28. hard to train 

29.  

30  

The presentations  and appearance of applicant is more important. 

 

Section 4=V30019S4 

 

V30032 
Section 1  
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Example: Teacher : Taber 

1.  Uniform  ( blue sweater) 

black trousers 

2.  black raincoat    ( brown dark ) 

                    tie 

3.  Where to buy tie  local shop called HWLLS at 4. (Park / Park Street) ( ) 

3. The price of tie: ( 5.99) 

5. How to get the school? Take no.9 bus ****(Green Street) 

7. The type of lunch: hot mea   ( salad  ) 

8. First meeting on 14th September  

9. Regularly check his homework 

10. Meeting’s aim : meet  teachers regularly and ask questions 

 

Section 2 =V68 S2 
 

Section 3 
( ) SHOP COFFEE complain install 

café drink machines tuotor restaurant

lack of facilities

BDH Problem Suggestion 

21—23)  

 Place Problem Suggestion 

A  Computer room/center too busy 21.  10 p.m.  

open on weekends 

B  Coffee not enough 22 choice  23. install drinking machines 

C  24.Photocopy office  Too expensive   --------------------- 

D  Shop no complain  ----------------------- 

busy, open on evening/weekend café

coffee machines  

25-30  

25—27  

25. C  
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ONE Quarter 17%  

A. 25%   B. 37%  C. 17% 

26. D 

A. handout   B.the OHP    C. the HOP      D. computer   

27. presentation the problem of boy’s presentation ? B.  

A no enough time    B.be asked questions  C. his notes are not clear  

28—30  

Boy’s suggestion (many sentences, but the answers are at the end of talk) 

7 3  C E G 

 

A. advice center 

B. Insurance office 

C. Cloth shop 

D. Cash machine 

E. Cinema 

F. minibus 

( ) 

25-30  

 

25.Which grahp below shows the satisfactory of students? 

A.25%---(white)not satisfied  B.37%---dark black  C.quarter of the student dissatisfied 

26.How could they (with little time to prepare) present their research results? 

A.handout  B.the OHP  C.computer 

27.What are the problem of the boy's presentation? 

A.not enough time  B.be asked questions  C.His notes are not clear 

 

7 3,3 new projects: Boy suggestion 

Advise centre; cash machine; insurance office; cinema; laundering service; clothing shop; minibus 

Section 4 5 Test 3 S4  
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V30033 
 
Section 1 

man book woman

 

Jack  

1  

Jack  B.   

A. Hotel      B. Bed       C. cafering   

2----7 Matching  

?  

2-7

 

A. provides food service  

B. guest can use garden     

C. has private bathroom &toillete    

D. car parking available 

Place Which will be provided: 

The first place 2. A 

3. C    

( have your own bathroom) 

The second place 4. B   

( provides garden to guests) 

5. D 

The third place 6.. A 

7. B 

The first place provides: 2. A 

3. C   ( have your own bathroom) 

The second place provides: 4. B  ( provides garden to guests) 

5. D  

The third place provides: 6.. A     7. B 

8---10  

map A-E5 : 

section1

station  
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“ ”  market steet railway station. 

railway station

around the corner railway station street

 

MOTOWAY\TRAIN STATION, ROSD(MARKET STREET) 

 

8. E over the bridge  

9. C at the end of the market street  

10 A     

 

Section 2 =V68 S2 
 
Section 3

presentation:  

21---29  

21. audience 40 first year students with a tutur 

second year students  

22.Date: (14th November) Thursday ( ) 

( Nev.15, 15 14 ) 

22. presentation  

background of the author 

D 

A 

B 

C 

Bridge 

Station 

M
ae
ke
t 

E 
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content  summary  

question handling 

others 

24. ( white board ) 

25---27 .  

25.take care of beginning  

26. presentation mustn’t read aloud  

27.must plan time carefully  

28  

---------------------------------------- 15 marks 

28. PRESENTATION SKILLS 20 marks 

------------------------------------- 5  marks 

29.  other feature: filmed  

30.   A. photojournalism A

C B A  

 

Section 4 
-----

 

 

  

31---38   

31. There are 30,000 employees in the company/ this 

organization employ Indian people  

32. Lend money from money lender (  bank ) 

33. Get help from social worker 

34..  (unemployed) shareholder  

35.. There are (30000) employee in the company everyone in the company has a vote 

right money giving 3 different kilogram  

36. cleaning materials 

37. dry it 

38. street children 

39---40  

39. advantage   A. workload  B.flexible working time 

40 Apart free transport, what other benefits those women can get?  C 

A. computer teaching   
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B. give advice to personal problem and family relationship 

C.  literature training  

( computer programming ) 

 

 

 

V30034 
2004 4 17  
Section 1

   

Example  complain xxxx 

1---4  

1 Surname Jerry (Northwaite)  

2.  (23rd January) ( before 25th ) ( )  

3---4 item  

3. bicycles  

4.. garden tools  

5—10  

1. 2.  

  Value 

Clock 5. items. Clock hands broken

clock hands broken handles  

2300 

toy Damaged  

6.Curtains 7.tornin several places 8.curtains tom

250 

9.Videos  lost 10.Video 144  

(12 12

144 ) 

 
Section 2 =V68 S2 
 
Section 3

confirm  presentation   

21 Time  early evening  

Date: 14th to 24th June  
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22. 20-40 you need to do a report to seminar group 

Items you have to take  

23.  A.material  B.project  C.list of objectives  D.booklist 

24. project outline  

25—27).  the purpose of presentation  ability  

25. did you do wide reading  

26. a clear argument  

27.how well you can do to design research  

28---30 presentation 

28. theory chapters 

29. the things you get  checking list 

30. Get information from www. studentlink.com 

 

Section 4
Kakadu National Park Kakadu National Park

5   

no more than 2 words 

31---33).   

31. the population of this tribe ? 300  

a quarter of a million  

32. fire management 

33.  education program 

34---37   

Queastion Solution 

    

34. over-grow plant weeds  35. biological  

36. two species of crocodile   removal 

 ---------------  ---------------------- 

Wild plants 37. Public awareness campain 

 

38--40  : 

Session1 Session2 Session3 Session4 Session5 

Driving 

 

    38.Only for touring   
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  39.

Exhibitions  

      

    40. permit required 

 

V30036 

Section 1 

,

C D insight 

into IELTS  

1---2  

1.  Address 6 Devon Road , Oxford  

2.  Tel No. ( ) 634096,  54 

Telephone but

54  

3---5  

grade C grade D , grade C  grade D

B D E 

A. air conditional       B. mileage 

C. *********         D. tax    E. music equipment 

6---7)  

6. when should the men return the key of car?    

 C. 8  before 8’clock Sunday night 

A.  before Monday morning  

B.   

C. 8  before 8’clock Sunday night 

7. Why should the man do when he return the car key? C. put it in the letterbox 

8. Why should the man get discount? A 

A. He works in a special company   B,     C.************ 

9--10)  

5 3   

8. road map, sun sheet 

9. first-aid kit  and flash light     

sun sheet, ) 
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Section 2 =V68 S2 
 
Section 3 

, 4 , 5

 

21---24  

21. What is the student news about? D  

A.student debt    B. student’s problem   C. advice of students   D.various problems 

22. academic  A.25% 

A.25%        B.45%       C.55%     D.15% 

55% a quarter student academic  

23. What is the problem of most students suffer?  B  

A.taking many courses at same time 

B  can not finish the work on time  ( deadline ) 

C. have part-time jobs 

24. finance  B loans financial grants 

loans  

25----30  

  

25. financial goals 

26. spend plans 

27. fixed expenses,  

28. books 

29. money diary 

30. optional expenses 

 
Section 4 

 

31---37  

31. 3.6 million marketing goods 

32---34 4 goods  

32. farming products 

33. support service 

34. financial market 

35. Clothing section 

36--38   
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Items   Place 

  36.West Europe 

  37.South Africa 

  38.USA 

  Southeast Asian 

39.What is about the future? What is the next target of G offer online shopping 

40.what is a effective way to fun the plan? fund, through corporate loan  

cooperation loan  

V30037 
 
Section 1 

Anna Grieg burglar  

1—10  

Name  1.  Grieg Anna  

Surname  

Date of birth  2.   15th  March 1980 

, “fifteen the third”  

Address  3. Ellendale  

Postcode  4. M528T  

Previous experience 

 

5. none 

“but not 

here”  none  

How long have stayed in the 

property in UK 

property  

6. months 

  

Number of occupant  7. 1 

Burglar came from  8. back door  

Serial number of computer 

 

9. 41****770**Q  

 

 

The stuff of purse  10. silver cloth  

 
Section 2 =V68 S2 
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Section 3 Reading Habits
reading habits lecture 

1. research topic title: Reading Habits 

2. reach method: interview 

3. a chart showing the efficiency of study  B 

A: ******     

B. a steady growth from morning and from afternoon it begins to drop with another wave with peak in 

sometime before night while hit the bottom at night. mid day

drop dramatically. 

C.  

4--7  

Method:  4. Interview 

Selection method: 5.Random Selection 20-70  

 

Catalog: Magazines  

6. Books 7. Leisure  

Study 

6 7 leisure  

6  

A. magazines   B.newspapers   C.fiction   D. Leisure     E. Study 

 Books magazines magazines—newspapers—Books(the woman said journals first, I wrote 

journals down, but afterwards, she said books and journals are included in books, so books will be the 

better answer) 

Group selections to most read materials: popular  

8. A.Fiction 

9. C.newspaper 

10. Occupation  

  Employed people------ 50%     

Unemployed people---- 5% 

Retired people---------- --20% the second biggest number 

Students              10% 

Housewives           n% 

 

Section 4 
steam engine ship lecture 

 

1. Previously talked about important building.  19 Streets and roads/roads and 
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bridges  

2. The important railway line built in the nineteenth century.  

3. Mr. Brunel ? ? impossible 

4. Engine is small in big ship  

5. Specialist engine design most experienced  

6. wood and steel reinforced by wood and steel  

7-10  

7. What’s ship crew’s reaction to the accident?   A 

A. Jump into the water      B. Drowned       C.********* 

8.   B officer handy   

  A. training of emergency   B. one office had a hand water pump   C……. 

9. How and why the ship survive in the trip from Bristol to London?  Great Westerner Bristol 

London  A. London engine  

A. By sailing     B. engine   C. *** 

10.    C.  

   A           B.            C. Get or win a good record    

 

 

V30038 
 
Section 1 

 

1. passport Student’s card 

2. Bank statement 

  ID card passport

phone bill bank statement  

3. 9 00 6 30 6 45  

  6:30  half past six 

4. will open a little late at Thursday 8  

5. Vedio animals ……television drama 

6. two days  

7. five pence  

 

8-10 book restoration, reading room rules, catalogues, location, disabled facilities, café staff
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Section 2
thriller film 

11. A. actor director producer leading 

actor 

12. A. a room in an island. 

 

   A. a room       B. a garden        C. underground 

13. boats were destoryed rough  

    

14. A  

A. lawyer would make a announcement   B.   C. money will be given out  

15. B 

A money was stolen    B  people were killed    C.**** 

hero, heroine, lawyer ,

, , , 

16. heroine, 

17. butler 

18. the maid servant  

19. 8 7:30  

20.  Town hall instead of the ×× as usual 

 

Section 3
  

21. Farming 

22. See environmental damage 

23. interview with tourists  

24. sample 

25. the area covers 21000 km2,  damages 10.5km2   

26. on site measurement   

27. analyse soil from the site   

28. study photographs to check the changes  

29. borrow  *map from faculty  

30. Dr. K***** 

 

Section 4 = V68 S4 
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V30039 
Section 1 

3  

 

1—3  

1.  Location: central 

2.  How much can afford maximum: 600   

500 , 500 600  600  

3.  How long prefer to rent:  2 years  

2  

4---9  

Location Facilities Rent Problem 

***** ****** ****** 4. Advantage: provide 

garage  

The first 

house 

******** ****** 5.Disadvantage:  

garden  is too large 

 

The second 

house  

********* ****** 6. Disadvantage:  

 too noisy

TOO 

noisy. 

****** ********* ****** 7. Disadvantage:  

without bathroom 

The third 

house 

8. study room 

“ ” .

3

STUDY  

******  

The forth 

house 

********* 9.  595  

4

 

****** 

10.  
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choose two presently available facilities  A  D 

A.  center hall  

B. swimming pool  

 sports center swimming pool sports center  

C. cinema small cinema closed  

D. sports center 

E. Museum 

 

Section 2 5 Test 2 S2  
 
Section3

recycling.  

education manager

interwiew 

 

21 22 focus on glass and green waste to ****.. 

23. senior manager. 

24.  Education Officer 

25.  employee 

26.  Statistics  

27.  end of term.   

end of term.  

28. tutor.  

29. research approach 

30. tape recorder  

Section 4 =V68 S4

V30040 
 
Section 1=V66 S1  
 
Section 2  

 

11. 150 types of plants 

12. summer garden traditional  
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13. magazines  

14. texture not color 

15. planting garden 

16. plants, maybe 12000 types 

17. interested in ----companion living together? of plants 

18.  flower  first open in July to August 

19. emotion and mood 

20. plants live in nature/real life  

 

Section 3=V66 S3 
 
Section 4 

kelp forest key word

. marine life  

fur trade sea otter fell sea urchin rose kelp forest fell sea otter

otter urchin kelp

 

 
31—32  

31. accurate,  A  

A.  a wide geographical …  B.    C. team work  

32. lecture  B  

A.      

B.     

C. conservation 

33—37 Gap Filling :  

33. 1000 sea otter   village 34. Alaska  

35. 300 fur trade   

36. sea otter fell   

37. sea  urchin rose   

ocean otter, ocean urchin  kelp forest ――otter urchin kelp 

forest  

 

38. flourishment  “explosion” flourishment  

39—40

 

39. killer whales  
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40. predict kelp forest decline again  

 

V30041 
 
Section 1=V66s1   
 
Section 2 
                

 
science*** dining room bike parking place ……

requires mallhall A 

main entrance enquiry**** G/H

8  

4  

1. :9:30AM library weekend close at 6 30PM 

2. ask to personal tutor 

3. You should take student card to register  

4. 455455 

E F
Student union 

         
 
 
somewhere 

 

mainhall 

B 

C D

G

H

FIRST 
East 
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Session 3=V66S3 
 
Session 4  

(ansector) wasp  

31. 146 million to 76 million . Wasps turned in 70 – 76 million years ago.

32. Bee is after the apprearance of mammals 

3-4. wasp bee  

Wasp larva

 

camassial  

Bee larva

 

33. herbivorous ( taste

tongue scent and colour ) 

34. Prey method of Bee: ancient bees used body such as jaws prey on insects. 

   bee baby such as jaws prey on insects jaws  

35.  But an organ evolved tongue. tongue 

36.  Wasp use stings to attack, defense and prey. 

37.  But bee’s sting only for self-defense. used stings**** prey 

sting self defence  

38.  Flower taste was similar to sweet insect. 

39.  Modern plants depend on strong scent and bright strong scent and 

10.colour bee  

40.  To attract bees in different color  

 

V30042 
 
Section 1 

booking a party dinner for children in a restaurant named Sanford XXXX

decorations

deposit  

party, 

  

dinner option one (standard ***** 15 ) 

1. cost 25.5per child 

5.50 per child  and the deposit is 20  

2—3 two dishes 2.chicken and 3.fish cakes 
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dinner option two d standard  

4. cost: 26.5per child   

deposit  

5.  offer above two dishes plus vegetable burger. 

6—7 they will offer decoration balloon 6. playground and 7. special party hats 

 

8. sport's hall 

9. two adults 

10. safety regulations 

 

Section 2=V66 S2 
 
Section 3 

marketing

3

 

Two students were reporting to their procedure of research of marketing to tutor.   

21---22 Girl’s report about cheese and oil  

  A. increased sales volume   B. decreased or declined sales volume   C.no change in sales 

21. Cheese(New zealand)   B 

22. Cheese(Columbia)    C 

23—24 Boy’s report about chocolate Italy Germany  

marketing strategy  

D. Change the location of the product on shelves 

E. Make it the second cheapest brand 

F. Make it the cheapest brand 

23. Chocolate(Italy)  A  Locate on the nearer children school 

24. Chocolate(Germany)  B 

25-30 project what are they going to do further.  

Betty project  

25. Focuses on the user of color 

26. two examples are cosemetics and cleaning products 

project 

27. Focuses on the use of containers   

28. Features: materials 

29. images ( s)  

30.  extension  into study of advertisement 
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Section 4 
A girl reported about a research in a barren mine.  . (

with) ,

machine , .

. 

    MINE project

MINE  

   
31. The reason they chose the witherite mine: C 

    A. It is well-know   B. they are experts   C.the unique important 

32. remaining now is used for C.an office 

33. the group keep their most record materials major from:  B 

   A. newspaper   B. photographs   C. talk recorded? 

34. local doctor 

35.  

A. mineralogist    B. doctor     C. Germany scientist. named after a German .  

35.the mine firstly became commercial use because of  A 

  A. geoloey value   B. transport    C. economic factor 

36.the mine became important because of ? 

A. Location   B.can be sperated from other minerals      C.geological XXX 

  37-38  6 select 2   

  37. B. painted materials    

  38. C. food production  

  39-40 what were the suppressing things to them  

39. B how unexplained the presence is     

40. D how fast changes of the time 

  quite easy  all choice like  B C B C this kind of sequence  

V30043 
 
Section 1=V32 S1 
 
Section 2=V66 S2 
 
Section 3 
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 CLEAR THINKING INTRODUCTION TO LOGISTICS 

Method The scope is 21 broader than the 

syllabus 

Intended for 22 exam preparation 

Preparation Interesting because it includes 23  

music and 24 sports 

It uses 25  cartoons 

Presentation Appealing to students Like 26 lectures in print so it is less 

appealing to 27 weaker students 

28 Approach 29 matching things and 30 classifying 

information 

 

 
Section 4  

(in rural area), , , ,

,

survey

 

31-35  

31. group subject  

32. map  

33. survey  

34. species  

35. C. indicate the trend 

36-40  

36.Frogs  

37. safer from urban areas 

38. seeds to eat them out  

39. easy to count them from water 

40.  there are many various seeds for them to eat 

 

V30044 
 
Section 1 
Talking about a trip,using puplic transport,from Melbourne airport to Milton 

London Heathrow Toronto Milton

  

1—10  
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Options:  

Car hire        but don’t want to drive 

1. Cab  but too expensive  

Greyhound bus direct to2. the city center  

Air shuttle bus    Provides 3. door-to-door  service,but need to 

4. reserve a seat at first 

Air Shuttle Bus Booking Form: 

Date of arrival: 5. 17th October  

No of passengers ONE 

Time: 6. 12:30  

Type of ticket: SINGLE 

 
Section 2 
Telephone recording about insomnia Insomnia   

11—19  

Inability to sleep  

11.People may have trouble to full sleep due to worries about exams or job interviews  

Causes  

12. Domestic factors too much noise, light, no privacy, etc. 

13. Occupational factors working irregular hours, too much traveling , high stress, etc 

Solution  

14. illness and physical discomfort may need painkillers or sleeping pills  

15. Relax  before go to bed  

16. Watch diet, avoid cola, coffee, drink herb tea or fruit juice  

17. If chance permits, try a snap in the early afternoon  

18. Take a warm bath  after exercise  

19. Cut down on smoking in the evening reduce the number of cigarette in the evening 

20. close your eyes and take deep breath 

 

Personal Information  

Name: Janet 7. Thomson  

Flight No. 8. AC 937  

Credit card number: 9. 3303845020456837  

Expire date: 10. 09/04  
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Section 3 
A girl student discussed with her tutor about a presentation. 

First part is about the general information of the assignment, the student should check the accuracy of the 

references 

Second part is about the presentation. Short-answer questions.  No more than 4 words, so for the 

second short-answer question 

21—27  

21. check the accuracy of reference in the last section. one thing the teacher require student do 

accurately 

22. need to give more examples . another thing required by teacher 

23. When will she give her presentation next seminar  

24. What will she do during the presentation  explain the experiment  

25. By which date will she submit an abstract 26th, November  

    tutor said the presentation should be ready on 3, Dec, (this date is not the answer for the test. Where 

to do presentation) 

26. Where does the presentation take place  in chemistry lab  computer room   

27.  Who will grade her presentation the presentation will be graded by the professor first one 

by tutor, this one by professor  

28—30 Circle three subjects she will choose in next term  

28.  A. communication skills  

29.  C. intercourse analysis  

30.  F. psycholinguistics  

 B. language and society, 

Section 4 V66 S4 
 

V30045 
Section 1 

Kay flat  

~  

225 7401 West Mansfield Avenue, 8773392783,  no pets, students. 

 

Section 2 5 Test 1 S2  

 

Section 3 
A GIRL TALK TO HER TUTOR ABOUT HER ESSAY. THEN GO ON TO TALK ABOUT THE WAY TO write 
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A GOOD ESSAY. D

 

 

Section 4 

A PIECE OF NEWS. TALKING ABOUT A NEW EQUIPMENT USING SOUND WAVE TO CATCH FISH.

 C02

 

10  

V30049 
 
Section 1 
   Robin Whitworth camp

camp  
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1. surname Robin Whitworth 

2. 32 Bank Street 
3. 0292498022 

4-7.  

4. office  fast food shop 

5. office river laundry 

6 . office  cycling   

7. paddling pool 

8 -10. 5 3 

camp BCE 

    A cycling  B fishing  C hiking   D:Squash  E tennise   Fskiing 

  

Section 2 

 

2 engines coaches 

northern of  UK opening hour in winter 10am to 4pm 

family ticket cost 18 pounds 

Public  transport discount 
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…yellow steam… 

monthly magazines  

**’s day, day 29th  May 29

change 22th quiz day

Children’s day. 

 

Section 3 
 

1-2 because of dangerous and shortage of food 

3.lifestyles 

4. have joined together 

 

S3 

**forest die etc

 

  

EMU  

Kiwi Main food of plant 

Ostrich  

Kaka  

 

 

Section 4=V66S4 
 
  

V30052 
Section 1=V66s1 

 

Section 2

, , , ,  

 
Section 3
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Section 4
 , , , . 

, , , . 

V30058 
 

Section 1 
interview    . 

1. 15 Compton Street. Postal code: NW33NT 

2. 22nd July 

3. Education. 

4. Teaching 

5. none 

6-10  

 

(waitress) (Spain) 7-8weeks (2months) 

English assistant (France)   

 

Section 2= V66 S2 

Section 3 

essay   

  filling gap  essay . 

11 12

13 (14) (15)

administ rators workshop twice 

a month business and science  

essay  1.Purpose 2. one sentence 3 ***** 4.Conclusion 5. analyse  

21-25  
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21. Why did Jenny get a low grade for her report? C 

    A. ask the professor to remark 

    B. need more guidance from professor 

    C. ask about information of master’s degree 

    remarked professor’s guidance 

22. Uncertain 

23. more than  ( ) 

24.  misinterpret  

25. Roger irrelevant relevant  

26. A out of temper  

    A. Angry       B. confuse     C. disappointment 

27-30  

27. get publication about virtual learning conference ( ) 

28. open wise by administrators 

29. workshop held everyone two weeks ”twice a month”  

30. writing focus on topic of business and science 

 

Section 4 
 

 

V30059 
 
Section1=V66s1 
 
Section2

Pacific Clothing Firm

 

(11 ) 

11  in order to succeed, clothing firms should: B, sell new product  

(12-20 ) 

( mark 12 17
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no more than two words.) 

 three types of professions the firm is looking for: 

12. designers 

13. accountants 

14. engineers 

 the firm plans to recruit employees who are: 

15. clever collaborative 

16. loyal 

17. hard-working 

 

18. pay for?company wil offer:(free transportation) 

19. company provides a (fitness centre) for employees and their families. 

20. 2 there is a seminar about latest development in fashion./  

? the firm holds its training in (workplace). 

Section3
survey of mature students 

 

21. 160  

240  

22-30  

A. Introduction: 
B. Review of literature: 

Theory: 

The first: Dowerton's theory of experience (given) 

The second: Salinger's theory of application 

Approaches: 

23. scientific approach 

24. artistic approach 

C. Research techniques: 
Respondants: 

Mature students in further colleges; 

Instruments; 

Interviews: 

25. observation 

Mature education: 26. distance learning courses 

Problem: 27. lack of time 

Bad instrument design, e.g, some of our questions don't work well. questions   
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Advantages: ( ) 

Mature students have greater 19.indepandence. 

Mature students have a great variety of learning styles. 

D. Conclusion 
 

Section4
 

31-34  

50  

31. What's the difference from Alexanger library with others? A 

A.  scientific research 

B.  

C. collect all books from all other nations 

32. Alexander library  The Alexander library was founded so that: C 

A.  

B. increasing king's knowledge; 

C.  

33. Alexander library When a book was found in a shop, the 

Egyptian government would?  C 

A.  

B.  

C. copy the book and return the original book   

34. King The Egyptian king failed to?  B 

A. failed to give deposit; 

B. return the original book; 

C.   

35-40 macthing  

 

A. Alexander library 

B. Egyptian government 

C. Alexander City Council 

D. Foreign goverments 

E. Frederico Mayor 

F. Mastafa Abbadi 

G. other country 

H. Suzanne Mubarak  

mark  
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35. Starting the construction of the new library:  F 

36. Providing a site:  C 

37. Requesting money from various countries:  E 

38. Heading the international commission:  H 

39. Giving the equipment:  D 

40. Providing the rest 120million: B 

 

 

V30060 
Section1

Patrick  
office layer

1-4 5-10  

 1-4  map choice  

-- conference room, engineer room, meeting room, sale teams  

GLASS,  

1. conference room -- G 

2. engineering room-- A 

3. meeting room-- E 

4. sale teams-- F sale teams  

(5-10 )  

5. Monday: visit a customer 

( monday  today is monday) 

6. Afternoon: process of buying raw materials 

7. Tuesday: study the draws of cars 

8. Wednesday: go to factory 

9. workshop 

10. industrial material 

 

Section2=V66 s2 
 
Section3=V06146S3=08108S3

Four brochures of a school

outline detail
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( ) 

,lecture on courses of a school 

21-30  

outline  

21.total number of hours 

22.a range of English level 

details  

23.names of teachers. 

24.resources available on campus 

25.summary of objectives 

26.textbook lessons 

27.general methods 

 

28.cultural media studies 

29.skills focus 

30. visit and activities 

Section4

crocodile

 

31-35  

31.  

 C no science data back up 

32. How many crocodiles in a group? : A. 20 36 group

36 however 20 45  

A. 20   B. 36   C.45   

33. crocodiles live in? B. vegetation ( ) 

34. crocodiles live in caves of ?  underground  

35. in the past, what is happened in the north of Africa? A. wetland become desert (

, caves ) 

(36-40 ) 

36. 8 months 

37. depth 
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38. local people do not fear crocodiles 

39. There has no evident that the crocodiles hunting by the local people. 

40. population size, (migration patterns) and relations to other population. 

V30061 
Section1

cupboard,  

They talk about the size of the bed for her son. 

They also talk about a bed table, which has a light and a top drawer 

Then they fix a delivery time. The lady is always home at morning, but if the bed comes at another time, 

they agree to leave it in the garage. 

1-10  

1. width of bed: 140cm 

2. price: 265 

( 225 265 290

265) 

3.  natural ( dark,natural dark

natural) 

without extra money: 

4. fitted light table 

5. glass door of cupboard 

6. SHELF drawer 

7. Roala 

8. : 254EU 

9. diliver time morning  

10. garage 

 
Section2
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11-14  

11. ideas A. 

A. local people.( ) 

B.   

C. ************************** 

12. A D 

A. it's architecture style.( ) 

D. water treatment  

13. C 

A. cost ****   

B.  

C.size of the facility.( size ) 

14. A 

     A. whose sculpture  

B. exact opening time  

C.  

15-20 matching   

feature 8 film and music, mountain, space travel, jewelry, local animal, 

waterways 6 Asia, Europe, North America, South America, Africa, 

Antarctia  

15. Asia---local animal 

16. Antarctica ice snow mountain 

17. Africa---jewelry 

18. North America---space 

19. South America---space 

20. Europe—Ancient forts 

15-20  

 

Section3=V66s3 
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Section4

Ms. Chan gives a lecture on the marine animal lab she works at. 

 

 

31-34  

31. Why she likes to work here? B 

C. **** 

D. Wide range of educational fuctions 

E. Extensive educational activities  

32. C 

A.  

B. The quatility of personnel 

C. It has extensive educational activites 

33. Her current subject? C 

A. muscle movement( ) 

B. ********* 

C. immune system( ) 

34. Why study marineorganisms C 

A.  

B.  

C. Because their straight forward body structure their bones quite 

straightforward  

35. What makes this lab so different (unique)? Because this lab respects the environment  

36-40  

     

First one  it is not a shell fish, it is related to 

the family of 36.spinder 

 Can be used to test contamination of 

37.space equipments 

Second one The 38.electricity  How mammals learn 

 Third one  39.decoration  Can be used to study 40.skin injury 
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V30062 
Section 1=V66 S1 
 
Section 2 

monolog RECYCLED 

in the east of 

1950 museum  

11. B 

A. Queen    B. State  C. a business man (the first exhibit is bought by government) 

12. museum quality (gallery is famous for the standard of exhibits) 

   variety quality

standard quality 

13. Drake Wing  A 

   A. new part of the old building   B.   C.(Drake Wing is part of the newly built xxxx annex) 

14. guide A 

   A. free for traveling guid     B. *** three time a day ***    C. **** donation guide 

15. museum  A. 6:00PM 9PM 

16. building victiria museum is built with recycled materials  

17. top floor harbor 

18. collect works from local artists 

19.  (unsure) A. by No21 bus    B. by river tax     C. by bus and taxi 

20. museum warehouse 

 
Section 3 
Bob talk old-fashioned, adult, sure 

about themselves, talk, advisor stressful. 

Bob life can arise discussion. language and literature arts, changes in 

university life. 

conselor skill confident

very young ……
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not sucessful ……

 

21.  B. a talk 

22.  sure of themselves 

23.  C 

    A. Children    B.  C. Adult.( ) 

24.  

25.  A 

    A old-fashioned    B. hard work 

26.  A or B (unsure) 

    A. 19      B. after have a family 

27.  B 

    A. unsuccessful     B. stressful  

   unsuccessful  

28.   B or C (unsure) 

    B. unique      C. uninteresting 

29. language and literature arts 

30. changes in university life  

 
Section 4 

 

B factory locates far away, c conveniently situated. factory 

response slowly plate, images, a rubber blank let, cut &folded 

so apeals to her

plate

air plunge air “ X” plunge 

XX pages must be “cut & folded”

publishing publishing

publishing…… 

31.  B 

A. ***  B. The company's technology appeals to her  C  

  

32. plate   

 33. image 

 be printed 34. A rubber blanket 
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  35. cut & 36 folded 

  36. to prevent paper jams 

 machinery 37. air pump 

 38. installed in 11 months / in 15 months 

 39. brought in by railway tracks 

 40. publishing / delivery / distribution 

V30064 
 

Section 1 
reception 

1.  1.8% 1.3%  

2.  30 days 60 30  

3.  500 bang pound pounds  

4.  

 insurance life insurance house 

insurance scheme  

 

Section 2  
 Wood  

1.  farm 

2.  18th  

3.  Bird room 

4. chairs from Venice 

 

5.  rare trees  B 

6. : flamingo A 

7.  black swans 

 

8. historical exhibition  E 

9. book gift shop 

10. trails-woodland 

Section 3=V30086 S3 
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Section 4=V67 S4 

V30072 
Section 1 

 

1. Man ask woman “work number”:  94635550 

2. apartment Clark House  

3. Street name University Drive 

4. packing day  Monday 11th  given answer: Tuesday 12th 

5. Thurday 14th    

6. length time of storage luggage booked  one month  

7-10  

A. emergency packing    B.      C storage 

7. Kitchen and dishes: A (conversation mention kitchen utensils, woman said she won’t look for dishes in 

so many package) 

8. kettle:  C  (woman said she doesn’t drink coffee much, so can be stored)  

9. alarm clock: B   (she think useful, so bring with her on plane) 

10. CD player: C  (too big, she can buy another maybe small one) 

Section 2 =V66 S2 
 
Section 3 

topic presentation  

4 topic  

 

University Carre Office                  

University Supermarket 

Finance Office 
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topic          

student loans 

Attitude to smoking 

natural medicine 

21. email attachment mail  

: 

22.  data analysis ( group A & B ) 

23. 5th November( 3,4 Nov. 5th November ) 

24.  presentation 

25-30 

8 , table. group,topic,interviewee 

25.GROUP1 student loans 

26.attitude to smoking attitude  

27. natural medicine 

28. Job centre 

29. University Supermarket 

30. Financial office 

 

Section 4 
Amber( )

  

31. amber produces resin to protect itself against insects and fungi  

32. resin was formed from  volcanic dust and mineral in soil 

33. the condition to from amber include pressure  heat 

34. intermediate stage ( intermediate) 

35. sea 

36. water and air found in the amber was trapped sunlight 

37 one in every 1000   100  

38-40 AMBER  

38. it can be used to make jeweler ,necklace,but should be set in silver settings 

39. honey plague honey  
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40. building ( building material)  

 

V30074 
Section 1

.  

1. Walsham  

2. RT125CZ 

3. Policy Number:YQ181 

4-10 ( )  

4. painting artist ,

technical  

5. initials J.R, 

6. 23  25 , 25  

7. 14 North Lane 14 Londenlane South Road  

8. 1st Augest  

9. one month  

10. 35.70 

 

Section 2=V66s2 

 

Section 3
21. diploma 

22. Microbiology 

23. four years  

24. tutorials 1-2  

25. practical work3-4  

26. fieldwork5-6  

27. laboratory report  

28. poster design  
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29. presentation 

30. group discussion 

Section 4  

, . 

flavor "

", 

A " " , " digest"

 

 

3 XYZ  

, Y Z ,  

"seaweed" Z marine plants   

"fish" Product Y ocean creature, A, . 

 

,  

3 ,  A.decrease disease B increase circulation C increase 

heartrate D increase blood pressure E RAISE cholesterol  

"raise", cholesterol  

, , Y the blood flow is thus raised"

"circulation". 

31-34  

31. A.replacement for fat food 

32. Fat-free food A.lack of energy 

33. The most significant feature of fat: 

A.flavor( taste ) 

B.texture  

C.smell( smell is not good.) 

34. In the past, the fat-free food’s disadvantage: B sideeffects  

A.couldn’t be fried  B.cause stomach diseases  C. wasn’t available in the shops 

6  
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35-37 product X,Y,Z  

35. product X man-made compounds( synthesize high-tech ) 

36. product Y marine plants( ) 

37. product Z unblended oils( ) 

38-40 product X,Y,Z  

38. product X decrease heart diseases( decrease cholesterin,40

low cholesterin heart ) 

39. product Y increase heart rate( increase heart beat) 

40. product Z increase circulation( increase blood flow) 

V30076 
 

Section1  
youn painter travel

junior or juvenile? young 
teenagers 29th August by fax or mail? Kahn

YCP 50
 

1—10  
1. Theme: Travel ( )

under 8s (3-8)  

2. (9-12)  juniors  

3. (12 )  young teenagers  

4. deadline: 29th Aug 

5. size: 80cm by 60cm  

6. : Name: Andy Kahn 

7. Postcode: HB    ( , ) 

8. application form by FAX  email  fax  

9. on the top of envelop: YCP 

10. money: £50 plus hanging pictures on the wall) 

 

Section2=V66s2 
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Section3 

insects
 

flies in color 198 photogr213 common spiders ,spiders ,
Australia Museum, Museum, , , comments,
outstanding ,pictures, editor, writer, editor ,no index. 

organization 
 
10  

21. "Flies in Colour"( )  Color Colour  

22. comments,198 photographs ( 38 98 38 198) 

 title ****************** 

23. Publisher Australia Museum  

24. comment outstanding photographs 

( , , ,

, , , , ing

, ~~~) 

25. title  Common Spiders 

26. editor ,  

   writer editor 

27. title excellent organization 

28. color pictures 

29. better for  identification 

30. comment no index 

 

Section4 

pine tree pine trees pine tree pine trees

 

section paraphrase  

31-34  

31. . A     

A. long history    B.     C.  
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32.  C 

  A. wrong place  B. harmful to habitants  C. older than settlement…survival 

33. torch  (A)  

A. cannot fire for a long time     B.      C.  

34.  C 

 A. particularly high quality      B.     C. treated flexibible C A A

high quality flexibility 

35-40  

       Name of Garden                              

35 native  36. chewing gum 

  37. medicines 

  38. bathroom 

39. south 40. water pipes  

 

V30078 
Section 1

 

4  

1. swimming pool,   2.a lovely garden,   3. no charge   4.children are welcomed  

Name Parking  Additional information 

  1.swimming pool 

 parking life disable 

  Have a lovely garden 

 FOR no charge off-street children are welcomed 

5-7  no more than 3 words 

5. city bus  What colors are the ...buses? Red  Green Yellow Red 

6.  How long ___boat trip? 50 minute 15  

7.  behind the station. 
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8-10 3 museum matching  

museum  

8. museum paintings decations & art  

9. museum soft drink manufacturing  

10. astronomy   

 

Section 2

student union  

11. membership  the membership is automatic for registered 

   registered students has a automatic membership 

12. election held every year 

13. Union House 

3 advice? 

14. Legal problems 

15. Financial problems 

16. Academic problems ( ) 

17. The number of non-sports club: over 100 

18-20 Matching 

18. Movie programme,  B.all over the world  

A. ****     B.all over the world    C. normal movie 

19. travel shop 

20.  radio station 

 

Section 3=V30076s3 

 

Section 4
 

31. A or B  

A. Latest technology B. Easy to understand C known a lot 

32. B 

A. ??? B.  C.  

33. Beginning to use this electronic batteries A 
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A. Family B. many passengers C. ??? 

34. Why speaker respect this person C 

A. ??? B. ??? C. Enthusiasm 

35. passengers' weight 

36. The advantage of this electronic batteries? C 

A. Using long distance       B. ??? C. Low cost in all year 

37. Location: bus stop 

38. 2 meters /300 meters ( - - ) 

39. at university  

40. local TV station 

V30079 
Section 1

LEAVING PARTY ROSES RESTAURANT . 

ROOM CHOSEN, ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PEOPLE, ADDITIONAL REQUEST, POST CODE, TEL 

NUMBER, SEAT PLANNING  

1. room   green   

2. 2 about  40  

3. Seat planning 3 long tables 

4. drinks and flowers  

5. background music S14 2RT( ) 

6. cake 

7. Smith Brother's company. 

8. 28th June 

9. Collins 

10. 0712138076 

 

Section 2=V66s2 

 

Section 3=V30080S3
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Section 4

 2  1850S   

1.1850s (less effort),  

2. 1860s (safer)  

1870s (robber)   smoother for ride 

 (chain) connected…… , (uncomfortable), 

 gear for more (commonly use), 

 go ( down hill), 

 load (3 people)  

 

 

Bicycle history 

Table gap filling. 

> 1850s, No pedals, driving by feet, faster than walking and requires less effort, but not good for long 

distance 

> 1870s, Linked pedal to wheel, smoother ride, but jolt too much on rough road 

> 1880s, Uses rubber tyre, and its two wheels' sizes are different. Unsafe for woman 

> ... so it's safer but still uncomfortable to ride because the wheels are too small 

> 1890s, uses ??? tyre, chain connected the pedal and the wheel 

> 20th century... can go without pedaling downhill 

gear is used for optimization??? (not sure) 

and can carry goods on the back wheel 

2 the back  

 

    

1850s  faster than walking and requires less effort, not good for long 

distance 

1860s smoother for ride   

1880s rubber tyre comfortable Unsafe for woman 

1890s (chain) connected safer Uncomfortable 
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gear Downhill 

  Rate of speed 

 Back wheel 

V30080 

Section 1  

smithers travel bag 14 July 14th July, 

coach: E, :two (pockets) , : leather . :notebook

. : 280+ 70=350pounds( , 280

, , ). :kierke ( , ),postcode:GW432HA. 

1. PaulSmithers  

2. 14 July YESTERDAY 15 JULY 14 JULY 

3. Coach E WHICH COACH A B E 

4. Feature two pockets STYLE XXX  

5. Items one leather jacket

 

6. and a note book NOTE BOOK 

7.  total value 280+ 70=350 pounds  

 :70 pounds 

280 pounds 

8. location: by the door  

9. address: Kierke Klerke TOWN

 

10. POSTCODE  GW43 2HA  ( GW forty-three, two HA) 

Section 2  ice curling

ice curling, . . , , brush

. BANNED

. 
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11. the Lead the Lead the first is called,

Lead Skip 

12. the length of ice rink is called: the Sheet SHIP 

13. the target place is called: the House 

  there are two kinds of brooms or brushes, the Scotish and Canadion. The first are made of horse 

hair, and the latter are made of … 

14. stones brushes Scotish brushes are made from horse hair( 

15. a shoe is made of a sole of rubber  

16. the team captiain carries a stopwatch  

17-20 : 

17. championships the first club in this area. 

what is it famous for?  B  

A.  …champions…. 

B. It is the oldest club in the region 

C: It is the most influentional one  

18. Why was this club established? C 

A. attract people’s interest 

B. is good to train young people 

C. to fix regulation for the game A, B, A

PURPOSE 

19. in the 16th century, the curling game was not banned because: 16

 

    A. It was not popular 

B. It can train people for the battle 

C. It was played by children 

tennis archery

curling  

20. the early implement for this game in Canada is made of? C 

A. local material      B. *stone     C. cast iron 
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Section 3  observations of whales

whale survey 2 !

4 , 3 ! blue whale A 

 B  ,  

whales presentation.  matching. 

General Information survey  

21. Watch Time the time of watch  

22. State of sea eg: calm( ),or choppy( ) etc.  

23. visibility nearest 100 metres visibility 50  

24. the presence of fishing boats  

 

5. appearance 

6. behavior appearance behavior 

7. size group size 

8—10  

 North right whale  Spern whale hump back fins  

A. a quarter of that of blue whale, and with wavy fins on the back 

B. with hump back fins which are wavy; 

C. without fins; 

D. with wavy fins on the back, and the largest one in the ocean 

8. minke whale   B 

9. northen right whale  C 

10. sperm whale   A 

blue whale  D 

 

A  Spern whale 

 
B  Minke whale 
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C   North right whale 

 
D  

  
abcd Abd (fins) ad Sperm Whale

Northern right whale C Sperm Whale hump back fins

A blue whale d sperm whale 1/4

blue whale sperm whale a 

 
Section 4=V66s4 
 

V30081 
Section 1 

part-time job  

1. house number and address 8 Hill Road 
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2. North Park 

3. postcard CO2 9LU 

4. telephone number 07743625 

5. subject Politics   

customs services  

6. : bookkeeping 

7.  no washing stuff hotel 

8. advanced level 

9. Tuesday to Saturday 

10. 25th  September 

 
Section 2 Science Centre Speech 

5  

11. planning stage  A 

A. research      B. conservation      C.education 

12. centre other countries share  B 

    A. wildlife specimen    B. professional knowledge   C. financial support 

13. what’s the greatest problem concerning the choice of the site? C. 

A. *******      B. not enough water    C. lack of soil 

14. what information didi the speaker give about the soil? A 

A. it’s produced by new methods 

B. it transported a long way here 

C. it takes a long time to produce 

15. What does the centre reject as a way of presenting information? B 

A. explanation by its staff    B. detailed notice board   C. no notes 

16-20  

16. greenxx   design 

17. the centre is open except for 2 days a year. 

18. the best time to visit the museum is after lunch and before the opening time 

19. the centre offers special facilities to the disabled, such as wheelchairs and special 

shuttle buses 

20. for children between the age of 5 and 16 the fee is 4 5 16  

 

Section 3  
self-employment ,
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1 part time job 

2 risk 

3 conferences 

 

Section 4  

 Internet Addiction  internet addiction

 joke social skills

shame  

31-40  

31. joke 

32. lack of social skills;  

33. (feeling of) shame to using internet shame  

34. can’t resist special offers;   

35. credit card number  

36. children can involving in online games  

37. parents: even watchful (        ) 

parents watchful   

38. Affect concentration and degrees 

39. ? low productivity level 

40. the use of entertainment can also be addicted 

 

 

V30083 
 
Section 1 
1. queen size queen size king size  

2. Wardrobe double 

3. Address: River view 

4. West Avenue 

5. wardrobe mirror inside 

6. wardrobe Size: 1.80 meters meters s 
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7. Tuesday 

8. fridge  

9. Main Road 

10. bus stop 

Section 2 6 Test 3 S2  
 

Section 3  7 Test 3 S3,

 

Section 4  

- monosodium glutatmat ___,____ water

meat cheese 1908

19xx  

1.   B 

A History    B. The way it works    C How work 

2. 1908 C. identify the MSG 

3. 1950 A.produce in large scale 

 

34. water 

35. meat 

36. cheese 

37. fifth taste 

38. common 

39. bitterness 

40. saltiness contain minerals 

so     natually    

tonix or toxin 

 

V30084 

Section 1= V07147S1 
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Section 2 

volunteer worker  

:over 18  years old    no police record    reference 

CV  

the cost of transport  and phone call  

  

wheelchair users   own car   

blind people  reading to them Monday mornings   

disable children  take care of them on holidays  August   

   

volunteer worker XXX PO BOX 651 ,conclude the E-mail address  

 
Section 3 

freelance worker freelance worker

Alain Wendy Thomas freelance work

 

21. Peter Jane investigation a part of their courses (

assignment) 

22. ALAN creativity 

  A. artistic  

  C. creative work. creativity 

23. Wendy time is flexible 

C get far to work  

24. Thomas equipment are simple equipment

 

25.  often being interfered 

26. payment from big companies are always late 

27. expensive to hire other people 

28. part-time job 

29. money account 

30. updated information attend conferences regulary to get yourself update 
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single choices. they do this because assignment; the advantages working at home mentioned by 

interviewees are: make decisions by themselves (designer); equipment are simple (legal consultant); 

flexible working time (writer?); the disadvantages: often being interfered; payment from big companies are 

always late; expensive to hire other people. 

  filling: can't be taken as a part-time job; can not expect to manage finance by yourself (the tape say 

money); have to attend conferences regularly to get yourself update. 

 

Section 4 

session session1,2,3,4

 

31. report section Company 's mission statement 

32. student's CV which should be attached 

33. maximum 500 words for each skill(3000 words in 6 reports) 

 

34. section 3  

A. *****   B. academic qualification  C. training section 

35. section four . C. a profile of student's career plan 

36. first class served as A 

37. first practice skill   

A. company colleague   B. tutor( , )  C. other students 

short answer 

38. deadline : 30th June 

39. how often ___ place officer? Officer ?2  3 tutor 3  

40. In case of any problem, go to find theAdministration Officer 

 V30085 

Section1=V66S1 
 
Section2 canoe trip
11.why people do not have to be very fit to join the trip move with the current 

12.special feature of the canoe alarming system 
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13.for uncommpanied and underage children special route  

14.15.  washable shoes & sweater 

washable shoes

boots not suitable for swimming 

16.17. high energy snacks & bottle water 

18. canoe 14pounds 

19. 20 deposit  paid by cash orby credit card 

20. www.rivertrip.com 

 

Section3 

2 report assignment recarding 

 

21. A;music’s effect on customers 

22. In café, music is played B 

 A. in different areas    B. uniform level volume  C. certain time 

23. C. disguise the purpose of the survey 

24. A.from a previous study 

25. 26. A.competitor nearby  &  E.seat capacity 

27-30. 4 jazz music , no music, classic music,  pop music 6 match 

27. Jazz music  people spend more money jazz  

28. No music people did not think the restaurant worths the price no music  

29. Classic music people left right after eating  

30. Pop music people will come back again  

Section4 

East end of London  

31. to feed 

32. lack of restrictions 

33. goods made of metal & leather 

34. the building of dock 

35. people from other parts of England 

36. ……land to build on 

37. live in great property 
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8-10.  

38. low standard of building construction 

39. poor heating 

40. water air pollution  

 

V30086 
Section1

local exhibition  

1-4  

1. A 

A. Sense   B. object   C. people 

2. improve B 

A. children   B. who has exsiting skills   C. children and adult 

3. C 

A. attractive   B. personal   C. seem expensive 

4. A 

A. France   B. Britain   C. Rome  

5-10  

5. name: Herde 

6. Address: 40 Long Road 

7. Postcode: OX10 9QR Oxford 7  

8. IT course  

9.Reference No 11317 

10. Pay by: cash cheque  

Section2

11. castle  next week 

12.  7 miles 

13. young people under 16  

14.  sport equipment 

15.  Town Hall  

16.  station 
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17. jacket 

18-20  

compete with a friend 

time yourself 

practice on road and country path 

Section3  

assignment, 

A boy missed a lecture about writing assignment and learned from a girl. 

21. note system 

22. reference  scientific research  

23.  journals 

24. information from Internet 

25. Main body must be double spacing 

26. Headings must be Italic 

27. typed 

28. the top right corner (must have "the") 

29. margin 3.25 pixel 3.25 

30. ID number 

 

Section4 V30083S3  
 

V30090 
 
Section 1=V30078s1 
 
Section 2  

dinosaur museum  

11.  1:30 p.m.   

12.   25th December   

13.  Car Park   
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14. guide tour time 45 minutes  minutes   45  

15. There are tables for   two cafes    

16-18 7 3  ? 

   Bags 

books 

camera  photo  

pencils 

food  

water 

worksheets 

19-20  5 2    

what can students do after visit at present? 

watch films  

play computer games  

built model dinosaur  center center  

   painting    

 

  

 

Section 3   

  

21   Classical History  

22 3  compulsory courses  

23 1 Object Matters 

24 classification  

25 assessment: by course work  

26 2  Towns and Cities  

27  : Origins and development of ......   (  Origins   

28 oral 

29 3  assessment: 50% by lab work, 50% by seminars  

30. field trip work :location   
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Section 4 
  

1   Health Department    University  (     

2-3  food intake    eating patterns   physical activity (   

4-7   

4    at random  

5 ? ( ) at home  

6  young children  old children   

 / wide range of food  more active)unsure 

7 old children ? A  more easily to be influenced by their peers 

8-10   

8  Vitamin A  (     

9 Pacific  more fish than European children  

10  social workers  schools   

 

V40101 
Section 1=V20023 S1  
 
Section 2=V30020 S2 
 
Section 3 

Tutorial : 2 male tutor female students 

21.Topic: fishing industry  

22. Focus on:  statistics   and computer model 

23 The shortage of the girl She is not good at (taking notes/note-taking) ( ) 

 

24—28  

MODEL GOOD PROBLEM 

 Discussion       24. confidence   Have same 25. ideas  
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2 6. Student support service

    

******** Limited 27 place  

Consult books ******** Too 28. general  

 

29—30  

29. . read notes three times  

30.Next tutorial date: 25th Jan th  

 

Section 4 
 

Talk about some experiments that have been taken on the animals, which suggests that animal may , to 

some degree, bear some intelligence as we do. First is that researchers are really surprising about tha 

animals may use language. A research on ape shows that ape can type means I am hungry or give me 

banana . However some argues that it is not really because the ape can type and communicatie, but only 

because that typing is the direct result of food rewards.  

31—35  

1. Experiment or research is   C. surprising OR B. unconvincing   
A exciting      B. unconvincing    C. surprising  
2. Ape Ape experiment show problem is   C. 
A. they are always hungry      B .helped by computer      C. .they do not .... real language 

3. Regard animal as a machine or robot 
4. What do people tend to use sight to measure the intelligence of animals  sight 
5.Rat is better on   A. smell  
A. smell      B .color     C. eyesight   

6—10  

6. Horse can use land marks  to find way to home. 

7.Sheep can recognize faces of people  

8. Birds People and birds can use the same skill good eyesight  
9. 4Those who wouldn't accept that animals can communicate tend to treat animals as machine  

9. People think that animal do not thought about next idea   

10. In future for animal, people should pay more attention on they do well

V40102 
Section 1  
Book air ticket  
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Destination  To 1. Berlin From Birmingham to Berlin  

Ticket type  2. Weekly return ticket It’s cheaper and more convenient  

The date of return  3. Return on 5th November Go 29th Oct + 7 days  

Price  4. 150  

Name  5. *** Cuooper / Cowper  

Address  6. Bank House  

Special requirement in Airport 

 

7. Provide wheel chair  & extra 8. 

legroom  918 It is said that her mother feel the 

seat uncomfortable and they need something like an redundant 

seats or empty seats, but when I wrote down it. It said something 

like "Cabinet" and the guy said he will write it down"  

Requirement in food  No milk and no 9. nuts  

Payment method  10. Bank transfer  

 
Section 2=V30014 S3 
 
Section 3=V69 S3 
 
Section 4=V35 S4

V40103 
Section 1=V27 S1 
 
Section 2 
Monologue, , policeman student union  campus crime,  

, essay  

 

11—20) : 

11.  : B. Student union 

A.*** association 

B. Student union,   

C. Police force 

****

” “ ” B. Student 
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union  

12.  C: Theft 

13.   B. decrease 

A. increase              B. decrease        C. stay the same 

“fallen”  

14.   A. exaggerated by media  

A. exaggerated by media    B.******          C.  

15.  C. seek help ( ) 

A. runaway            B.               C.seek help 

involve  

16.  A.  

A.           B.          C.  

17.  B. go back with a friend 

A.                B. go back with a friend    C.  

“it`s better to bring a mobile phone”  

18.    A. aware of dangerous 

A.aware of dangerous       B psychology stronger       C  walk confidence  

 

19. it is dangerous to bring a  B knife  

weapon  

20.   A place without wall 

A place without wall          B. a army campus           C a safety place  

 

 

Section 3=V30058 S3  
 
Section 4=V20023 S4 
 

V40104 
Section 1=V30014 S1  
 
Section 2 

  
Section 3 
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PART-TIME STUDY, Tensive class

  
Section 4=V70 S4 
 

V40105 
Section 1=V34 S1 
 
Section 2=V29 S2 
 
Section 3=V31 S3 
 
Section 4 V40202 Test1 S4,  
 

V40106 
 
Section 1  
Club membership  

1—3 Multiple choice  

Club every month   

 

Saturday excursion  

Culture Evening event 

Film ******  

Lecture of ***** 

Disco 

“ ”  

4---10 Table  

    
****** From 11 00am to **pm The deposit is 4. $15    

5. Skating  6. Sunday      

Swimming 7. 16th October    8. swimming suit  

Bowling   8.  9. casual clothes  
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 Section 2 
Select position on the map and some introduction about clubs (martial arts 

centre, bowling alley, ice skiing....). 

1.  

2.  

3. ——  

4. Ice skating centre 

5. $15 

6. Beginners 

7. 16th October 

8.  $2 payable for ***9 

9. 10 Grant Hotel  

 

Section 3 V23 S3 
 
Section 4 V71 S4 
 

V40108 
Section 1 V66 S1 
 
Section 2 5 Test 4 S2  
 
Section 3=V32 S3 
 
Section 4=V69 S4  

V40109 
 
Section 1 

Joan , Bill  

1 4 Table  

Trip  one guest   One free drink usually to 10. museum  
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Plants Location How much How often 

rubber trees ******** 1. 3 cups ******** 

******** 2. kitchen  3. 1 cup ******** 

4. lemon tree  ******** not much ******** 

5-10  

5. She has had her dog Coco for 6 months  8  

6. park  beach,  

7. top shelf  

8. leave the mails on the  kitchen table  

9. Bill should double lock  the window. 

be care of “ double lock ” double

double lock , lock.  

10 Joan Cooma  House  

 

Section 2 
project 

11-14  

11 G and M want to D. give information for a course  

12   A. institution and individual applicants 

13  

A summer course director  B. information video 

14 A. students worries about their studies 

, , .  

15-20  

Topic Time 

1 Academic 

-******** 

-15. (Teaching /Teaching methods) 

7min 

2 Catering and  16. (Accommodation)   

-Cafeteria 

- 17.( Flats) 

6min 

3 Social 

- 18.( Disco) 

- 19.( International Evening) 

8min 

In a conclusion 20.      

20  

A. 20. , 3-4 , ( ),
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2 ,  

B. 5 6  Conclusion  28 28

 

C. 3 and 4 minutes for opening and ?? 21 , 28

28-21-3=4  

D. 2 minutes 3 6 7 21minutes 28minutes

2minutes  

 

Section 3=V30018 S3 
 
Section 4=V30018 S4 
 

V40110 
Section 1 V67 S1 
 
Section 2 

fiber, organic fiber nature fiber  

Cotton, Wool and  

11~17  

11.  C. .  

12. 3   B, over a quarter 

13.     B.  

 

14.      C.  

15. ――deformhydry dehydroform   

16.   

17.  XX retardment , water-proof moth proof 

18 20  

A  B  C  

18. ――C. 

19. ――C 

20. classical clothes ******――A 

 

Section 3 
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21—26 :  

Locations of some buildings in a map 

21. reading and speaking section  

22. newspapers  

23. videos  

24. medical centre  

25. satellite TV station  

26. enquiry desk  

27—30  

27. finding information use pink and yellow  check cards 

28. find information in a specific field use subjects  guide 

29. computers in some universities  can't be coped with unsure  

30. more information in blue folder  on my desk 

 

Section 4=V67 S4 

 

V40112 
Section 1 V32 S2 
 
Section 2 V69 S2 
 
Section 3 
Research on maturing learning 

  section section subtitle

Conclusion

5 A-E

21-24 25-30  

1 Summary report 

2.Project background 

3.Number of students 

4.Key studies 

D Research Funding ( funding) 

E. Area for improvement (area ) 
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21. motivation 

22. scientific approach 

23. artistic approach 

24. distance 

25. 136 

26 observation 

27. questions 

28 lake of time 

 

29 independence 

30 learning styles 

 

Section 4 new version   

tutor reading writing listening presantation

 

31. tutor john Wright 

32 please contact welfare department if you have personal matter 

33-40  

   

Reading Speed  

Listening  Topic from natual subject 

Writing Structure skills A topic from a range of subjects/ 

integrate 

Speaking  A topic from individual 

  Presentation with visual aids 

Oral presentation Work in group General English practice 

 

V40113 
Section 1=V30019 S1  
 
Section 2=V30019 S2 
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Section 3=V30019 S3 
 
Section 4=V40 S4 
 

V40114 
Section 1=V70 S1 
 
Section 2=V66 S2 
 
Section 3=V30020 S3 
 
Section 4=V30015 S4 
 

V40116 
Section 1=V27S1  
 
Section 2=v40103S2  
 
Section 3=V30058S3 
 
Section 4=V20023S4 
 

V40121 
Section 1=V23 S1 
 
Section 2=  
1-4  

1  B. 

A.  modern managem, ent B. family owns the hotel C. family manages the hotel 
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"FAMILY OWN"  

,  

2. the newest facility? : fitness 

3 Where is the hotel? :suburb :miles from towncenter 

4. : international food 

5.  internet access and transport to airport 

6-10  

Time   

2 days £75  

5 days £60 4 courses dinner… in the weekend 

7 days 9. £52 10. The membership of golf club 

 
Section 3=V21 S3 
 
 
Section 4=V36 S4 

V40201 
Section 1=V20023 S1 
 
Section 2=V31S2 
 
Section 3 

draft, section 3  video information

 

 

Section 4=V20023 S4 
 

V40202 
Section 1=V40102S1  
 
Section 2=V30044S2
 

Section 3=V30058S3=V40103S3
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Section 4 V40105 S4 
 

V40203 
Section 1=V27 S1  
 
Section 2 V40110S2 
 
Section 3 V40112 2004 11 27 S3 
 
Section 4 V39 S4 
 

V40205 

Section 1=V34 S1 

Section 2=V50131S2=V06124S3 
 
Section 3 V33 S3 
 
Section 4 =V20023S4 
 

V40206 
Section 1 V30015 S1  
 
Section 2 V40104S2 
 
Section 3 V40 S3 
 
Section 4 V71 S4 
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V40208 
Section 1=V30020 S1  
 
Section 2=V69 S2 
 
Section 3=V71 S3 
 
Section 4=V30015 S4 
 

V40211 
Section 1 V30018 S1  
 
Section 2= V30020 S2 
 
Section 3 V30020 S3 
 
Section 4 V40 S4 
 

V40212 
Section 1 V32 S2  
 
Section 2=V70 S2 
 
Section 3=V39 S3 
 
Section 4=V67 S4 
 

V40213 
Section 1 V32 S1  
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Section 2 V30019 S2 
 
Section 3 V23 S3 
 
Section 4 

 

business culture,

 

1. organization 

 

2. City Central/Central Soul 

3. 

 

4. big company 

( company big ) 

5 technical( ) 

6. responsibility 

7. flexible/flexibility 

8. formal meeting formal meeting,

organization big company  

31—40  

characteristic advantage disadvantage 

31. organisation 32. central power source 33. conversation 

34. big company 35. technical 36. Take risks 

37. Many levels 38. responsibility Not willing to take 

 39. flexible 40. Make decisions 

 

V40214 
Section 1 V70 S1  
 
Section 2 V66 S3 
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Section 3 V30014 S3 
 
Section 4 V30018 S4 
 

V40215 
Section 1 V30020 S1  
 
Section 2 V29 S2 
 
Section 3=V30019 S3 
 
Section 4=V37S4=V07139S4=V08113=V09127S4 
 

V40216 
Section 1 V67 S1 
 
Section 2= V40103S2 
 
Section 3=V31 S3 
 
Section 4=V70 S4 

 

V05101 
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Section 1   
 s1 course

computer course

popular.

page15( ) 16

15 course

beginner,

course experienced people. 
1—3  

1.  

A expensive cheap  B popular  C full 

2.  Page 15  sports and games 

3. The man thought CRAFT COURSE is for experienced people 

( far behind them  

 

4 7  

 Students provide  

Furniture of ×× 

 

Own 4 pieces of furniture(

piece unsure) 

 

5 Picture framing  Photos and pictures 6 all backing material 

  The 7 dark room

 facilities 

8.  Waverlint/Waverton (unsure, ) 

9. level beginner  

10. by cash   

 

Section2=V38s2   
 
Section3=V40112s3   
  
Section4=V30042s4 
 

V05102 
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Section1=V30042s1   Section2=V71s2    Section3=V27s3    Section4=V71s4 
 
 

V05103 
 
Section1=V39s1   Section 2=V69s2   Section 3=V40110s3  Section 4=V30040s4 
 
 

V05105 
 
Section1=V26s1   Section2=V30019s2    Section3=V41s3   Section4=V30034s4 
 
 

V05106 
Section1 new 

answering the phone. 11 o'clock

11 near one subway station: library; library 

clear voice think quickly Hillsdunne Road branch Hillsdunne Road 

Hillsdunne 

Manuja 4.45pounds/hour   

1. answering the phone  

2. Hillsdonne Road  

3. 4.45 pounds per hour 

4. 22nd, Oct. 

5. quality clear voice and 6. ability to think quickly  

7.extra money on national holiday 

8 . transport home if working after 11.00 pm (7 8 7

s 8 ) 

9. near to the library. 

10. Manuja (

) 

Section2=V30044s2  Section3=V39s3  Section4=V35s4 
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V05108 
Section1=V30034s1 Section2=V37s2 Section3=V30058s3 Section4=V30036s4 

 

 

V50109 
Section 1  
1.2weeks 

2. 400 

3.17A 

4.889740 

5. water heater 

6.fridge 

7. 25 

8. lock the windows 

9. play music 

10.landlady 

 
Section 2=V07109S2=V50233S2=V06120S2  
Section 3 
21-23  

21 B 

A. German for science is too difficult.  

B. she doesn’t grasp the skill to learn independently    

C. she is too busy to learn 

22. what did lvan do in the library? 

A. sort out the timetable  

B. read newspapers    

C. send e-mail 
23: A too many people in the library. 

24-30  

Some suggestions are given by the professor. 

Medium Methods 
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Audio develop 24. global listening  skill to grasp key word 

l25. stop the tape to predict the contents  

26. dictation  to develop listening skills 

27. prepare note-taking skills.   

Video --gesture, 

--28. eye contacts  

--distance between people 

cover the video 29. subtitles  

Satellite  TV watch TV chat show  

 
Section4=V67S4=V30064S4=V40110S4=V50109S4=V50130S4=V06138S4=V08127
S4  
 
 

V50110 
Section 1=V30037s1 
 
Section 2 

town
 

 
11—15  

11.   A.16th century      
A. 16th century       B. 17th century       C.18th century  

17 17 16
A. 16th century  

12. festival  C. not enough work in winter  
festival   

13. Which is the town most famous for  A: agriculture fair 
“farm” .

”shopping” “farm”  
14.  B. 15000 
A. 5000    B. 15000    C. 20000 

20000 15000 5000 organizer  
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15. panting  A. region or C. the town unsure  
A. region,           B. other countries,         C. the town 

regional school  
 

 
16—20  
16. sound of music , sing,  wear fancy dress  
17. theatre family ticket 10 
18. book in advance  
19. concert  room  
20. festival programmer check the website  
 
Section 3 

reading habits lecture 

Title:  Reading Habits  

A C 

23.    B  

A ********** 

B  

C  

24---27  

Method:  4. Interviewing  

Selection method: 5. Random Selection  

Catalog: Magazines  

6. Books  7. Leisure  

Study 

28—30 Occupation  

28. Employed ------ 50%     

29. Unemployed ---- 5% 

30. Retired ---------- 20% 

 

Section 4 
about refreshment therapy and recreation therapist, recreation therapy 

 

31 : 7 3  

The content of the lecture     C. E. G   

A, ………… 

B, responsibility 

C, qualification require 

D, working environment 
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E, working range/ Work objective / Working involve   

F, theoretical analysis 

G, Why to choose career 

32--35  

32. :  planned recreation therapy method  

33.recreation therapist 10  (13 times)  

10  rank 13 

34.people taking this for career in 10 years (35,000) ; 

( 10 35000 , ) 

35. increase rate: (26%) 

36-37  

36.  

What kind of job he is doing? : , treat psychological patient 

37. , 

What to do at the first stage?  :  assessment of patients 

38-40  

38. Where to need the course? working place in community / Community Based Places 

39. Qualification for assistance in nursing: Nursing Diploma / diploma in Nursing 

40. Qualification for management: a Master’s degree  

V05112 
Section 1=V30014S1 Section 2=V40s2  Section 3=V30036s3  
Section 4 

, 6 , 15 , Lord Mayor,

, , , , CE,

, USA USSR , . 

1956 Olympics. 31.gap filling other 6 cities. 

32.Lord Mayor,  

went to33. 15 different countries. 

multi choices,34. two former Lord Mayors spend their own money.  

The next is why Melbourne could win, two factors:  

35;36 south Mel borne competed modern sports facilities. 

37;38 Then, Australia’s gold medals were less than 2 countries:USA,USSR. 

.39,40.Last one, this Olympics brought Australia, two influences, international 

relationship, economic-- ,  

32.lord  
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33.15 different countries 

34. :pay by their own money 

35;36 :new airport  

, ,  

37;38 :usa ussr 

39;40 : ,  

publicity of local production transportation?    
 
 

V05113 
Section1=v20023S1  Section 2=v29s2  Section 3=v30042s3  Section 4=v30043s4 
 
 

V50114 
Section 1=V40109s1 
 
Section 2=V05147s2 
 
Section 3

 
21—23  
21-23. The teacher asked the students to read prospectus for  
A. study aids           B. subjects offered          C. group sizes  
D. support of students         E teaching hours  
21-23  

marketing plan 
21. topic, A 
22.  B 
23. group  C  
8.21 21. discuss topic C. About marketing branch 
 
24—26  
24-26. The teacher recommended which university guide. 
There is information about: 24. sports , 25. entertainment , 26. accommodation 
 
27—30.  
The students may ask the following FOUR questions. ( ) 
A. research opportunities 
B. the drop-out rate / failure rate 
C. postgraduate students  
D. support*****  
E. the failure rate  ( “rather than the failure rate”) 
F. assessment methods (how to give exams) 
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academic teaching staff  
 
Section 4=V29s4  

V50116 
Section 1=V30015s1 
 
Section 2 

 

11-15  

entrance 

 

11 pigeon room  

12 library 

14 pegeon holes 

15 bank  

16 bank 

16-20  

BBABB 

16 computercentre introduce in : B following next week  

(unsure, show library  that day, but, 

next day, B following next week)  

17 A bank cant  B 

A twice a week  

B twice a week  

C  

18 visitround library: a visit (unsure) 

19 dinging room inexpensive  

20 ***shop B offer necessities 

 

Section 3=V30044s3 
 
Section4 

is about time measurements which are applied before ancient observing method

 

Primitive measuring method:

 (31) sun’s position  (less important) 
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 (32) animals <uncertain> / animals’ behaviors <uncertain> (more important) 

Accuracy time needed to organize activities for: 

 (33)religion 

 (34)government
*** found in: 

*** and (35)North Africa  

Table: <maybe in different order> 

  

Measurement method Disadvantage 

Sunlight clocks *** (36)varies
Water clocks  (37)temperature influences flow

 (38)sand glass <uncertain> / sound glass  (39)size ***

Fire clocks Candles (40)disappear

V05118 

Section 1 V34s1 

 

Section 2 barrant golden rush, a city near Mel 

first two choices 

11. D by 7 times, in the recording the man said sevenfold 

12. B man alone, (pretty sure) 

13- 20 gap fillings 

13. fee to collected to dig gold, (30) shilling per week 

14. number remain in Mel:  60,000 (may be 16,000 but i remembered that the man said it is still a big town 

of that area, so i chose the bigger one, and im 90% sure that i heard it is 60,000) 

15. cause of strike: a famous worker leader was (murdered) 

16. duration of the strike: (15 minutes) 

17. death of workers: (30) 

18. (1860s) was the end of gold rush 

19.an event make Mel world-famous: hosting World Expo(  

20. time to go back Mel : 3.30pm ( 3.30 4.30 ) 
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Section 3=V30037s3  Section 4=V40112s4 

V50121 
Section 1=V30015s1 
Section 2=V30014s2 
Section 3=V39s2 
Section 4=V50116s4

V50124 
Section 1=V30020s1 
Section 2=V31s2 
Section 3=V40101s3 
Section 4=V40s4

V50126 
Section 1=v67s1 
Section 2=V50110s2 
Section 3=V40112s3 
Section 4=V70S4

V50127 
Section 1=V30019S1 
Section 2=V29S2 
 
Section 3  

Lecture about the introduction of course .
Tutor 

 
31—32  

31. tutor  
  
Surname Wright   
32. Please contact welfare department if you have personal matter. 

“academic” personal 
matter welfare department “personal matter”  

 
33―40  

“ ”  
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Reading  33. speed  ******** 

Listening 34. public skills  ******** 

Writing *********** 35. gender subjects  

Speaking 36. a topic from individual *** 37. presentation with visual aids  

Projects work 38. groups    

40.General 

English practice 

    

 
Section 4=V20023S4 
 

V50130 
Section 1=V71s1 
 
Section 2
automobile club and rent a car in a university 

11-14  

11. joining fee for membership: C $56 

12. club will assist to resolve: A. legal problem 

13. there is an advantage: if car is broken, there is professionals to help you 

14. it opens: all days and night 

15-20  

Time of rent Price 

15. Holiday and weekends Expensive 

16. Whole weeks Much cheaper 

17. fee includes: insurance 

18. if exceed 200 kms, will charge 25 cents/km 

19. it would be cheap if rend in a group, because there is a discount 
20. it is easier to hire a car with a credit card 

 

section3=v40110s3  
section4=V40112s4 
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V50131 
Section 1=V70s1 
Section 2 

It’s about a new open market, which is running sport articles. 
gap filling multi-choice  

 
1--5  gap filling  ( no more than 4 words or numbers  

1.      This market will be open on This weekend  
weekend Saturday  Saturday this 

weekend  
2.   There are total ( 3)  shops in this town. 
3.    The new open market has ( 4 ) floors, and it belongs to one shop-chain.

“First floor… third floor …top floor for food”  
4.     On which kind of goods this shop focuses?  Sport articles

“running” “Sports articles” Sports 
articles  
5. How long should you wait if the item is out of stock? less than a week  
6. 3    Sports shoes  are selling in the third floor. 
 

7--10 multi-choice  
Olympic Star  

A. Saturday morning   
A. Saturday morning      B.  Saturday whole day    C.  this weekend
Saturday morning only . “he will stay until lunch time”  
8. If you answer 10 questions correctly, what you’ll get? A a gym membership 
A a gym membership   B video 5 Video   C..--------- 
9.The fitness / sports department is ( )  B cheaper in this month  
A available this month   B cheaper in this month      C only for staff  
( “The discount is available this month ” Staff Cash )  
10.  C.560314 
 
 
Section 3  
 
Section 4=V40105S4 

 

V50133 
Section 1=V30s1 
Section 2=v50116s2 
Section 3=V30039s3 
Section 4=V30040s4
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V50134 
Section 1=V69s1 
Section 2=V34s2 
Section 3=V30038S3 
 
Section 4 jupiter 4 moons  
4. junpiter volume c.1000times of the earth 

5. star star A 

A 3   B2   C1  

3. B 

  A  

  B  

  C  

4.jupiter moons telescope

 

 A.spacecraft  B telescope  C******* 

5. ; A  

 
Moons   
M1 Many volcanos 

M2 structure covers ice 

M3  

M4 600 kilometres 

V05147 
 
Section1=V40106s1 
 
Section2  
section2  

: 

1. one adult: price $29.50 sure  

2. Senior: 50 sure  

3. Group: National Holiday  

4. BEANHAM  

5. PL239PU 
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6. website 

7. direction s s of 

direction

spell PL spell

 

8. car parking sure  

9. restaurant sure  

10. passport photo ( photo of passport,
copy of ___)  

 

Section 3 
 ——X ~~~ :cry: 

~~ 

1.   

A. collect    B. study ( , planning and  analyzing)    C.  

2. ?  ,  

A. private trip;     B. academic conference;      C. a business trip  

3. western organization , ?  

A.  brief  ( )     B. discussion     C.  listen the opinions  

4. western  

5 /

 

A. …….   

B. they are flexible ……( inflexible)  

c.  

D. external organization  

very conservation

A  

 

A. new method  

B. they are inflexible

 

C. 

 

D. extra organization  

E.  
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F.  

 
 Section4=V30s4 

V05301 

Section 1 
about the home stay (a boy lady ) 

1.  desk and TV  

2.  the dinnertime: 7:00 pm 

LUNCH: weekdays: 2:00pm 

Weekend:--------- 

Restaurant and 

8. House key 

9.  Bus 201A A 8  

10. smoke (not permit) only in the breakfast 

 

Section 2=V67S2 

7 A 10 poor sound quality 

 

Section 3 
2004-12-18 section3 4 

 

remarked more than, misinterpret the other theory, the girl angry 

administrators( ministrators), virtual learning DD learning  

twice per month ,about business and science 

 

Section 4  time management 
 

1.  
2.  
3.  
4. stressful  
5.  
6.  
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7.  
8.  
9.  
10.  

 

V50233 
Section 1=V30036s1 
 
Section 2

 
It is up to you 

to telephone the employment 

open hours, 10AM to 4PM, 

bank holidays, closed at bank holidays  

16-20 3

2  

It’s up to you to telephone the employer 

attend full time vocational courses 

noticeboard type of jobs hours telephone  

employer  domestic work   

employment childcare 

A****  B Childcare  C laboring D restaurant work  E workforce 

10am 4pm 

Lunch time bank holiday new year closed on 

new year 

 

Section 3=V34s3 
 
Section 4

, 
fossil equipment fossil in shops 

and at exhibitions. is very expensive, delicate. 

type,
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strong pen   

31-36  
31 procedure 
29. trace fossil 
30. organism is buried rapidly 
31. mineral soil fill inside the fossil 

32. you can buy fossil in shops and at exhibitions 
33. but biger fossil is expensive 

37-40  

Tools Function 

37. Recorder Record 

Note and pen Such as 38. taking photos 

39. Soft sediment 

40. Delicate fossil 

 

V06010 V06101  

Section 1=V30072s1 
 
Section 2

( ) 

1.finance: income reinvested 

2.aim:  program is relatively broad 

3.  little-known local artists 

history: , , . .  4.late 17th century 

5.  in 1984 

 

6.location  

7.cinema 120 8.British life 
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9. Italian food 

10.20% discount  for students 

 
section 3=V22s3 
 
Section 4=V30061s4 
 

V06102 

Section 1=V33S1=V50109S1=V08147S1  

 
Section 2=V37S2=V50108S2=V07112S2  
 
Section 3=V30076S3=V30078S3=V06102=V07111S3=V08109S3  
 
Section 4 

 

31-36 1750  

31. suggestion of tunnel 

32. committee 

33. financial stop because financial problem 

34. bridge proposal for bridge  

35. link 

36. scheme 10 1802 x  

37-38 1985 6  

D. technology F. environment 

39-40 tunnel  

39. running shuttle 

40. cross passages 
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V06103 

Section 1=V60138s1 
Section 2=V50126s2  
Section 3=V30032s3 
Section 4=V27s4 
 

V06106 

Section 1=V30034s1 
 
Section 2  

 THEME GARDEN

……  

1 C A. ;B , ,C. 

 

2 a. ;b. ; c.  

3 C150,000 

 

 engineering 

Liz manage the staff 

Sarah drink & food 

Duncan building 

sales  

 

Area Size Age Range 

 1.5m All people 

 1200  Target age is five to twelve years old children 

Section 3=V30034s3 
Section 4=V30018s4 
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V06108 

Section 1=V39s1 
 
Section 2  
11. Wetlands has mainly been lost 

A. in some specific regions  ( lost all over the world) 

B. because of changes of weather (  

C. under the last 100 years lost from the very beginning of 20th century) 

12. wetlands centre  

A. are in rural areas ( from rural areas to ... of London) 

B own the same types of animals visitors can see different types of animals in different local centers) 

C. offer education facilities learning facilities resources for learning  

13-20  

13.  wetland wetland preservation/conservation make a donation, 

wetland  

14.  adopt animal like duck, swan  

15. particularly popular with 15.children 

16. send out information 

17. club  high quality magazines 

18.  joint membership  

19. retired people  

20. family with low income discount 

 

Section 3
Western of London

filing system  

21 west London A 

A Grow up background 

B (interested in town names, not sure) 

22   

C (interview) 

23   

B (difficulty in organizing info….) 

24 Card index 

25 ID number 
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26 heading 

27 Methodology 

28 History 

29 Housing 

30 Healthcare 

Section 4=V41s4 

V06110 

Section 1
 

1. post officea 

 

:Oh,where are you? 

:Em,we are in the central town,it's easy/convinient to find in the city centre. 

:Is it near the grove garden? 

:Oh.no,I am afraid it is not near/close to the grove garden( grove,

grove garden !!!, greenwood garden,

grove garden, greenwood garden ),but the post office might be nearby/very close.

post office, central town , , post 

office near , central, centre "in", post office. 

2.sports centre(  

3.9 00-4 30( 9.30 1.30  

4. Monday Sunday  

5. wall wheel/stairlift (unsure) 

6.materials 

7. seats/armchair (unsure) 

8. 2 hours 

9. 6 weeks 

10. personal alarm 

 
Section 2

cave   

11. 6.5  

12. 8 Person 
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13. rounding bus up and down 

14.  Cave first been discovered in 1813 

15. Apple Juice fruit cake 

16. Climb up to view the lookout point  

17 cave Until Railway station was built 

    V130105 climbing course: qualification instructors remove of 

plants to protect the rock surface 

18. Shop fruit cake, apple Juice 

19.  kitchen area in the cave  

20. 091 6695 6432 

 

Section 3=V34s3 
 
Section 4=V30042s4 
 

V06111 

Section 1=V30033s1 
Section 2=V71s2  
Section 3=V71s3 
Section 4=V7131s4 
31. people get more nervous if the speech is important 

32. The speech is not a gift  but can be learned by people. 

33. audience will only remember the last thing you said 

34.  be well-organized 

35. Don't start your speech until audience  pay attention 

36. card  you can make your notes on cards or a sheet of paper 

37. don’t need to write speech in full 

38. just one or two ideas 

39. time yourself 

40. just read your talks 
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V06113 

Section 1= V70s1 
 
Section 2  

hostel condition 

, , 11. smaller key, ……( ) 

 you should not forget to bring key with you, 12. self-locking , 

13. music is not allowed before 7 am and after 9pm 

, a bathroom without 14.shower, 
15.you can have your own food in the kitchen. 

You can find fire 16. blanket,( ) 17. fire alarm on the wall 

laundry is in 18. basement, 
19. cleaning equipment cupboard , 

20. not responsible for outside××× and outside windows 
 

Section 3= V27S3 
 
Section 4 

. 

1. PE is a central part of traditional education, 

2. goverment policy encourage schools  3. in order to develop mental 

education and leaning 

skills. 

4. pastimes non-active E.G. TV, Computer games, 

5. there’s a negative affect 

6. some countries did similar research such as France, India and Canada( ) PE 

. 

PE behavior and activity  

7. Physical exercise not only improves children’s behavior but also their health. 

8.develop concentration / intelligence 9. more blood flow to the brain 

10. conclution PE key In conclusion, PE maybe the key 

V06114 

Section 1=Version 27 S1  
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Section 2 

11-17 18-20  

11. craft fair  

12. fringe stage  

13. restaurant 

14. /main stage 

15. exhibitor entrance 

16. an exhibition 

17. lock-up garage  

18. wear arm badge 

19. by an ambulance in emergency  

20. yellow ticket 

 

Section 3=Version 26 S3 
 
Section 4=Version 30060 S4 
 

V06119 
S1=V30058S1 
S2=V38S2 
S3=V36S3 
 
Section 4 

business culture/business characteristics  

Type of culture Characteristic Advantage Disadvantage 

1. Central power source Effective  

2. Big company  Take arisk 

3. Many levels Responsibility Not willing to take  

4.  Flexible  

 

V06121 
Section 1  
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1.74 North Road 

2.Mile House 

3. PL23 9PU 

4. 6:30am-7:30am 

5. midnight to 3:30am 

6. house alteration 

7. call the police 

8. diary 

9. date 

10. time 

11. one week 

Section 2=V50114S2=V05147S2=V08135S2 
 

11. $29.50 

12. 50 (years old) 

13. Passport 

14.national holidays 

15.directions 

16. Beanham  

17. PL239PU  

18. restaurant 

19. car park 

20. website 

Section 3=V40110S3=V50130S3=V07114S3  
 
Section4=V20023S4=V40103S4=V40116S4=V40201S4=V40205S4=V50127S4 

 
 

 

V06125 
Section 1=V38S1  

 
Section 2  (Harren)  
11. Harren : A 

A. suitable for this species 
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B. meaningless 

C. amusing 

12. : C 

A.  

B. disease 

C. food  ( nuts ) 

13. Harren : B 

A.  

B. how the food was eaten (

) 

C.  

14. Harren restriction: A 

A.  

B.  

C.  

15. Harren B 

A.  

B. tutor  

C.  

 

16.the photos will exhibit in local museum 

17.will send photos in competition by national newspaper 

18.so called secondary project 

Harren  

19.make detailed notes 

20.Harren : in the late afterno 

Section 3=V30019S3=V40113S3=V40125S3=V07139S3 
 

Section 4=V27S4=V50301S4=V06103S4 
 

V06134 
 
Section 1=V08144S1 

Health Care  

1-5  

1. Health Care B. 5 
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2. B. personal attention 

3. Health Care A. more space 

4. Health Care on the road off the High Road 

5. bring with the form 

6-10  

6. Susan Braddle ( ) 

7. 17 Upland Road 

8. S15 8DY 

9. Thursday 

10. Smith 
Section 2=V41S2=V06144S2=V08143S2  

 
Section 3=V07116S3=V07119S3=V08145S3=V09111S3 

 

A girl student asks for changing the course and talks about the studying problems and solutions.  

Table 1: 

name of the original course: 21.Economic History. 

starting time: 22.last September. 

the courses she wants to change:  

the first choice: 23. Politics, but this course is very hot.  

the second choice: 24. Philosophy 

Table 2: 

studying problems and the possible solutions in the original course: 

There are three main problems:  

25. lectures too difficult. 

The first solution: record the class, and it indeed works. 

The second solution: suggest to take part in a 26.discussion group  

27. not enough tutorials. 

Poor performance in homework 

The first solution: do more background reading 

The second solution: ask for help from the 28.Student Service 

Then the girl says she didn’t want to bother them, but the teacher says it is their duty. And the teacher 

wants to have a feedback to see whether the problems have been solved. So they make a appointment on 

29.February 17th. 

But the teacher will not be here at that time, she should find the 30.Senior Advisor reflect the feedback.   

 

Section 4=V50110S4=V50147S4  
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V06134 
Section 1=V30034S1=V05108S1=V08128S1=V09148S1 
 
Section 2=V29S2=V40105S2=V40215S2=V50113S2=V06316S2 
 

Section 3  
21-26  

21. put your name and email address on  

22. Blackstone, top level, Room 301, top level 
23. Building Modern Languages  

24. Resource Room multimedia materials 

25. Law Department 

26. North Department 

27-29 7 3  

JAN AFG 

A cautious languages 

B classify 

C  

D Describing ( ) 

E causes and effects 

F Generating 

G Summarying 

30  

deadline 25th October(
8th, ) 

 
Section 4=V30060S4=V06114S4=V06316S4=V07135S4 
 

V06138 
Section 1 

 

A friend  

Mills 
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Genia  

Bed sheet SHEET  

10.75 ( bed sheet , 13.75, double size

single size 10.75) 

cream  Bed sheet  

Desk lamp 

199.10

 

By cheque credit card

 

 

Section 2=V30038s2 
Section 3=V70s3 
Section 4 =V67 s4 
 
 

V06140 
Section 1 email“@”

Section 2 1997 1998  
Section 3=V39s3 
Section 4=V66s4 
 
 

V06141 
Section 1=V08120s1  
1.300 metres 

2. Sunshade ( ) 

3. 319 

4. satellite TV 

5. forest 

6. 10,000 

7. miss 

8. a relative 

9. single item 

10. Ludlow( ) 
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Section 2 
theme park 

11-13  

11. Where did his inspiration come from? C 

A childhood hobby B Landscape interest C visit to another park. 

(He didn't come up with this idea until he visited another theme park) 

12. When is the park open to children?  A 

A. Good weather B.  C.  

( ) 

13.  C 

A. 500,000 B. 1,000,000 C. 1,500,000 (one million and a half)  

A. Advertisement B. Building C. Animal feeding 

D. Education E. Food and drink F. Sale 

G. Engineer H. Staff 

14-18  

14. Speaker Simon  G (He is still doing some mechanics jobs) 

15. Speaker's wife  H (She is responsible for recruiting) 

16. Speaker's daughter Sarah  E (keep visitors fed and watered) 

17. Speaker's sun Duncan  B (his son took up his role and is doing new constructions) 

18. Speaker's daughter-in-law  F (retail ) 

19-20  

Area Size Age Range 

... 1.5m All people 

... 19. 120 m2 20. Target age is 5-12 year-old children 

 
Section 3=V08127s3  
21. Microchip 

22. Peter Smith 

23. lab 

24. teaching staff 

25. third-year undergraduate 

26. seminar room 

27. secretary 

28. research 

29. golf 

30. Riverside Restaurant 
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Section 4=V35S4=V40102S4=V50106S4=V07138S4 
 

  

V06142 
Section1= V30049s1 
 
Section2  

, M  

 

11. A 

A. plane B. ferry C. hovercraft C.hovercraft 

C. ferry ferry  

12. B. 

A. uncomfortable B. unroadworth C. unregistered 

13-16. Matching E-east coast N-north coast W-west coast  

self-cafeteria restaurant E 

natural walk to amusing park N 

shop  

Golf Course N 

17-20  

17. tropical diseases 

18. bottles of water 

19. snakes  

20.  monkeys “ ”

 

 

11. 12-15 16-20  

11.  C. ferry 

ferry  

12-15. A. South            B. East            C. North 

12. Golf course:B 

13. family hotel::A 

14. self-catering restaurant: 

15. natural park: 
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16. medication 

17. mobile phone 

18. do not drink the water in the river 

19. monkey (bite) 

20. seafood 

 

Section3=V40101S3 
 
Section4=V50233S4 
 
 

V06316 
Section 1= V30034 s1 
 
Section 2=V29S2 
 
Section3 LAW 
1-6  7-9 7 3 10  

1 DETAILS 

Put your name and email address on…. 

2 `  Blackstone, top level, room 301.  up level 

3. Building :Modern Languages Languages  

4 Resource Room  multimedia materials/ multimedia resources 

5. the Law Department 

6 Access to self-….  North Department (  NORTH Law’s 

Department, ) 

7-9 JAN  AFG 

A. cautious Languages 

B. Classify 

C….. 

D Describing(  ) 

E.causes and effects 

F. Generating 

G. Summarying 

10 DEADLINE 25th October (  
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8th,  25th ,September,  10 

 10 ) 

 

Section 4=V30060S4 
 

V06102 

Section 1=V33S1=V50109S1=V08147S1  

 
Section 2=V37S2=V50108S2=V07112S2  
 
Section 3=V30076S3=V30078S3=V06102=V07111S3=V08109S3  
 
Section 4 

 

31-36 1750  

31. suggestion of tunnel 

32. committee 

33. financial stop because financial problem 

34. bridge proposal for bridge  

35. link 

36. ??? 

37-38 1985 6  

D. technology F. environment 

39-40 tunnel  

39. running shuttle 

40. cross passages 

V06121 

Section 1 
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, , 

1 2 3 adviser

 

Complain about neighbor’s noise. details diary date

time North Road, District Beanham 74 North Road

PL239PU 6 30 am-7:30 

am Midnight-3am .  house alteration 

steps have been taken call the police  ed call  

date of disturbance time of disturbance. 

Send the info. to ****** Office in (two weeks) time

Section 2 V50147s2   Section 3=V40110s3   Section 4=V20023s4 
 
 

V06124 
Section 1=V40106s1 
Section 2=V50131s2  
Section 3=V30042s3   
Section 4=V41s4 
 
 

V06125 
Section 1=V38S1 
Section 2 

NUTS

6 . 

 

B TUTORIAL A a lot of practice, only a few 

practices. C high quality camera, just a second hand camera. 

, local museum, ITEM BY

local newspaper,  late of afternoon

 second object.  
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Section 3=V30019s3 
Section 4=V27s4 

V06126 
Section 1=V30033s1 
Section 2=V30038s2 
Section 3=V30037s3 
Section 4=V30034s4 

V06130 

Section 1=V30s1  
Section 2=V40103s2  
Section 3=V30058s3 
Section4 
Jupiter . 

31. : 1000 

32. , : 3 (Sun, Moon, Venus) planet is brighter 

33. : Telescope ( ) 

34. , , . 

35. Io many: Volcanoes 

36. Io : . 1 2 3 4  

37.  Surface changes a lot 

38&39.  : Ice, : Life 

40.  600KM( ) 

V06134 

Section 1 
heath center  

1. 7 5

B 5  

2. B  Personal care 2 . 
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3. health center A  More space 3 . 

4. health center  

At the bottom of High Road  

         In the middle of High Road; 

        On a road off the High Road 4 . 

At the bottom of High Road In 

the middle of High Road Health Centre is at the bottom of that road. 

5. health center  

(with a cheque) 5 A-bring

 check (check)  

6. Susan Braddle 6 Braddle  

7. 17 Upland Road 7 . 

8. S154DY 8  

health centre  

9. Thursday 9  

10.  Nurse Smith 10  

 

Section 2=V41s2 
Section 3 

 

 

Economic History 21 . 

Last September 22 . 

Politics 23  

            Philosophy 24  

 

 

 

1. Lectures too difficult 25 . 

 

discussion group 26  

2. not enough tutorials 27 . 

3.  

do more background reading.  

Student Service 28  

bother  
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February 17th 29 . 

Senior Advisor 30  

 

Section 4=V30s4 
 
 

V06136 
 
Section 1=V30034s1  Section 2=V29s2 
 
Section 3 

 

dissertation Modern Languages

building building multimedia materials

LAW Department Law  

 

Section 4=V30060s4 

 

V06141 
 
Section 1 

 

Rose garden Blue Bay  not far away from beach has a view 

over forest 6,000 10 000

 a relative miss departure

500 for a single item Ben Ludlow. 

300meters  

Sun Shade  

Great painting  

forest around  

319  

10 000  
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a relative  

miss  

single item  

Ludlow  

 
Section 2=V06106S2 
  
Section 3 

 

Peter Smith lab, teaching staff  

seminar room  

postgraduate third-year undergraduate

secretary Monday: Golf. Friday: dinner 

at Riverside restaurant. 

21.120  

22.5 to 12  

23.microching  

24. Peter Smith   

25.library   

26.seminar  

27.all school  

28.the same person  

29.reasearch  

30.golf. 

 

Section 4=V35s4 

V06144 

Section 1 
, ,

, , (

), , 

m central park m w

m e-mail w helpline@blackcat.com  
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NEWSPAPER

FRIDAY  

1. NEWSPAPER  Every second week  

2. Peter Wisbrough ( ) 

3.NO.16 Bridge Road 1 2  

3.Central Park  

4. A yellow box free of charge  

5.POST CODE BS9 7PU 

6.helpline@blackcat.com  

7.Metal   

9.Magazine   

10.Savvy ( ) 

Section 2=V40109s2 
 
Section 3 

1 1

VEDIO

BORING  

tutorial D 

website 

, topic  

subtopic  

conclusion 3 4mins 7 28 21 7  

 
Section 4=V30033s4 

V06146 

Section 1 
, ,  

 

1-3) , DVDs, DVD Players, CD Recorders  
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1,DVD Players: bottom left-handed corner attract passers-by, windows 

2,DVDs: left right, middle, bottom right-handed corner 

3,CD Recorders: top, opposite, behind, stock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4-6) , No more than ONE word 

4, 8 CD Recorders are put back into the stock. ( 11 ,3 ) 

5,Make the store clean 

6,The guy was asked to do some signs 

7-10) matching 

A, Reduce the price for each item 

B, Discounted price for a certain number of items bought 

C, Keep the price in the current level 

7,General DVDs: C 

8,Foreign films: B 

9,Classic music: A 

10, Comedy: C 

Section 2=V30044s2   
Section 3=V30060s3   
Section 4=V30037s4 

Videos Parable CD 

 
 
DVDs 

 
CDs 
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V06148 

Section 1=V40102s1   
Section 2=V30020s2 
Section 3 

project, .

GLASS  GREEN WASTE EMPLOYEE

EDUCATION OFFICER BEFORE VACATION

AT THE END OF THIS TERM STATISTICS

TUTOR TAPE RECORDER  

21,22,project ,glass and green waste 

23, ,employee and republic **** 

24, interview education officer 

25, senior manager 

26, ,end of term 

27, statistics 

28, tutor 

29, research approach 

30, tape recorder 

 
Section 4 

(wealthy people)

(food prices) (business)

(large-scale housing)  

summary ,gap filling matching 

gap filling 2  more common *** Lack of space **** 

MATCHING 5-6 4

HEALTHIER LESS CROWDER

HAPPIER 

 

V06319 
Section 1=V40101s1   
Section 2=V40110s2   
Section 3=V23s3   
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Section 4=V50121s4 
 

V06412 
SECTION 1=V40049s1 
 

SECTION 2 
 

Water Plane, some of taxies are registered, .

:Padding pool, cycling, hiking. : tropical disease, water( a bottle of water,

2 , water), snakes, monkeys ,

A. plan B. ferry C. hovercraft plane

hovercraft

(A. uncomfortable B.unroadworth  C. unregisted) unregister C

4 West East North 

E east coast N north coast  west coast

E N N W

tropic disease bottle of water  

snakes “ ”

monkeys  

Section 3=V40101s3   

Section 4=V50233s4 
 

New section2  
which is owned by family  

fitness club, local dishes  
suburb internet access and airport translation. 

70 50 golf club  
 

(1—4 ) 
, Hotel  B family owns the hotel 

A. modern management hotel   B family owns the hotel   C. family manages the hotel 
B C Hotel family act as ownership

“ family own ”  
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2.   
3. Where is the hotel?    suburb  

 “The hotel is 3 miles from the town center”  suburb
countryside  

4. . the newest facilities  B. fitness 
A. swimming pool       B. fitness    C.***** 
5.   international food  ( “in the world”) 

5 . : 
internet access and transport to airport 

6--10  
 

   

2 days  6 (.  75) . Party in 7. ( evening ) 

3 days   60 2 days Has 4 courses dinner and 

entertainment in the 8. (weekend) 

5 days  9 .(  52)  

the membership of  

10.(Golf Club )  ( ) 

New section3  
Patricia Ivan   
  
Patricia Ivan professor  Professor Why does Patricia feel unhappy  Patricia

she don't  grasp the skills to learn independently Ivan
Patricia German for scientist pretend to be busy with 

something Ivan ... friend send email
too many people in the library   

  
21 23  

21. Patricia  Why does Patricia feel unhappy  B 
A. German for scientist is too difficult  
B. she don't  grasp the skills to learn independently.  
C. She is too busy to learn...  

“Patricia ”, B  
22. What did Ivan do in the library  C  
A. sort out the timetable  
B. read newspaper  
C. send Email  

“All of the people pretend to be busy with something, some read newspaper
Email”   

23.  A 
A. too many people in the library. “crowded”  
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24 30  
  
Some suggestions are given by the professor.  

Medium Method 

Audio * develop 24. global listening  skill to grasp key word  

* 25. stop the tape to predict the contents   

* 26. dictation  to develop listening skills  

* 27. prepare note taking skills.   

Video * gesture, 28. eye contacts ,distance between people 

* cover the video 29. subtitles  

Satellite  TV * watch TV chat show / for a purpose  

New section4  
2005 1 15  

sustainable development  lecture 

A male student and a female teacher talk about the module course. Man want to get the 

information about full / part time study, and teacher introduces the module course .  

lecture sustainabledevelopment  

24%

communication technology, problems and needs, 

in the use of solar power 

problem and needs , revolution evolution , solar power communication technology, 2010, 24%, 

30% 

 

V07102 

Section 1 V30032S1 

 

 

 

Example: Teacher : Taber 

Uniform  

1.  ( blue sweater)       black trousers 

2.  (black raincoat )   ( brown dark ) 
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                    tie 

3.  Where to buy tie  (local shop) called  (HoWeLLS) on 4. (Park / Park Street) 

3. The price of tie: ( 5.99) 

5. How to get the school? Take no.9 bus ****(Green Street) 

7. The type of lunch: (hot meal )  ( salad  ) 

8. First meeting  on  (14th September ) 

9. Regularly check his (homework) 

10. Meeting’s aim : (meet teachers ) regularly and ask questions 

Section 2  V30062 S2  

 

Section 3 

tutorial  

 Assignment   

Discussion  21.Research Don’t write 22.notes on textbooks  but only 

on 23.photocopies 

Presentation  24.Interview of a   

 Have a 25. test on Friday  laptop 26. more time 

27.Communication 

System  

28. Two essays   

  29.Case study 30.outline  

 

Section 4 V30072 S4  

 

V07118 
Section 1=V34s1 
Section 2=V05118 
Section 3=V30037S3 
Section 4=V40112s4 

V07119 
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Section 1=V50106s1 
Section 2=V30061s2 
Section 3=V06134s3 
Section 4=V33s4 

V07121 
Section 1=V30074s1 
Section 2=V06110s2 
Section 3=V30036s3 
Section 4=V30040s4 

V07122 
Section 1=V30032s1 
Section 2=V27s2 
Section 3=V41s3 
Section 4=V30076s4
 

V07132  
 

Section 1 
 

1. First Job title: reporter 

2. Type of magazines:  housing 

3. Hours per week appointment: 14 hours   

4. Starting salary: 7000 pounds 

5. Second Job title :researcher 

6. Where to obtain other information the  website 

4 , ABC ,  

A. very interested  

B. slightly interested  

C. No interested 
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4 , 

7. Sport writer, C fans  

8. entertainment report, B 

9. A 

10. writer B 

 

Section 2= V30041S2 
 

Section 3= V30072S3 
 
Section 4= V06119S4 

V06119 Section4 V40213 Section4 

 

a central power source 

take risks 

 

V07134  
Section  1 =V30079S1 
 
Section  2 

 

11-16  

11. John First time with animals? C 

A. Buy a pet in shop    B.    C. Look after a baby kangaroo  

12. First paid job with animals? C 

A. ???               B. Feed all animals             C. Collect food with animals 

13. John which is he learning from? A 

A. Learn from colleagues   B. From books    C. From teacher 

14. interesting and enjoyable touch heart  save wilds 
injured 

15. B 
A. Research and    B. Training the animals   C. Plan the shows 
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16. John What is the most important role for zoo? C 

A. Protect customers   B. preserve the endangered animals   C. Educate the visitors 

17-20  

17. a part-time job 

18. Native animals  

19. ... business courses 

20. senior staff 
 

life-science undergraduate 

21-35  
21.  C. fill in application form 
22.    A 

A 450    B. 1000   C. 2000 
23. desert” ?    A. it evaporates faster than it falls 
24. filed trip  E  

D. desert grassland    
E.marine desert    
F.desert scrup 

25.  C. birds 
26-30  

26. This filed trip is for undergraduate students 
27. Ship as a base 
28. Write a journal every day 
29. The oldest tree student may see is 800 years old 
30. A reference book named “Baked Earth” 

 
 

Section  4    
ABI activity based 

facilitator case study  

3  

 lecture  

ABI  

ABI  pesentation 

7  

rules 
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monitor, 

action plan, 

energy 

  internet 

 presentation written questions 

 

V07135 
Section 1  

Housing insurance 

1.address :Greenway  

2 Email: pk2@cat.com 

3. Tel: XXXXXX after 5.30pm  

4. size : 18m2 18 square meters 

5.material : brick 

6. secure : alarm system  alarm systems  

7 insurance  

   .building ( ) 

 . contents ( X ) 

   .others,specify flood 

8 Quatation : 148.30   

9 Date ; 1st August 

10. Reference number : TF274Q5   

Section 2   

data analysis, 

attachment, presentation,5th Nov 

2 group topic  

attitude of smoke, supermarket finance department 

11. how many people the ferry can contain?  

A 350   B 600   C. 2000 

12. separate bag food, reading materials medicine magazines 

13.  washing facility, games room a number of single rooms  

14.      
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everywhere   

15. Spare Socks   

16. Suncream  total block 

17. plastic  a ___ folder of map 

18/19/20. description  altitude  geographical  vegetation 

 

Section  3 

1 ferry 2000  

2 reading material 

3 washing facilities 

4  certain time 

5 socks 

6 total block 

7 block  

8 9 10 A altitude D vegetation G wildlife 

 
Section 4 =V30060S4 
 

V07137 
Section 1 NEW 

. 

1. , piano 

2-3. guitar drum 

4. Easy Tune 

5. Sound International  

6. concert 

7-8. gold stars CD( )  

9. 17.5  

10. Tuesday  

Section 2=V30081S2 
Section 3=V30042S3 
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Section 4=V66S4 
 

V07138 
Section 1=V26S1 
 
Section 2 

GROUP  

11 Hot drinks and cakes 

12 salads 

13 Parent and tutor 

14 Story 

15 stretching movments 

16 Bring your own mat 

17  Mrs. Waddell. 6367812 

Matching: 

a. book in advance  

b. free enter  

c. pay at the door  

d. pay after your finish  

e. pay in advance  

18 -A 

19 -C  

20 Quiz -B  

  
Section 3 

tutor Jonn kala  

 

21. Katy C. shows a number of ideas, B. present his own view. A. two sides argument. 

B 

22. tutor conclusion A. refer to title.  

23. tutor bibliography A. there is a standard. B bibliopoly. C the 

title of the article should be underlined  

24. tutor B definition ;A

;C

too few  

25. John essay A. Research 
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26. sub-topics  

27. reports than essays 

28. show their topic with examples 

29. ideas 

30. tutor  wide reading 

Section 4=V35S4 
 

V07139 

Section 1 =V30080S1 
bag 70 

 
Section 2   
1. feature? A.Uncommon landscape 

2. In 1951, ? B. special status 

3. What can be experienced in the park? B. rock track 

4. camp ? C. track  

5. What is the location of the park?  

6.   

7. details available from booklet for $3.99 

8. course in variety of levels 

9. details available from Website 

10.  provide toilet facilities for the disabled 

 

Section 3 = V30019 S3 
 
Section 4 = V37S4 
 

V070303 

Section  1= V30072S1 
 
Section  2 
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Section  3= V30033S3 
 
Section  4= V30041S4 
 

V070310 

Section  1= V30037s1 
Section  2 

, Museum  

farm 18th th 18  

birds "___"  

rare tree  

 

rare tree swan/geese/bird  

 

11-14  

1 farm 

2 Chinese wallpaper 18th. 

3 The Birds “”room  

4 dining room chairs  

5-7  

5 rare trees  

6 geese 

7 swan 

8-10  

8. history---gallery 

9. books----gift shop 

10.trails----woodland 

 
Section 3= V30042s2 
 
Section  4 
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 communication technology  

needs, costly, innovation, 30%, distribution, factories  

V07131 

Section 1=V50127S1 

Section 2=V30049S2 

Section 3=V06130S3=V08101S3 

Section 4=V06111S4

V07141 

Section 1

Jim Peter  

1. 80 dollars 110 80  

2. garage

 

kitchen heater toaster

supermarket Friday evening

share petrol 6 1 1st June  

exam  

1. 80 dollars 

2. garage 

3. kitchen 

4. heater 

5. toaster 

6. share petrol 

7. 1st June 

8. exam 
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9.Friday evening 

Section2
JUNIOR SCHOOL 8 55

8 55am 15 15 minutes

hot meal a hot meal s

special poster month

sports clubs main entrance

head office class library

music room gym 

1.Head Offcie( E),2.Music room ( A),3. Gym ( F  

11. 8:55 AM  

12. hot meal 

13. poster break 

14. 15 minutes 

15. sports 

16. test every month   

17. clubs 

18-20.  

18. head office 

19. music room 

20. gym. 

Section3=V05101 S1 

Section4=V30043 S4 

 

V07142 

Section1 
, , , , I 
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have been there twice , .

, , town hall

the weather plane

age group ( 20 20-40 40, 40)

middle range quality  good value over 40 middle range

occupation computer programer  

1. 3 

2. but weather 

3 most impressive place Town Hall 

4 food variety of food 

5. train? plane 

6 40  over 40 

7. mid-range  

8. business tourism 

9. good value 

10. computer programmer 

 
Section2=V09125s4 

juniors  seniors

health club

a new shirt  

140 new shirts(a new shirt), president, transport.  

11-14  

 Junior Senior 

Age 11. 5-17 years 18 and above 

Team 12. 6  3  

Date 13. Saturdays Wednesda 

  14. Health Club 

15. Game time: 7.30 AM 

16. $140 

17. $25  new shirt  
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18. new club president 
19. 3rd April 
20. transport 

Section3=V30058S2 
 
Section4= V30040 S4 
 

V07143 

Section 1
 

1. 59 Franklyn Avenue( address)  lin

lyn 

2. post code: TH1 7OS 

3. , 8:30 4 01658867(telephone number) 

4. traditional style( modern ) 

location: near the Park Square 

5. inside:central heating( , ) 

6. outside:garage(garden , ) 

7. village( center , ) 

8. 102 per month 

9. branch Park Square( branch bank title) 

10. collect( post, ) 

(post) customerwill collect details…. 

Section 2=V06106S2 
 
Section 3=V30034S3 
 
Section 4

new operation system , copy business system

copy  

31. B (frequently)( common,often, copy new ) 

32. C (refer to a few contexts)( research ,A ,

,B ) 

33. B (certain circumstance)( consulting experts, ) 
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34. A (workers hard to describ)( can't explain) 

35. safety(on safety) 

36. combination( ) 

37. attitudes(alter attitude toward****) 

38. strict controls (impose ,control) 

39. factory( , ) 

40. skills( ) 

 

V07145 

Section 1=V30083S1 
Section 2=V30090S2 
Section 3=V41S3 
Section 4=V30034S4 

V07147 

Section 1 
postcode

 

1 , R242 

2 , ? 89.99( , 139.99 ) 

3 , LONDON BRANCH  CITY CENTRE BRANCH 

4 , , , escaping  steam ,  

5 , ? XXX , , REFUND, ,  REFUND 

6 expire date APR. 2008 

7 Hewitt ( ) 

8  84 , PARK ROAD 

9 BG241DJ 

10 , once a month 

 

Section 2=v06108s2 
 
Section 3 =v30036s3 
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Section 4 
brazil rainfores  

 

1.Map covers the areas of: 39.000 hectares 

2.This rainforest is the: world's biggest national park 

3.Cooperation from: government; scientist and help from local Indian tribes 

4.They applied the GPRS data, local knowledge and aerial photographs 

5.Some places are unmarked; besides forest, the plants used for medicine 

 

6.this map out come will be the first and most important step in: C.protect the local and world forest land 

7.another result can be A.develop community  

8.map can be used to educate them: B.local history 

9.The problem when making the map: A.language barriers 

10.Finally the most important success is: C.we won local people's contribution 

V07148 

Section 1   

 

1. 99281444 fourteen double four  

2. Advance Insurance Co. 

3. type: Building insurance 

4. level: Super level 

5. kitchen door  

6. middle  

7. son  

8. next Wednesday 

9.  8.00 am 

10. 10th February 

Section 2 =V30038 S2 

thriller film ,  (boat destroyed  ) 
hero, heress, lawyer , , ,
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, 

 

1. writer A. the writer acted in the film  

2. B in a room/ C. in the underground 

3. the old man planned: lawyer A.lawyer would 

make an announcement   

A. lawyer would make a announcement B.  C. money will be given out  

4. B. boat destroyed 

5 B.many people were killed  

A money was stolen    B  people were killed 

 

6 heroine, 

7 frightening butler  

8 pridict future maid servant  

N  

9 7:30pm   

10  Town hall instead the ×× as usual 

Section 3 Chemistry  engneering  

 

   

 results  boring 

 Japanese Extra workload 

 job opportunities higher fees  

maching   

 A. Chemistry B. Enginering C.Both 

C,   

B  egnineer  

A chemistry range , egnieer restrict range 

B,egnieer . 

 

Section 4  
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31-32  

31. man-made dams 

32. from the sea 

33-36  

33. agricultural 

34. domestic 

35. industrial (paper making, food processing) 

36. Waste Disposal 

37  

37. C 45%, 23%, 12%  

38-40  

38. water pass through a filter 

39. with special Chemicals 

40. water is tested every day 

V070901 

Section 1=v06144s1  
 

, ,

, , (

), , 

m central park m w

m e-mail w helpline@blackcat.com  

NEWSPAPER

FRIDAY  

1. NEWSPAPER  Every second week  

2.NO.16 Bridge Road 

3.Central Park  

4. A yellow box free of charge  

5.POST CODE   

6.HELPLINE@BLACKCAT.COM  
7.METAL   
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8.    

9.Magazines   

10.Savvy ( save it) 

 

Section 2=V26s2   
( kindergarten ) doctor‘s name  emergency contacts 

 

Section 3=V30080s3 
 
Section 4=V30037s4 

steam engine ship lecture 

 

1. Previously talked about important building.  Streets and roads The 

important railway line built in the nineteenth century.  

2.  Brunel  impossible  

: engine  

wood and steel reinforced reinforced by wood and steel  

most experienced  

(company)   Specialist engine design  

7—10  

7.    A.jump into the water  

A. Jump into the water      B. Drowned       C.********* 

8.   hand pump officer handy

 damage big  

9.  Great Westerner Bristol London   A. By sailing London

engine  

10.    C. Get or win a good record 

    A           B.             

V070922 

Section 1 
employment agency   

1 vacancy reporter 

2 housing, 

3 14hours/week, 

4 7000 
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5 resecher 

6 M i l m/n i l i n e n 

MATCHING ,C,B,A,B  A very interested in ,B quite,C not 

7 sports writer:C 

8 entertainment magazine:B/A 

9 soap opera:B 

10 business:A 

 

Section 2=V66S2    
 
Section 3=V07102 S3 
 
Section 4=V30078S4 
 

V07107 

Section 1=V30038S1 
 
Section 2  

summary

 

11 good location 

 

12 suitable for people with children SINGLE  

13  

A. Wednesday lunch 

B. every afternoon 

C. All weekend 

 

14 Dining room 

15 Bathroom 

16 Spare room  
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17-20  

central location/available parking on road side/...... 

only 2 bedrooms/no garage 

 

Section 3= V30037S3 
Section 4=V41S4 
 
 

V07109 

Section 1=V09136S1
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2 5p 70  

14p 70 0.8 3

free charge  

1-2  

1. The rent is 14 pounds by monthly besides the Super Combo. 

2. The charge is 0.8 pence/minute, if it exceeds 70 minutes. 

3-5  

Three services provided no extra fee? 

3.  reminder last 5 calls  

4.  calling diversion  

5.  renew password  

6-10  

6. Access to Internet line 

7. Bills need to be paid every three months 

8. Contract can be ended at any time 

9. Sending email need to rent a line 

10. To get access to your information of bank account, you need a password. 

Section 2= V50233S2 
 

It is up to you 

to telephone the employment 

open hours, 10AM to 4PM, 

bank holidays, closed at bank holidays  

16-20

3

2  

It’s up to you to telephone the employer 

attend full time vocational courses 

noticeboard type of jobs hours telephone  

employer  domestic work   

employment childcare 

A****  B Chilecare  C laboring D restaurant work  E workforce 

10am 4pm 

Lunch time bank holiday new year closed 

on new year 

Section 3  
placement programs at a company 
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department head  

materials 

interview questions 

dress coat( code, ) 

Identity Card 

statistics( ) 

20 min 

analysis 

evaluation 

Section 4=V06148S4   
(wealthy people)

(food prices) (business)

(large-scale housing)  

summary ,gap filling matching 

gap filling 2  more common *** Lack of space **** 

MATCHING 5-6 4

HEALTHIER LESS CROWDER

HAPPIER 

suburb  

  

 crowd  

 suburb  negtive nightmare  

 

V07111 

Section 1 
HEALTH CENTER 

MS  offer evening service ,

heart disease,  primary school, injuries 

4;30pm for all ages, all ages for  

1-3  

1. name of the doctor Eshco  
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2. name of the second clinic DR.Gormley  

3. evening appointment   

4-6  

 

4. C,  employment medical 

5. E,  regular check 

6. F,  sports injury   

7-10  

    

Smoking 7. heart disease ****** ****** ****** 

children ****** 8.primary school *** ** 

injury 9. 4.30pm ****** 10.for all ages 

  

Section 2= V06114S2 
 
Section 3=V30076S3 
 
Section 4 
LIBRARY MANGAGEMENT 

information sectors ,

regular satisfactory digital store, 

digitalization   

marketing

selection librarian

literature  

31-40  

31. How new modern technology change the library management? Make survey and information sector 

32. The electronic version being sent within 2 hours via email 

33. collection of materials 

34. how to make in-time feedback and satisfaction with the book 

35. create a digital store of material 
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36. long-term preservation of material 

37. attachments  

38. pay more focus on human resource in the future, including recruit special staff who have skills in 

marketing to make users analysis 

39. selection 

40. traditional literature 

V07112 

Section 1= V30049S1 
Section 2= V37S2 
Section 3=V30090S3 
 
Section 4 

 

31. The story begins with :A The old man pretended to catch fishes 

32. the fat acid in the fish oil is good for brain  

33. According to a survey from England, if children have learning difficulty,  they are short of fat acid 

generally. 

34. A child improved a lot just eating it for three months 

35. one third (1/3) 

36. so the government should increase … 

37. The America survey finds that more fish you eat, the better the mathematics. 

38. Japanese children eat more fish , so they have no reading difficulty  

39. Prisoners all have the low nutrition  

40. the diet of prisoners in Ireland are found to have lower level of minerals  

V07114 

Section 1 
 

1.  Michelle Targer 

2. 62 Queen Avenue 
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3.  approximately 10 years approximately 9

10  but  

4.  noisy 

5.  door 

6.  fan freezer

 

7.  after 3.30 this afternoon 3  

8.  by cheque cash cash

cheque  

9.  new  

10.  recommend by a neighbour  

 

Section 2 
Introduction of a restaurant 
Company founded in 1997/1998(unsure) 

Number of restaurant: 214/243(unsure) 

Membership fee:35 

Exclusive service: Pre-booking service  

Receive 15 pounds voucher for their birthdays( birthday S  

Free starter(  

 

Cardiff local artister support daily music  

Ecster comedy Courses 

 

Section 3= V40110S3 

 
Section 4=V30018S4 
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V07116 

Section 1=V30020S1 
Section 2

A barbecue  

 

art exhibition  

11-15

11.  A drama  

A.Drama  B. Art exhibition   C. ??? 

12. Volunteer's car park  C 

A.Blue area bus   B. Yellow area coach   C. Pink area 

 13. most volunteers know each other: B. W Secondary School (the largest group 

comes from W?? School, 2 ) 

14. C 

A.Website   B. Ad newspaper   C. Leaflet 

website ad again again C  

15. A/B 

A. Cutlery   B. Napkin   C. Vegetarian food 

16-20  

16-20 N  

16.            H. Sculpture. 

17. 2        wood carving 

18. children  explore Art 

19. 2        pottery 

20.            oil painting 

 

Section 3=V06134S3 
Section 4=V30061S4 

 

31-34  

31. C 

A  
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B The quality of personnel 

C It has extensive educational activites 

32. Her current subject? C(unsure,  A ) 

A. MUSCLE MOVEMENT ( ) 

B. ********* 

C. immune system( ) 

33. C 

A.  

B.  

C. their bones quite straightforward  

34. A. respect the local environment  

35-40  

                       

*****         it is not a shell fish,  ***close related to 35.(spinder)         36.(space) 

*****                   

*****         39.(decoration)         for injury of 40.(skin) 

V080110 

Section 1=V41S1 
 
Section 2  
is introduce the new library in a city .  

1.134 titles  

2.company annual reports  

3.trade journals 

4. book shop(5th floor) 

5.1.95 pounds( price for borrow DVD films ) 

6.4 weeks ( standard return period for books) 

7.12  

8.teenagers ( 24  6 teenagers  

9.electronic card( do extend ...or something on computer, together with PIN number) 

10. Thursdays and Friday ( 10 30  

Section 3=V30044S3 
Section 4=V06102S4 
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V08111 

Section 1   
Macuiar 

North bay 

Contact phone: 271963 

1936 

Roof, back door 

Bushes 

WEEDS 

backwall(unsure) backed wall 

SATURDAY 

11  

blue gate 

Section 2= V06141S2 
Section 3 7 3 5 2 accounting, 4

  
21-23  
What are the benefits of this course according to the girls from the accounting apartment? 

21 B. Useful teaching staff 

22 E. Important to future career 

There’s not enough workshop-based courses,but the woman says that it’s also interesting to teach like 

this. 

23. G. Small tutorial class 

24 -25  

What are the two most qualities of the accounting that a girl called Bridge described? 

24.Challenge content (quite difficult) 

25.Practical focus (focus on combining with reality,because they should often solve different kinds of 

problems in reality.) 

Other alternatives : theoretical approach;board focus 

Another man who learns Japanese 

26.Lectures 

27.Enjoy learning vocabulary  

28.But it is difficult of grammar and  

29.Writing  

30.The teacher sometime ...that is strict/unapproachable 
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A lot of lectures,he like learning vocabulary,but writing & grammar is different,sometime teachers might be 

very strict 

 

Section 4 
     

 c  

laboratories house speech  

31. background 

32. personality. 

33. self-centered. 

34. house 

35.laboratories 

40. education from mum pregancy period 

 

V08112 

Section 1 birthday party  
1 75  

2 standard 

3, traditional 

4,  39.50 

5. drinks are extra 

6. band 

7. flowers 

8. name cards 

9. 45%  

10. Corgen 
Section 2= V07134S2 
 
Section 3 ecotourism 

 

21. Eco-toursim is the undeveloped areas 
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22. a wide range of accommodation 

23.accommodations are owned by local community 

24. new staffs who are selected from local residence need training 

25. the Big Five 

26. housing project 

27. conservation 

 

28. B.sustainable development 

29. C.full definition of ecotourism 

30. A. disadvantage of tourism  

Section 4=V30090S4 

V08113 

Section 1 city survey   

 

1-10  

1. Fowler Road ( W uu) 

2. RO62LR 

3. Waiter 

 

4. Streets  

5. Health Service  

6. Police  

 

7. parks  

8. schools   

9. local  

10. swimming pool 
Section 2=V26S2 
 
Section 3 assignment 
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before, during after.    

 

 

Section 4  
A-K sewage ,

oldest in the world power changed. 5

SUMMARY  

 

V08114 

Section 1 
online shopping 

1. clothes 

2. sport equipments 

3. pay 

4. Saturday 

5.  letter on job application (

form   

6—10 : 

6. C. a lot of choice  

A. cost less  B. save time  C. a lot of choices 

 
7. A 

A. poor quality  B. instructions are confused C. the payment system is unsafe,  

8. CD  B (CDs) from other countries are available 

imported CD   

9. a phone number

phone number  

10.  B fresh products (FOOD)  

Section 2=V080110S2 
 
Section 3 
SUVs ,  
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21. suv cities (  remote areas) 

22.mother seen the suv as safe 

23. larger engine capacity 

24. Drivers prefer the higer seats (  

25.commercial   

6-8  

26.reliable to roll over easily ( ) 

27.harmful 

28.damaged because of its weight 

29. used to limited groups (e.g. farmers) 

30.raise cost of insurance 

Section 4 
passion fruit of Indonisian economy 

1. passion fruit B certain altitude passion fruit

800  

2. last year A. noticblly increased  ( West *)

doubled  B.declined,C. ecceed ** proportion)  

3. A.the weather ( weather climate

* * passion fruit  

4. B. can be grown through the whole year passion fruit

B, C. the taste of passion fruit becomes better  

5 A. apperance of attrative passion fruit  C. the unreality(

unreliablility ) of transportation 

passion fruit skin attrative)  

6. C. it is addicted-free  (

 

7. B.price unstable shortage price 

fluctuated) 

8. C. less reliable (  compared to Kenya, in Newzeland, 

Kenya June to July Newzeland Feb to July most of them 

are domestic comsumped, 95% are exported to South America C,

c  

9.a sizable of workforce 

10.improve the use of land 
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V08115 

Section 1=V09107S1  
1.Maine 

2.23rd March 

3. 42A 

4. cream 

5. long strap 

6. nylon 

7. CDs 

8.jeans 

9. 345 

10. rack 

Section 2  

new  
main builiding, glass door  

outdoor painting activites

 

student gallery main building

 

film  

11. Accommodation F 

12. Paint area C 
13. Student gallery H 

14. Film studio   B 

15.  wildlife 

16. Olympic games sports 

17. people 
18. landscape 

19. Japanese 

20. concert

Section 3=V07134S3=V08126S3=V09109S3 

Section 4=V40112S4=V05118S4=V07118S4
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V08116 

Section 1 table  
1 Esh*ol  

2.evening  

3.Gormley l o l  

456 / /  

7.heart (problems, heart disease) 

8 .primary school 

9.4.30pm  

10. (for all) ages 

Section 2  

training course 7 30pm administration officer

permit ticket parking ticket permit

locker credit card cash security 

officer fire drill  

11-20  

11. Normally, 7.30pm 8  

12. Administration officer  

13. common room 

14. private study Security Officer  

15. Locker 

16. Parking ticket .ask for permit  

17. 12 weeks 

18. Tutorial fee, cannot pay by cash 

19. fire drill  

20. Reception 

Section 3 feedback from study 
21-30  

21. reference skills do mini-report 

22. management of time 
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23.too many presentation  

24. essay the length of essay 

 

25. tutor  

26. deadline of dissertation 

 

27. Wider reading 

28. more honest weakness 

 

29. essay should be more organized 

30. IT training 

Section 4=V30059S4

V08117 

Section 1=V41S1=V50301S1 

Section 2=V08114S2
11 134 titles 

12. company annual report 
13. trade journals 

14.book shop fifth floor 
15.price for borrowing DVD films: 1.95 

16.standard return period for books: 4 weeks 

17.  12 
18. 24 6 teenagers  

19. computer your PIN number electronic card 
20. Thursday & Friday 
 

Section 3=V30044S3=V50116S3=V09130S3 
 

Section 4=V06102S4=V08147S4  
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V08118 

Section 1
7 3   

1. Name: Murray Atkins  

2. Address: 53 Green Street  

3. Town: West Lake  

4. Birthday: 18th September 1973( )   

5. Tele No: 98473321  

6. ID : driving license( passport

driving license)  

7. 2000  

 

8. The $ 100 is paid for? 

A. three years B. two years C. one year 

9. There is additional charge for? 

A. cash withdraw  B. extra statement  C. foreign purchase 

10. Bonus credit is provided on statement of? 

A. one month  B. two months  C. three months 
Section2= V50110S2 
 
Section3 

A B C

  

21. good WELL organized 

22. do not use too much Writers’ Museum (    ) in class time  compositions

(unsure)  

23-27  

A next couses  

B possible  

C  

calss size,larger roon,system of libary  
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discussing participation 10% 

lecture 10% 

Mid-term 

long assisment(3000 words) 20% 

examination 40% 

23. B (unsure)  

24. but C (unsure)  

25. A  

26. C  

27. group discussion marks  

28. Middle term test  

29. (in        )   

30. 3000 words  

Section 4=V30081S4

V08120 

Section 1= V06141S1 
Section 2 feature 
1 A individual  

2 B gift(unsure) 

 

3 donkeys   

4 apples   

5 lags is 6 dollors  

6 tomatoes    

mataching      

8. B  

8. G  

9. F  

10. H 

Section 3=V66S3 
 
Section 4 
bee optic ( bee eyesight can be used for human research, such as helping 
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blind person and exploring Mars.) 
31-34.  

31.The amazing part is : C small brain (bees can fly smoothly even though they have very small brain) 

32.How do people distinguish one bee form another? 

B color stripes ( by looking for signs in different colors on bees’ body) 

33.Wings clings 

B a sign applied to their bodies ( the science stick a sign under wings) 

34.Choose we can calculate the distance ( we can know how far the bee can fly by knowing the time it 

flies) 

35-40  

( it talks about the current problems and advantages of road detection) 

 Current problem advantages 

 35 sticks have not enough 

warning (lack of enough 

warming ) 

36 drivers can find instruments 

with the help of radar 

37 urban area  38 the way of flying can help us 

know distance and speed 

39 the Mars or the 

earth( ) 

 40 if there is water 

 

V08121 

Section 1=V30037S1 
Section 2=V070310s2 
Section 3=V30080S3 
 

Section 4 
PAINTING   B SYMBOL SEA LEVEL 

HUNTING WERE CREATED 

Australia aboriginal rock paintings(matching  

painting 

31 36  

A  Dynamic 

B  Yam 

C  modern 
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31 *****bones______( 3 3  

32 *******________( 31 3  

33 ******* 

34 ******* 

35 ******* 

36 plants 

37 40  

37  aim  animal 

38  environmente change and cause  the less of sea-level 

39  hunting 

40 creation  

V08122 

Section 1 

,10 , , campus, private 

XXX house 

University House 

1. living room 

2. share facilities in the apartment: bathroom, kitchen, washing machine  

3. each room has: TV and video 

4. this room special provide: washbasin 

5. each room has: lamp 

6. provide: dining room and evening meals 

7. cost: 100 per week 

8. Payphone 

9. balcony 

10. cooking 

Section 2  

 

11.morning program: XX,XX ,  classroom tour 

12, watch video produced by 7 grade students 

13,14 strength: mathematics13. science( , , science 

boost,, , ) and 14.music 
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14. tea and coffee 

15.lunch time activities: choris, XX, oschetra, chess club 

16-20  

program        price                         

sports          20. 650      

17.reports from previous reward                

18.January( , Novermber, Novermber to January January,

Novermber to January)  

19 Academic scholarship         

20.650 pounds( ) , 400, , 

       

              

Section 3 
research Internet  

21.People use internet mainly:save time 

22. areas concerned: privacy 

23-28   

    

Family user Mainly women  Exchange social 

information   

business   provide support 

Nutroperutreu   To sell product 

23-28   

23. mainly women 

24. exchange social information 

25. business 

26. to sell product or provide support 

27. offer advice 

28. creative ideas 

29.Networker                                 

30.Plan holidays 

 

Section 4=V30059S4  

V08123 
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Section 1=V30036S1 
Section 2=V21S2 
Section 3=V30039S3 
Section 4=V30062S4 

V08124 

Section 1=V06110s1 
 

Section 2 

 

11. provide evidence of information 

12. penalty up to 3,000 pounds 

13. bank statements 

14. Start from April to March 

15. easy to do calculating 

16. don’t need any storage  space 

17. the government will assume you make a mistake 
18. down the form from the website 

19. health department 
20. Sport Centre 
 

Section 3=V30020s3 
 
Section 4=V30090s4 

V08231(V08125) 

Section 1= V40102 s1 
Section 2= V30020 s2 
Section 3 

TUTOR, teaching,  

21.   Professional Learning 

22.  in class stimulation  

23.  presenting result 
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2  observation   

 

observation method     technology 

 24. behaviors of pupils  

 25. Diaries    

 26. Video recording   

non-observation method |  technology  

 get data from 27. internet 

28.interviews 29. assessment  

 
Section4=V09118S4 

 sea water purify (SW40) 

31-37  

31. High level of salts makes bore water unsafe to drink. 

32. SW40 makes the bore water clean it can be used in hospitals 

33. SW40 can work effectively but sometimes it is quite slow 

34. They want to get money from an agency called Health International 

35. SW40 can provide a maximum output of 9 litres on a sunny day.  

36. Each SW40 can support the water use of a family  

37-41  

37. is made of glass 

38. SW40  12.5° 

39 UV radiation  can destroy germs 

40. water collection tank 
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V08126 

Section 1= V05106S1   

Section 2= V30044S2 
Section 3= V07134S3 
Section 4= V30076S4  
 

V08128 

Section 1=30034S1   
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Section 2=30059S2   
Section 3=30086S3   
Section 4=30074S4   

V08129 

Section 1  
1.  radio program 

2. mj@hennings.co.uk  

3. type, 2 2 3 5 2 sure 

4. bank union bank  

5. fee 49 

6. membership type: joint Single/Joint/Family  

7.15th Oct 

8. reference number 

9. postcode JW142  

10. other requirement  video 

Section 2=V50133S2 
Section 3=V60316S3 
 

Section 4 
31. company ethical 

        Research has lasted for 4 decades 
32. Big companies should be accountable to public  
33. Name of the book. Management and Private Property 
34. Privacy such as health 
35. Corrupt 
36. More young people involved 
37. Cooperation between management and ……. and philosophers 
38. Levels of morality 
39. Global 
40. More ethnical behavior     

 

V08130 
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Section 1=V30044S1 
Section 2=V30086S2 
Section 3=V06108S3 
 
Section 4 
Topic: 1940-1990 . car  

      Australian transportation development from 1940-1990:development from privates car to public 

transportation. 

31. In 1940s,60% users used public transport .  

32. The road used to be crowed and uncomfortable. 

33. In 1940s, car was associated with freedom. 

34. There are 5 disadvantages of car, the last one (reason why few people bought cars) high car taxes. 

35. until new government election in 1949 

36. Driving affects relationships between people.  

37. Driving affect road condition: road are jammed and polluted. 

38. There was fewer ****, but more in 1980s and 1990s, more lanes and road directions appreared. 

39. In this field, it is different from the past: the design of advertisement to attect motorists. 

40. less business, booming development since the creation of shopping mall. 

V08131 

Section 1=V20023 
Section 2=V30018S3 
Section 3=V30074S3 
Section 4 

Engineer 

31.  engineer    scientist , C: engineer  interface 

32.  scientist A: 

 

engineer  design   

33.15 engineer  manufacture

 

34. design is a slow process of evolution 

35.17  drawing, use model of ship sections 

industrial Revolution  a lot of 

36. men were involved  

37. reproduce lots of parts 
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21  advantages.  

38.speed  

39.complex 

40.  do not need to meet to communicate 

 

V08134 

Section 1=V30072S1 
Section 2=V66S2  

 

Section3 

Asian bee bee  

1 asian bee C 

A Queensland   B   C A 

2 asain bee A 

A  attack native bees  B c A 

3 bee  B  

4 bee   

A  B C farmer  

5 only eat insects 

6 feeding 

7 lab 

8 Water 

9 wings  

10 reliable 

 

Section 4: town market  
1  town market  B ( local area history

references market  

) 

   b)  town market city local history   

   c) market library references  

2) town market C 

a) Handcrafts 
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b) Vegetable   

c) Animails 

3  market C  

a) reconstruction   

b) development  

c) defence. 

4. market decline (unsure) B 

a)agriculture       

b)transport  

c)town planning 

5. tower  house_____ C prison 

a)clock 

b) ( ) 

c) Jail 

( ) 

                  

6 market 

7 Interviews 

8 useless 

9 Crime 

10 Photographs 

V08135 

Section 1 
 gym 

1 24th.Aug.1979 

2 address: Fox 

3-4  

3 1 A B  C saving money 

4 6 A.holiday  B.Travelling for business  C.get married 

5-10   

A  

B  

C  

 

fittness  
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weight calss, 

(fitness or weight)under water, 

swimming, 

childmind 

 

 

Section 2=V05147S2 
Section3=V08118S3 
 
Section4 

  Scotland North Ireland  licence ,  

 resources  age  

law  license(  

resources  

By: machine chemical 

Scotland-a__ 

Ireland__ 

(resources),(machine)  

Scotland. Ireland .

(everything)

(licence) license  

V08136 

Section 1 =V08118S1  
 
Section 2  

 

layout 

3 training, 2  

1 internet newpaper  agency  

2 resume not too long  

typed 

3 CV layout   

4 Incorrection 

5 experience skills 

6 Avoid:mistakes 
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7 contact number 

8-10   interview  

8. D 

9. E 

10. F 

holiday training.salary increase 

Section 3 
    

 sports centre 

 

A. Both of the students agree with the statement 

B. The students neither agree with nor disagree with the statement 

C. The students disagree with the statement 

21 Enough room in the library: C 

22 Library provision: C 

23 Comments on whether the tutor’s feedback is useful: A 

24 Course : B 

25 Course outlines are good: B 

26 Academic support: A 

27 need helpdesk services 

28 part-time job 

29~30  Which two parts of college should be improved  

B. catering facilities 

C. healthcare services 

 
Section 4=V50116S4=V05121S4=V06319 

V08138 

Section 1: NEW 

A man wants to buy a barbecue tool. The first part is table gap filling. 

Complete the table below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Option Made of Special features Price 

Gas Steel with brick basis   260 
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  Steel 1 cover to protect food 2 499 

Charcoal Steel 
3 shelf 

4 double-grill 
65 

Gas & Charcoal 5 select Medal with wooden trolley 6 heat indicator 350 

Question 7-10 

Complete the sentences below. 

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

The man bought a gas tank of 7 15 kilograms size. 

Charcoal is produced from specially managed 8 forest. 

The company is interested in helping 9 traditional industries. 

Incorrect or 10 wrong goods can be returned or refunded. 

Section 2: NEW 

A town officer talked about things in a radio program 

The first part is multiple choices. 

> The residents concern most the traffic safty. It first says "people concern about the art place", then "but 

the most concern is the traffic which likely causes accidents" 

> The overhead cable will be buried because it says "will move it to underground" 

> The power company will pay the money 

It says "it's good since the city council will have more budget to spend on other things" 

The second part is map matching. Can only remember part of them... 

map.jpg 
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Section 3=V30086S3 

Section 4=V30079S4 

V08139 

Section 1=V30081S1 

 

Section 2  

Canada ATTACTIONS

 

bones footprints 

 early blue , west area mineral resources 

permit by boat 

11-20  

11.  bones ---  

12.  foot prints ---300  

13.  early 

14.  mineral resources and the .... development of local ...... 

15.  rest area 

16.  artificial tour recommened to you 

17.  blue in color 
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18.  one of the cleanest rivers 

19.  permit s --3  

 

20.  by boat S  

 

Section 3= V34S3 
 
Section 4=30062S4 

V08140 

Section 1=V30042S1 
Section 2= V07116S2 
Section 3 

seminar engine design  

21 short lecture 

22 slide presentation 

23 group discussion 

24 environmental 

25 petrol 

26 battery 

27 CO2 

28 too expensive 

29 to store it 

30 the design of engine 

Section 4 
 

31 tide 

32 hearing 

33 plants animals 

34 feeding 
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35 healthy 

36 loud noises 

37 group 

39 leader 

40 network /networks 

V08141 

Section 1 NEW 
 

1. moderate 

2. 12.5 

3. fish 

4. beach 

5. seafood 

6. waterfall 

7. 279 

8. bridge 

9. 5:30 

10. map 

Section 2=V08120S2 
Section 3=V30090S3 
Section 4=V08120S4 

V08142 

Section 1:  
,   

a woman want of buy a fridge. the sell staff tell her some information about two fridge.because of the 

woman's budget is 1000 dollars. so there are two fridge suitalble to buy. 

 

A.Freezer *** Supreme 

B.Cool maker 

C.C. Both Freezer *** Supreme and Cool maker 

1.The fridge is made in USA----- B 
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2.Repair in various locations----- C 

3.The Fridge only have silver color -----A 

4.Used the best material----- B 

5.Freezer shelf is under the body----- A 

 

6.Name: Mrs. Beecroft 

7.Delivery fee: $10 

8.How to pay: in cash 

9.No elevator building 

10.Total payment: $922 
Section 2=V30086s2  
Section 3= V30033s3 
Section 4= V30078s4 

V080724(V08143) 

Section 1NEW 
accommodation  

1. …… 

A  near the central 

B near the leisure center 

C near the park 

B near the park 

leisure center C 

2.  

B 450-600 

3.Jacobe  

4.  engineer 

5.  1st  August 

6-10 5 BACCA 

A interested in    

B not sure  

C not interested in 

 
Section 2=V41S2 
Section 3=V08231S3 
Section 4=V30076S4 
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V08144 

Section 1=V06134S1 
Section 2= Polar Bear 
11.number of bears: up to 28,000 (from 21,000 to 28,000) 

12.internationally recognized as the endangered specials name list of as "at risk" 

13.change fur color by season 

14.Lengths:2.5 and 3 meters 

15.swimming speed:10 kilos per hour 

16.Born in winter 

17.when to live independently how long staying with their mother: after born 30 months 

 

18.why did the bear Mr.Bin leave?  

A.the bear belongs to another zoo 

19.why two bears choose to live in this zoo? 

B.have good facilities 

20.temporary staff's responsibility is to:  

C. give information 

Section 3=V40112S3 
Section 4= products layout in supermarket  

 
31. manage the traffic flow 

32. rush 

33. random organziation 

34. cost effective 

35. need more time to select products 

36. smaller areas 

37. E  quieter place: products need to think about 

38. F   end of aisle: slow-move products 

39. A  middle of sheves: expensive products 

40. B  near the entrance: profitable products ( not sure, I heard chocalates, flowers, I think they are all 

profitable) 
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V08145 

Section 1NEW 
 

1. Australian 

2. 65 Park Road  

3. 027******* 

4. grandmother HER-  

5.nuts 

6.reading 

7.B(502) 502  

8.C(24)   

9.science    

10.B($150) 

 

Section 2NEW 
 

11-18  

 

Activities Location Future information 

  11. Near the lake 12. Pack a picnicand a blanket 

13. Display of flowers   14. Bus every 20 minutes 

15. The exhibition of 

motor will be held 

16. At Art Gallery  

  17. Concert Hall 18. Saturday 2.30 p.m. 

19.      C 

A. Family ticket to the ...         B. £200             C. flight on the hot balloon 

20.  B 

A. Radio station         B. Local newspaper       C. ...website 

Section 3=V06134S3 
Section 4=V07143S4 

V08146 

Section 1 
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1. B. set a good example for young kids. 

2. B 

A. Enrolment  B. the class room size is too small C. music room 

3. C 

A. 3.15 B. 4.15 C. 4.45 pm 

4-6.  

4. Too late in evening.          : A. dancing class 

5. The girl has some other class in the evening  singing 

6. They can not offer another private class.  : B. voice too expensive 

7.  ... and how to write music. 

8. $85 

9. 14th September 7  

10. Curtis 

 
Section 2=V09136S2  

. 
  

11-14  

11. paint B 

    A paint 

B not too much paint     

12. ? A 

A .Comsumer Service Centre  

B.  

C. information pack 

13. A leave some space between the two dustbins  

14.  A... B C take off the top     

15-20     

15. zone paper and card 

16. zone car batteries 

17. zone glass 

18. zone spare components 

19. coloured 
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20. zone printers and ink cartridges 

 
Section 3=V50109S3=V50127S3 
 
Section 4=V07111S4 

V08147 

Section 1=V33S1 
 
Section 2 

 

11. 20 million  

 

12. reduce traffic noise 

13. provide shade in hot weather 

14. lower people’s stress levels 

 

15. rural areas 

16. changes of climate  

17. make risk of flooding 

18-20.  

18. B. make art 

19. A. art exhibition 

20. E. publication 
 
Section 3=V30034s3 
Section 4=VS406102s4 

V08148 

Section 1 
Mrs Diana White 3

 

 

1. 11 Bridge Street 
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2.  63343887 

3.  1920  90  

4.  wood 

5.  garage 

6.total :180(150+30) 

7. (safety facility)  smoke alarms 

8.   replacement 

9.    monthly 

10.  $54  648 

 
Section 2 

  

A positive  B neutral( ) C negative 

11.  C 

12. B 

13. A 

14. A or B  

15. C 

one word  

 

comedy family    

documentary birds  

2050  

   

 16. Comedy 17. Family 

 18. Documentary 19. Birds 

 Science Fiction 20. 2050  

 
Section 3 

 

21.the most important factor to assess the assignment: B 

A. the collected data         B. the way to collect the data               C. 

22.what is xxx( responsible for: A 

A. collect data               B write the paper                    C presentation 
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23.what will Jack( ) ask help from    C 

A. his classmates     B the organization assign the task to them    C. external organization 

24. Meet tutor 
25. history 

26. Read: conference reports 
27-30.  

A. Classmates          B. library assistant                    C. Postgraduate  

D. Editor                  E. expert in one subject            F. lecturer 

27. student report should be short                     C 

28. student report is not reliable                  D 

29. quantitative research is more reliable than qualitative research              E 
30.  few references   lecturer 

Section 4=V40S4 

V08101 

Section 1  
 

1. Sandy's College 

2.  6 Beach Road 

3. 077691584 

4. 14 

5. wheelchair 

6. Date:  31st October 

7. pay by cheque 

8-10. exhibitions  

rare fish 

coral roof 

rock pool 

 

Section 2  Sea festival 
11-14  Map  

11. ships  K musuem  

12. Market E road  

13. Living music  music  
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14. meeting  meeting place railway station road  

   car parking 121117  

15-20 table 

15. silver  sailing  

16. India 

17. police 

18. songs  The 3rd activity include one more answer of songs 

19. 40 minutes 

20. fishing 

V08101S2   V100415S2  V121117S2 

 

Section 3=V06130S3=V07131S3  
 

21-24   

21. The grade is bad because: C did not support the essay with evidence  

22. Problems with examples: B some of them are not relevant  

23. Jen find it extremely difficult to: C decide how much detail to include  

24. Professor’s suggestion: A try to read other’s standpoint  

25-30   

25. decide the purpose of the paper  

26. find out what a reader knows and expects  

27. collect only necessary or relevant ( )  materials  

28. use one sentence to summarize the whole essay 

29. write an outline note  

30. write first draft 

 

Section4 =V08129S4 

V08102 

Section 1=V06144S1 

 

Section 2 

 

11-13  
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11. opportunities 

12. confidence 

13. some culture context 

    

 14 Employee   

15.Written documents    

 16.Interested in promotion 17.45 minutes  

18.networking    19.your application forms 

20.self-employment    

Section 3=V39S3 
Section 4 

Australia Railway 

4 Adelaide/Sydney/Melbourne/Darwin  

31-36  

31. In the beginning there were the economical and logistical problem 

32. The building had been assisted by camel 

33. the line the Holy Grail  closed down in 19XX 

34. Never Never Line  is called gap of 980 square km 

35. Experts thought the railway  the line to nowhere could not make a profit 

36. The rail construction was affect by the climate 

37-40  

37. rail C. have opportunities to view sceneries 

38. A. infrequent trains and not enough passages 

39. Darwin B. good place for international trade 

40. C. loss of goods during transporting 

 

V080927 V08104  

Section 1= V30064S1 
 
Section 2= V30020S2 
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Section 3= V30074S3 
 
Section 4 

 Perfume Ornament   ,  

31.        C 

    A. donate            B. Public interesting           C. Experts  

32.        A 

    A. water shortage             B. washing is dangerous           C. soaping 

33.     cheerful 

    wealthy attractive  

34. ...   C 

    A. substance        B. the liquid inside             C. the person invent 

35. ... gold  C 

    A. outside            B. inside               C. lid 

36. ...      B.( evaporate ) 

    A. spill           B. dry up              C. lost scent 

37. …     absorbed by sponge 

38. 19           B.  

39. Tiffany               skillful crystal 

40. ...     A 

    A. cosmetics          B. perfume ornament           C. ??? 

V08016 

Section 1=V07137S1 
Section 2  NEW 

 

11. trees many

 

12. farm  reconstructed a 2000-year-old  

13. Friday  Sunday between ____ and______,  

14. C. ( Monday herb A herb    B    C

) 

15. B should book in advance  A  B

  C ???  
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16. A  wear suitable clothes  A suitable clothes B

 C   

 A  

17-20 4  

7. BIRD POOL LAKE   A 

8.DOG WALKING AREA     I 

9.FLOWER GARDEN        F 

10.WOODED AREA   E 

Section 3= V30032S3 
Section 4=V07112S4 
 

V081023 

Section 1=V07114S1 
 
Section 2 

 

 

3 water jar

B 

bus AC B puctual 

bus C A B

 

rent car hotel B  

taxi taxi B taxi

 

10 taxi C 

C B

 

 

10%  

 a.contains no mineral b..... c........ d .have an unusual taste ( A d

D  

  everywhere 

COACH punctual 
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taxi  

COMPARE PRICE CHARGE  

 

 

 
Section 3 

 field trip   

A. H University B. C University C. Both H and C 

21.  - A 3 +1 1 4 2 semester  

22. compulsory field research -C 

23. seminar lecture  C ( seminar lecture, ) 

24. assess coursework( ) - A 

25.  ecosystem 

26.  living expenses  

27.  equipment  

28.  map 

29.  insects 

30.  Survey Methods 

Section 4=V30081S4 

V08108 

Section 1=V07132S1 
Section 2=V30020S2  
Section 3=V30060S3 
 
Section 4 

Berbe  

1. move across: deserts and  moutains 

2. seasonal nomadic 2 ,   seasonal 

3. plant fruit, vegetables and Olive oil to cook with 

4. house(  grass goatskin   grass leaves  palm leaf mats

 

5.  square of the village  

6.   camels 
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7.  slaves 

8. herds ( cattle) 

9.  dark blue 

10.  guides of XXX Toursim 

V081108(V08109) 

Section 1  
1. address: 124 Green Street 

2. telephone no.:6547890 

3. the Goods for Sale 

4-5  

4.  A. a relative has successful experience 

5.  C. office furniture 

6-10  

6. ? Bargain 

7. ? printer  

8. excellent 

9. $99 

10. $6 

Section 2=V07135S2   
Section 3=V30076S3 
 
Section 4  
1 age  

2 older student b  

a   b  c  

3) , ( ) 

first level (school) 

(challenge) 

second level good (health)  

many (interests) 

third level  (tutors) 

8) questionnaire level of maturity 

9 act as advisors 

10  (online service) help 
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V081115 

Section 1=V38S2 
Section 2=V07147S1 
Section 3=V07138S3 
 
Section  

 

31-40  

31. pepper cook perfumes 

32. pepper display wealth 

33. exploration of the new world 

34. mood 

35. toothache 

36. instead of money 

37. smells 

38. cost transport 

39. ship building industry 
40. tax income 

 

V09117 

2009 1 10  
Section 1 NEW 

Interserve Exhibit . 

Date (for private visitors): 1. 25th June (26th for business) 

Content of the Exhibition 

2. Demonstrations of special computers 

Opportunities for people to 3. use the products 

Clinics for those who need expert advice 

Bring prepared 4. questions and specifications for computer 5. hardware 

Best way to book: 6. on the internet 

Fee (for general public): 7. $210 in advance  (180 for members)  

Venue 
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Name of Building:  8. Skydome 

Address: Maple Avenue, Toronto 

Transport 

Best way to go by 9. subway 

Admission 

No charge 

Security 

No 10. cameras allowed 

For further information 

Contact Linsey Murray 

Section 2  

The Australian Quarantine Service  

11. The main aim of the service is to 

A. educate people  

12. The number of people working at Sydney airport is 

A. 440 

13. Dogs are chosen because 

B. They stay calm. 

specifically   A.have good smell  B. kept clam  C. easier trained 

14. The number of postal items that were dealt with last year amounted to 

A. 52,000 

15. People carrying items that are not allowed 

C. will be given a warning. 

16. When goods carried are found with insects, they will 

B. be dealt with by the customs 

17. A video that was checked was found with 

B. plant seeds 

18. The acceptable material for packing goods in Australia is paper. 

19. The belongings most of time are refused due to problems with the labels. 

20. The customs must be given notice of the goods from two to ten days before it arrives in Australia. 

Section 3=V07148S3 
Section 4=V08131S4 
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V09118 

2009 1 15  
Section 1=V30079S1    
Section 2  

CARTOON Art gallery 
11. intend guests: students 

12. (newspaper) comics 

13. regular lecturer 

14. get a print from the gallery 

 

15. Politician: D. the only one exists 

16. Queen Elizabeth: F. owned by the nation 

 

17. animal life  

18. social event  

19. psychologist  

20. family ( ) 

Section 3=V06108S3 
Section 4= V08125S4 

 

V09119 

2009 1 17  
Section 1=V070714S1 
Section 2 

 

The first festival: 
11.  live music 

12.(not enough space for)parking 

The second festival:  
13.(better for) families 
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14.(children can) feed the animals   

15. crowded 

The third festival:  
16. (flower) arrangement ; 

17.(easy to get) lost 

18. Recommend to bring sun hat 

19. Must bring something to drink 

20. Special offer weekend bus tickets 
 
Section 3=V09148S3 

 
registed with 21. individual center Medical Center  
must join 22.Student Union  

23.Take part in activities at clubs 

24. self-access lab 

25. electronic directory  

26. powerpoint 

27. text structure  

28Tutor help write outline 

29. extensive feedback 

30. references 

  
Section 4 

 

31. A. student who is finding first job 

33. A a wide collection of information 

34. ( )  

35.  

36.C.information from a tutor in other country(unsure), 

A. student’s help B. friend’s help. 

Questionare’s problems: 

A-E/F

,  

37 A person: stop joining 

38 Undergraduate in university: give false data 
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39 Colleague: change his idea  

40 Tutor: don’t tell his job 

V09120 

2009 2 7  
Section 1=V30086S1
Section 2
travel centre 

1. A A, travel package  B business  C budget trip C

cover A 

2. C  friendly environment A.  B, 

 C. supportive atmosphere work with computer deliver 

tickets, receptionist 

excellent environment staff friendly kind atmosphere environment

C supportive atmosphere B friendliness of the 

permanent staff. 

3. B. 

screen  

4. store room  

5.  

6.kitchen first aid kit kitchen 

7. Reception 

8. front desk  require 

desk front desk  

9. tax taxes

tax

Section 3   
withdraw statistics  

21. Economics 

22. statistics compulsory 

23. challenge 

24. statistics have difficulties to understand ideas 

    Secretary 

25. academic record 

26. Administration 
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27. Class Representative 

28.a postgraduate student 

29.Computer centre 

30. secretary 

 

Section 4  
 

31.C

C 

32.B  

B

business opportunities business business man

 

34 

C  

windows tended to3 5. leak

36.conference centre 37..balcony 38..car park

room 39..do exercises 40.transport 

museum   

V09121 

2009 2 12  

Section 1=V07141s1 
Section 2=V06125s2 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

11     Which service is offered by the travel centre? 

A  travel package 

B  business trip 

C  budget trip 

12     Why like working here? 

A  free trips         

B  long vacation 
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C  supportive atmosphere 

13     What do the new employees do? 

A  ******** 

B  face the screen to collect some records 

C  ******** 

Question 14-16 

Complete the table below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Item Place 

stationery 14 store room 

15 coffee machine hall 

first aid kit 16 kitchen 

Question 17-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

17 receptionist 

18 Any questions please first ask the front desk 

19 tickets 

20 tax 

 
Section 3

 

21-23 24-26 27-30  

21-23.  

21. writingng style, 

22. late submission, 

23. lack of research 

24. Just coffee communication  

    A. technical support   B. financial aids  C.XXX   B 

25.  triple 2 triple  

26.  

    A. Farming method B. market expansion  C. producer countries B 

27. reference document 

28. products need to be mentioned 

29. equipment, like computers 

30. so called Knowledge Sharing 

Section 4 NEW  
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shark research, shark . , ,  

  coast  

garbage’s 

 summer  

tagging  

 pieces of fish 

regular checked 

boat  

 camera 

be released 

 food pattern  

A   B surface C  ocean floor 

V09123 

2009 2 21  
Section 1=V30049S1 
Section 2=V30090S2 
Section 3=V07102S3 
 
Section 4

 

 

3 lamp Description Advantage  

1 coal. cliff 

2 development of transport system. 

3 40  

4 rural areas 

5 in the spring(  

6) Scotland 

 (7) A candle in a holder 

 (8) Fewer accidents 

9 fixed with lock 

 (10) mix with water 

 

Saucer-type Open Grease Lamps 

The first type of mine light, the open saucer-type grease lamp, was popular in the 1700's and was often 
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decorated with ornamental figures such as roosters. These figures acted as good luck charms for the 

miner. 

Candles 

Later, candles made of hard tallow became a popular source of light within the mines. The candle-holder 

was adopted for use in the mines as well. It consisted of a 3/8-inch iron rod twisted into a looped handle at 

one end and a sharpened point at the other. Often there was a hook on the holder and when the point 

could not be driven into a suitable support, the holder could be hung from any overhang or protrusion in 

the mine. 

Safety Lamps 

The man who made the real breakthrough in this area was Sir Humphrey Davy when he invented what is 

known as the Davy Lamp or a gauze-enclosed lamp. Although gauze alone could not guarantee that the 

flame would not come into contact with gases outside the screen, Sir Davy reasoned that a metal mesh 

would cool down the flame before it came into contact with any fire damp. These gases explode at certain 

temperatures but will extinguish a flame that is cooler. 

To prevent miners from opening their safety lamp underground, considerable attention was paid to locks. 

Most safety lamps were equipped with a padlock, keyed setscrews, melted soft-metal locking inserts or 

magnetic spring-loaded latches. 

Carbide Lamps 

In 1892, while working with lime, coal tar and a carbon mixture, Major James T. Morehead and Thomas L. 

Willson developed a brownish-grey substance that gave off a pungent smelling gas when mixed with water. 

This gas burned with a bright yellow-white flame and they called it acetylene. Within eight years the first 

carbide lamp was offered to the public.

V09124 

2009 2 28
Section 1=V08129S1 
Section 2=V07138S2 
 
Section 3 project, Harry and Kathy 
1 delayed by weather  

2 visit: Environment Agency (sure)  

3 take photographs: C Both 

4 collect data: A. Kate ( A ) 

5 interview: C. both (sure) 

6 analysis: B. Harry (sure) 
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7 Harry presentation: B. course ( C. presentation) 

-- Harry presentation. harry kathy

 presentation 

presentation, C  get better mark in termXXX(  

--- kathy writing up article 

A.  

B  

C  C  

 

8 Kate writing: C. difficult 

9 Harry gather other student to discuss...A 

A. get others opinion 

B. get firm conclusion 

C. get similar conclusion 

10 Kate  C unsure 

Section 4=V30018S4 

V09125 

2009 3 5  
Section 1= V06138S1 
Section 2= V07142S2  
Section 3  

  

A.   

B.   

C.   

  

  
Section 4=V06119S4 

V09126 

2009 3 7  
Section 1 
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problem

problem 4  

1. weekend 

2. 900641        

3. tools       

4. carpets 

5. website 

6. training 

 

7. F(upset employees) 

8. E(falling sales) 

9. A 

10.B(my lose job in the future) 

Section 2=V07107s2 
Section 3 

healthy drink aimed at children  . 

 

21-30  

21. aim to children 

22. data research 

23. trade figures 

24. Check Performance of similar products 

25. first section 

26. detailed product description 

27. booklet 

28. useful checklist 

29. Shop manager 

30. media plan  

 

Section 4=V08130S4

V09127 

2009 3 14  
Section 1  
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1. family name Pritchett double 
2. room number 302  ( 301 302 302

 

3. coffee

coffee  

4. lunch place canteen canteen  

5. arrange cars to airport station airport  

hotel  

location problems 

6. central problem  

7. expensive problem  

8. river  

9. noisy problem  

10. park  

4  

Hotel Name Location Problem 

a 6.central   

b 7.Near river 8.expensive 

c   9.noisy 

d 10.Near park   

 

Section 2=V30080S2  
Section 3=V30085S3 
Section 4=V37S4 

V09128 

Section 1=V30014s1 
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Section 2=V080214s2 
 
Section 3=V30020s3 
 
Section 4 

6 Strategies

outcomes technique anthropologist

shopping behaviors  

31-36   

31. B.confident about the results 

32. lunched B.unsuccessful  

33. A.limited knowledge  

34. C. new technology   

35. lead, B. not typical  

36. B. unnecessary   

37-40   

37. strategies  

38. outcomes  

39. direct  

40. Behavior 

V09129 

Section 1 
 

1. TO34YU 

2. bedroom 3 rooms 

 

3. south coast 
 

4. quiet 
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5. near the farm  

6. garage 

7. café 

8. bath 

9. freezer 
10. Kesteven  

Section 2 
gallery  

1. Open gallery( ) 

 

2. On the street 
  

3. theatre  foyer 

4. Australian  

5. old historical maps 

6. picture library 

7. wildlife photograph 

8. design   

9. sports photograph 
 
Section 3= V41s3 
Section 4= V40101s4 

V09130 

 
Section 1NEW  

 

-----  

1.address:  Acacia Avenue 

2.Postcode : RA67BU 

3 photography 

4-6   

4 a flower shop 

5  a nursery 
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6 waitress 

 

a /b /c  

7     A yes 

8     C no 

9    A yes 

10    B possible 

 
Section 2= V30062S2 
Section 3=V30044S3 
 

Section 4   NEW 
   

2  +  

31 A(unsure) 
A the increase of application will decrease 

B some subject will not be popular in future 

C the enrolment number is as before 

32 B(unsure) 

A  only one research 

B poor instrument 

C  

33-35   survey  

xxxx           200             telephone survey 

xxxx           16              case study 

xxxx           45              postal survey 

36-40  

36 lack problem solvings skill  

37 communication skill skill  

University  

Self-auction 

38 self-evaluation group discussion 

39 participation of young graduates involved in decision-making 

40 offer more further training 

V09131 
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Section 1NEW  
 

 1: 

1. lunch is not included. 

2. must pay for one term 

 2 

3. Name: Studio  

4.  usually keep the contracts for12 months. Lunch is not included 

 3 

5. electricity bills: 43 

6.  water bill is 8.  Lunch is not included 

 4 

7. Name: Friendly Faces 
8. fees: from 35 to 80. 

9-10. Include bills and meals 

 
Section 2 = V07139s2 
Section 3 = V30043s3 
Section 4= V30084s4 

V09132 

2009 4 30  

Section 1 
 Southwest, double, office, lounge, EXTRA SERVICE ,

A)CHANGING BED LINEN, thoroughly clean , B,CARPET.

DO WASHING , B,IRON THE CLOTHES. , AMYES,

DATE OF JOB (NEXT) THURSDAY, MAXIMUM , 3 HOURS. 

Section 2 
:  

, , A 

RESEARCH, EDUCATION (C), . 
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EXCHANGE, A) WILDLIFE SPECIES, B PROFESSIONAL 

KNOWLEDGE, C . , A C ,A

, ,C SOIL. SOIL , A ( ),

SOIL, SOIL , , B)SIZE, 

SCALE. , CLOSE ___ DAYS A YEAR, 

, , , ! , AFTER LUNCH,

SPECIAL BUSES, 5-16 TICKET , $4. 

21. research planning   

22. knowledge 

23. no soil   

24. find a new way to produce soil lack of soil 

25. size greenhouse  

26. 2  

27. after lunch  

28. facilities 

29. special buses 

30. 5-16  4  

Section 2 
TUTOR: DAVID , , PROPOSAL

,A)REVIEWED by two examiners B)add to the final grade C) feedback to student ,

, C. : B) RESEARCH . ,

6000 ( ),TUTOR STRICTLY OBSERVE RULES, A. 

C) at least 6000 words, .   , INTERVIEW,

FORMAT, :  PROJECT, NOTE TUTOR,

2 COPIES DEADLINE 11TH MAY . PROCEDURE 
21. The proposal will     C 

A. be reviewed by two examiners 

B. be added to the final grade 

C. be returned with feedback 

22. The proposal will mostly emphasize on      B 

A. topic 

B. method 

C. result 

23. The proposal's word limit        A 

A. strictly obey rules. 

B. At least 6,000 words. 
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C. No restrict on it. 

24. interview 

25. use correct format 
26. permit to change 

27. send a  note in advance 

28. 2 copies 

29. deadline: May 11th 
30.procedure 
 
Section 4  

STORING WATER , ,  NORTH AFRICA, ROMANS, SYMBOL OF 

PROGRESS, GREY, OXYGEN, ONE MONTH, WATER( ), SALT, GOLD (

, ) 

 

31. North Africa 

32. Romans 

33. symbol of progress 

34. engineering 

35. grey 

36. a month 

37. oxygen 

38. temperature 

39. salt 

40. gold industry 

V09133 

Section 1 
 

1. AL142BF 

2. Address  Queens 

3. birthday:1986 (  1st , )  

4. new unsure  

5. flashing 
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6. cause bright conditions  

7. Family name Akitson 

8. Address Central 

9. Advise  rest 

10. eyedrops 

 
Section 2=V08138S2 
 
Section 3 

 

 

C self access centre  

C centre  

B  difficult to help 

 

  

reading materials   

CDs collection 

work books  

book a timetable 

install a alarm 

use of E-mail 

 
Section 4 

materials 

 

1.walls made of  branches 

2.roof ——a layer of grass 

3. square 

4. dome 

5. tent 

6. mud  

7. room 

8.tower 

9.at an angle 

10.use the pressure of wind blowing 
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V09134 

Section 1 

 acommadatio

 

1. work phone  46***** 

2. Come from Somerton West  

3. Total members two adults a child almost  3 years old 

4. Type of accommodation flat 

5. Location: in the north 

6. What’s your extra request: close to a park 

7. need a pool 

8. Rent: She wants to pay the maximum $650 

9. Date to move in 15th December 

10.Need to book a  hotel 

Section 2

 

1. select tree with soft leaves 

2. close 

3. place between10-15 meters 

4. secure the roof no gaps 

5. clean the rubbish 

6. remove gas 

7. all the family members 

8. remember take radio 

9. brushfire uaually occured in October 

10. Training for volunteer in 4 weeks   

Section 3=V08136s3 
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Section 4

. shellfish  

1. salt content as high as sea-level  

2. sealevels depth 

3. In the sea, worms and shrimps eat plants for survival 

4. rice cultivation 

5. A. water level too high 

6. walk ~ 

7. ~residence 

8. ~ C 

9. food worms 

10. Time of year the female laid eggs spring 

V09135 

2009 5 21  

Section 1=V30147 S1 
Section 2=V08145 S2 
 
Section 3 

4 10  

 

1 habits 

2 chart 

3 time 

4 diet 

5 space 

6 students 

7 closed 

8 causes 

9 test 

10 clear 
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Section 4=V081206 S4 

V09136 

2009 5 30  

Section 1 = V070109s1    
 
Section 2 = V08146s2    

 

Section 3 seminar 

21-26  

21. 4 years course 

22. need to do 2 placement tests 

23. need to attend a seminar every two weeks 

24. the end of the second semester 

25. attending lectures is compulsory 

26. information can be found in the handbook 

27-30  

27. A. library  

28. C. E-mail 

29. writing class: B. run by specialist staff 
30. A. on paper 

Section 4 chimpanzee  

 

1 genetical biological 

2 learn through behavioursof each other  

3 making tools 

4 to open  

5 use a stone hammer nuts 

6 considerable skills  
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7 another side of a river 

8 population density 

 

9 A 

A copy  

B follow the instructions  

C  

10 A 

A modified over generations  

B adapted  

C  

V09137 

2009 6 11  

Section 1=V08135s1 

Section 2    working conditions  
Interview & Business Completion / Choice 

working conditions  

11 Maintaining department  

A. pay extra money 

B. C.  

12 When arriving or departing number in a machine 

13 8  

14 Female in sales department jacket with  

A. skirt 

B. sweater 

C. dark trousers  

15 safety and security 

16 shoes must be flat 

17 keep your password secret  

18 wandering around without ID  

19 IT department take any files home 
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photographs inside the building 

20 manager or personnel officer

Section 3=V08140s3 

Section 4    peer studying  
  Campus life 

  Completion 

31.Each scheme for group meeting 

32.Write a summary (3 days) 

33.format(s)  

34.distribute 

35.??standard? 

36.Help their management skills – undergraduate 

37.Help their comprehension of texts 

38.Check grade 

39.Relationship – postgraduate 

40. a standard/formal way 

V09138 

2009 6 13  

Section 1  3  

1. Bridge Road/ Bridge Street 

2. the town centre is a popular conference centre for the business companies 

3-7  

A. Gate's Hotel               B. Prince Hotel                  C. Sheffield Hotel 

3. old-fashioned  exterior         A 

4. large garden                       B  

5. Inconvenient location           A 

6. Good choice of menu               B  

7. Limited parking                   C hall  

Prince Hotel  
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8. price basis £4800 

9. meal including coffee 

10.  Ms Cornell 

Section 2=V08144S2

Section 3  

 

21. water  

22. research 

23. noisy 

24. birds 

25. plane  

26. halfof the power  

27.made in Europe 

28. government  

29. lower    slow turbine 

30. timber  

Section 4  

31 computer science  

32 avoid the obstacles on the road such as  rocks 

33 video cameras 

 

34 C 

A B C find some new designs 

35 A or C  

A design  B condition  C mechanism 

36 B 

A simple  B successful  C  

Table Completion  

37 introductory seminar 

38 skills and experience 

39 discuss ideas 

40 selection of teams 
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V09139 

2009 6 20  

Section 1=V30039s1  
 
Section 2 fuel 

 

11. Buses can alter to use natural gas 

12. They can change to utilize smallengines, as the fuels consumption will not be as that heavy 

13.  3 adults at least  lane  

14. Go fill your gas tank on Tuesdays as it will save you a lot 

 

15. Do not need to warm up the engine before starting to drive. 

16. Furthmore, one need to clear the oil filter regularly. 

17. Keep window closed 

18. Keep trunk load empty 

19. Use standard grade oil but higher ones 

20. When he drives, one should do this on smooth road as much as he can.  

 
Section 3  

Robby Jacquerine  

A. Jacquerine will do it only  

B. Robby will do it only  

C. They both will do it  

21. Who will do research on the Internet C 

22. Who will do research in the library A 

23. Who will check old materials of the city B 

24. Who will make old people interview B 

 

25. E. Café  

26. B. Prison (at the corner of the Fair Street ) 

27. G. Railway Station (alongside somewhere of the college street ) 

28. D. Storage Warehouse (opposite to the Fair Street, on the Square) 
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29-30   4 2 focus E   B or C 

A. leisure activity  B. family  C. shopping  D. work  E. medicine 

 
Section 4=V081115s4  

V09140 

Section 1 = V30037S1 
 

Section 2 
 

 

11-13   water heat   

11.  on/ off  switch  (  “far far left” ) 

12.  reset button ( button) 

13.  warning  light (  “alarming light ” ) 

14.key is on the shelf of  

15.map is at the door  

16.washing-powder in the box of 

17.pillow in the drawer 

18.not sure 

19. 7723281 (  766…, takeaway) 

20. Thursday because of the “Market Day”, so it closed on that day  

 
Section 3 

business research, title , methods, facilities provided by the 
university, the field would concern… 
21. Retail ( title , Business Retail Patterns ) 
22. population  
23. consumers’attitudes (22.23   attitudes,  “

”   ) 
24. interview skills ( ) 
25. statistics  
26. overseas  overseas ,  
27. publication  
28. college ( near city center , should be near the college) 
29. tape recorder ( laptop computer, the facility provided by 
university ( )is  tape recorder  ) 
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30. Internet connection 
  
Section 4 

 
 

31. sustainable stainable ,  
32.sales 
33.energy  
34.insects  
35.potato  
36. 10% ( 90%  10% lower) 
37.grass 
38. A  
39. C  (whether the organic farming is beneficial to wildlife) 
40. A  (depends on the consumers) 

V09141 

2009 7 4  

Section 1=V08141S1 
 
Section 2 

part-time job  

11. Special policy applies to overseas students. 

12. It will locate in the Woodside Campus. 

13. The enquiry office opens till 8:30 PM. 

14. The lawyer is only available on Tuesdays. 

15. University Website will show the job information. 

16. Where can find the latest news of new listed jobs? 

A. ***  B. IT faculty   C. parking centre 

17. Employers will visit the school 

A. only in the first semester   B. twice a year    C. throughout the year 

18. The advantage of doing part-time job: 

A. does benefits to the ful-time jobs in the future   B. good record 

C. to form the teamwork ability 

19. Student salary will be 
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A. taxed   B. paid by every week   C. need to buy private insurance 

20. You shall contact with the boss via  ( ) 

A. writing  B. Email  C. Mobile 

 

Section 3=V30086S3  

 

Section 4  

31. Where did he get the ship experience? 

A. sea voyage   B. family his dad     C. first Job 

32. The company experienced 

A. immediately profitable   

B. deal with one commodity ( cargo) 

C. the business world widely  

33. Why did he want to use mail contact to buy steam ships?  

A. faster   B. stronger   C. more reliable 

34. What did he do when he won the bid? 

A. reduced the fleet of the ships   B. opened a new company 

C. appointed a new British agent 

35. Why did he choose Boston? 

Once he worked there 

36. What could be revealed about the 1844 event? 

Boston was not a good port location New York  

37. radio communication  

38. Newspapers were produced on board, so the passengers would not feel uneasy during the journey. 

39-40. Before 1912, paid more attention to the speed of the ships; 

Afterwards, poured more in the decoration, compared to hotels. 

V09142 
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Section 1=V08114S1 
 
Section 2 folk festival  
 

11-20  

 
Section 3  
A research on cosmetics 

 
21. A 

22. A  

23. low price of the product 

24. size 

25. fashion 

26. smell 

27. C 

28. A 

29. B 

30. C 
Section 4=V09130S4 

V09143 

2009 7 23  

Time Performance Souvenirs 

 take part in 11. singing get a free copy of 12. CD 

 13.every 

weekend 

  

 Kids can learn 14.face painting  

 15. learn dancing lessons a free 16. movie poster 

 teach people 17.to cook fish You can get a self-teaching 18. video 

 19. basket weaving 20. T-shirt 
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Section 1  

Travelling Completion 

1. flights and accommodation( ) 

2. April 

3. cheapest 

4. non-smoking room 

5. Johna Smyth  

6. $110 

7. Culture Centre 

8. camel 

9. desert 

10. Stars 

 
Section 2=V06010s2  
 
Section 3  
a man and a woman are discussing a lecture which the man had been to but the woman hadn't 

 

21.feedback...photocopy of *** 

22.the lecturers will give a handout 

 

23.what does the woman think is important? 

A. topic relevant part 

24.what does the man think is hardest? 

B. understanding theory 

25.why does the lecturer think make some notes briefly when you are reading a passage is important? 

C. go back for reference 

 

on the left are the subjects, on the right are the choices 

26.statistic of social science be helpful for mathematics  

27.quentities method practical examples 

28.(pure) mathematics take less time than other courses 

29.basic of economics the last year students 
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30.dissertation planning good tutor 
Section 4= V08144S4    

V09144 

2009 7 25  

Section 1 

race  

 

1. race ? 

A. ***** 

B. race 7 6 1  

C race over 200km  

2. race  

A. race 

B. have to wait for any opportunity cancel  

C.  

3. tent 3 ? 

A-tent will be protected 

B-share the tent with others 

C-tent sleeping bag( ) 

4.  

A. salt tablet  B **********  C. snack ***** 

5. ? C. regulate the amount of what they eat(

C A B ) 

6-10  

First name                         xxxxx 

Last name                          6. M...jhon( ) 

Phone/mobile phone        7. 047... (4 3 4  

) 

Nationality                       8. British 

Address/Email                 9. healthcare ( heathcare Email address

healthcare ) race     

10. from the advertisement
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Section 2 
pre-learning class  

 

 

1  this class is for children from  3 months to 5years old. 

2  it is run as a cooperative by parents 

 

3  mixed age  

4  training  

5  do a special job  

6  attend a meeting  

7 several visits 

8. Reading   government fund 

9.parent 

 

10 gain confidence 

Section 3=V08134S3 
Section 4=V08102S4 

V09145 

2009 8 8  
Section 1 

dance class 

Rapido, Booster, Freestyle (I.E.) Matching 

1. For beginners: A 

2. partner: B 

3. student accounts always available :C 

4. teachers from Latin America: B 

5.Rhys 

6.18th June 

7.phonebook 

8.A leather shoes  

9.C  (thirties) 

10.B learn quickly) 
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Section 2= V08102s2   
  
Section 3 

learning center 
21. C (all students at university) 

22. B (all the services) 

23. A (seating capacity is limited) 

24. B (emails update) 

25. reception staff 

26. part-time 

27. academic writing 

28. presentations 

29. Summer School 

30. study skills 
 
Section 4= V090212s4 

V09146 

2009 8 13  
Section 1 

 

1-10  

1. name: Pennington double n  

2. Email address: greenworld.com 

3. Home address: 66 Lake Road 

4. Source of information: radio 

5. ID UK765024EG easy  

6. : flat 

7. club members forest 

8. organic food 

9. ferry van, club members flight by bike 
10. courses, dance course 

 
Section 2=V09120S2  
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Section 3 

Sarah  

 

1. preserve memories   

2. show off status   

3. reflect tastes  

4. personal identity  

5. sarah interview  

1.  

2.  

3.  

 Sarah

 

  

1.sarah interview 15  

2.essay interview

interview the reason why choose these interviewers 

3. 4

interview  

 
Section 4=V07148s4 

V09147 

2009 8 22  
Section 1 

 

1-6   
A. Royal Hotel B. Star Hotel C. Winchester Hotel D. all of three  

1. sea view: B  

2. disable access: D  

3. C  

4. choice of food: A  

5. private dining room: A  

6. group discount: C  

7-10   
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7. send deposit to the hotel  

8. need help with transport  
9. do not send presents  
10. make the invitation 

 
Section 2 

 

1.string;  

2.shade; 

3.spoon 

4.Snowpeas : popular with children, B 

5.cherry: easy to take care; D 

6.lettuce: coclorful;  E 

7.sunflower: fast growing;  F 

Garden famous for suitable way to visit  

A lilies 18. bird watching  

B  ***** 19. night tour  

C 20. roses ******* 

 
 
Section 3=V08116s3 
 
Section 4= V07143s4 

V09148 

2009 8 29  
 
Section 1=V30034s1 
 
Section 2 
1.exhibition put together by  

A museum staff B local residence C clothes manufacture 

2.picturegarph worn  

A  B professional model C student  designer 
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a local people  C) 

3.   

A again B limited time C children  

b  

4. TOY  

A Play toy train B all doll C board game 

5. museum miniature  

A made B borrow  C unsure) 

museum miniature brought from other countries 

6. b***  

A famous people B different shape C  

7.  

A unsweet B Cream 

BC cheese A  

8.  

A  B  C pack 

9. information desk 

10. Lockers 

 

Section 3: 
31.B  

32. C  

33. A  

34.cloud 

35. straight 

36.camera 

37.airport 

38.reliable 

39.alarm 

40. Compute 

 

Section 4=V09011s3 

V09101 

2009 9 5  
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Section 1=V08145S1 
 
Section 2 

 

11. 90 shops including 2 department stores 

12. 800 1100 800 cover 800  

13. public transport  

 

14. Tuesday to Saturday 

15. beach 

16. Dance show 

17. aim at teenagers 

18. lost children  

kids club  

19. their own wallet 

20. discount on birthday 

 

Section 3=V30032S3 
 
Section 4 

13 rural life  

 

31. : museum archives 

XX indicated from (shops)at the local place 

32. A map found by librarian 

33. Surrounded by ditch (for protection) 

34. peas and beans fertilize soil 

35. shops 

36.against birds  

 

37. : C mixing farming  

38. plough, B  

39. windmill  B face to the wind  

40. C enough labor 
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V09102 

2009 9 12  
 
Section 1= V80112S1 
 
Section 2= V08417S2 
 
Section 3 

report 

 

 

21.RESTAURANT          C    

22.COFFEE BAR           E     

23.CLEANING              D      

24.SHOP                  A      

25.RECEPTION            G      

26.PERSONAL SERVICE   F 

27-30  

27. What's the use of intership? 

   A benefit future career    B. benefir thedissertation     C. benefit the current study 

28. Suggest the man to ask for 

    A. tutor      B. hotel manager directly   C. career office in the end    

29. Why does the woman has to do a presentation? 

    A.tutor needs the report back    B. xxxxx     C. to demostrate how to do a presentation 

30. What's the man's task and what solution does he take? 

A *****      B business ****          C use video approach  

Section 4=V30074S4 
 
 

V09103 

2009 9 17  
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Section 1
AUSTRALIA TRAVEL 

Surname:Thore 

Lenth:5 days 

Station near :Gold Coast 

Accommodation: apartment motel 

 

4.photography of crocodile  

5. amusement park  water park 

6. shopping centre 

7. facilities 

8. playroom 

9. laundry  
10. cleaning 

Section 2=V09011S2 

Section 3=V08231S3 

Section 4 Presentation  
31. topic B NY  

32. C  

33. B  

34. 1955  extibition of early work A  

35. 1957  exhibition of nature   B  

36. 1977   exhibition of the development of his work (C) 

 

37. NY angles     methods 

38. taken outdoors  

39. lights 

40. approaches 

V09104 

2009 9 26  
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Section 1 

 

1 Friday 

2 International Express  

3 Hillman( )  

4 :14 Mountain Road 

5 North Building 

6 Park Avenue 

 

7 books 

8 photographs 

9 $98 

10 ID code 

Section 2 

1. C ( ) 
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2. F (Cushion, ) 

3. D (computer, ) 

4. A (Cafe Bar, ) 

5. H (Newspaper, ) 

6. C ( ) 

7. B ( ) 

8. B Nursing , B, C 

9. A ( ) 

10. C ( ) 

Section 3=V30059S3 

Section 4  

1.leaves 

2.cities 

3.fields 

4.wood 

5.bones 

6.winds 

7.printing technology 

8.world 

9.part of Asia 

10.atlas  

V09105 

2009 10 8  
 
Section 1 

 

1. The lady staring a Job to Australia. 

2. a short time 

3. Lady use a friend address in firat. 

4. It is free intital 2 months. 

5. Jeniffer Simmons.. 

6.22nd September 
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6. 16 Ocean Drive  

7. 176358  

9. files 

10. diving equipment 

 

V09105S1   V121117S1 

 
Section 2 

 

1. waterproof 

2. building 

3. overfill 

4. heavy 

5. plastic bag 

6. open 

7. 4 weeks 

8. traffic 

9. business 

10. stones 

 
Section 3=V08122S2 
Section 4=V09011S4 

V09106 

2009 10 10  
 
Section 1=V09130S1 
 
Section 2 

 

11. Tonylic Electrical first produced cars 

12. The company was established in 1928 -- 1927

1928  

13. The company previously was built as a cinema 

14. The quality of the products is the most important factor to customers 
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15. factory 

16. The company won rewards as… to reduce waste 

( staff

company XXX Monday,

 Tuesday Tuesday, XXX Monday

 

17. Monday—improve safety 

18. Tuesday  website technology 

19. Wednesday-meet customers 

20. Friday-check whether have enough money-  

Section 3=V08111S3 
 
Section 4 

 

31-33  

31."Digital access"-- B think pattern  

32 “Digital immigration"- B less efficiently to use high technolgy) 

33. "Digital Accent"- B  use old-fashioned way. 

34-40  matching 

A-Allen B-James, C-Vander   

34. B The current education don’t use computer--James. 

35. B 

36. C Not all students understand computer-James 

37. B 

38. A 

39. B 

40. C 

V09107 

2009 10 24  
 
Section 1= V30080S1 
 
Section 2 
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11-14 ; 

11.  

B. introduce animal to the wild world 

12. volunteer  

C. medical test 

13.  

C. only accommodation 

14.  

B climate 

15-20  

15.make friend,  

16.wild animal 

17.career prospect 

18.Culture 

 

Section 3 

Presentation  

1.15th October 

2.summarize 

3.social 

4.software 

5.slide 

6.values /writer review 

7.organization 

8.read out/read aloud  
9.colours 

10.filmed 

 
Section 4=V08109S4 
Study on Learning Persistence 

31-32  

31. B a range of  

A. Same range of age  

B. Same geographical area   

C. Economy-social level 
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32. Elder A 

A.  effect on their families            B.          C.  

33-37  

33. challenge 

34. Many interests 

35. school 

36. tutors 

37. good health 

38-40  

38. questionnaire new students' level of maturity 

39. Act as advisor 

40. on-line service help 

V09108 

2009 10 31  
 
Section 1:  

survey Julia national park  

1. BH246GL  

2. accountant 

3. village 8 months one word and/or a number  

4. C landscape 

5. friend’s flat  

6. , early of 20.  B.21-65 

7. National Park , CONCERNED.

unlikely to change. A. wood change  

8. , CROWDED NOISY, ,

 A  

9. C. medical 

service 

10. : POST CARDS ,

FOOD SHOP.  B.  

 
Section2=V07109 S2 
Section3=V070109 S3 
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Section 4   

,   

1. 1.5million 

2. women  

3. outdoor   

4. production 

5. B  

6. A 

 

7. technologist------ trend . 

8. operation manager ------complain ,  

9. merchandiser------  

10. display  

 

V09109 

2009 11 7  
 
Section 1:  
action movie  

discussion 

exhibition 

450 

17th April 

meetings  

month  

bookshop  

tickets 

guest  
 
Section 2 =V30090S2  
 
Section 3=V07134S3 
 
Section4:  
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design assessment  

success (  

social  

plans 

influence 

skills 

materials 

reason(s) 

emotional 

environment  

analysis  

 

V09110 

2009 11 14  
 
Section 1:  

booking room in a hotel 

1. 18th 4-18 later    

2. $ 63 70 10% 63    

3. river (  windows road river    

4. Rayleigh Susan   

5. 999 

6. December   

7. hotel horse  riding boat trip   

8. Sunday sat   

9. Tree Centre   
10. the Internet  
 
Section2=V081023s3 

 field trip   

 

11. A C  

12. field work   C 

13. lecture seminar C 

14. assessment A 
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15. ecosystems  

16. living expenses  

17. equipment 

18. map 

19. different types of insects  

20. Survey Methods  different types of insects  

 
Section3:  
21. the first speaker’s title  Area manager  

22. another speaker’s title:Deputy  

23. conference  

24. good fire alarms system  and sound lift/elevato 

25. car park  

26. training aim:when booking, remember guests’ name, price and contact number 

27. shirt  

28.  outside 

29. public areas  

30.  

 
Section4=V30078s4 

V09111 

2009 11 21  
 
Section 1: 

1. cousin 

2. contact service manager  

3. 50 repair fee 

4. private company  
5. mobile phone  

6. agreement  

7. B lock is broken 

8. agent A  

9. agent heating A check repair renew
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10.  main hall C carpet glue glue  

 
Section2=V08139S2 
 
Section 3: 

feeling solve mathematic problems  

19. interview ? depth B get more information 

20. A C 25

11 14 A 

21.  surprised A  

 

 

 FEMALE MALE 

 Poor teaching Fear of number 

 No obvious _____ of (

interesting ) 

Need of a ____( born

talent) 

  

 

 

Observation of their strategies 

take the mathematic question as a whole 

give up at the first reading 

 
Section 4: 

5 5  

31. Study finds: B. boys obtain more benefits from single-sex schools. 

32. Traditional subjects selected more: A. girls in single-sex schools. 

33. Australian study: B. mixed-sex schools benefit majority of students. 

34. Why study the single-sex schools instead of mixed ones in Harvard reports: B 
35. The problem suggested by Harvard studies: B. boys have less academic talents than girls. 

36. levels of teacher's sound/voice should be different from different gender 

37. Girls are better to work in a group. 

38. boys like to read things which are true 

39. Girls pay more attention on the behavior of the characters.  

40.Girls are more critical of their achievements than boys. 
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V09112 

2009 12 3  
 
Section 1:  
Saturday  

1.workshop( ) 

2.discussion. 

3. library.  

4.F (short stories) 

5.A (biography) 

6.D (crime fiction)  

7.B (new novel)  

8.H (writting for children) 

9.0316645772 66 77  

10.24 River Lane 
Section 2 = V07134S2 
 
Section 3  

=V08137S3 
21. interview 

22. same attitude towards math 

23.surprising   strong feeling 

24.teaching 

25.numbers 

26.application 

27.talent 

28.observation 

29.whole a   

30. reading  

 

mini rocket,  
1. internet  
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2. stuck / stuffed  

3. powered  steam  

4. tutors 

5.   metal 

6. nests  

7.   oxygen O2 
8.   television program 

9.  wood wool  

10. sources  

 
Section4 = V06113 S4 

V09113 

2009 12 5  
 
Section 1=V08146 S1  
 
Section 2= V06142 S2 ( )  

 ISLAND 

 

A. Plane   B. Ferry   C. Hovercraft 

B. ferry 

hovercrate discountinu, plane delayed . ferry.

 

North  

golf 

family hotel 

       

mobile phone  

 own medicine / medication ( ) 

water from rivers 

 monkeys bite 

seafood 

 
Section 3:  
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The First Book The Second Book 

21. wider in scope than syllabus Topics including music and 22.celebrities 

There are many 23. graphs   

Text from 24. magazines Style 25. academic 

Learning the 26. approach Each lecture has the 27.description 

You have to choose 28. titles 29. explanation 

  Followed by 30. a general discussion 

 
Section 4:  

 
 

facilities 

government fund 

the range of  discussion been done among **departments 

 topic 

crime  

humor  

politics and media 

translation    

 

have interest in  different language 

   equipment 

informal 

 feedback 

V09114 

2009 12 12  
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Section 1=V08138S1 
barbecue  

1-6  

1. shelf  

2 .499  pounds 

3. double-grill grill  

4. cover 

5. Select  

6. heat indicator 

7-10  

7. 15 (the largest size) 6 7 15  

8. managed forest(s) 

9. traditional industry 

10. damaged 
 
Section 2: trip  
11-14  

11. They should bring their student cards to get discount( student cards )  

12.  9:50am ten  to  ten to 10 11  

last minute  

13. Total trip on the road of 75 minutes 44

44  

14. pick up from station to hotel by taxi  

15-16  

15. Hotel can provide the additional services? 

D.special diet radio  

( V120915S2 B. ) 

16. B. non-smoking room 

17-20  

Saturday afternoon activity 

17. A. ancient British  

18. A. go around ... music performance

 

19. B. by an old train 

20. sports center local events sports center events  
 
Section 3: 
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21. small-scale  

22. within the budget  

23. seeds, nuts , fats ( bread bread nuts

) 

24-26  
24. beneath the tree. 

23. 5 minutes 5

( 1hour ) 

Section 4 = V08111s4 

 
31-39 table , two columns 
31. connected social cognitive emotional separated connected  
32. Children’s background( ) 
33. passive 
34. self-centered 
35. Example: laboratories(lab, laboratory ) artificial  
36. Children in the house  ( house ) 
37. importance of stimulation 

38. learning 

39. personality  

40 C  development before birth 

womb   

V09115 

2009 12 19  

 
Section 1  

part-time job 

1 address 7 Market Street 

2 area South Park 

3 VIT613UL  

4 077365xxxxx  

5 preferred choice: cleaning 
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6 subject: drama 

7 Level of Spanish: fluent 

8 minibus 

9 : Wednesday to Sunday(evening only) 

10 starting date: 27th, August 
 
Section2=V08132 S2 
11. B. student centre unit 

12. health center  

13. complaint office  

14. Health Centre 

15. Accommodation Office  internet unit 

16-20) 16. bathroom kitchen  

18. laundry facilities basement) 

19. 18. A code is needed 

20. 19. food containers)  

20. 11 30  ,  
 
Section 3 

 

 

21 poor quaulity of sound 

22 interview (with teachers) 

23 use alot of questions 

24 survey of students 

25 too much noise 

 

C(write a script) 

F(note card) 

G(practise with a partner) 

 

A . re-read after several days 

C . proofreading B all data Dmore research online  
 

 

Two students and a teacher discuss a bird observation project 
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21.requirement for experimental project (1)quantities small scale and

22.(2)Costs within budget 

23.the birds are fed on: seed, fruits and nuts

24.inside the observe-area, position of the table in each garden: underneath a tree

25.birds daily observe time: 5 minutes

A.these will be done by themselves 

B.these will be done by the observers 

C.these will not be included in the form 

26.date recorded by? A

27.types of birds by? A

28.birds'food by? B

29.birds photo by? C

30. comments by? B

S4=V07147 section4

GRE GRE “ ” “G”

TPO小站  
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A4

 

2 12 section 1  

Peter Jim  

1. Peter fee $110weekly Jim $80

2. Jim  garage

3.  kitchen

4. Jim supermarket

5. Friday evening

6. share petrol

7. Jim  heater

8. Peter Jim  toaster

9.  1st June

10. after his exam
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-----

garage kitchen bedroom bathroom living 

room  

50

V version s1 section 1  
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4 1 3 2 4

 

 

3  

1  5.5  

5 5.5

5.5 Listen to this

18 5.5  5 10

5.5 3

2  6 6.5  

5
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6 6.5

8000 6 6.5 Listen to 

this 6 6.5  

3  7 7.5  

7 7.5 6 6.5 2 3 Listen to this

18 7 7.5 8

200

“

”

5

“ ”

“JiJing”

80 Version 3000

05
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127 127 3000

3000  

Version

Section V21-V71 V300×× V400××

0.5

money

+  

    

mental hospital      clinic   

physician/internist     oculist/eye doctor    

surgon      dentist    

vet       shrink    

symptom       have/catch a cold    
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have a sore throat      have a stomachache   

have a fever        pneumonia    

flu       have a cough   

have a headache        have a toothache   

liver trouble        allergy   

twisted/sprained       feel dizzy   

feel chilly        asthma   

diabetics       cramps   

vomit/throw up/nauseate      diarrhea   

vomitive/pukey       luggies/phlegm   

have a stuffed nose      cholera   

stiff neck      abscess   

yellow fever      hay fever   

pills      mixture   

eyedrops      syrup   

pad       vitamin   

tablet       penicillin   

antibiotic       ointment   

medication     aspirin   

bandage      syringe   

stethoscope       injection   

preventive injection      gauze   

cold cure        sweating medicine   

febrifuge      capsule   

case history      extract   

take one's temperature       see a doctor   

send for a doctor      feel one's pulse   

take one's blood pressure     give a prescription   

have an operation       make an appointment  

1   
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president         University  

dean       College/school 

head of the faculty       Faculty 

head of the division     Division 

chairman     Department 

principal   

headmaster   

headmistress   

2  

register/enrole( )   student union office 

opening ceremony   

orientation meeting     

lecture   

tutorial   

3  

basic course        specialized course   

required course      optional/selective course   

literature       philosophy   

history       art   

sociology      linguistics   

psychology       engineering   

architecture      business   

law        economics   

fiancé       accounting   

banking       biochemistry   

4  

kindergarten   elementary education   

secondary education    higher education   

adult education        open admission   

day-care center    nursery school   
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primary/elementary school /   

secondary school         coeducation   

junior high school       senior high school   

attached middle school      technical school   

polytechnic institute /  key school   

graduate school        open university   

private school         public school   

universal education     educationist/educator   

postgraduate   alumnus/alumna /   

undergraduate      Alma Mater  

auditor=guest student   

boarder      open-book exam   

pop test       orientation program   

teaching facilities   assistantship   

scholarship      room and board   

auditorium         vice-monitor   

period of schooling    credit system   

mark/score/grade      schedule=school timetable   

individual study         individual coaching=tutorial   

English evening    after-school activities   

social investigation    voluntary labor   

graduation appraisal     

graduation ceremony=commencement   

diploma=graduation certificate    

drop out        quit school   

school discipline     attendance/participation   

attend a lecture    miss a class   

cut a class      expel sb from school   

tuition       miscellaneous expenses   

a grant-aided student  lecture portfolio   

semester     blue-book   

report card     final-examination   

quiz      oral test   

diploma       degree   

associate diploma   Bachelor   

Master      Doctor of Philosophy   

Expert    consultant   
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Coordinator /   professor   

associate professor    lecturer   

adviser/mentor         counselor   

course arrangement    application form   

school of Arts and Sciences   

project     

presentation   

paper/thesis/dissertation   

letter of recommendation    

journal    office hour   

catalogue(under titles/authors/subjects)   

reference stacks   

delivery desk/circulation desk   

call slip   

check out   

charge out ...   

library card/admission card   

date slip/deadline/date of expiry   

due   

overdue and pay a fine   

borrow ...   

lend ...   

renew   

available   

out on loan   

reserve/book   

closed reserved   

in circulation   

out circulation   

not for circulation   

classification   

bibliography   

on the shelf   

newspaper   

journal   

periodical(magazines and journals)   

current/back issues /   
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category   

return in time   

interlibrary service   

open/closed shelves /   

librarian  

 

1   

bank book/pass book         open an account   

earn interest        savings account   

current account    check/cheque  account   

deposit account     annual interest rate   

monthly savings account     daily interest account   

instant account      service charge /   

signature card       draw/withdraw    

order check/cheque    rubber check/cheque   

blank check/cheque    exchange rate   

denomination=face value     four in hundred   

give the money in fives/tens   

bill         change   

cash       password/code   

amount in figures            amount in words   

credit card       the balance of your bank account   

traveler’s check/chque          coin   

penny        nickel   

dime            unit      

value/worth       ounce 1/16   

commercial/merchant bank      full refund   

extension         overdraw/overdraft   

rebate        payday   

pay slip/envelop      a princely sum(an excessive amount)   

mortgage         by installment   

apply for/grant_______a loan /   

debt       collateral   

fill out/in   chquebook/checkbook   
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loan       joint account   

expense account          cashier   

teller      statement   

money order         accountant  

A.T.M   

2   

I’d like to open a_____________account.  

I’d like to check the present balance in ___________account.  

I’d like to apply for a personal loan.  

I’d like to change( )___________for_____________.  

What’s the current rate?  

How would you like to receive your change ?  

1  

make a reservation            confirm a reservation   

cancel one's reservation  frist come,frist serve   

layover/stopover    timetable   

fare         toll   

saver ticket      open ticket   

one-way ticket        round-trip ticket   

airport tax        duty-free shop   

excess charge        vacant seat   

direct/non-stop flight    connecting-flight   

book      destination   

frist class       business class   

economy class     van   

shuttle bus       airport limousine   

berth    pullman   

scenic spot        extra charge/surcharge   

fulling-booked       seat arrangement/assignment   

E.T.A(estimated time of arrival)   

E.T.D(estimated time of departure)   
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2  

I'd like to book______________________?  

I'd like to order_____________________?  

Waht hour are you open________________? 

waht time do you open/close___________?   

  
    

mental hospital       clinic   

physician/internist      oculist/eye doctor   

surgon         dentist   

vet       shrink   

symptom         have/catch a cold   

have a sore throat       have a stomachache   

have a fever          pneumonia   

flu       have a cough   

have a headache             have a toothache   

liver trouble         allergy   

twisted/sprained          feel dizzy   

feel chilly        asthma   

diabetics       cramps   

vomit/throw up/nauseate   diarrhea   

vomitive/pukey        luggies/phlegm   

have a stuffed nose          cholera   

stiff neck        abscess   

yellow fever        hay fever   

pills       mixture   

eyedrops         syrup   

pad       vitamin   

tablet         penicillin   

antibiotic       ointment   

medication       aspirin   

bandage         syringe   

stethoscope          injection   

preventive injection         gauze   

cold cure       sweating medicine   

febrifuge       capsule   
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case history       extract   

take one's temperature    see a doctor   

send for a doctor         feel one's pulse   

take one's blood pressure   give a prescription   

have an operation   make an appointment  
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